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FǺǤȐȈǤ� ȊǺȈǤȩ� ȊǤǋȦȐǺȐǱ� ȊǋȐǱȳǋǱǤȩ� ^ǷǤ� ȦǤǚǤǺ͑ǤǠ� ǠǤǚǤȐȰ� ǱȦǋǠǤȩ� ͒ǷǤȐ� ωȐǺȩǷǺȐǱ� ǷǤȦ� �ȐǱȊǺȩǷ�
Ǥ͗ǋȏȩ�ǺȐ�ǷǺǱǷ�ȩǚǷȖȖȊ�ǋȐǠ�ȩǷǤ�Ƿǋȩ�ȊǺȰȰȊǤ�ǤΧȖȦȰ�ǰȖȊȊȖ͒ǺȐǱ��ȐǱȊǺȩǷ࣠ȩȣȖȈǤȐ�et�ȩǷȖ͒ȩ�ȖȦ�ȏȖ͑ǺǤȩ�
@ǺȈǤ� ȩȖ�ȏǋȐ͘�ȖȰǷǤȦ��ȳȰǚǷ�ȐǋȰǺ͑Ǥȩ� ȩǷǤ� Ǻȩ�ǋ�ȣȦȖωǚǺǤȐȰ� ȩȣǤǋȈǤȦ�Ȗǰ��ȐǱȊǺȩǷ�vǷǋȰ� ȩȰǋȐǠȩ� ǺȐ�
ǷǤȦ�͒ǋ͘�Ȗǰ�ȏǋȩȰǤȦǺȐǱ�ȰǷǤ��ȐǱȊǺȩǷ�ȊǋȐǱȳǋǱǤ�ǚȖȏȣȊǤȰǤȊ͘�ǷȖ͒Ǥ͑ǤȦ�ǋȦǤ�ǋ�ǰǤ͒�ȩȖȳȐǠȩ�͒ǷǺǚǷ�ȩǷǤ�
cannot quite distinguish. If it was not for the context, she would have a hard time hearing the 
ǠǺΧǤȦǤȐǚǤ�ǙǤȰ͒ǤǤȐ�ǋ�ȐǋȰǺ͑Ǥ�ȩȣǤǋȈǤȦࣰȩ�ȣȦȖȐȳȐǚǺǋȰǺȖȐ�Ȗǰ�ȰǷǤ��ȐǱȊǺȩǷ�͒ȖȦǠȩ�࣭ȣǋȐ࣮�ǋȐǠ�࣭ȣǤȐ”. 
eȖ�ǷǤȦ�ǙȖȰǷ�Ȗǰ�ȰǷǤȏ�ȩȖȳȐǠ�ȊǺȈǤ�͑ ǤȦȩǺȖȐȩ�Ȗǰ�ȰǷǤ��ȳȰǚǷ�͒ ȖȦǠ�࣭ ȣǤȐ࣮� ͒ǷǺǚǷ�ǋȊȩȖ�ǷǋȣȣǤȐȩ�ȰȖ�ȏǤǋȐ�
ȰǷǤ�ȩǋȏǤ�ǋȩ�ȰǷǤ��ȐǱȊǺȩǷ�͒ȖȦǠ�࣭ȣǤȐ࣮�^ǺȏǺȊǋȦȊ͘�ȰȖ�ǷǤȦ�ǠǺϋǚȳȊȰǺǤȩ�ǺȐ�ȣǤȦǚǤǺ͑ǺȐǱ�ȰǷǤ�͑Ȗ͒ǤȊȩ�
she also struggles to produce them. She wonders how she should best go about mastering these 
ǚǷǋȊȊǤȐǱǺȐǱ�ȩȖȳȐǠȩ�/Ȗ͒�ǚǋȐ�ȩǷǤ�ȊǤǋȦȐ�ȰȖ�ȣȦȖȐȖȳȐǚǤ�ȩȖȏǤȰǷǺȐǱ�ȩǷǤ�ǚǋȐȐȖȰ�ǷǤǋȦ�ǺȐ�ȰǷǤ�ωȦȩȰ�
place? And conversely, how can she hear what she cannot say?

While acquiring our native language in childhood comes naturally to most of us, 
mastering a second language in all its intricacies later on in life involves some additional 
challenges. Just like Nienke experiences it, those challenges oftentimes comprise the non-
native sound system. As new-borns, we are able to distinctively perceive a wide range of 
sounds. Already after a few months of exposure to our native language (L1), however, this 
perceptual spectrum has narrowed as we specialise in distinguishing between phonemes 
that are relevant to our mother tongue. Werker and Tees (1984) famously revealed this 
ǎϩǎǄȚ�ΕǡǎǺ�ȚǎȓȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺǚƵǺȚȓ�ॵƵǛǎǊ��ǹȀǺȚǡȓऺ�
8–10 months, and 10–12 months respectively) on several consonant contrasts (present 
ǤǺ� ǎǤȚǡǎȐ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡऺ� /ǤǺǊǤऺ� ȀȐ� Ƶ� ǺƵȚǤΔǎ� 2ǺǊǤƵǺ� ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎॶु� eǡǎǤȐ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ� ȓǡȀΕǎǊ� ȚǡƵȚ� Țǡǎ�
youngest group was able to distinguish between all of the contrasts, while 10-12 months 
old infants could only do so between the contrasts, which were relevant in the context of 
ȚǡǎǤȐ�@�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǤǺǛु�^ǤǹǤǴƵȐǴΛऺ �?ȝǡǴ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀǴǴǎƵǛȝǎȓ�ॵॶ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�ȚǡƵȚ�ƵǴȐǎƵǊΛ�ǃΛ�Țǡǎ�ƵǛǎ�
of 6 months, infants’ perception of the /i/ and /y/ was distinctively altered by exposure 
to their native language, here either Swedish or American English. Again, those infants 
had become specialised in perceiving linguistically relevant phonemes of their L1, while 
becoming relatively insensitive in distinguishing between less relevant ones. 
(ǤΔǎǺ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǎƵȐǴΛ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎȓ�Ȁǚ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�ǎΚȍȀȓȝȐǎ�ȀǺ�ȓȀȝǺǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺऺ�ǤȚ�Ǥȓ�ǺȀȚ�

surprising that (re)learning to perceive phonemes that become relevant in the context of a 
ǚȀȐǎǤǛǺ�ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�ॵ@ॶ�ǴƵȚǎȐ�ȀǺ�ǤǺ�ǴǤǚǎ�ǄƵǺ�ǃǎ�Ƶ�ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓु��ǎȓȍǤȚǎ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚǤǎȓऺ�
ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�ƵǊȝǴȚ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ǄƵǺ�ȓȚǤǴǴ��ȚȀ�ȓȀǹǎ�ǊǎǛȐǎǎ�আ�ȓȝǄǄǎǎǊ�ǤǺ�ǚȀȐǹǤǺǛ�
non-native phoneme categories, for instance, through targeted phoneme training (see 
ƵǹȀǺǛ�ȀȚǡǎȐȓऺ��ȐƵǊǴȀΕ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��@ƵǹǃƵǄǡǎȐ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��vƵǺǛ�ǎȚ�
al., 2003), or through extensive language immersion (Flege et al., 1996, 1999a, 1999b). 
The phonemic system thus stays plastic throughout the lifespan, though it is known to 
ǊǎǄȐǎƵȓǎ�ǤǺ�ϵǎΚǤǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ΕǤȚǡ�ƵǛǎ�ॵ'ǴǎǛǎ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ऺ�ǃे�XǤȓǲǎ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु
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2Ǻ�ȀȐǊǎȐ�ȚȀ�ȐǎƵǄǡ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�ǡǤǛǡ�ǴǎΔǎǴȓ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ǚȀȐǎǤǛǺ�ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�ȚȀ�ǎǺƵǃǴǎ�
ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǄȀǹǹȝǺǤǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ǤǺ�ΔƵȐǤȀȝȓ�ǴǤǺǛȝǤȓȚǤǄ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚȓ�ƵǺǊ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐ�ȓǤȚȝƵȚǤȀǺȓऺ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�
phonemes need to be established both in speech perception and production. This means 
that, through learning, stable representations need to be formed upon which both speech 
processes can be based. A non-native language user, like Nienke above, needs to be able to 
discriminate between relevant phonemes of her L2, while also being able to distinctively 
pronounce them. During second language acquisition, this might seem like a “chicken-
ƵǺǊআǎǛǛঔ�ȍȐȀǃǴǎǹह�ΕǡƵȚ�ǄȀǹǎȓ�ϲȐȓȚ�ॵȀȐ�ȐƵȚǡǎȐऺ�ΕǡƵȚ�ǺǎǎǊȓ�ȚȀ�ǄȀǹǎ�ϲȐȓȚॶऺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚ�
perception or the correct production of a non-native phoneme? One speech process 
seems to depend on the respective other making it hard to disentangle where learning 
could start. For instance, whenever attempting to produce a challenging foreign sound, 
it seems plausible that a speaker will listen to their own utterance in order to evaluate 
and potentially adjust the articulatory process. This could happen even before the actual 
realisation of producing a sound through internal feedback loops. In either case, however, 
ǤȚ� ȓǎǎǹȓ� ȍǴƵȝȓǤǃǴǎ� ȚǡƵȚ� ǤǺ� ȀȐǊǎȐ� ȚȀ� ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ� ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǎ� Țǡǎ� ȏȝƵǴǤȚΛ� Ȁǚ� ǡǤȓ� ȀȐ� ǡǎȐ� ȀΕǺ�
utterance, a speaker and “self-listener” needs to have an idea about what the articulation 
ought to sound like. Conversely, it seems daunting for a listener trying to discriminate 
between two identical appearing sounds produced by another speaker, while not being 
able to distinctively pronounce them herself. 

This dilemma taps directly into an ongoing debate in the speech sciences. While results 
from various training and immersion studies, such as the ones mentioned above, have 
taught us that learning to perceive and produce non-native phonemes in adulthood is 
still possible (to some degree), how the relationship between the two speech modalities 
in this learning process can best be characterised is still inconclusive. It is this debate that 
motivates the main focus of the present dissertation. More concretely, in the following 
four empirical chapters (Chapters 2-5), I would like to further our understanding of how 
speech perception and speech production interact during second language sound learning. 
My aim is to further investigate how this relationship between the speech modalities can 
be best described by testing under which circumstances they support or potentially even 
hinder each other in the process of establishing non-native sound categories. 

The second aim of this dissertation is to ask what we can learn from a deeper 
understanding of perception-production interactions with respect to choosing and 
ǊǎΔǎǴȀȍǤǺǛ� ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ƵȍȍȐȀƵǄǡǎȓ� ǚȀȐ� ƵǊȝǴȚ� ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ� ȚȀ� ȓȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴǴΛ� ǹƵȓȚǎȐ� �@
sounds in both modalities. Before turning to the empirical chapters, each dealing with 
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ� ƵȓȍǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ȚȀ�ȍǎȐǄǎǤΔǎ� ƵǺǊ ȀैȐ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȓȀȝǺǊȓऺ� 2�ΕǤǴǴ� ϲȐȓȚ�
ǎǴƵǃȀȐƵȚǎ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚǤǎȓ�ƵȓȓȀǄǤƵȚǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȀȝǺǊ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�ǡȀΕ�ȚǡǎΛ�
could be accounted for, and then, second, specify and discuss the variety of methods used 
in this dissertation.
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I. THE CHALLENGE OF NON-NATIVE SOUNDS

vǡǤǄǡ�ȓȀȝǺǊ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�Ȁǚ�Ƶ�ȓǎǄȀǺǊ�ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�ƵȐǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ȚȀ�ȍǎȐǄǎǤΔǎ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǺȀȝǺǄǎ�ǚȀȐ�
the learner of that L2 are largely determined by the interplay between the learner’s native 
and the non-native phonetic system. What seems easy for some native speakers represents 
Ƶ�ǹƵǯȀȐ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚΛ�ǚȀȐ�ȀȚǡǎȐȓु�vǡǎǺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�Ƶȓ�Ƶ�ǚȀȐǎǤǛǺ�ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎऺ�ǚȀȐ�ǤǺȓȚƵǺǄǎऺ�
ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ǚȐȀǹ�ΔƵȐǤȀȝȓ�@�ǃƵǄǲǛȐȀȝǺǊȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǴƵȐǛǎǴΛ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚ�ȚȀ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎȓ�ȍȀȓǎ�
a challenge for them: for example, Japanese natives generally struggle with producing 
the two English liquids (as contrasted in English read and lead; Bradlow et al., 1997, 
�ॶऺ�ΕǡǤǴǎ 2ȚƵǴǤƵǺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎȓ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚǤǎȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�ΔƵȐǤȀȝȓ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚȓऺ� ȓȝǄǡ�
Ƶȓऺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǤǺǛ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ैʆவै�ƵǺǊ�ैʼै�ॵƵȓ�ǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�bought and but; Flege et al., 1999a), 
ΕǡǎȐǎƵȓ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ� ȚǎǺǊ� ȚȀ� ȓȚȐȝǛǛǴǎ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛ�ΕǤȚǡ� Țǡǎ�ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�
�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�ॵƵȓ�ǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�bad and bed; Broersma, 2002, 2005). 

Plausible explanations for this phenomenon come from widely accepted accounts 
of cross-language speech perception. The Speech Learning Model (SLM; Flege, 1995) 
postulates that during the initial phase of encountering a given L2, a new speech category 
will more likely be established the more it is dissimilar from any existing L1 category. The 
Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM; Best, 1995) similarly assumes that formation of 
novel speech categories depends on perceived (dis)similarity between the native and the 
non-native phonological system and makes concrete predictions on how a given L2 phone 
gets perceptually assimilated into an existing L1 sound category. According to the model, 
ȚǡǤȓ� ƵȓȓǤǹǤǴƵȚǤȀǺ� ǄƵǺ� ǡƵȍȍǎǺ� ǤǺ� ȚǡȐǎǎ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ� ΕƵΛȓह� ॵॶ� Ƶ� ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȍǡȀǺǎ� ǄƵǺ� ǛǎȚ�
categorised if it gets assimilated to an L1 phoneme based on its perceived close similarity 
to it, (2) it could stay uncategorised in case it resembles no similarity with any L2 phoneme 
(it will then stay in an “untuned region” in between categories), or (3) it could be ȐȖȐ࣠
assimilable, which means that it is not perceived as speech and will in that case be outside 
the listener’s L1 phonological space (Faris et al., 2018). The term categorisation here 
relates to the perceptual phenomenon of categorical perception (Liberman et al., 1961). 
In speech perception, it describes the tendency of listeners to perceive distinct categories 
even when presented with a continuum of sounds. This enables listeners to deal with a 
certain degree of variability in speech produced by others by perceiving both good and 
poor examples of a given phonemic category as valid realisations of it. 

In the context of L2 speech perception, assimilation of novel speech sounds can both 
be helpful and misleading. It will be trivial for L2 learners to discriminate two non-
native phonemes if they are similar to (and thus directly relate to) two categories in the 
native sound space (Best and Strange, 1992). Another easy case has been shown to be 
the perception of non-native sounds that do not resemble any similarity with any of the 
L1 sound categories. This explains why, for instance, English native speakers have few 
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problems distinguishing between Zulu clicks (Best et al., 1988). According to PAM, 
ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ� Ƶ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ� ȓǤȚȝƵȚǤȀǺ� ǚȀȐ� Țǡǎ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�ȝȓǎȐ�ΕǤǴǴ� ƵȐǤȓǎ�ΕǡǎǺǎΔǎȐ� ȚΕȀ�
phones of a given L2 contrast are similar to a single L1 category. As both phonemes will 
ȚǡǎǺ�ǛǎȚ�ȍǎȐǄǎǤΔǎǊ�Ƶȓ�ǎΚƵǹȍǴǎȓ�Ȁǚ�Ƶ�ȓǤǺǛǴǎ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛऺ �Țǡǎ�@�ǴǤȓȚǎǺǎȐ�ΕǤǴǴ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚǤǎȓ�ǤǺ�
discriminating the two. 

To illustrate this process, we can consider one of the above examples in more detail. The 
�ȝȚǄǡ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȍǡȀǺȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ� ȓΛȓȚǎǹ�ǄȀǹȍȐǤȓǎȓ� Țǡǎ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ� ʋैै� ॵƵȓ� ǤǺ��ȝȚǄǡ�het), which 
Ǥȓ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴǴΛ� ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ� ॵȚǡȀȝǛǡ�ǺȀȚ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤǄƵǴॶ� ȚȀ� Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ� ʋैै� ॵƵȓ� ǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
pen). As there is no Dutch phoneme /æ/, PAM would predict that it gets assimilated 
ȚȀ� Țǡǎ� ǄǴȀȓǎȓȚ� ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛऺ � ǡǎȐǎ� �ȝȚǄǡ� ʋैैऺ� ƵǺǊ� ȚǡƵȚ� ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ�
two L2 phonemes will thus be poor for Dutch native listeners. This is indeed what has 
been shown in various experimental settings. The two English vowels were shown to be 
confused by Dutch native speakers, for instance, in a word recognition task (Escudero 
et al., 2008), in a lexical decision task (Broersma, 2002), a spoken-word recognition task 
(Weber and Cutler, 2004), and also led to spurious lexical competition in a priming task 
ॵ�ȐȀǎȐȓǹƵऺ�ॶु�2Ǻ�ȓȝǹऺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀैআ ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ȐǎȍȐǎȓǎǺȚȓ�Ƶ�ǛȀȀǊ�ǎΚƵǹȍǴǎ�
Ȁǚ�Ƶ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ȚȀ�ȍǎȐǄǎǤΔǎ�ॵƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǺȀȝǺǄǎॶ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ǚȀȐ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ॵǎΔǎǺ�
ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄƵȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺȚǎȐǹǎǊǤƵȚǎैǡǤǛǡ�ǴǎΔǎǴȓ�Ȁǚ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛॶ�ƵǺǊ�ΕƵȓ�ȚǡǎȐǎǚȀȐǎ�ǎǹȍǴȀΛǎǊ�
in all empirical chapters of this dissertation as a tool to further our understanding of 
how speech perception and production interact in the course of learning to perceive a 
challenging novel speech contrast. 

II. METHODOLOGY

eǡǤȓ�ǊǤȓȓǎȐȚƵȚǤȀǺ�Ǥȓ�ǃȝǤǴȚ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȝȓǎ�Ȁǚ�Ƶ�ΔƵȐǤǎȚΛ�Ȁǚ�ȓǄǤǎǺȚǤϲǄ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǎǹȍǴȀΛǎǊ�
in their combination - to illuminate various aspects of sound learning and general cognitive 
and linguistic performance relevant during this process. At the core of this work stands the 
use of two multi-day training studies. While being relatively time-consuming and costly, 
multi-day training approaches are a valuable method to induce and examine learning in a 
controlled experimental setting. As compared to cross-sectional studies, for instance, they 
ȚǡǎȐǎǃΛ�ƵǴȓȀ�ǎǺƵǃǴǎ�ȐǎȓǎƵȐǄǡǎȐȓ�ȚȀ�ƵǊǊȐǎȓȓ�ǄƵȝȓƵǴǤȚΛ�ǤǺȓȚǎƵǊ�Ȁǚ�ȓǤǹȍǴǎ�ǄȀȐȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓु�
Using multiple sessions spread over multiple days came with the additional advantage 
of enabling us to study the time course of learning, for instance, how it is shaped and 
ȚȀ�ΕǡƵȚ� ǎΚȚǎǺȚ� ǤȚ� Ǥȓ� ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎǊ�ǃΛ�ȀȚǡǎȐ�ȍȀȓȓǤǃǴǎ� ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓऺ� ȓȝǄǡ�Ƶȓऺ� ǄȀǺȓȀǴǤǊƵȚǤȀǺ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�
sleep. Spreading the training over a longer period of time, during which participants will 
leave the controlled experimental setting between training sessions, did mean losing some 
control over confounding variables. For instance, a participant trained in the perception 
and production of English vowels could have engaged in considerably more conversations 
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with English speakers between sessions, potentially leading to additional gains that would 
be independent of the targeted training. This general confounding factor, however, can 
ǃǎ�ȐǎǊȝǄǎǊ�ǃΛ�ȝȓǤǺǛ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǺȝǹǃǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǃΛ�ǤǺǄǴȝǊǤǺǛ�Ƶ�ΔƵǴǤǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�
condition to any training design, which we did in both training studies. 

Performance in both speech perception and production was assessed by a wide range 
of methods, which were complementing and thus strengthening each other. Firstly, we 
made use of various behavioural measures. Perceptual learning was assessed both in terms 
Ȁǚ�ǄǡƵǺǛǎȓ� ǤǺ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛऺ � ƵǺǊ� Țǡǎ�ǊǎǛȐǎǎ� ȚȀ�ΕǡǤǄǡ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�
transferred to new linguistic contexts, such as new speakers or new words. More concretely, 
Εǎ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ǊǎǛȐǎǎ�ȚȀ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤǚΛ�ƵȝǊǤȚȀȐǤǴΛ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
ΕȀȐǊȓ�ǄȀǺȚƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ॵȓȝǄǡ�Ƶȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΕȀȐǊ�pen) and also how 
well they could discriminate between the two challenging vowels when being auditorily 
presented in a sequence. By employing an eleven-step continuum between the critical 
ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ॵƵȐȚǤϲǄǤƵǴǴΛ�ǄȐǎƵȚǎǊ�ȓȀȝǺǊ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ΕǤȚǡ�ƵǊǯȝȓȚǎǊ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȚΕȀ�
formants) in one of the discrimination tasks, we were also able to quantify the sharpness 
of the perceptual boundary between the two phonemes for each participant. Additional 
ȚȀ� Țǡǎȓǎ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓऺ� ǎƵǄǡ� ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚখȓ� ǴǎΔǎǴ� Ȁǚ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ΕƵȓ�
assessed by means of a computerised English vocabulary test (the LexTALE task; Lemhöfer 
and Broersma, 2012) and questionnaires collecting data on a participants’ native language 
ǃƵǄǲǛȐȀȝǺǊ� ƵǺǊ� ǃȀȚǡ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ� ƵǺǊ� ǎΔǎȐΛǊƵΛ� ȝȓǎ� Ȁǚ� ǚȀȐǎǤǛǺ� ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎȓु� eǡǎȓǎ�
quantitative measures were complemented by some qualitative measures in the form of open 
questions concerning, for instance, participants’ motivation or potential comments on the 
ȍǎȐǄǎǤΔǎǊ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺǄΛ�Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु��ǴǴ�Ȁǚ� Țǡǎȓǎ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓ�ǡƵǊ�Țǡǎ�ƵǊΔƵǺȚƵǛǎ�
of being relatively easy to administer both in terms of time and costs. It should be kept in 
mind, however, that they are relatively indirect measures and, as we will see in Chapter 3, 
in some regards potentially less sensitive than more direct neural measurements.

Secondly, we made use of speech signal analysis in order to quantify participants’ 
ability to pronounce the non-native phonemes. The phonetic quality of the English /æ/ 
ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ǄƵǺ�ǃǎ�ΕǎǴǴ�ǄǡƵȐƵǄȚǎȐǤȓǎǊ� ॵƵǺǊ�ǊǤȓȚǤǺǛȝǤȓǡǎǊॶ� ǤǺ� ȚǎȐǹȓ�Ȁǚ� ȚǡǎǤȐ�ϲȐȓȚ� ȚΕȀ�
ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚȓऺ�'�ƵǺǊ�'ऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ȐǎǚǎȐ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȚΕȀ�ȍȐȀǹǤǺǎǺȚ�ǚȐǎȏȝǎǺǄΛ�ǃƵǺǊȓ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�
ȓǤǛǺƵǴখȓ� ȓȍǎǄȚȐƵǴ� ȐǎȍȐǎȓǎǺȚƵȚǤȀǺु� vǎ� ȚǡǎȐǎǚȀȐǎ� ǃƵȓǎǊ� Țǡǎ� ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� Ȁǚ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
learning on the F1 and F2 values of the vowel productions made by participants before, 
during, and after training. Those could be used both to examine the degree to which 
participants were able to distinctively pronounce the two vowels (how much did the 
ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ǚȀȐ�Ƶ�ǛǤΔǎǺ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚूॶ�ƵǺǊऺ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄƵȓǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�
production training presented in Chapter 4, how similar their vowel productions were 
to those of typical native speakers (how close do the formant values come to a native 
model?). Notably, we did see that values based on automatic formant extraction tend to 
ǊǤϩǎȐ� ॵȓǴǤǛǡȚǴΛॶ�ǊǎȍǎǺǊǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǎΚȚȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�ȝȓǎǊ�ॵǚȀȐ� ǤǺȓȚƵǺǄǎऺ�ǹǎƵǺ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�
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value across the entire vowel segment or mean value across 50% centred portion of the 
ΔȀΕǎǴॶ� ƵǺǊ� Țǡǎ�ǎΚƵǄȚ� ȚǤǹǤǺǛ�Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ�ǊǎϲǺǎǊ�ΔȀΕǎǴ� ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ΔƵȐǤǎȓ�ǊǎȍǎǺǊǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�
ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ� ȚǡȀȓǎ� ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ� ǊǎϲǺǎǊ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ� ƵǺ� ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄ� ȀȐ�ǹƵǺȝƵǴ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ� ॵƵǺǊ�
ƵǴȓȀ�ǤǺ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǹƵǺȝƵǴ�ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ǃΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚȀȐȓॶु��ȓ�Εǎ�ȓǡȀΕ�ǤǺ�Chapter 
4ऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ� ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�ǎΚȚȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚǎǊ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ȓƵǹǎ�ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ�ȍƵȚȚǎȐǺȓ�
ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚǤǺǛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓ�ƵȐǎ� ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐǴΛ�ΔƵǴǤǊु� 2Ǻ�ȓȝǹऺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤȓǎǊ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�
ǎǺƵǃǴǎǊ�ȝȓ�ȚȀ�ȚǤǹǎআǎϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛऺ �ǄȀǺȓǤȓȚǎǺȚǴΛऺ �ƵǺǊ�ȀǃǯǎǄȚǤΔǎǴΛ�Ƶȓȓǎȓȓ�Țǡǎ�ȏȝƵǴǤȚΛ�Ȁǚ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�
vowel productions. We therefore chose it above non-automatised alternative evaluation 
approaches, such as speech ratings by native English speakers as possible. 

To further validate vowel evaluations based on formant extractions, the above 
analysis was complemented by an automatic speech recognition (ASR) approach in 
Chapter 2ु�/ǎȐǎऺ�Εǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�Ƶ�ǃǤǺƵȐΛ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ǹȀǊǎǴ�ΕǤȚǡ�Ƶ�ȓǎȚ�Ȁǚ�ΕȀȐǊ�ȐǎǄȀȐǊǤǺǛȓ�
containing either of the two English target vowels (the same that were produced by the 
Dutch participants) and then used it to classify if a given word produced by the Dutch 
ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ƵȚ�ȍȐǎআ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȀȓȚআȚǎȓȚ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǄȀǺȚƵǤǺǎǊ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ैǀै�ȀȐ�Țǡǎ� ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴु�

Lastly, we also made use of electrophysiological measurements in Chapters 3 and 5. 
In a nutshell, electroencephalography (EEG) is the method of recording the continuous 
electrical activity produced by synchronously active neurons by means of placing one 
ȀȐ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǎǴǎǄȚȐȀǊǎȓ�ȀǺ� Țǡǎ� ȓǄƵǴȍ� ॵ?ǎǹǹǎȐǎȐऺ�ॶु� 2Ǻ� ǴǤǛǡȚ�Ȁǚ� ǤȚȓ� ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ� ǴȀΕ�ȓȍƵȚǤƵǴ�
resolution, it is not a favourable method to investigate the location of a cognitive process, 
but EEG has the advantage of having an excellent temporal resolution (in the range 
Ȁǚ�ǹǤǴǴǤȓǎǄȀǺǊȓॶु�vǡǎǺ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ�ƵǄȚǤΔǤȚΛ� ȚǤǹǎআǴȀǄǲǎǊ� ȚȀ�Ƶ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ǎΔǎǺȚऺ� ȓȝǄǡ�Ƶȓ�Ƶ�
response or the presentation of a stimulus, across multiple occurrences of that event, one 
can reveal so-called event-related potentials (ERPs). This computation is a good way to 
increase the signal-to-noise ratio (random noise tends to cancel out in the averaging process, 
while consistent signal does not), which can get compromised by muscle movements (e.g. 
during speaking) or other sources of electrical noise. 

In the context of this dissertation, the most relevant of these ERPs were the auditory 
mismatch negativity (MMN) and the error-related negativity (ERN). The MMN is 
typically observed in response to a deviating stimulus in a sequence of repeated standard 
ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎȐǎǚȀȐǎ�ǲǺȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ƵǺ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ȚȀȀǴ�ȚȀ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎ�ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄ�ƵȝǊǤȚȀȐΛ�ǄǡƵǺǛǎ�
detection even in the absence of focused attention (Näätänen et al., 1997, 2007). The 
ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ǡƵȓ�ǚȀȝǺǊ�ƵȍȍǴǤǄƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ΕǤǊǎ�ȐƵǺǛǎ�Ȁǚ�ȓǄǤǎǺȚǤϲǄ�ǊǤȓǄǤȍǴǤǺǎȓऺ�ǤǺǄǴȝǊǤǺǛ�ǹȝȓǤǄ�
ǄȀǛǺǤȚǤȀǺ�ॵ'ȝǯǤȀǲƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��?ȀǎǴȓǄǡ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶऺ�ǄȀǺȓǄǤȀȝȓǺǎȓȓ�ॵ'ǤȓǄǡǎȐ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶ�
and sleep research (Sculthorpe et al., 2009), and psycholinguistics (Pulvermüller and 
Shtyrov, 2006). Most relevant for this dissertation, the auditory MMN has been shown 
ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ȝȓǎǚȝǴ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ�Ȁǚ�@�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺऺ�ǚȀȐ�ǤǺȓȚƵǺǄǎऺ�ȚȀ�Ƶȓȓǎȓȓ�ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�
in non-native listeners’ ability to discriminate between L2 phonemes (Díaz et al., 2016; 
Jakoby et al., 2011a), to quantify nativelikeness of discrimination ability of L2 sounds 
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ॵ(ȐǤǹƵǴǊǤ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��XǎǴȚȀǴƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��[ǤΔǎȐƵআ(ƵΚǤȀǴƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛ�
to complement behavioural measurements of L2 training evaluation (Lu et al., 2015; 
Tamminen et al., 2015; Ylinen et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2009). In Chapter 3, we used 
the MMN to evaluate if and to what degree Dutch participants were able to perceive the 
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ȚƵȐǛǎȚǎǊ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�
We thereby complemented our behavioural measurements of perceptual learning outcomes 
by an additional and, as it turned out, potentially more sensitive tool in assessing L2 learner’s 
discrimination ability. The above mentioned ERN response became relevant in the design 
and outcomes presented in Chapter 5. The ERN is a widely used potential that is typically 
ȀǃȓǎȐΔǎǊ�ȓǡȀȐȚǴΛ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ƵǺ�ǎȐȐȀǺǎȀȝȓ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ॵ(ǎǡȐǤǺǛ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��/ȀǡǺȓǃǎǤǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�
1991). Originally employed in the research of action monitoring, it was subsequently shown 
to be a valuable tool when applied in language production research as well (Ganushchak et 
al., 2011; Ganushchak and Schiller, 2006; Trewartha and Phillips, 2013). 

Although each of the above methods, involving analyses of behavioural, speech and 
ǺǎȝȐƵǴ�ǊƵȚƵऺ�ǎΚǡǤǃǤȚ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤΔǎ�ǃǎǺǎϲȚȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǊȐƵΕǃƵǄǲȓ�ΕǡǎǺ�ǄȀǺȓǤǊǎȐǎǊ�ȓǎȍƵȐƵȚǎǴΛऺ �
they become especially powerful when used in combination with each other, then 
enabling conclusions based on converging evidence. 

III. THESIS OVERVIEW

This dissertation reports and subsequently discusses several experimental studies focussing 
on the interaction of speech perception and speech production during non-native speech 
category learning. Language learners in all experiments are native Dutch participants 
ΕǡȀ� ƵȐǎ� ǤǺȚǎȐǹǎǊǤƵȚǎैǡǤǛǡǴΛ� ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚ� ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ� Ȁǚ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡु� eǡǎ� ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�
ȓȀȝǺǊȓ�ǤǺ�ǚȀǄȝȓ�ƵȐǎ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ƵȐǎ�ǲǺȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǤǺǛ�
for Dutch learners both in producing and perceptually discriminating these despite their 
ǡǤǛǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ� ǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ॵȓǎǎ�ƵǃȀΔǎॶु�Chapters 2, 3, and 4 examined the extent to 
which learning in one modality could be supported by training in the other (i.e., training 
ǤǺ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ� ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎȓ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛऺ� ƵǺǊ� ΔǤǄǎ� ΔǎȐȓƵॶऺ� Ǥǚ� ȓȝǄǡ� ǄȐȀȓȓআǹȀǊƵǴǤȚΛ�
ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�Ǥȓ�ȍȀȓȓǤǃǴǎ�ǤǺ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚǤȀǺȓऺ�ƵǺǊ�ǃΛ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓ�ǤȚ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǃǎ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎǊु�EȀȐǎ�
ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ �Țǡǎ�ƵǤǹ�Ȁǚ�Chapters 2 and 3�ΕƵȓ�ȚȀ�ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǎ�Țǡǎ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȐǎǴǎΔƵǺȚ�
production practice of a trained speech contrast as integrated part of a perceptual training 
protocol on that contrast. To do so, we evaluated both the perception and production 
performance of Dutch native speakers who had undergone a four-day perceptual 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�ȚǡƵȚ�ΕƵȓ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǤǺǛ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ॵȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
production group) or unrelated speech tokens (unrelated production group). During 
each training trial, participants had to make a categorical decision based on stimulus words 
they were presented with auditorily. After visual feedback on their response, participants 
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in the related production group produced a visually prompted word including one of the 
challenging English vowels, while participants in the unrelated production group produced 
a word not including any of the trained phonemes. By means of comparing training 
outcomes in both speech domains between the two groups, we attempted to tap into the 
ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ� Ȁǚ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ΕȀȐǊȓ� Ƶȓ� ȀȍȍȀȓǎǊ� ȚȀ� ǎǺǛƵǛǤǺǛ� ǤǺ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�
during training more generally. Chapter 2� ȐǎȍȀȐȚȓ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�Ȁǚ� ȚǡǤȓ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�
study, both in speech perception and production, while Chapter 3 presents outcomes 
based on electrophysiological measures taken during and after the four-day training. 

In Chapter 4ऺ�Țǡǎ�ǚȀǄȝȓ�ȚȝȐǺǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�ǃȀȚǡ�
speech production and perception thereby complementing the examination of the cross-
ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚΛ� ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ� ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ� ȚΕȀ�ǄǡƵȍȚǎȐȓु�/ǎȐǎऺ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎȓ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵȚǎǊ� ǤǺ�
a two-day production training study, in which they received immediate, trial-by-trial 
ΔǤȓȝƵǴ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ȀǺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȀΕǺ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ�Ȁǚ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�ǤǺǄǴȝǊǤǺǛ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ैǀै�ȀȐ� ʋैैु�
The feedback consisted of a visual representation of mouth-tongue positioning during 
articulation and indicated how close a given utterance was with respect to that of a typical 
native speaker. Participants in a control group received a general indication on how in 
terms of tongue location the target vowels are pronounced by a typical native speaker but 
no direct feedback on the quality of their own vowel productions. Both groups received 
explicit phonological instructions on the challenging English contrast prior to training 
and their performance in both identifying and reading the vowels was measured before 
and after the two training sessions. The chapter thus had two aims, the evaluation of the 
ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǺǎȓȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȚȀȀǴ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ǎΚƵǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǊǎǛȐǎǎ�ȚȀ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�
production would transfer to the perceptual modality. 

Chapter 5 focussed on the verbal self-monitoring system and its role in the context 
Ȁǚ� ȓǎǄȀǺǊ� ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ƵǄȏȝǤȓǤȚǤȀǺु�EȀȐǎ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ �Εǎ� ȚǎȓȚǎǊ�ǡȀΕ�ǎƵȓǤǴΛ� Țǡǎ� ȓǎǴǚআ
monitoring system could adapt to evaluating newly-learnt non-native phonemes in 
order to support L2 speech category formation. Both previously trained participants 
(those reported on in Chapters 2 and 3) and participants in an untrained control group 
were tested in a fast-paced speech production task involving the trained vowels, English 
ैǀै�ȀȐ� ʋैैु��ȝȐǤǺǛ�ȚǡǤȓ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ȓȝǃȓȚǤȚȝȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲऺ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ΔǤȓȝƵǴǴΛ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ�
with single English words, such as SAND, of which they had to mentally substitute the 
ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǃΛ�ǤȚȓ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤΔǎ�ǄȀȝǺȚǎȐȍƵȐȚ�ॵȚǡȝȓ�ैǀै�ǃΛ� ʋैैऺ�ƵǺǊ�ΔǤǄǎ�ΔǎȐȓƵॶ�ǚȀǴǴȀΕǎǊ�ǃΛ�ΔǎȐǃƵǴǴΛ�
producing the result of this substitution (in this case “send”). By means of time pressure 
and some catch trials not including any of the two vowels (to which participants had to 
respond by saying “no”), the task was designed to trigger verbal errors. The focus of this 
chapter was to compare electrophysiological signatures of error monitoring between a 
previously trained and an untrained control group in order to test the degree to which 
(trained) participants showed typical indicators of response evaluation of their erroneous 
verbal responses. 
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Finally, in Chapter 6,�2�ȓȝǹǹƵȐǤȓǎ�Țǡǎ�ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǎǹȍǤȐǤǄƵǴ�ǄǡƵȍȚǎȐȓ�ƵǺǊ�
ȐǎǴƵȚǎ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȀǺǛȀǤǺǛ�ȓǄǤǎǺȚǤϲǄ�ǊǎǃƵȚǎ�ȀǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�
second language speech learning. I thereby aim to further our understanding of how the 
relationship between the two speech modalities can best be characterised, which lines 
of further research will still be needed, and how a deeper understanding of perception-
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ� ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�@� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ǄȀȝǴǊ� ǤǺǚȀȐǹ� Țǡǎ� ǊǎΔǎǴȀȍǹǎǺȚ� Ȁǚ� ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�
training methods for non-native category formation.
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ABSTRACT

�ȓȚƵǃǴǤȓǡǤǺǛ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ǄƵǺ�ǃǎ�Ƶ�ǺȀȚȀȐǤȀȝȓǴΛ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ǎǺǊǎƵΔȀȝȐ��ǤǺ�
both speech perception and speech production. This study asks how these two domains 
ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ǄȀȝȐȓǎ� Ȁǚ� ȚǡǤȓ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓु� 2Ț� ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǎȓ� Țǡǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� Ȁǚ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�
learning and related production practice of a challenging non-native category on the 
perception and/or production of that category. A 4-day perceptual training protocol on 
Țǡǎ��ȐǤȚǤȓǡ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀैআैैݐ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ΕƵȓ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȀȐ�ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
production practice. After feedback on perceptual categorisation of the contrast, native 
Dutch participants in the related production group (N=19) pronounced the trial’s correct 
answer, while participants in the unrelated production group (N=19) pronounced 
similar but phonologically unrelated words. Comparison of pre- and post-tests showed 
ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚ�ȀΔǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�ǃȀȚǡ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺऺ�
ǃȝȚ�ǺȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǚȀȝǺǊु�eǡǎ�ǴƵǄǲ�Ȁǚ�ƵǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
practice is discussed in the light of previous, competing results and models of second-
ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺु�eǡǤȓ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�ǄȀǺϲȐǹȓ�ȚǡƵȚऺ�ǎΔǎǺ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ�
of related production practice, perceptual training boosts production learning. 

Note that this chapter is based on: 
Thorin, J., Sadakata, M., Desain, P., and McQueen, J. M. (2018). “Perception and 
production  in interaction during non-native speech category learning,” eǷǤ�=ȖȳȦȐǋȊ�Ȗǰ�
the  Acoustical Society of America, 144, 92–103.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mastering the sound system of a second language goes beyond the already non-trivial task 
of learning a new vocabulary and grammatical system. In many cases, it entails building 
novel sound categories. Many adult learners will experience this process as a major 
challenge, especially if the sounds of their native language only partly match those of their 
respective second language (Best, 1995). It remains to be established where exactly the 
ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐখȓ�ȓȚȐȝǛǛǴǎ�ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȀȝǺǊȓऺ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�
ƵǺǊ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ǄȀǹǎȓ� ǚȐȀǹु� XȝȚȚǤǺǛ� ǤȚ� ȓǤǹȍǴΛह��ƵǺ� ȚǡǎΛ� ǺȀȚ� ǡǎƵȐ� Țǡǎ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ� ƵǺǊ�
ȚǡǎȐǎǚȀȐǎ�ƵȐǎ�ȝǺƵǃǴǎ�ȚȀ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎ�ǤȚऺ�ȀȐ�ΔǤǄǎ�ΔǎȐȓƵू�vǡƵȚ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǊȀǎȓ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀǺǎ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚΛ�
ǡƵΔǎ�ȀǺ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȀȚǡǎȐू�[ǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ϲǎǴǊ�ƵȐǎ�ȓȚǤǴǴ�ǤǺǄȀǺǄǴȝȓǤΔǎु�eǡǎ�ǛȀƵǴ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�
present study is to further our understanding of second language (L2) sound learning and 
ǹȀȐǎ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛ� Țǡǎ�ǺƵȚȝȐǎ�Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓǡǤȍ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�
production in this process.
tƵȐǤȀȝȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚ�ƵǺ�ǤǺȚǤǹƵȚǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓǡǤȍ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�

production systems. There is extensive neurobiological and neuroimaging evidence 
showing automatic activation of brain areas related to speech production during 
numerous aspects of speech perception (reviewed in Skipper, Devlin, & Lametti, 2017). 
There is also evidence of direct links between an individual’s perceptual and production 
ƵǃǤǴǤȚǤǎȓऺ�ȓȝǄǡ�Ƶȓ�ƵȝǊǤȚȀȐΛ�ƵǄȝǤȚΛ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ΔƵȐǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ॵ�ȐȝǺǺǎȐ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��
'ȐƵǺǲǎǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶ�ƵǺǊ�Ƶ�ǴǤȓȚǎǺǎȐখȓ�ȍȐȀȚȀȚΛȍǎ�ǚȀȐ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ǄȀȐȐǎǴƵȚǤǺǛ�
with the production of those categories (Newman, 2003). Well-known models of L2 
speech perception and production assume a close link between the two systems, though 
ȚǡǎΛ�ǹƵǲǎ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ� ǄǴƵǤǹȓ� ƵǃȀȝȚ� Țǡǎ� ǎΚƵǄȚ� ǺƵȚȝȐǎ� Ȁǚ� ȚǡǤȓ� ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓǡǤȍु� 2Ǻ� ǡǤȓ� ^ȍǎǎǄǡ�
Learning Model (SLM), Flege (1995) suggests that production accuracy might directly 
depend on the precision of someone’s perceptual ability. Best and colleagues, however, 
claim in the context of their Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM, as well as PAM-L2) 
that articulatory gestures are direct primitives of speech perception and that perceptual 
assimilations of speech sounds are thus driven by their articulatory features (Best, 1995; 
Best and Tyler, 2007a). 

Both models predict that new phonemic categories can still be established throughout 
Țǡǎ� ǴǤǚǎȓȍƵǺु� eǡǤȓ� ȍȐǎǊǤǄȚǤȀǺ� Ǥȓ� ǤǺ� ǴǤǺǎ� ΕǤȚǡ� ǹƵǺΛ� ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ� ȓȝȍȍȀȐȚǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ΔǤǎΕ� Ȁǚ� Ƶ�
ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȓȚƵΛȓ�ƵǊƵȍȚƵǃǴǎऺ�ȚǡȀȝǛǡ�ǊǎǄȐǎƵȓǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�ϵǎΚǤǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ΕǤȚǡ�ƵǛǎ�ॵ'ǴǎǛǎ�ǎȚ�
al., 1999a). Perceptual training of non-native sound categories has repeatedly been shown 
to successfully enhance both perception and production ability of those sounds for 
various combinations of L1 and L2. Examples are the frequently cited training of English 
ǴǤȏȝǤǊȓ�ǤǺ�=ƵȍƵǺǎȓǎ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ॵ�ȐƵǊǴȀΕ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶऺ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȐǎȚǎǺȚǤȀǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�Ƶ�আǹȀǺȚǡ�
period (Bradlow et al., 1999b), but also more recent training studies of French nasal vowels 
in US-American English learners (Inceoglu, 2016), English vowels in native speakers 
of Japanese (Lambacher et al., 2005b), English consonants trained in Spanish natives 
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ॵ@ȀȍǎΠআ^ȀȚȀ� ƵǺǊ�?ǎΕǴǎΛআXȀȐȚऺ� �ॶऺ ƵǺǊ� Ƶ�/ǤǺǊǤ� ΔȀǤǄǎǊআȍȐǎΔȀǤǄǎǊ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ǤǺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�
�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ� ॵ�Ƶǎȓǎআ�ǎȐǲऺ�ॶु�eǡǎȓǎ�ȓȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚƵǴ�
level have also been extended to, for instance, non-native learning on the suprasegmental 
level with respect to Mandarin tones in native US-American learners (Wang et al., 2003), 
ȍǡȀǺȀȚƵǄȚǤǄȓ�ॵ?ǤȚȚȐǎǊǛǎ�ƵǺǊ��ǎǴǴऺ�ॶऺ�ƵǺǊ�ȓΛǴǴƵǃǴǎ�ȓȚȐȝǄȚȝȐǎ�ॵ/ȝǎǺȓǄǡ�ƵǺǊ�eȐǎǹǃǴƵΛऺ �
2015). Remarkably, all of these studies show enhanced production without any direct 
training in this modality. 

Outcomes have been more mixed concerning the reversed direction of transfer, that 
is, enhanced perception due to production training. Several studies showed successful 
ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐु�'ȀȐ�ǎΚƵǹȍǴǎऺ�h^��ǹǎȐǤǄƵǺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎȓ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�
a Spanish intervocalic three-way contrast after either production-only or perception-only 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵ/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�̂ ǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ǚȐȀǹ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȚȀ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�
ΕǎȐǎ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ΕǡǎǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�=ƵȍƵǺǎȓǎ�ǴǤȏȝǤǊȓ�ॵ/ƵȚȚȀȐǤ�
ƵǺǊ�2ΔǎȐȓȀǺऺ�ॶ�ƵǺǊ�Ȁǚ�=ƵȍƵǺǎȓǎ�ȍǤȚǄǡ�ƵǺǊ�ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚȓ�ॵ/ǤȐƵȚƵऺ�Ƶॶऺ�ƵǺǊ�
ƵǴȓȀ�ΕǡǎǺ�ȚǎƵǄǡǤǺǛ�'ȐǎǺǄǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�ǚȀȝȐ��ƵǺǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ॵ?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�
2015),

In other recent studies, however, potential advantages of production training for 
perceptual learning are not evident. Lu et al. (2015) compared discrimination ability 
in English learners of lexical tones after a single-day perception-only versus combined 
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�ǚȀȝǺǊ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ǚȀȐ�
Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓऺ�Țǡȝȓ�ǺȀ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴु�ॵॶ�ƵǴȓȀ�
tested a third type of training, in which production and perception training procedures 
ΕǎȐǎ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊु�eǡǎȐǎ�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀ�ƵǊΔƵǺȚƵǛǎȀȝȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȀǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�^ȍƵǺǤȓǡ�
contrast compared to the perception-only or production-only groups. As the authors 
ǺȀȚǎऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǹǤȓȓǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�ƵǹȀȝǺȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�Ƶȓ�Țǡǎ�
combined group received only half as much perception and production training as each 
of the one-domain training groups. 
2ǺȚǎȐǎȓȚǤǺǛǴΛऺ � ƵǺȀȚǡǎȐ� ǴǤǺǎ� Ȁǚ� ȐǎȓǎƵȐǄǡ� ǡƵȓ� ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ� ǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� Ȁǚ� ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�

production training on perception of non-native sounds. In a 2-day training protocol 
ȀǺ� Ƶ� ΔȀǤǄǎǊআȍȐǎΔȀǤǄǎǊ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ� ǤǺ�/ǤǺǊǤऺ� ǺƵȚǤΔǎ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ΕǎȐǎ� ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�
in either a perception-only or combined perception-production paradigm (Baese-Berk, 
2010). As mentioned earlier, results showed a clear transfer of perception-only training 
on production. Participants in the combined group, however, showed no improvement 
in discrimination ability between pre- and post-test measurements. As the author argues, 
participants’ perceptual learning was thus disrupted by the additional involvement of 
production training.

More recently, Baese-Berk & Samuel (2016) replicated those results with a group of 
^ȍƵǺǤȓǡ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎȓ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ȀǺ�Ƶ��Ƶȓȏȝǎ�ǚȐǤǄƵȚǤΔǎআƵϩȐǤǄƵȚǎ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु�eǡǎ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺ�ȚǡǎΛ�ǎǹȍǴȀΛǎǊ�
was similar, though with a more active perceptual training regime, that is, a discrimination 
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task with immediate feedback after each trial in contrast to passive exposure to a 
bimodal distribution of the to-be-trained contrast used in the earlier study. They further 
ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǎǊ�ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴ�ǄƵȝȓǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǊǤȓȐȝȍȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ƵǺǊ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȍȐǤȀȐ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǎǺǄǎ�
ǄȀȝǴǊ�ȐǎǊȝǄǎ�ǃȝȚ�ǺȀȚ�ȐǎǹȀΔǎ�Țǡǎ�ǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�2Ǻ�Ƶ�
ȓǎȍƵȐƵȚǎ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚऺ� ǤǺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ȚǡǎΛ� ȚǎȓȚǎǊ�ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ� Țǡǎ�ǊǤȓƵǊΔƵǺȚƵǛǎȀȝȓ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�
were due to general engagement of the production system (single letter production) or 
ȚȀ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚȀআǃǎআǴǎƵȐǺȚ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚȓऺ�ȚǡǎΛ�ǊǤȓǄȀΔǎȐǎǊ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǎΔǎǺ�ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
production disrupted learning - though to a much smaller extent – and thus concluded 
that the disrupted perceptual learning is not simply related to participants listening to 
their own “bad” utterances.
KǺǎ�ƵǴȚǎȐǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ǎΚȍǴƵǺƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀϩǎȐǎǊ�ǃΛ��Ƶǎȓǎআ�ǎȐǲ�ƵǺǊ�^ƵǹȝǎǴ�ॵॶ�ǚȀȐ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�

Ǥȓ�Ƶ�ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǤǺ�ǄȀǛǺǤȚǤΔǎ�ǴȀƵǊ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚΛȍǎȓ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�2Ǻ�ƵǴǴ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�
experiments, participants in the combined training groups had to pronounce the target 
sound before making their perceptual judgment, whereas perception-only trained 
participants could either indicate their choice immediately after auditory presentation 
of the stimuli or, in the case of the unrelated production condition, simply produce a 
ȓǤǺǛǴǎ�ǴǎȚȚǎȐ�ǊǤȓȍǴƵΛǎǊ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓǄȐǎǎǺ�ǃǎǚȀȐǎ�ǹƵǲǤǺǛ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǄǡȀǤǄǎु�2Ǻ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǄƵȓǎȓऺ�Ƶ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�
concerning the perceptual training itself instead of simply adding production practice 
ȚȀ� Țǡǎ�ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹ�ΕƵȓ� ǤǺȚȐȀǊȝǄǎǊऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǹƵǲǎȓ� ǤȚ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ� ȚȀ� ǤǺȚǎȐȍȐǎȚ� Țǡǎ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓु�eǡǤȓ�
ΔƵȐǤƵǺǄǎ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǎΚȍǴƵǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǤǺ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�ǃΛ�@ȝ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ǤǺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�
ȚǡǎΛ�ǚȀȝǺǊ�ǺǎȝȚȐƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵȚǡȀȝǛǡ�ΕǤȚǡ�EƵǺǊƵȐǤǺ�ȚȀǺǎȓ�
instead of Spanish consonants), but requires further investigation. When comparing the 
above-cited studies, it is also important to keep in mind that production training was 
ǤǹȍǴǎǹǎǺȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ΕƵΛȓऺ�Ƶȓ�ȝǺǴǤǲǎ�ǚȀȐ�ॵǡǤǛǡআΔƵȐǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛॶ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�
is as yet no well-established way of implementing production training. In order to test 
whether there is transfer from production to perception, it appears crucial to keep the 
task load, especially in the perceptual element of the training, identical across conditions. 
2Ǻ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�ȓȚȝǊΛऺ �Εǎ�ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�আǊƵΛ�

perceptual training protocol, involving minimal word pairs that contrast the English 
ैǀैআ ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴȓऺ� ȀǺ� Țǡǎ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ� ƵǺǊ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ƵǃǤǴǤȚǤǎȓ� Ȁǚ� ǺƵȚǤΔǎ� �ȝȚǄǡ� ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�
who were upper-intermediate/advanced L2 speakers of English. Cognitive load was 
carefully controlled for between two types of training. In the related production group, 
feedback on a perceptual categorisation task was combined with pronouncing the 
respective correct word on every trial, whereas in the unrelated production group it was 
combined with pronouncing a similar but phonologically unrelated set of words. The 
�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ैǀैআ ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ॵƵȓ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�pan and pen respectively) is known to 
ǃǎ�ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǤǺǛ�ǚȀȐ�ǎΔǎǺ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚ��ȝȚǄǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ॵ�ȐȀǎȐȓǹƵऺे���ȓǄȝǊǎȐȀ�
et al., 2008; Wanrooij et al., 2014), as their native vowel space exhibits a single category 
ʋैै�ॵƵȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ΕȀȐǊ�pen) that lies between the two English ones. Though the /æ/ 
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category may already be weakly established in some (experienced) listeners, the two 
vowels are often confused (Broersma, 2005; Weber and Cutler, 2004). We sought to use 
Ƶ�ǹȀǊǎȐƵȚǎ�ƵǹȀȝǺȚ�Ȁǚ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ΔƵȐǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ǃΛ�ǎǹȍǴȀΛǤǺǛ�ǹȝǴȚǤȍǴǎ�ȚȀǲǎǺȓ�Ȁǚ�ϲΔǎ�ǹǤǺǤǹƵǴ�
pairs recorded by four native speakers. This degree of variability takes into account the 
evidence that high stimulus variability is known to be advantageous for generalizability 
of the trained phonological contrasts (Lively et al., 1993; Logan et al., 1991), but also the 
ϲǺǊǤǺǛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǡǤǛǡ�ΔƵȐǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ǄƵǺ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǡƵȐǹǚȝǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚ�ǤǺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�
relatively weak perceptual abilities (Perrachione et al., 2011).

We predicted improvement in both identifying and pronouncing the trained contrast 
Ǌȝǎ� ȚȀ� Țǡǎ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु� ^ȝǄǡ� Ƶ� ϲǺǊǤǺǛ�ΕȀȝǴǊ� ǎΚȚǎǺǊ� ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ� ȍȐǤȀȐ� ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ� ȚȀ�
ƵǺȀȚǡǎȐ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ƵǺǊ�@আ@�ȍƵǤȐǤǺǛ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚ�@�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓु�̂ ȝǄǡ�Ƶ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ƵǴȓȀ�
show that transfer from perception to production can arise even when speakers engage 
in production practice, as is the case in real-world L2 learning. Predictions concerning 
Țǡǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� Ȁǚ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ� ȀǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚƵȐǛǎȚ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎ� ȚȀ�ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎऺ�
ǃƵȓǎǊ� ȀǺ�ǹȀǊǎǴȓ� Ȁǚ� ȓȀȝǺǊ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ƵǺǊ� ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ� ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓऺ� ǛȀ� ǤǺ� ȀȍȍȀȓǤǺǛ� ǊǤȐǎǄȚǤȀǺȓु�
Production practice of the target phonemes could either help or hinder (or simply have 
ǺȀ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȀǺॶ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛु��ǄǄȀȐǊǤǺǛ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�^@Eऺ�ȓȀǹǎȀǺǎখȓ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�
ǴǤǹǤȚȓ�Țǡǎ�ȏȝƵǴǤȚΛ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�Țǡȝȓ�ǃǎ�ǺȀ�ƵǊΔƵǺȚƵǛǎȀȝȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�
of production practice on perceptual learning. The PAM, in contrast, predicts transfer 
from production to perception.  On the one hand, it seems reasonable to expect that 
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�ΕǤǴǴ�ǡƵΔǎ�Ƶ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȏȝƵǴǤȚΛ�Ȁǚ�Ƶ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐখȓ�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺȓऺ�
as practice usually improves the trained skill. On the other hand, exposure to potentially 
suboptimal examples of the vowel contrast (because the learners listen to their own voice) 
ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǡƵΔǎ�Ƶ�ǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȀǺ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺऺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺऺ�ȀȐ�ǃȀȚǡु�

II. METHODS
A. Participants
Thirty-eight native speakers of Dutch took part in the experiment (20 females and 
18 males, mean age = 22.7 ± 3.7) and were paid or received course credit for their 
participation. None of them reported any history of neurological or psychiatric diseases, 
nor abnormal hearing ability. They were upper-intermediate/advanced L2 speakers 
of English (see TABLE 1). The Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences at 
Radboud University, Nijmegen approved the study and all participants gave their written 
informed consent prior to the experiment. 

B. Stimuli
All speech stimuli used in the experiment were based on recordings of 10 native speakers 
of British English born and raised in Southern England (5 females, mean age 24.8 ± 4.9).  
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�ȓ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǎǊ�ǃǎǴȀΕऺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ΕƵΛȓ�Ȁǚ�ȓǎǴǎǄȚǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǤǺǛ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȝȓǎǊ�ǚȀȐ�ǎƵǄǡ�
Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴ�ȚƵȓǲȓु��ȀǹǹȀǺ�ȍȐǎȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǤǺǛ�ȓȚǎȍȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǃƵǺǊআȍƵȓȓ�ϲǴȚǎȐǤǺǛ�ॵআ�
/Πॶ� ǤǺ�ȀȐǊǎȐ�ȚȀ�ȐǎǊȝǄǎ�ǺȀǤȓǎऺ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǴǤǛǺǹǎǺȚ� ǤǺ� ǴȀȝǊǺǎȓȓ�ǃΛ�ǺȀȐǹƵǴǤȓǤǺǛ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�ȐȀȀȚ�
mean square amplitude.

TABLE I. Factors matched during group assignment.

Group N Gender (f/m) Age LexTALE Pre-score 
ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ॵॶ

Related production 19 10/9 23.2 (± 4.7) n.s. 80.7a (± 9.6) n.s. 75.8 (±10.6) n.s.

Unrelated production 19 10/9 22.2 (± 2.5) n.s. 76.3 (± 13.0) n.s. 76.1 (±11.0) n.s.

n.s.�ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�ȓƵǹȍǴǎ�ȚআȚǎȓȚ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ
a A LexTALE score of 80 falls at the boundary between upper intermediate and advanced users (Lemhöfer & 
Broersma, 2012)

eȦǋǺȐǺȐǱ�ǋȐǠ�ǺǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ
A set of 10 English ConsonantVowelConsonant (CVC) words contrasting the vowels 
ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै ǤǺ�ϲΔǎ�ǹǤǺǤǹƵǴ�ȍƵǤȐȓऺ�ǰǋȐ࣠ǰǤȐ�Ƿǋȏ࣠ǷǤȏ�ȅǋȏ࣠ǱǤȏ�ȏǋȐ࣠ȏǤȐ�ȣǋȐ࣠ȣǤȐ, was 
ȝȓǎǊु�vǎ� ȐǎȓȚȐǤǄȚǎǊ� Țǡǎ� ϲǺƵǴ� ǄȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚȓ� ȚȀ� ǺƵȓƵǴȓ� ǤǺ� ȀȐǊǎȐ� ȚȀ� ǎǺƵǃǴǎ� Ƶ� ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ� ȚǎȓȚ� ȚȀ�
other phonemes after the training (see transfer conditions I-III). The full dataset, that 
Ǥȓऺ��ȚȀǲǎǺȓ�Ȁǚ�ǎƵǄǡ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ��ΕȀȐǊȓ�ȍȐȀǺȀȝǺǄǎǊ�ǃΛ��ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ॵ�ǚǎǹƵǴǎȓ�ƵǺǊ�
��ǹƵǴǎȓॶऺ ǄȀǺȓǤȓȚǎǊ�Ȁǚ�� ƵȝǊǤȀ�ϲǴǎȓु��ȓ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǃǎǎǺ� ǚȀȝǺǊ� ȚȀ� ȐǎǴΛ�
ǹȀȐǎ� ȀǺ� ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺƵǴ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� ΔȀΕǎǴȓ� ƵǺǊ� ȓȀǹǎȚǤǹǎȓ� ǎΔǎǺ� ǎΚƵǛǛǎȐƵȚǎ� Țǡǎǹ�
ǤǺ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺऺ� ΕǡǤǴǎ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ǺƵȚǤΔǎȓ� ƵȐǎ� ǹȀȐǎ� ǴǤǲǎǴΛ� ȚȀ� ƵȚȚǎǺǊ� ȚȀ� ȓȍǎǄȚȐƵǴ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�
(Flege et al., 1997), the training stimuli used here were duration-equalised in order to 
encourage learners to focus on more native-like distinguishing features. All recordings 
were normalised in length using Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2015). This normalisation 
was based on average phoneme length across all tokens of the four speakers within one 
word pair, and resulted in the following durations: 565 ms (ǰǋȐ࣠ǰǤȐ), 504 ms (ȅǋȏ࣠ǱǤȏ), 
530 ms (Ƿǋȏ࣠ǷǤȏ), 533 ms (ȏǋȐ࣠ȏǤȐ), and 486 ms (ȣǋȐ࣠ȣǤȐ). 

2ǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ǋȐǠ�ǠǺȩǚȦǺȏǺȐǋȰǺȖȐ�ȖȐ�ȏȖȦȣǷǤǠ�ǚȖȐȰǺȐȳȳȏ
�Ǻ�ǎǴǎΔǎǺআȓȚǎȍ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�ैΔʋȚै�ƵǺǊ�ैΔǀȚै�ΕƵȓ�ǄȐǎƵȚǎǊ�ȝȓǤǺǛ�
e�F��E�^e[�2(/e� ॵ?ƵΕƵǡƵȐƵ� ƵǺǊ�EȀȐǤȓǎऺ� �ॶ ǃΛ� ƵǊǯȝȓȚǤǺǛ� ǃȀȚǡ� �' ƵǺǊ� �'
values of the contrasted vowels. The two endpoints were duration-normalised recordings 
of one of the female speakers with a total duration of 632 ms.

eȦǋȐȩǰǤȦ�ǺǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ǋȐǠ�ȦǤǋǠǺȐǱ�ȰǋȩȈ
Six transfer categories were established by selecting stimuli which each represent a single 
new or adapted feature: (1) new starting consonant (C1): ȰǋȐ࣠ȰǤȐऺ�ॵॶ�ǺǎΕ�ϲǺƵǴ�ǄȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚ�
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(C2): ȏǋȩǷ࣠ȏǤȩǷ, (3) new C1&C2: Ǳǋȩ࣠ǱȳǤȩȩ, (4) length: ǚǋȰȰȊǤ࣠ȈǤȰȰȊǤ, (5) 2 new speakers: 
ȣǋȐ࣠ȣǤȐ, and (6) naturally-timed versions of the training set: ǰǋȐ࣠ǰǤȐ�Ƿǋȏ࣠ǷǤȏ�ȅǋȏ࣠ǱǤȏ�
ȏǋȐ࣠ȏǤȐ� ȣǋȐ࣠ȣǤȐ. Speakers were the same 2 males and 2 females who produced the 
training and test stimuli, except for the “new speakers” condition for which one new male 
and female voice was used. Per speaker there were 5 tokens used per word (n=20) resulting 
ǤǺ�Ƶ�ǚȝǴǴ�ȓǎȚ�Ȁǚ��ƵȝǊǤȀ�ϲǴǎȓु��ȍƵȐȚ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ǴƵȓȚ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛऺ �ƵǴǴ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǺȀȐǹƵǴǤȓǎǊ�
in duration (again separately for each phoneme based on its average across tokens and 
speakers) resulting in the following durations for categories 1-5 respectively (in ms): 500, 
585, 529, 518, 486.  The naturally timed stimuli ranged from 450 to 650 ms.

C. Procedure
eǡǎ�ǚȝǴǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹ�ǄȀǺȓǤȓȚǎǊ�Ȁǚ�ȓǎΔǎȐƵǴ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ƵǺǊ���(�ȚƵȓǲȓ�ȀǺ�ϲΔǎ�ȓǎȍƵȐƵȚǎ�
sessions, in the order given in FIG. 1 (an additional EEG-based phoneme substitution 
task completed after all relevant post-tests in session 5 is omitted here; this was part of 
another study). The present paper presents the behavioural results only. All sessions 
for one participant were scheduled within 10 days, with maximally 3 days between two 
consecutive sessions. The duration of the sessions (including the additional task in session 
��ǡȀȝȐȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȀǺǎ�ǃǎǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǴȀǺǛǎȓȚु��ƵǺǊ�ॶ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ

In each session, participants were comfortably seated in a shielded room in front of a 
�ǎǺZ�ǹȀǺǤȚȀȐ�ॵȓǤΠǎु��Κ��Ǆǹे��Κ��ȍǤΚǎǴȓे�ȐǎǚȐǎȓǡ�ȐƵȚǎ�Ȁǚ��/Πॶु��ǴǴ�ƵȝǊǤȚȀȐΛ�
stimuli were presented binaurally through in-ear headphones (Etymotic Research 
ER4P-T) at a comfortable volume for the participant (~25dB). All instructions and 
conversations during the experiment were held in English. 
(ȐȀȝȍ�ƵȓȓǤǛǺǹǎǺȚ�ΕƵȓ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�ǹƵȚǄǡǤǺǛ�Ƶ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ΔƵȐǤƵǃǴǎȓ�ȍȐǤȀȐ�

ȚȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ǺƵǹǎǴΛ�ƵǛǎऺ�ǛǎǺǊǎȐऺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΔȀǄƵǃȝǴƵȐΛ�ǲǺȀΕǴǎǊǛǎ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎǊ�ǃΛ�@ǎΚe�@��
ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ॵȓǎǎ�ǃǎǴȀΕॶ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓऺ�ƵǴǴ�ȓȝǹǹƵȐǤȓǎǊ�ǤǺ�e��@��2ु�FȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ�
Țǡǎ� ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�ȓƵǹȍǴǎ�ȚআȚǎȓȚȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�ǎƵǄǡ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ƵǺΛ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु

The LexTALE task is a 2-minute test assessing lexical vocabulary size in English and is 
ǲǺȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǄȀȐȐǎǴƵȚǎ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ॵ@ǎǹǡȄǚǎȐ�ƵǺǊ��ȐȀǎȐȓǹƵऺ�ॶु�XƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�
verbally instructed to read single words on the screen and to indicate by clicking either 
‘yes’ or ‘no’ whether it is an existing English word or not. If in doubt, they were supposed 
to choose ‘no’. A participant’s score of correct answers was displayed on the screen after 
completion.
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D. Experimental Tasks
eȦǋǺȐǺȐǱ
The participants’ task was to listen to sequences of English words, to indicate at the 
end of each sequence which word they heard last, and to then pronounce a single word 
shown to them on the screen. Each session consisted of 5 blocks of 40 trials. On each trial, 
participants listened to a sequence of 4-6 standard stimuli of the same word (multiple 
ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ� ƵǺǊ� ȚȀǲǎǺȓ�ǹǤΚǎǊॶ� ǚȀǴǴȀΕǎǊ� ǃΛ� Ƶ� ϲǺƵǴ� ΕȀȐǊ� ȚǡƵȚ� ΕƵȓ� ǎǤȚǡǎȐ� ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚ� ॵǤुǎु� Țǡǎ�
standard word’s minimal pair counterpart, e.g. pen for the standard pan; 75% of trials), or 
another version of the standard word (25% of trials). The interstimulus interval (ISI) was 
��ǹȓऺ�ΕǡǤǴǎ�Țǡǎ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ȀǺȓǎȚ�ƵȓΛǺǄǡȐȀǺΛ�ॵ^K�ॶ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ȚȐǤƵǴȓ�ǊǎȍǎǺǊǤǺǛ�ȀǺ
the duration of the minimal pair.
�ȝȐǤǺǛ�ƵȝǊǤȚȀȐΛ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚƵȚǤȀǺऺ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ȓƵΕ�Ƶ�ϲΚƵȚǤȀǺ�ǄȐȀȓȓ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓǄȐǎǎǺऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�

was then replaced by two words, the two members of the trial’s minimal pair. Participants 
had to choose between the words in order to indicate which one they heard last. The 
orientation of the alternatives on the screen was counterbalanced between participants 
ǲǎǎȍǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ȓǤǊǎ�Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ�ैǀैআ�ƵǺǊ� ʋैैআΕȀȐǊ�ǄȀǺȓȚƵǺȚ� ǚȀȐ� ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ� ǤǺ�ȀȐǊǎȐ�
to avoid confusion with the button presses. Following a response, the selected word 
turned either green or red indicating a correct or incorrect response respectively, while 

FIG. 1. Schematic timeline of the 5-day training paradigm consisting of several perceptual and production 
tasks conducted once prior to the full training and four times directly after a training session (post-test I-IV), 
Ƶȓ�ΕǎǴǴ� Ƶȓ� Ƶ�ǊǎǴƵΛǎǊ�ȍȀȓȚআȚǎȓȚ� ƵǺǊ�ȀǺǎ� ȓǎȚ�Ȁǚ� ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ� ȚǎȓȚȓु�KǺǴΛ� ȚΛȍǎ�Ȁǚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ�
experimental groups (i.e., related versus unrelated production practice).
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the non-chosen word disappeared. After this visual feedback, a blue word appeared in the 
centre of the screen and had to be read out aloud. Depending on the type of training, this 
word was either the correct answer from the immediately preceding auditory sequence 
(for the related production group), or one out of another CVC minimal pair set not 
containing either of the target vowels (i.e., ȩǷȖȰ࣠ȩǷȳȰ�ǷȖȰ࣠ǷȳȰ�ǚȖȰ࣠ǚȳȰ�ǠȖǱ࣠ǠȳǱ, or ǷȖǱ࣠ǷȳǱ 
for the unrelated production group). After each block, the number of correct answers was 
displayed on the screen and participants could take a self-paced break.

Before the training, participants were given verbal instructions and a 5-minute practice 
task with unrelated stimuli (i.e., ǙȖȳȰ࣠ǙȳȰ, ǷǤǋȰ࣠ǷǤǺǱǷȰ). A full training session took 
approximately 50 minutes and EEG was recorded throughout all four of the training 
sessions. The task was run using a combination of the Matlab toolbox Brainstream and 
the Python based software package Psychopy (Peirce, 2007).

2ǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ
For this two-alternative forced choice task, participants were instructed to listen carefully 
to single English words and then indicate by button press which of two visually presented 
words in a minimal pair they heard. The entire task consisted of a total of 120 randomly 
presented trials (10 words x 4 speakers x 3 repetitions) and lasted about 5 minutes. The 
total score of correct answers was presented to participants afterwards.

2ǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ȖȐ�ȏȖȦȣǷǤǠ�ǚȖȐȰǺȐȳȳȏ
In order to assess steepness and position of participants’ categorical boundary between 
the two target vowels, participants also performed a two-alternative forced-choice 
ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ȀǺ�Ƶ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ȍǡȀǺǎȚǤǄ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹु�KǺ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȚȐǤƵǴऺ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ǴǤȓȚǎǺǎǊ�
ȚȀ�ȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ॵǹȀȐȍǡǎǊॶ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ैΔʋȚআΔǀȚैআǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎǺ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎǊ�ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ�
they heard either vat or vet which were visually presented on the screen. The total number 
of 110 randomly presented trials (11 stimuli x 10 repetitions) took about 4 minutes to 
complete. 

Discrimination on morphed continuum
Participants had to make a two-alternative choice based on auditory-presented words. We 
employed a 4-interval-2-alternative-forced-choice task (4I2AFC), in which participants 
heard a sequence of 4 words where either the second or the third stimulus was a deviant 
(i.e., AABA or ABAA; Gerrits and Schouten, 2004). Participants were asked to indicate 
the deviant’s sequential location (i.e., ‘2’ or ‘3’), by pressing a button. On each trial, two 
stimuli from the morphed continuum were presented. The pairings were created with 
a constant step size of 3 on the morphed continuum resulting in 8 possible pairings. In 
total, there were 96 randomly presented trials (8 contrasts x 2 orders x 2 deviant positions 
x 3 repetitions). The task took about 7 minutes to complete.
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Reading tasks
Two versions of a reading task were employed: one pre-test version containing all 10 
English training words and one post-test version, completed after the last training session, 
ǄȀǺȚƵǤǺǤǺǛ��ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�ॵȚǡǎ�ȓƵǹǎ�Ƶȓ�ȝȓǎǊ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲह�tan, ten, 
mash, mesh, gas, guess, cattle and kettle). In both versions, stimulus words were randomly 
presented individually on the screen and subsequently pronounced by the participants. In 
total there were 30 trials (10 words x 3 repetitions) or 54 trials (18 words x 3 repetitions) for 
the two versions respectively. Both versions were self-paced and took about 3-5 minutes.

III. RESULTS
A. Perception results
�ǴǴ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎআऺ�ȍȀȓȚআॵ2আ2tॶऺ�ǊǎǴƵΛǎǊ�ȍȀȓȚ�ƵǺǊ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐআȚǎȓȚ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�Ƶȓ�
ΕǎǴǴ�Ƶȓ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ǯȝǊǛǹǎǺȚȓ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�
continuum were transformed to d prime (d’) scores based on hit and false alarm rates to 
ैǀैআȓȚǤǹȝǴǤह�Ǌখ�ਲ��ॵǡǤȚ�ȐƵȚǎॶ�ਯ��ॵǚƵǴȓǎ�ƵǴƵȐǹ�ȐƵȚǎॶ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎ�ǴǤǹǤȚȓ�Ȁǚु��ǚȀȐ�ǡǤȚ�ȐƵȚǎȓ�
and 0.0001 for false alarm rates resulting in a highest possible d’ score of 7.4380. Also the 
response bias c was calculated: c = - 0.5 *Z(hit rate) + Z(false alarm rate) (Macmillan and 
Creelman, 1991). For all statistical tests, whenever Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated 
that the assumption of compound symmetry did not hold, corrected p values according 
ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�/ȝΛǺǡআ'ǎǴǊȚ�ƵȍȍȐȀΚǤǹƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵȐǎ�ȐǎȍȀȐȚǎǊु

2ǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ�ȣȦǤ࣠ȣȖȩȰ࣠ȰǤȩȰ
Group averages of d’ scores for the six measurement times (pre-test, post-test I-IV and 
delayed post-test) can be found in FIG. 2. Individual participant data for the pre-test 
and delayed post-test are also shown. Results of a repeated measures analysis of variance 
ॵ�FKt�ॶ� ΕǤȚǡ� Țǡǎ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺআǚƵǄȚȀȐ� ǛȐȀȝȍ� ƵǺǊ� ΕǤȚǡǤǺআǚƵǄȚȀȐ� ȚǤǹǎ� ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�
ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎȓ�Ȁǚ�Ǌখ�ǤǺ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȚǤǹǎह�'ॵ�ऺॶ�ਲऺु���ȍ�ਵऺु��ǎȚƵ2 = 0.42), but no 
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǚȀȐ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǄǡƵǺǛǎ�ǤǺ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�Κ�ȚǤǹǎह�'ॵऺ�
�ॶुु���ȍ�ऺु��ॶ�ਲ
��ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ��FKt��ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǃǤƵȓ�ȚǎȐǹ�Ǆ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�Ƶ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǄǡƵǺǛǎ�ǤǺ�ȚǤǹǎऺ�ȚǡȀȝǛǡ�

ΕǤȚǡ�ȓǹƵǴǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȓǤΠǎ�ॵǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȚǤǹǎह�'ॵ�ऺॶ�ਲऺु���ȍ�ਵऺु��ǎȚƵ2 = 0.10) and with 
ǺȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ॵǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�Κ�ȚǤǹǎह�'ॵ�ऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ��
0.05). Participants’ bias changed from a tendency to identify stimuli as /æ/ words before 
Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�Ȁǚ�Ǆॶ�ȚȀ�Ƶ�ȚǎǺǊǎǺǄΛ�ȚȀΕƵȐǊȓ� ʋैै�ΕȀȐǊȓ�ॵȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�
ϲȐȓȚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺॶु�
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FIG.2. (a) Group average d’ scores of the pre-test, post-test I-IV and delayed post-test measurements for the 
two training groups: related production versus unrelated production. Error bars indicate standard deviations 
across participants in given group. (b) d’ scores of the individual participants during pre-test and delayed post-
ȚǎȓȚ�ॵǄॶ��ΔǎȐƵǛǎ�Ǌখ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȓǤΚ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǄȀǺǊǤȚǤȀǺȓु�/ȀȐǤΠȀǺȚƵǴऺ�ǊƵȓǡǎǊ�ǴǤǺǎȓ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎ�Ǌখ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ȀǺ�
the training stimuli prior to training and after the last session respectively.
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2ǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ�ǠȳȦǺȐǱ�ȰȦǋǺȐǺȐǱ�
'ȀȐ� Țǡǎ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ǯȝǊǛǹǎǺȚȓ� ǊȝȐǤǺǛ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ� Ƶ� ȐǎȍǎƵȚǎǊ� ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓ� �FKt��ΕǤȚǡ�
ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺআǚƵǄȚȀȐ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ƵǺǊ�ΕǤȚǡǤǺআǚƵǄȚȀȐ�ȚǤǹǎऺ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�Ƶ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚ�Ȁǚ�Ǌখ�ǤǺ�
Țǡǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵऺु��ǎȚƵ2�ਲु�ॶ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�
ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ु�ॶु�

eȦǋȐȩǰǤȦ�ǺǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ
eǎȓȚǤǺǛ�ǚȀȐ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�Εǎ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�Ǌখ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�ǎƵǄǡ�Ȁǚ�
Țǡǎ�ȓǤΚ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǄȀǺǊǤȚǤȀǺȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ȍȐǤȀȐ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�
after the last training session (day 4) respectively (FIG. 2). Results of repeated measures 
�FKt�ȓ�ƵȐǎ�ȓȝǹǹƵȐǤȓǎǊ�ǤǺ�eƵǃǴǎ�22ु�KΔǎȐƵǴǴऺ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐȐǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǺǎΕ�ǲǤǺǊȓ�
Ȁǚ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤु�XƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ȓǄȀȐǎǊ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǡǤǛǡǎȐ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ȚǡƵǺ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�
ȚƵȓǲ�ȍȐǤȀȐ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�ƵǴǴ�ǎΚǄǎȍȚ�ǚȐȀǹ�ȀǺǎ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǄȀǺǊǤȚǤȀǺह�2ǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�
starting with a consonant not included in the training did not improve. Scores on transfer 
ȚƵȓǲȓऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȓȚǤǴǴ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǴȀΕǎȐ�ȚǡƵǺ�ȍȀȓȚআȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓु�eǡǎ�
ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǤǺ�ƵǺΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓु��

TABLE II. ^ȝǹǹƵȐΛ�Ȁǚ�ȓȚƵȚǤȓȚǤǄƵǴ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�Ȁǚ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛु
Post versus transfer Pre versus transfer

Time Interaction 
time x group Time Interaction 

time x group
Condition F(1,34) p F(1,34) p F(1,34) p F(1,34) p
New start C 43.20 ਵु� 0.74 n.s. 0.26 n.s. 0.34 n.s.
FǎΕ�ϲǺƵǴ�� 6.55 ਵु� 0.19 n.s. 26.18 ਵु� 0.00 n.s.
Both new C’s 14.26 ਵु� 0.58 n.s. 9.78 ਵु� 0.32 n.s.
Length 14.58 ਵु� 1.54 n.s. 7.22 ਵु� 1.75 n.s.
Novel speakers 12.42 ਵु� 0.15 n.s. 24.18 ਵु� 0.00 n.s.
Nat. timed 29.31 ਵु� 0.27 n.s. 9.51 ਵु� 0.01 n.s.

Ǻुȓु�আ�ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚ�Ȁǚ�ȐǎȍǎƵȚǎǊ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓ��FKt�ु

2ǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ȖȐ�ȏȖȦȣǷǤǠ�ǚȖȐȰǺȐȳȳȏ
In order to quantify both sharpness and position of the category boundary on the 11-step 
ैΔʋȚআΔǀȚैআǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹऺ�Εǎ�ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹǎǊ�ȓǤǛǹȀǤǊƵǴ�ǄȝȐΔǎ�ϲȚȚǤǺǛ�ȝȓǤǺǛ�EƵȚǴƵǃ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǺȝǹǃǎȐ�
Ȁǚ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ȍǎȐ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ॵȓǎǎ�'2(ु�Ƶॶु� �[ǎȓȝǴȚǤǺǛ�ȓǴȀȍǎ�ॵǃȀȝǺǊƵȐΛ�ȓȚǎǎȍǺǎȓȓॶ�ƵǺǊ�
50% crossover point (boundary position) were used for further analyses. 

Results of a repeated measures ANOVA on the slope, employing time of measurement 
as within-subject factor and group as between-factor, revealed no change of boundary 
ȓȚǎǎȍǺǎȓȓ� ǤǺ� ȚǤǹǎ� ॵ'ॵऺ� �ॶ�ਲ �ऺु ȍ�� �ॶऺु ǺȀȐ� ƵǺΛ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ� ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�
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ॵ'ॵ�ऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ु�ॶु�^ǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ǺȝǴǴ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ǚȀȐ��ǄȐȀȓȓȀΔǎȐ�ȍȀǤǺȚ�ॵǹƵǤǺ�
ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȚǤǹǎह�'ॵ�ऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ेु��ǛȐȀȝȍ�Κ�ȚǤǹǎ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺह�'ॵ�ऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ु�ॶ�
indicating no shift in boundary position in the course of the training for either of the 
groups (FIG. 3a).

Discrimination on morphed continuum
A 3-way repeated measures ANOVA with the within-participant factors stimulus 
contrast pair (8 levels) and time (6 levels), and the between-participant factor group (2 
ǴǎΔǎǴȓॶ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�Țǡǎ�Ǌখ� ȓǄȀȐǎȓु� 2Ț� ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� ǚȀȐ� ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�
ȍƵǤȐ�'ॵ�ऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵऺु��ǎȚƵ2�ਲु�ॶ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵ'ॵ�ऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵऺु��ǎȚƵ2 = 
�ॶु�FȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓु�XȀȓȚ�ǡȀǄ�ƵǺƵǴΛȓǎȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛु
Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚ�ȓǄȀȐǎ�ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ϲǺƵǴ�ȍȀȓȚআȚǎȓȚ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚ�ȀǺǴΛ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�
driven by a higher percentage correct for stimulus pairs 5, 6, and 7 in the post-test (p 
ਵऺु��ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǎǊ�ǚȀȐ�ǹȝǴȚǤȍǴǎ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤȓȀǺȓ�ƵǄǄȀȐǊǤǺǛ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�eȝǲǎΛআ?ȐƵǹǎȐ�ȍȐȀǄǎǊȝȐǎॶु�
As higher numbered stimulus pairs were contrasting morphed stimuli closer to the /æ/-
ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹऺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ȐǎϵǎǄȚȓ�Ƶ�ȓǡǤǚȚ�Ȁǚ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǄƵǴ�ǃȀȝǺǊƵȐΛ�ȚȀΕƵȐǊȓ�Țǡǎ�ैǀै�
endpoint after training (FIG. 3b).

B. Production results
eǡǎ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ǊƵȚƵ� ΕǎȐǎ� ƵǺƵǴΛȓǎǊ� ǤǺ� ȚΕȀ� ǄȀǹȍǴǎǹǎǺȚƵȐΛ� ΕƵΛȓऺ� ϲȐȓȚǴΛ� ǃΛ� ǎΚȚȐƵǄȚǤǺǛ� ƵǺǊ�
analysing the formant and duration patterns of the produced vowels and secondly by 
classifying the data in an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system. Due to high ratios 
of noise, some participants’ data had to be removed from further analyses (resulting in 
N=15 and N=16 for the related and unrelated production groups respectively). 

For the formant analysis, F1, F2, and vowel duration were automatically extracted using 
Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2015). The extractions were based on manually segmented 
vowels (determined by visual inspection of both spectrogram and oscillogram), and were 
mean values across the 50% portion of the vowel centred on the vowel midpoint, therefore 
ƵΔȀǤǊǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓখ�ǃȀȐǊǎȐ�ƵȐǎƵȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ�ƵϩǎǄȚǎǊ�ǃΛ�ǄȀআƵȐȚǤǄȝǴƵȚǤȀǺु��ǴǴ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�
ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�ॵǤǺ�/Πॶ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚȀȐǹǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǴȀǛ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�ǚȝȐȚǡǎȐ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǤǺǛऺ�Ƶȓ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ƵȐǎ�ǲǺȀΕǺ�
to better match the properties of the auditory system. The speech recordings obtained 
during training sessions were too noisy to be analysed.

Formant analysis
In order to quantify the distinctiveness between the two vowel categories regarding their 
ϲȐȓȚ�ȚΕȀ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚȓऺ�Εǎ�ȝȓǎǊ�Țǡǎ�EƵǡƵǴƵǺȀǃǤȓ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ॵ?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ƵǺǊ�'ȐƵȝǎǺǚǎǴǊǎȐऺ�ॶु�
This measure expresses the distance between a point and a distribution in a 2D-space, 
thus here the logF1-logF2 space (FIG. 4).  For every participant and measurement time 
(pre-, post- and transfer-test), we calculated the distance between the centre of one vowel 
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FIG. 3.� ॵƵॶ� (ȐƵǺǊ� ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎ� ȍǎȐǄǎǺȚƵǛǎ� ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺȓ� ȀǺ� Țǡǎ� ैΔʋȚैআैΔǀȚै� ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ� ǚȀȐ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ�
training groups separately (top: related production group, bottom: unrelated production group). Sigmoidal 
ǄȝȐΔǎ�ϲȚȚǤǺǛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ƵȐǎ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎǊ�Ƶȓ�ǴǤǺǎȓु�ॵǃॶ�(ȐƵǺǊ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎ�Ǌখ�ȓǄȀȐǎ�Ȁǚ�ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�
ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�Ȁǚ��ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ȍƵǤȐȓ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ैΔʋȚैআैΔǀȚै�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�ॵƵǄȐȀȓȓ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚȓ�ƵǺǊ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓे�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ΕƵȓ�
ǺȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓॶु�^ȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ǊǎΔǤƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ƵȐǎ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎǊ�Ƶȓ�ǎȐȐȀȐ�ǃƵȐȓु�
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distribution and the respective other distribution, and vice versa. The mean Mahalanobis 
distance per participant in those two directions served as the dependent variable in a 
repeated measures ANOVA with group as between-participant factor and measurement 
ȚǤǹǎ�Ƶȓ�ΕǤȚǡǤǺআȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐु�eǡǎ�ȚǎȓȚ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�Ƶ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�
Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎআ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȀȓȚআǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚ�ॵǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȚǤǹǎह�'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵु�ॶऺ�ǃȝȚ�ǺȀ�
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ� ȚǡǤȓ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� Ȁǚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ॵǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ� ǛȐȀȝȍ� Κ� ȚǤǹǎह�
'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ु�ॶु�eǡǎ� ȚΕȀ�ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ� Țǡȝȓ�ǃǎǄƵǹǎ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǊǤȓȚǤǺǄȚ� ƵǚȚǎȐ�
training in both groups.
[ǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�Ƶ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ȚǎȓȚ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ȚȀ� ǺȀΔǎǴ� ΕȀȐǊȓह� ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎȓ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� ΔȀΕǎǴȓ� ΕǎȐǎ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ� ǴƵȐǛǎȐ� ǚȀȐ� Țǡǎ�
productions of the transfer words than for the pre-test words (F(1,29) = 27.227, 

FIG 4. (a) Log(F1) and log(F2) values for the two English vowels pronounced in CVC words of pre-, post- 
and transfer reading tasks (from left to right column) after either related (top) or unrelated production 
training (bottom). (b) Log formant data of the two vowels pronounced by 10 British English speakers. (c) 
�ǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ǃΛ�Țǡǎ�ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȐǎǄȀǛǺǤȚǤȀǺ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹ�ǃǎǚȀȐǎ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�
training, separately for the two training groups.  (d). Standard formant values log(F1) and log(F2) for the two 
�ȐǤȚǤȓǡ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ॵ��ॶ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓऺ� ʋैै�ƵǺǊ�ैǀैऺ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ��ȝȚǄǡ�ॵF@ॶ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ� ʋैै�ॵǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ��ǎȚǎȐǊǤǺǛ�
ॵॶ�ƵǺǊ��ǊƵǺǲऺ�/ȀȝȚऺ�ટ�^ǹǤȚȓ�ॵॶ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤΔǎǴΛॶु
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ȍ�ਵु�ॶु��ΔǎǺ�ȚǡȀȝǛǡ�Țǡǎ�ǹǎƵǺ�ǴȀǛ'�ƵǺǊ�ǴȀǛ'�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�ȍǎȐ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚ�ȓǎǎǹ�ȚȀ�ȓǡȀΕ�
similar patterns for post- and transfer-test, the Mahalanobis distance, taking into account 
ƵǺ�ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴখȓ�ΔƵȐǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ǤǺ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺऺ�Ǥȓ�ȓȚǤǴǴ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ȓǹƵǴǴǎȐ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȍȀȓȚআ
ȚǎȓȚ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎȓ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵु�ॶ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǤǺǛ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�Ǥȓ�ǤǺǄȀǹȍǴǎȚǎु�eǡǎȐǎ�
ΕǎȐǎ�ǺȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǤǺ� ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Ȁǚ� Țǡǎȓǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� ॵȍȐǎআ� ΔǎȐȓȝȓ� ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐআȚǎȓȚह�'ॵऺॶ�ਲ�
�ॶुु��ȍ�ऺु��ॶ�ਲऺ�ȍȀȓȚআ�ΔǎȐȓȝȓ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐআȚǎȓȚह�'ॵेु�ȍऺु

Durational analysis
eȀ�ǄǡǎǄǲ�ǚȀȐ�ƵǺΛ�ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺ�ǺȀȐǹƵǴǤȓǎǊ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�
durational distinction participants made when producing the two vowels, we compared 
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǤǺ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺ� ǤǺ�Ƶ�ȐǎȍǎƵȚǎǊ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓ��FKt��ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺআǚƵǄȚȀȐ�
group and the within-factor measurement time (pre versus post). The results showed that 
Țǡǎ�ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǊǤȓȚǤǺǄȚǤȀǺ�ΕƵȓ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȚǤǹǎह�'ॵऺॶ�
ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵऺु��ǎȚƵ2�ਲु�ॶऺ�ȚǡȀȝǛǡ�ΕǤȚǡ�Ƶ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ�ȓǹƵǴǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȓǤΠǎु�eǡǎȐǎ�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀ�
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ॵǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�Κ�ȚǤǹǎह�'ॵऺॶ�ਲ�
ॶुु��ȍ�ऺु

Automatic speech recognition
In the second approach to analyse the production data, we employed an automatic 
ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ȐǎǄȀǛǺǤȚǤȀǺ� ॵ�^[ॶ� ȓΛȓȚǎǹ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛ� ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ȀǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚǎǺ�ǹǤǺǤǹƵǴ�ȍƵǤȐȓ�ȝȓǎǊ� ǤǺ�
the training and pre-test reading task1ु�eǡǎ�ǹȀǊǎǴ�ΕƵȓ�ǄȐǎƵȚǎǊ�ȝȓǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�/ǤǊǊǎǺ�EƵȐǲȀΔ�
Model Toolkit (Young et al., 2009) and trained on the speech data of all 10 British English 
native speakers (10 speakers x 10 stimulus words x appr. 10 tokens = appr. 1000 words). 
In order to identify native-like utterances in the reading tasks, the ASR system was then 
used to classify the English pronunciations by the Dutch speakers of this study. For this 
purpose, the model was restricted to two classes per trial (one minimal pair) in order to 
ƵΔȀǤǊ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ǎȐȐȀȐȓ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�ȀȚǡǎȐ�ƵȓȍǎǄȚȓ�ȚǡƵǺ�Țǡǎ�ȏȝƵǴǤȚΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǤȚȓǎǴǚु�eǡǎ�
ȐǎȓȝǴȚǤǺǛ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǄǄȝȐƵǄΛ�Ȁǚ�Ƶ�আǚȀǴǊ�ǄȐȀȓȓআΔƵǴǤǊƵȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐȀǄǎǊȝȐǎ�ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǊƵȚƵ�ΕƵȓ��ƵǺǊ�ǯȝǊǛǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�ǡǤǛǡ�ȚȀ�ǎǹȍǴȀΛ�Țǡǎ�ǹȀǊǎǴ�Ƶȓ�Ƶ�ȚȀȀǴ�ǚȀȐ�
automatically validating the reading task data in this study. 

Correct responses for word productions in the following analyses were therefore 
ǊǎϲǺǎǊ� Ƶȓ� ȚȐǤƵǴȓऺ� ǤǺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ� Țǡǎ�ΕȀȐǊ� ȚǡƵȚ� ǡƵǊ� ȚȀ� ǃǎ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎǊ� ǃΛ� ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ΕƵȓ� Țǡǎ�
ȓƵǹǎ�Ƶȓ�Țǡǎ�ȀǺǎ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǎǊ�ǃΛ�Țǡǎ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹ�ॵ'2(ु�Ǆॶु�[ǎȓȝǴȚȓ�Ȁǚ�Ƶ�আΕƵΛ�ȐǎȍǎƵȚǎǊ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓ�
ANOVA employing the factors time (2 levels) x vowel (2 levels) x group (2 levels), showed 

1 eǡǎ�ƵǄȀȝȓȚǤǄ�ǹȀǊǎǴ�ǄȀǺȓǤȓȚǎǊ�Ȁǚ�Ƶ�ȓǎȚ�Ȁǚ�ȓǤǺǛǴǎআ(ƵȝȓȓǤƵǺ�ǹȀǺȀȍǡȀǺǎ�/EEȓु�eǡǎ�/EEখȓ�ȚȀȍȀǴȀǛΛ�
ΕƵȓ�Ƶ�আȓȚƵȚǎ�ǴǎǚȚআȐǤǛǡȚ�ǹȀǊǎǴ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǺȀ�ȓǲǤȍȓऺ�ΕǡǎȐǎ�ǎƵǄǡ�ǊƵȚƵ�ΔǎǄȚȀȐ�ǄȀǺȚƵǤǺǎǊ��E'���ǄȀǎϬǄǤǎǺȚȓऺ�
ȍǴȝȓ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀȐȐǎȓȍȀǺǊǤǺǛ�ǊǎǴȚƵ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǄǄǎǴǎȐƵȚǤȀǺ�ǄȀǎϬǄǤǎǺȚȓु�eǡǎ�E'���ǄȀǎϬǄǤǎǺȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǄƵǴǄȝǴƵȚǎǊ�ȝȓǤǺǛ�
Ƶ�ǚȐƵǹǎ�ǴǎǺǛȚǡ�Ȁǚ�ǹȓऺ�Ƶ�/ƵǹǹǤǺǛ�ΕǤǺǊȀΕऺ�ϲȐȓȚআȀȐǊǎȐ�ȍȐǎআǎǹȍǡƵȓǤȓऺ�ƵǺǊ�Ƶ�ϲǴȚǎȐ�ǃƵǺǲ�Ȁǚ��ǄǡƵǺǺǎǴȓु
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ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵऺु��ǎȚƵ2 = 0.43) and 
ΔȀΕǎǴ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵऺु��ǎȚƵ2�ਲु�ॶऺ�Ƶȓ�ΕǎǴǴ�Ƶȓ�ƵǺ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǚȀȐ�ȚǤǹǎ�
ƵǺǊ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵऺु��ǎȚƵ2 = 0.49). A post hoc analysis revealed that this 
ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ΕƵȓ�ǊȐǤΔǎǺ�ǃΛ�Ƶ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ� ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�ȍǎȐǄǎǺȚƵǛǎ�Ȁǚ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎআǴǤǲǎ�ΔƵǴǤǊƵȚǎǊ�ΕȀȐǊ�
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ�ǄȀǺȚƵǤǺǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ� ʋैैআΔȀΕǎǴ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵȍ�ਵु�ॶु�

Correlation analysis: Perception and production data
��ȚΕȀআȚƵǤǴǎǊ�ǄȀȐȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺƵǴΛȓǤȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ॵǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�
d’ score between pre-measurement on day 1 and after last training session on day 4) and 
ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǤǺ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ॵǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�EƵǡƵǴƵǺȀǃǤȓ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎǚȀȐǎ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛॶ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ǺȀ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓǡǤȍ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु

IV. DISCUSSION

This study investigated how the domains of speech perception and speech production 
ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ǄȀȝȐȓǎ� Ȁǚ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� �ȐǤȚǤȓǡ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ैǀैআैैݐ� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ǃΛ� ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�
ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ��ȝȚǄǡु�EȀȐǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ �ǤȚ�ƵǤǹǎǊ�ƵȚ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ॵƵȓ�ȀȍȍȀȓǎǊ�
to unrelated) production practice during a 4-day perceptual training on perception and 
production of this contrast.

The two training groups clearly improved their perceptual abilities in the course of 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�eǡǤȓ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚ�ǚȝȐȚǡǎȐ�ΔƵǴǤǊƵȚǎȓ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǺǎȓȓ�Ȁǚ�ǹȝǴȚǤȍǴǎআǊƵΛ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹȓ�ॵ�ȐƵǊǴȀΕ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��[ƵȚȀऺ�ॶु�2Ț�ȚǡǎȐǎǃΛ�ǄȀǺϲȐǹȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�
non-native learners can still establish novel sound categories in adulthood (e.g. Bradlow 
et al., 1997; Lambacher et al., 2005; Inceoglu, 2016). The perceptual enhancement also 
transferred to new stimuli and speakers suggesting the formation of phonologically 
abstract categories (Sadakata and McQueen, 2013). It is noteworthy that participants’ 
performance on the transfer task is still lower than their post-test performance on the 
ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤु�eǡǤȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�Ǥȓ�ǺȀȚ�ȍȝȐǎǴΛ�ƵǃȓȚȐƵǄȚ�ǤǺ�ǺƵȚȝȐǎ�
ǃȝȚ�ǤǺȓȚǎƵǊ�Ǥȓ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȚǤǎǊ�ǤǺ�ȓȀǹǎ�ΕƵΛ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ΕȀȐǊȓु�2Ț�ǄƵǺ�ƵǴȓȀ�ǃǎ�ƵȐǛȝǎǊ�ȚǡƵȚ�
Țǡǎ�ΔƵȐǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀȚ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�ǡǤǛǡ�ǚȀȐ�Ƶ�ȐȀǃȝȓȚ�ǛǎǺǎȐƵǴǤȓƵȚǤȀǺ�
of the target vowels. The variability was notably lower than many studies with the high-
variability paradigm, such as the one by Bradlow et al. (1999) with 68 minimal pairs for 
two liquids spoken by 5 speakers, or the one by Wong (2013) with 20 minimal pairs 
produced by six speakers. 

Learners of both groups also clearly improved in the production domain showing 
more distinct and more native-like pronunciations of the two vowels after training.  
/ȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ǺǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ǤǺ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǺȀȐ�ǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ǊǤǊ�Țǡǎ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�
between the two groups. Related production practice in the current experiment could 
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ǺȀȚ�ǃǎ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ƵϩǎǄȚ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǊȀǹƵǤǺȓु�XǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�ǃȀȚǡ�
groups, that is improvement independent of related training in production, is in line with 
similar comparisons of perception-only versus combined perception-production training 
ॵ/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��@ȝ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु���ǴȚǡȀȝǛǡ�Εǎ�ǄƵǺǺȀȚ�ǎΚǄǴȝǊǎ�ǎǺȚǤȐǎǴΛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
learning is due to engagement of the general articulatory system, as both types of training 
in the current design involved word production, it seems unlikely that learners improved 
the pronunciation of the target vowels simply by producing unrelated words. If that were 
the case, it seems surprising that the trained phoneme contrast was still relatively poorly 
established prior to training. It is much more likely that the production enhancement is 
due to transfer from perceptual learning.
eǡǤȓ�ȓȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǚȐȀǹ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ȚȀ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�ȐǎȍǴǤǄƵȚǎȓ�ǎƵȐǴǤǎȐ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�

ॵǎुǛु�@ȀȍǎΠআ^ȀȚȀ�ટ�?ǎΕǴǎΛআXȀȐȚऺे��vƵǺǛऺ� =ȀǺǛǹƵǺऺ�ટ�^ǎȐǎǺȀऺ�ॶ� ƵǺǊ�ǎΚȚǎǺǊȓ�
Țǡǎǹ� ȚȀ� ƵǺȀȚǡǎȐ� ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ΕǤȚǡ� ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚ� �@ ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓु� �ǎȓȍǤȚǎ� Țǡǎ�
overall transfer from perceptual to production learning, there was no direct correlation 
ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǊȀǹƵǤǺȓु�eǡǤȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛ�Ǥȓ�ǤǺ�ƵǛȐǎǎǹǎǺȚ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǹƵǺΛ�
earlier approaches investigating the relationship between perception and production 
ॵ�ȐƵǊǴȀΕ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��/ȝǎǺȓǄǡ�ƵǺǊ�eȐǎǹǃǴƵΛऺ �ॶ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ��Ǌǎ�=ȀǺǛ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे�
interpreted as the absence of a direct link between the two systems. This interpretation 
would resonate well with Flege’s notion (1995) that the production and perception 
systems might not be brought into perfect alignment, as occurs in L1 speech acquisition.

One of our aims was to add to the discussion on whether related production practice 
in a perceptual training protocol either helps or hinders perceptual and/or production 
ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛु��ǎǄƵȝȓǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ǺȝǴǴ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǄȀǺǄǎȐǺǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�
ȚΛȍǎऺ�Εǎ�ƵȐǎ�ǺȀȚ�ƵǃǴǎ�ȚȀ�ǊȐƵΕ�ƵǺΛ�ϲǺƵǴ�ǄȀǺǄǴȝȓǤȀǺȓ�ȀǺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǹƵȚȚǎȐु�[ǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ� ǄȀȝǴǊ� ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴǴΛ� ǡƵΔǎ� Ƶ� ǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� ȀǺ� ǃȀȚǡ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ƵǺǊ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ǄȀǛǺǤȚǤΔǎ�ǴȀƵǊ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ƵǺǊ�ȀǺ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛ�
given the exposure to bad examples of the to-be-learnt phonemes as part of learner’s 
listening to their own speech. In the current study, however, we could not replicate 
Țǡǎ�ǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�
of non-native categories shown by Baese-Berk and Samuel (2016). The most crucial 
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ȀǺǎ�ॵƵȓ�ΕǎǴǴ�Ƶȓ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�Ȁǚ�/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴु�ƵǺǊ�
Lu et al.) is that learners had to produce tokens of the target contrast before making, or 
at least indicating, a categorical decision. This additional production of a challenging 
contrast could have increased cognitive load during the perceptual task. Earlier research 
ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ� ȚǡƵȚ� ǄȀǛǺǤȚǤΔǎ� ǴȀƵǊ� ǄƵǺ� ȐǎǊȝǄǎ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ƵǄȝǤȚΛ� ǊȝȐǤǺǛ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ� ǲǤǺǊȓ� Ȁǚ�
speech discrimination tasks (Mattys et al., 2014; Mattys and Wiget, 2011) and might 
result in competition for working memory processes at the encoding stage (Mitterer and 
EƵȚȚΛȓऺ�ॶु��ƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓऺ�Țǡǎ�ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ȚƵȓǲ�ǴȀƵǊ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�
condition in Baese-Berk and Samuel (2016) is likely to result in suboptimal encoding of 
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the trained contrast.
Baese-Berk and Samuel (2016) show that producing tokens of the to-be-learnt contrast 

disrupted perceptual learning to a stronger degree than producing unrelated utterances. 
eǡǎΛ�ǤǺȚǎȐȍȐǎȚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ƶȓ�ǎΔǤǊǎǺǄǎ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ǤȚȓǎǴǚ�ǄƵȝȓǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�
ǊǤȓȐȝȍȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛु�KǺǎ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�ƵȐǛȝǎऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�
Ǥȓ� Ǌȝǎ� ȚȀ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǤǺ� ǄȀǛǺǤȚǤΔǎ� ǴȀƵǊऺ� Ƶȓ� ǤȚ� Ǥȓ� ȚȀ� ǃǎ� ǎΚȍǎǄȚǎǊ� ȚǡƵȚ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄǤǺǛ� ΕȀȐǊȓ�
containing a challenging non-native sound will disturb ongoing perceptual categorization 
to a stronger degree than producing single letter strings. Furthermore, prior experience 
ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ȚȀআǃǎআǴǎƵȐǺȚ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ΕƵȓ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǡƵΔǎ�ƵǺ�ƵǴǴǎΔǤƵȚǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤȓȐȝȍȚǤȀǺ�
of perceptual learning (Baese-Berk & Samuel, 2016). Once again, however, perceptual 
learning could be hindered more by the production of a challenging and novel contrast 
than by one that is already known to some degree. 

Intuitively, it would make sense to expect improvement of a skill due to practicing it, 
ǃȝȚ�Εǎ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǺȀȚ�ϲǺǊ�ǎΔǤǊǎǺǄǎ�ǚȀȐ�ƵǺΛ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�
ΕǤȚǡǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍǎȐǤȀǊु�vǡǤǴǎ�ȓȀǹǎ�ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�
a combined training protocol on production, the two that did do so (Baese-Berk, 2010; 
/ǎȐǊ� ǎȚ� ƵǴुऺ� �ॶ ȓǡȀΕ� ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓु�eǡǤȓ� ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎ� ǄȀȝǴǊ� ǃǎ� ǎΚȍǴƵǤǺǎǊ� ǤǺ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�
ways. Firstly, production learning could be driven purely by perceptual improvement, 
as suggested by the SLM (Flege, 1995). Transfer from production to perception without 
ƵǺΛ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵǎुǛुऺ�/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ȓȍǎƵǲȓ�ƵǛƵǤǺȓȚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ȍȀȓȓǤǃǤǴǤȚΛु �
There are also various studies in which speech production (of non-native contrasts) is 
ȓȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴǴΛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊऺ�ǚȀȐ�ǤǺȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǤǺ�ƵǺ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǄȀǹȍȝȚǎȐআǃƵȓǎǊ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�EƵǺǊƵȐǤǺ�
and Cantonese native speakers in three English vowel contrasts (Wang & Munro, 2004), 
or in a training system providing trial-by-trial visual feedback on the production accuracy 
Ȁǚ��ƵǺǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ǃΛ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�'ȐǎǺǄǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ॵ?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�

These successful training examples tie directly to a second explanation of the current 
ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓु� �� ǄȐȝǄǤƵǴ� ƵȓȍǎǄȚ� Ȁǚ� ȓȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺআȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ� Ǥȓ� ȚǡƵȚ� ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�
receive immediate and informative feedback on their pronunciation. Practicing a skill is 
ȀǺǴΛ�ǃǎǺǎϲǄǤƵǴ�Ǥǚ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�ǤȚȓǎǴǚ�Ǥȓ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚु�2Ǻ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�ॵƵǺǊ�@ȝ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺऺ��
Baese-Berk & Samuel, 2016; Baese-Berk, 2010), participants did not receive any external 
feedback on their utterances. Internal feedback on one’s own production might simply 
ǃǎ�ǤǺȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǤǺ�ȚȐǤǛǛǎȐǤǺǛ�ƵǄȚȝƵǴ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚ�ǤǺ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛऺ�Ƶȓ�ǤȚ�ȐǎȏȝǤȐǎȓ�Ƶ�
satisfactory degree of perceptual skills when evaluating the self-produced utterances. Any 
ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ȓǤǹȍǴǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǎΔǎǺ�ǃǎ�ǄȀȝǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǎǊ�ǃΛ�ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ǎΚȍȀȓȝȐǎ�
to bad examples of the to-be-trained contrast, as learners are listening to their own 
ȝȚȚǎȐƵǺǄǎȓ�ॵȚǡȀȝǛǡ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�Ǥȓ�ǎΔǤǊǎǺǄǎ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚǤǺǛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ǥȓ�ȝǺǴǤǲǎǴΛऺ �ȓǎǎ�?ȐƵǴǯǤǄ�ટ�
^ƵǹȝǎǴऺ�ॶु�2Ǻ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ� ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ�ΕǎȐǎ� ǚȀǴǴȀΕǎǊ�ǃΛ� ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ� ȀǺǴΛ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ȓȚȝǊΛ�ǃΛ�/ǎȐǊ� ǎȚ�
al. (2015). After producing the target word, participants had to visually compare their 
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own utterance to that of a native speaker. Despite this feedback, the results did not show 
ƵǺΛ� ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ� ǃǎǺǎϲȚȓ� Ȁǚ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺु� 2Ǻ� ȀȐǊǎȐ� ȚȀ� ǊǤȓǎǺȚƵǺǛǴǎ� ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ� ƵǃȓǎǺȚ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�
Ȁǚ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵȐǎ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ǺȀ�ȀȐ�ǤǺȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǎΚȚǎȐǺƵǴ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲऺ�
ǤȚ�ΕǤǴǴ�ǃǎ�ǤǹȍȀȐȚƵǺȚ�ȚȀ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚǴΛ�ȚǎȓȚ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǎΚȍǴǤǄǤȚ�ƵǺǊ�ǤǺǚȀȐǹƵȚǤΔǎ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�
similar design to that used here.
�ǺȀȚǡǎȐ� ƵȓȍǎǄȚ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ǤǺȚǎȐȍȐǎȚƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ǌȝǎ� ȚȀ� ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ� Ǥȓ�

Țǡǎ� ǚƵǄȚȀȐ� ȚǤǹǎु��ǴǴ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ƵǃȀΔǎ� ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ� ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� Ȁǚ� ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআ
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ȓȝǃȓȚƵǺȚǤƵǴǴΛ�ǤǺ�ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǹȀȝǺȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�eǡǎΛ�ȐƵǺǛǎ�
from a single session (Lu et al., 2015), over 2-session paradigms on consecutive days (Baese-
Berk, 2010) or days separated by 48 hours (Baese-Berk and Samuel, 2016) to 6 training 
ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺȓ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�Ƶ�ȍǎȐǤȀǊ�Ȁǚ�আ�Εǎǎǲȓ�ॵ/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�2ǺȚǎȐǎȓȚǤǺǛǴΛऺ �ƵǺ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǊƵΛ�
of training in Baese-Berk (2010) did reduce the disadvantage of perceptual learning due 
ȚȀ� ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ǤǺ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ǊǎȓǤǛǺु�eǡǤȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛ� ǄȀȝǴǊ� ƵǛƵǤǺ�
ǃǎ� ƵǄǄȀȝǺȚǎǊ� ǚȀȐ� ǃΛ� Ƶ� ȐǎǊȝǄǎǊ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� Ȁǚ� ǄȀǛǺǤȚǤΔǎ� ǴȀƵǊ� ǊȝȐǤǺǛ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǤǺǛऺ�
assuming that the training protocol demands less capacity the more experienced learners 
ǃǎǄȀǹǎ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǤȚु��ǴȚǎȐǺƵȚǤΔǎǴΛऺ �ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ȚƵǲǎ�ȍǴƵǄǎ�ȀǺ�Ƶ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚऺ�ǺƵǹǎǴΛ�
ȓǴȀΕǎȐऺ� ȚǤǹǎ� ȓǄƵǴǎ� ȚǡƵǺ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� Ȁǚ� Ƶ� ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु� /ƵȐǹǚȝǴ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�
were revealed by short training procedures and might disappear after 3 or more days of 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵƵǴȓȀ�ǊǎȍǎǺǊǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȀআǃǎআǴǎƵȐǺȚ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚॶु���ȓȚȐǎǺǛȚǡ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�
current study is the relatively long duration of training. Although we do not have data on 
the exact timecourse of production learning in the course of the present 4-day training 
ȍȐȀȚȀǄȀǴऺ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ƵȐǎ�ǺȀ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ǚȀȐ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǤǺ�ȚǎȐǹȓ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǄȝȐΔǎु�2Ț�ȓǎǎǹȓ�Țǡȝȓ�ȝǺǴǤǲǎǴΛ�ȚǡƵȚ�Ƶ�ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴǴΛ�ǡƵȐǹǚȝǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�
ǃǎ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�ȚǤǹǎǄȀȝȐȓǎु

The results also have implications for the nature of the perceptual improvement. 
In particular, learners showed a boundary shift in the discrimination task. This shift is 
ǤǺȚǎȐǎȓȚǤǺǛ�ǚȀȐ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺȓु�'ǤȐȓȚǴΛऺ �ǤȚ�Ǥȓ�ǺȀȚǎΕȀȐȚǡΛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�Ǥȓ�Ƶ�ǄǴǎƵȐ�ǃȀȝǺǊƵȐΛ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�
ǊǎȚǎǄȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȍǴƵǄǎु�2Ǻ�Țǡǎ2��'��ǊǎȓǤǛǺ�ȝȓǎǊ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲऺ�ǴǤȓȚǎǺǎȐȓ�
ȝȓȝƵǴǴΛ� ȚǎǺǊ� ȚȀ�ǹƵǲǎ�ǺȀǺআǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǄƵǴ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ� ǴȀΕআǴǎΔǎǴ� ƵǄȀȝȓȚǤǄ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�
between the presented stimuli (Gerrits and Schouten, 2004; Sadakata and McQueen, 
2013). Use of this task, however, will not entirely prevent listeners from using any (even 
weakly established) category knowledge. As can be seen in FIG. 3b, the vowel stimuli used 
here did indeed encourage listeners to make use of their boundary knowledge. This task 
ǄǡƵȐƵǄȚǎȐǤȓȚǤǄ�ǄȀǹȍǎǺȓƵȚǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ǴȀΕ�ȓǎǺȓǤȚǤΔǤȚΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�
continuum, in which neither changes in boundary sharpness nor boundary position 
were detected in the course of the training. In discrimination, however, both training 
ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ȓǡȀΕ�Ƶ�ȍǎƵǲ�ǃǎǚȀȐǎ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ� ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ǎΚǤȓȚǎǺǄǎ�Ȁǚ� ʋैै� ƵǺǊ�ैǀै�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓऺ�
and a boundary shift towards the /æ/-endpoint after training, indicating a perceptual 
restructuring as the /æ/ category becomes stronger. The relatively high performance 
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ȀǺ�Țǡǎ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ȍȐǤȀȐ�ȚȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚȓ�ȚǡƵȚऺ�ƵȚ� ǴǎƵȓȚ� ǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺऺ�@�
learners already had a weak /æ/ category at the start of the experiment.

In the production domain, however, the /æ/ category appears to be less well established 
ॵȓǎǎ� '2(ु� �Ƶॶु XƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ� ȓȚƵȐȚǎǊ� ȀȝȚ�ΕǤȚǡ� ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ� ƵǄǄȝȐƵȚǎ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ʋैैআ
vowel prior to training, while its counterpart /æ/ was not clearly distinguished from those 
productions. Patterns of the production learning reveal that the two non-native categories 
develop in an asymmetrical fashion. This development makes sense given the location 
of the relevant English and Dutch categories in vowel space. Though the realisations of 
Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ƵǺǊ��ȝȚǄǡ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ� ʋैै� ƵȐǎ�ǺȀȚ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤǄƵǴऺ� Țǡǎ��ȝȚǄǡ� ʋैै� ǴǤǎȓ� ǄǴȀȓǎȐ� ȚȀ� Țǡǎ�
�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ʋैै�ȚǡƵǺ�ȚȀ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀैऺ�Ƶȓ�ǄƵǺ�ǃǎ�ȓǎǎǺ�ǤǺ�'2(ु�Ǌु�eǡǤȓ�ȚǎǺǊǎǺǄΛ�Ȁǚ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�
ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ȚȀ�ǹƵȍ�Țǡǎ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ʋैै�ȚȀ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȀǺǎ�ǄƵǺ�ƵǴȓȀ�ǃǎ�ǚȀȝǺǊ�ǤǺऺ�ǚȀȐ�
ǤǺȓȚƵǺǄǎऺ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ǚȐȀǹ�Ƶ�ǴǎΚǤǄƵǴ�ǊǎǄǤȓǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲु�/ǎȐǎऺ��ȝȚǄǡ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�Ƶ�ȚǎǺǊǎǺǄΛ�
ȚȀ� ǄǴƵȓȓǤǚΛ� ǺȀǺআǎΚǤȓȚǤǺǛ�ΕȀȐǊȓ� Ƶȓ� ȐǎƵǴ�ΕȀȐǊȓऺ�ΕǡǎǺ� ƵǺ� ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǤǺ� ƵǺ� ǎΚǤȓȚǤǺǛ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
word was replaced by an /æ/, such as in dask (Broersma, 2002). Similarly, in a visual word 
paradigm initial parts of distractor words containing the /æ/ vowel, such as ȣǋȐ࣠�in the 
word panda, activated the word pencil, while the opposite, activation of pencil by the 
distractor panda,�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀȚ�Țǡǎ�ǄƵȓǎ�ॵvǎǃǎȐ�ƵǺǊ��ȝȚǴǎȐऺ�ॶु�eǡǎȓǎ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚ�ȚǡƵȚऺ�
ΕǡǤǴǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǴǤȓȚǎǺǎȐȓ�ǄƵǺ�ǡǎƵȐ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�ॵȀȚǡǎȐΕǤȓǎ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�
for panda and pencil�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ǡƵΔǎ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ȓΛǹǹǎȚȐǤǄƵǴॶ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ƵȐǎ�ǺȀǺǎȚǡǎǴǎȓȓ�ȓȚȐȀǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�
native categories on perception. In line with PAM predicting that unfamiliar non-native 
categories are assimilated by close native categories, examples of the English /æ/ vowel 
ȚǎǺǊ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ǄȀǴǴƵȍȓǎǊ�ǤǺȚȀ�Țǡǎ� ʋैै�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛऺ �ΕǡǤǴǎ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎΔǎȐȓǎ�ƵȓȓǤǹǤǴƵȚǤȀǺ�Ǥȓ�Ǵǎȓȓ�ǴǤǲǎǴΛु �eǡǤȓ�
ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓ� Ǥȓ� ȐǎϵǎǄȚǎǊ� ǤǺ�ȀȝȐ�ȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǊƵȚƵु��ȝȚ� Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�
ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡǎȐǎ� Ǥȓ�ƵǴȐǎƵǊΛ�ƵȚ� ǴǎƵȓȚ�Ƶ�ΕǎƵǲ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ�
ǚȀȐ�ैǀैु�eǡǎȓǎ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ� ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎ� ȚǡƵȚ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǹǤǛǡȚ� ǚȀǴǴȀΕ�
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȚǤǹǎআǄȀȝȐȓǎȓु�
eǡǎ��ȝȚǄǡ� ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ� ǄǡƵǺǛǎǊ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� Ǆȝǎ�ΕǎǤǛǡȚǤǺǛ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ैǀैআैैݐ�

contrast in the course of this training. It is known that non-native listeners of a vowel 
ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ȚǎǺǊ� ȚȀ� ȐǎǴΛ� ǹȀȐǎ� ȀǺ� ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺƵǴ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ȚǡƵǺ� ȀǺ� Țǡǎ� ȓȍǎǄȚȐƵǴ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�
that are more important for native listeners (Flege et al., 1997). Any durational cues 
ǚƵǄǤǴǤȚƵȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ॵȚǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀै�Ǥȓ�ȝȓȝƵǴǴΛ�ǴȀǺǛǎȐ�
ȚǡƵǺ�ǤȚȓ�ǄȀȝǺȚǎȐȍƵȐȚ�ैैݐॶ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȐǎǹȀΔǎǊ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺु�
Perceptual categorisations made by the learners in this study were thus likely based on 
ȓȍǎǄȚȐƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓु��ǎȓȍǤȚǎ�ǃǎǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ȀǺ�ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺআǺȀȐǹƵǴǤȓǎǊ�ǎΚƵǹȍǴǎȓऺ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�
did not reduce the durational distinction made in their productions of the vowels; that 
Ǥȓऺ� ȚǡǎΛ�ȓȚƵȐȚ�ȀȝȚ�ΕǤȚǡ� ǴȀǺǛǎȐ�ैǀैখȓ�ȚǡƵǺ�ैैݐখȓ�ƵǺǊ�ȓǡȀΕ�Ƶ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎআǴǤǲǎ�ȍƵȚȚǎȐǺ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�
Țǡǎ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ॵǤुǎुऺ� ȚǡǎΛ� ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ� Țǡǎ� ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺƵǴ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎॶु� eǡǎ� ȓȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴ� ǄǡƵǺǛǎ� ȚȀ�
(more) native-like phonetic cue weighting due to perceptual training is in line with earlier 
ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ॵ/ȝ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��|ǴǤǺǎǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�EȀȓȚ�ǤǺȚǎȐǎȓȚǤǺǛǴΛऺ �ǤȚ�ǚȝȐȚǡǎȐ�ǄȀǺϲȐǹȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�
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listeners are able to rely on some prior knowledge regarding the distinction between the 
ȚΕȀ� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ� ǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ� ȚǡƵȚ� ǛȀǎȓ�ǃǎΛȀǺǊ� Țǡǎ� ȓȍǎǄȚȐƵǴ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ȚǡƵȚ� ȚǡǎΛ�
were exposed to. That is, at least in perception, participants start out with some concept 
of the perceptual categories for both vowels, which is then further strengthened in the 
course of training and successfully transferred to the production domain.

V. CONCLUSION

eǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�ǄȀǺϲȐǹȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǃȀȀȓȚȓ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛु�@ǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�
can evidently improve their production of a challenging non-native vowel contrast 
by training their perceptual categorisation ability, which corroborates the view that 
perceptual enhancement tends to support and to precede production learning. Related 
production practice, however, did not lead to additional improvement in either of the 
ȚΕȀ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǊȀǹƵǤǺȓु�2Ǻ�ȀȐǊǎȐ�ȚȀ�ǚȝȐȚǡǎȐ�ǄǴƵȐǤǚΛ�ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴǴΛ�ǃǎǺǎϲǄǤƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�
perception-production training protocols, we recommend the study of explicit and 
informative feedback on participants’ productions during a similar training study. Until 
then, the question remains open whether production training leads to improved category 
formation in either perception or production. What the current results already indicate, 
however, is that perceptual training improves production in the context of production 
practice. This context is the one present in natural L2 learning, where the learner is trying 
to improve both speaking and listening skills.
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ABSTRACT

This study explores how speech perception and speech production interact during the 
learning of non-native phoneme categories. We evaluated neurophysiological signatures 
during and after a 4-day perceptual training protocol that was complemented by 
production practice on words that were either related or unrelated to the training 
materials. Sequential unbalanced bilinguals of Dutch (L1) and English were trained on 
Țǡǎ��ȐǤȚǤȓǡ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀैআ ʋैै�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु��ǎȓȍǤȚǎ�ǺȀ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛআȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
improvements between the two training groups (earlier presented in Thorin et al. 2018), 
the related production group showed a mismatch negativity (MMN) response to the 
�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैȍǀǺैআैȍʋǺै�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�ΕƵȓ�ƵǃȓǎǺȚ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȝǺȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�
ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓु�eǡǤȓ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�
ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�ǄƵǺ�ǃǎǄȀǹǎ�ƵȍȍƵȐǎǺȚ�Ǥǚ�Țǡǎ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚȓ�ȚƵǲǎǺ�ƵȐǎ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�
ȓǎǺȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ȚȀ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤǚΛ�ϲǺǎআǛȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛु �eǡǎȓǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�
not be detectable by conventional behavioural methods. 

Please note that this chapter is based on:
Thorin, J., Garcia-Cossio, E., Sadakata, M., Desain, P., and McQueen, J. M. (under 
revision). “Perception-production interactions in non-native sound learning: EEG 
evidence.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Successfully learning a foreign language in adulthood naturally involves improvements in 
both speech perception and speech production. A major challenge for many late bilinguals 
Ǥȓ� ȚǡƵȚ� ȚǡǎΛ� ǄƵǺ�ǺǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ǡǎƵȐ� Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎȓ�ǺȀȐ�
pronounce those phonemes reliably, especially when those are assimilated into a single 
ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐখȓ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�ॵ@ॶ�ॵ�ǎȓȚऺे���ǎȓȚ�ƵǺǊ�eΛǴǎȐऺ�Ƶॶु�/ȀΕ�
ǎΚƵǄȚǴΛ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓ� ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚ�ΕǡǎǺ�ȓȀǴΔǤǺǛ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚΛ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓ�Ȁǚ�
ǊǎΔǎǴȀȍǤǺǛ� ǺȀΔǎǴ� ȓȀȝǺǊ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ� Ǥȓ� ȓȚǤǴǴ� ȝǺǄǴǎƵȐु�EȀȐǎ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ � ǤȚ� Ǥȓ� ǤǺǄȀǺǄǴȝȓǤΔǎ�
whether training in one modality improves performance in the other modality, and 
ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ�ǤȚ�Ǥȓ�ǃǎǺǎϲǄǤƵǴ�ॵȀȐ�ǤǺǊǎǎǊ�ǊǎȚȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴॶ�ȚȀ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓु�
The goal of the present study is to further our understanding of these interactions by 
investigating neurophysiological changes in unbalanced bilinguals who underwent 
additional training on relevant non-native phonemes.

Although the precise nature of the relationship between the perception and production 
ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓ� ȐǎǹƵǤǺȓ� ȚȀ� ǃǎ� ǚȝȐȚǡǎȐ� ǎΚȍǴȀȐǎǊऺ� ȚǡǎȐǎ� Ǥȓ� ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ� ǎΔǤǊǎǺǄǎ� ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǤǺǛ� ȚǡƵȚ�
they interact on various levels rather than being fully independent. The involvement of 
the speech production system during various stages of auditory speech perception has 
become evident in a large body of behavioural, neuroimaging, and lesion studies as well 
as contributions from computational modelling (reviewed in Skipper et al., 2017). Some 
behavioural examples include adaptations to altered auditory feedback resulting in changes 
of auditory speech perception (Lametti et al., 2014) and manipulations of listener’s facial 
muscles biasing their perception of words towards sounds that are more aligned with their 
somatosensory input (Ito et al., 2009). Close links between the two speech modalities 
ΕǎȐǎ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȀǃȓǎȐΔǎǊ�ǤǺ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ȀǺ�ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǤǺǛ�ǄȀȐȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓऺ�ǚȀȐ�ǤǺȓȚƵǺǄǎऺ�
between a speaker’s variability in phoneme productions and their perceptual acuity 
(Brunner et al., 2011; Franken et al., 2017) and between a listener’s perceptual prototypes 
of a phoneme category and their average production of that category (Newman, 2003). A 
recent factor analysis including measurements from various linguistic and general sensory 
tasks has shown a close relationship between the perception and production modalities 
present in links between phonological processes in L1, second language (L2) and an 
unknown language but absent in non-linguistic skills, such as audio-visual or sensory-
ǹȀȚȀȐ� ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǤǺǛऺ� ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚǤǺǛ� ȚǡƵȚ� Țǡǎ� ǺƵȚȝȐǎ� Ȁǚ� ȚǡǤȓ� ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓǡǤȍ� Ǥȓ� ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎআȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ 
(Schmitz et al., 2018).

When learning a second language, the close perception-production link has repeatedly 
ǃǎǎǺ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǃǎǺǎϲȚ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȀȝǺǊȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǚȀȐǹ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǚȐȀǹ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�
learning to improvements in production (reviewed in Sakai and Moorman, 2018). 
Available examples of perceptual training studies comprise various combinations of L1 
systems and trained L2 sounds, such as native Japanese learners trained in the perception 
of English liquids (Bradlow et al., 1997, 1999b) and English vowels (Lambacher et al., 
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��ǃॶऺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�Ƶ�/ǤǺǊǤ�ΔȀǤǄǎǊআȍȐǎΔȀǤǄǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ॵ�Ƶǎȓǎআ�ǎȐǲऺ�
2010) and French nasals (Inceoglu, 2016), Spanish natives learning English consonants 
ॵ@ȀȍǎΠআ^ȀȚȀ�ƵǺǊ�?ǎΕǴǎΛআXȀȐȚऺ�ॶऺ�?ȀȐǎƵǺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎȓ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ॵ@ǎǎ�ƵǺǊ�
Lyster, 2017), Mandarin and Cantonese learners of English vowels (Wang and Munro, 
2004) and Russian natives trained in various English phonemes (Qian et al., 2018). This 
already wide range of phonemic contrasts perceptually trained on the segmental level has 
been further extended to the suprasegmental level in the form of, for instance, Mandarin 
ȚȀǺǎȓ�ǤǺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�h^আ�ǹǎȐǤǄƵǺȓ�ॵvƵǺǛ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶऺ�Ƶȓ�ΕǎǴǴ�Ƶȓ�ȚȀ�ȍǡȀǺȀȚƵǄȚǤǄȓ�ॵ?ǤȚȚȐǎǊǛǎ�
ƵǺǊ��ǎǴǴऺ�ॶऺ�ƵǺǊ�ȓΛǴǴƵǃǴǎ�ȓȚȐȝǄȚȝȐǎ�ॵ/ȝǎǺȓǄǡ�ƵǺǊ�eȐǎǹǃǴƵΛऺ ॶु�

Complementing the robust transfer from perceptual to production learning, there are 
also examples of perceptual gains resulting from isolated production training. This has 
been observed, for instance, with Danish and Russian vowels in native French speakers 
ॵ?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ� ǎȚ� ƵǴुऺ� �ऺ �ǃॶऺ =ƵȍƵǺǎȓǎ� ȍǤȚǄǡ� ƵǺǊ� ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺƵǴ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚȓ� ǤǺ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
ǺƵȚǤΔǎȓ�ॵ/ǤȐƵȚƵऺ�ǃॶऺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ǴǤȏȝǤǊȓ�ǤǺ�=ƵȍƵǺǎȓǎ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎȓ�ॵ/ƵȚȚȀȐǤ�ƵǺǊ�2ΔǎȐȓȀǺऺ�ॶऺ�
ƵǺǊ�Ƶ�^ȍƵǺǤȓǡ�ǤǺȚǎȐΔȀǄƵǴǤǄ�ȚǡȐǎǎআΕƵΛ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ǤǺ�h^আ�ǹǎȐǤǄƵǺȓ�ॵ/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�

It seems plausible, on one hand, that combining perceptual paradigms with some form 
Ȁǚ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ΕȀȝǴǊ� ǃǎ� ǃǎǺǎϲǄǤƵǴऺ� Ƶȓ� ॵƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴॶ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� Ǥȓ� ȝȓȝƵǴǴΛ� Ƶ� ǛȀȀǊ�
predictor for improvement, and the complementary training in and transfer from both 
modalities could strengthen their reciprocal relationship. On the other hand, a more 
ǄȀǹȍǴǎΚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹ� ǄȀȝǴǊ� ǴǎƵǊ� ȚȀ� Ǵǎȓȓ� ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛऺ�ΕǡǤǴǎ� Țǡǎ� ǎΚȍȀȓȝȐǎ� ȚȀ�
bad examples of the to-be-learnt non-native phoneme when listening to self-produced 
ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǄȀȝǺȚǎȐƵǄȚ�Țǡǎ�ǎΔǤǊǎǺȚǴΛ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�2Ǻ�ǲǎǎȍǤǺǛ�
ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǊǤΔǎȐǛǎǺȚ�ȚǡǎȀȐǎȚǤǄƵǴ�ƵǄǄȀȝǺȚȓऺ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�ǚȐȀǹ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ�
combined versions of perception and production training go in opposite directions and 
thus paint a more inconclusive picture than that derived from single-domain training 
paradigms.

Comparing outcomes of perception-only, production-only and combined perception-
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ� /ǎȐǊ� ǎȚ� ƵǴु� ॵॶ� ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ� ǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ� Ȁǚ� �ǹǎȐǤǄƵǺআ�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
on a Spanish intervocalic three-way contrast during 6 sessions in a period of 2-3 weeks. 
Training only in perception and training only in production both strengthened 
processing in the trained modality and transferred to the other modality, while the degree 
to which learning in one modality transferred to the other one strongly depended on 
the phonological relationship between the trained sounds. Even though combined 
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ΕƵȓ�ǹȀȓȚ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǤǺ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�Ƶȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�
to the two single-modality training conditions, it resulted in no additional gains in 
perception. The authors stress, however, that the lack of gains in perception could be due 
to the fact that participants in the combined training received only half of the training in 
each modality compared to the single-modality training groups. Amount of perceptual 
training was more balanced in a study by Lu et al. (2015) using Mandarin tones when 
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comparing outcomes of perception-only and combined perception-production training 
(with imitation as production element) on tone discrimination in a single-day paradigm. 
/ǎȐǎ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐǴΛ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ॵǤǺ�Ƶ�ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲॶऺ�
Țǡȝȓ�ȓǡȀΕǤǺǛ�ǺǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǺȀȐ�ǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�
FǎǛƵȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ�Ȁǚ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�

ΕǎȐǎ�ǚȀȝǺǊ�ǚȀȐ�Ƶ�/ǤǺǊǤ�ΔȀǤǄǎǊআȍȐǎΔȀǤǄǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ǤǺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ॵ�Ƶǎȓǎআ�ǎȐǲऺ�
�ॶ�ƵǺǊ�ǚȀȐ�Ƶ��Ƶȓȏȝǎ�ǚȐǤǄƵȚǤΔǎআƵϩȐǤǄƵȚǎ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ ǤǺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ�^ȍƵǺǤȓǡ�ॵ�Ƶǎȓǎআ
Berk and Samuel, 2016). In both studies, multiple-day combined perception-production 
training led to no improvements in discrimination ability comparing pre- and post-
training measurements, despite clear gains after perception-only training. When further 
ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺȓ�ǚȀȐ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǊǤȓȐȝȍȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚऺ�ǤȚ�ΕƵȓ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ȀǺ�
perceptual learning could be reduced by prior experience with the trained non-native 
ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु�eǡǎ�ǊǤȓȐȝȍȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ΕƵȓ�ȓȚǤǴǴ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ��ȚǡȀȝǛǡ�ȚȀ�Ƶ�ȓǹƵǴǴǎȐ�ǊǎǛȐǎǎ��
when perceptual training was complemented with a general production task unrelated to 
the trained non-native contrast instead of with productions of the trained contrast. This 
ǴǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ƵȝȚǡȀȐȓ�ȚȀ�ǄȀǺǄǴȝǊǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ΕƵȓ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǛǎǺǎȐƵǴ�ǤǺȚǎȐǚǎȐǎǺǄǎ�
ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹ�ǤǺȓȚǎƵǊ�Ȁǚ�ǃǎǤǺǛ�ǄƵȝȓǎǊ�ǃΛ�ǹȀȐǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ǤǺȚǎȐǚǎȐǎǺǄǎ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�
learners’ exposure to their own suboptimal utterances. An alternative explanation to these 
ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ΕƵȓ�ȀϩǎȐǎǊ�ǃΛ�Țǡǎ�ƵȝȚǡȀȐȓ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȀǤǺȚȓ�ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�ǄȀǛǺǤȚǤΔǎ�ǴȀƵǊ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�
the two training conditions, which could have led to reduced perceptual acuity during 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǚȀǴǴȀΕǎǊ�ǃΛ�ȓȝǃȀȍȚǤǹƵǴ�ǎǺǄȀǊǤǺǛऺ�Ƶȓ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚǎǊ�ǃΛ�ȀȚǡǎȐ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ॵEƵȚȚΛȓ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�
2014; Mitterer and Mattys, 2017).

Thorin et al. (2018) therefore balanced cognitive load between training conditions, 
ΕǡǎǺ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐǴΛ�ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ�Ȁǚ�
perceptual learning (note that the present study is based on the same dataset). During their 
4-day training paradigm, native speakers of Dutch and sequential unbalanced bilinguals 
ΕǎȐǎ� ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ैǀैআ ʋै/ vowel contrast by receiving 
perceptual training that was complemented with production practice on words that were 
either related or unrelated to the training materials. There was perceptual learning in the 
course of training for both groups, which also transferred to production improvements 
ॵȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎǊ�Ƶȓ�ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ǤǺ�
�ȓȍƵǄǎॶु�2ǺȚǎȐǎȓȚǤǺǛǴΛऺ'আ' �ȚǡǎȐǎ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǺȀ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ� ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ȀǺ� ƵǺΛ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ȚƵȓǲ� ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ� ǤǺǄǴȝǊǤǺǛ� ƵǃǤǴǤȚǤǎȓ� ǤǺ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺऺ�
ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺऺ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ȚȀ�ǺȀΔǎǴ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ǤǺ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓु�eǡǎ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�
of both Thorin et al. (2018) and Lu et al. (2015) thus point towards neutral – as opposed 
ȚȀ�ǊǤȓȐȝȍȚǤΔǎ��ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀȐ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎऺ�ǃȝȚ�ǡƵΔǎ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ȚƵǲǎǺ�
with caution given that this interpretation is based on null results in both studies.
2Ț�Ǥȓ�ȍȀȓȓǤǃǴǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǺȝǴǴ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ȐǎϵǎǄȚ�ǴƵǄǲ�Ȁǚ�ȓǎǺȓǤȚǤΔǤȚΛ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�ΕǎȐǎ�

taken. There are reasons to assume that EEG measurements might be more sensitive 
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ȚǡƵǺ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�ǤǺ�ǊǎȚǎǄȚǤǺǛ�ȓȝǃȚǴǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀȐ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎु�^ȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ �
the auditory mismatch negativity (MMN) is known to be a useful tool in measuring 
automatic auditory change detection even in the absence of attention. This event-related 
ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴ�ॵ�[Xॶ�Ǥȓ�Ƶ�ǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎআǛȀǤǺǛ�ǊǎϵǎǄȚǤȀǺ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ΕƵΔǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ȚȀ�
frequently presented standard stimuli and infrequently presented deviant stimuli, typically 
peaking around 150-250 ms after stimulus onset (e.g. Näätänen et al., 1997, 2007). It has 
ǚȀȝǺǊ�ΕǤǊǎ�ƵȍȍǴǤǄƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�ǴǤȓȚǎǺǎȐখȓ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ȚȀ�ǡǎƵȐ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�
various types of auditory input ranging from complex auditory patterns (Atienza et al., 
�ॶ�ȚȀ�ȀǎǴȓǄǡ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ?�े�ॶऺ�ȚǡȐȀȝǛǡ�ǹȝȓǤǄ�ॵ'ȝǯǤȀǲƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ��FƹƹȚƹǺǎǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे
phoneme discrimination (Bomba et al., 2012).

The MMN has also repeatedly been used to evaluate native-likeness of L2 learners’ 
ability to discriminate between non-native phonemes, both in children (Peltola et al., 
2005) and adults (Grimaldi et al., 2014; Peltola et al., 2003, 2005; Rivera-Gaxiola et al., 
�ॶऺ�ƵǺǊ�ȚȀ�ǎΚƵǹǤǺǎ�ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǤǺǛ�ॵ�ǦƵΠ�ǎȚ
al., 2016; Jakoby et al., 2011b). In the same context, it has also been a tool in assessing L2 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�ǄȀǹȍǴǎǹǎǺȚǤǺǛ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ॵ@ȝ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��eƵǹǹǤǺǎǺ�ǎȚ�
al., 2015; Ylinen et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2009). Interestingly, the ability to discriminate 
ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Ƶ� ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǤǺǛ� ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎǊ� Ƶȓ� Ƶ� ȓȚȐȀǺǛǎȐ� EEF�
response has even been shown to precede behaviourally measured improvements in 
the course of perceptual L2 training (Tremblay et al., 1998). The MMN thus has the 
ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴ�ȚȀ�ȀϩǎȐ�Ƶ�ΔƵǴȝƵǃǴǎ�ΕǤǺǊȀΕ�ǤǺȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȚǤǹǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�
ƵǺǊ� ȐǎȍȐǎȓǎǺȚȓ� Ƶ� ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴǴΛ� ǹȀȐǎ� ȓǎǺȓǤȚǤΔǎ� ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� Ȁǚ�
production training in the context of perceptual training of a non-native speech contrast.

The present report compares neurophysiological signatures related to the process 
Ȁǚ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ȚȀ� ȍǎȐǄǎǤΔǎ� ॵƵǺǊ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎॶ� Țǡǎ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ैǀैআ ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ǤǺ� �ȝȚǄǡ�
native unbalanced bilinguals undergoing perceptual training.  Feedback on phoneme 
categorisations in each trial was either followed by pronouncing words including the 
to-be-trained vowels (related production group) or by pronouncing a set of similar but 
irrelevant words (unrelated production group). These neurophysiological measurements 
were recorded during the study reported in Thorin et al. (2018). The phoneme contrast 
ΕƵȓ�ǄǡȀȓǎǺ�Ƶȓ�ǎΔǎǺ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚ��ȝȚǄǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ƵȐǎ�ǲǺȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚǤǎȓ�
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǤǺǛ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�Ƶȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�pan and pen (Broersma, 
2002; Escudero et al., 2008; Wanrooij et al., 2014). The reason for this confusion is that 
Țǡǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ȍǡȀǺȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹ�ǡƵȓ�Ƶ�ȓǤǺǛǴǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ� ʋैै�ॵƵȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǄȀǛǺƵȚǎ�
penॶ� ȚǡƵȚ� ǴǤǎȓ� ǤǺ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓु�'ȝȐȚǡǎȐǹȀȐǎऺ�ǃǎǄƵȝȓǎ� Țǡǎ��ȝȚǄǡ� ʋैै�
ǴǤǎȓ�ǄǴȀȓǎȐ�ȚȀ�ǃȝȚ�Ǥȓ�ǺȀȚ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤǄƵǴ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ʋैैऺ�Țǡǎ�ǹǤȓȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ǚȀȐ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�
speakers can be asymmetrical in nature, even though the /æ/ category might be already 
weakly established in some (experienced) learners (Broersma, 2005; Weber and Cutler, 
2004). While Thorin et al. (2018) focussed on the behavioural outcomes of the perceptual 
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ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹऺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ȐǎȍȀȐȚ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ���(�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚȓ�
that were recorded before, during and after the same perceptual training. 
/ΛȍȀȚǡǎȓǎȓ� ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� Ȁǚ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ� ȀǺ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�

ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎǊ�Ƶȓ�Țǡǎ�ȓȚȐǎǺǛȚǡ�Ȁǚ�EEF�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ǛȀ�ǤǺ�ȚΕȀ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚǤȀǺȓु�
On the one hand, learners in the related production group could be hindered by the 
additional involvement of the production training and be negatively reinforced by the 
oftentimes suboptimal examples of their own vowel pronunciations. On the other hand, 
ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎǺǎϲȚ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�
production modality that could readily transfer to perception and thus strengthen the 
ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛु�2Ǻ�Țǡǎ�ǴƵȚȚǎȐ�ǄƵȓǎऺ�Εǎ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ǎΚȍǎǄȚ�ȚȀ�ȓǎǎ�Ƶ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�
in MMN to the trained English stimuli between the two training groups after the training 
and potentially already emerging during training. 

II. METHODS
A. Participants
Fifty-four sequential unbalanced bilinguals who were native speakers of Dutch and 
upper-intermediate/advanced L2 speakers of English took part (see TABLE 1 for 
ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚ�ǊǎȚƵǤǴȓ�ǤǺǄǴȝǊǤǺǛ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓॶु�eǡǤȐȚΛআǎǤǛǡȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡȀȓǎऺ�ǺƵǹǎǴΛ�
the participants of the two training groups, were the same individuals whose behavioural 
data were presented earlier (Thorin et al., 2018). The other 16 participants were assigned 
to the control group. None of the participants reported any history of neurological or 
psychiatric diseases, nor abnormal hearing ability. All participants were compensated for 
their participation. The study received approval by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of 
Social Sciences at Radboud University, Nijmegen, and all participants gave their written 
informed consent prior to the experiment.

TABLE 1. Participant information for the three groupsु�Fु^�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ�ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�Ȁǚ�eΕȀআ
way ANOVA comparing groups.

Group N Gender (f/m) Age LexTALE*

Related production 19 10/9 23.2 (±4.7)n.s. 79.4 (± 9.6)n.s.

Unrelated production 19 10/9 22.2 (±2.5)n.s. 76.3 (±13.0)n.s.

Control 16 9/7 22.8 (±2.7)n.s. 82.5 (±13.3)n.s.

*LexTALE is a brief computerised task assessing vocabulary knowledge of English and is known to correlate 
ΕǤȚǡ�ǛǎǺǎȐƵǴ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛु ���ȓǄȀȐǎ�Ȁǚ��ǹƵȐǲȓ�Țǡǎ�ǃȀȝǺǊƵȐΛ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ȝȍȍǎȐ�ǤǺȚǎȐǹǎǊǤƵȚǎ�ƵǺǊ�ǴȀΕǎȐ�
advanced learner (Lemhöfer and Broersma, 2012).
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B. Stimuli
Behavioural Stimuli
EƵȚǎȐǤƵǴȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǄȀǺȓȚȐȝǄȚǎǊ�ǚȀȐ�ǚȀȝȐ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ȚƵȓǲȓह�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ॵǃȀȚǡ�ǚȀȐ�Ƶ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�
ȚǎȓȚ�ƵǺǊ�ǚȀȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛॶऺ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�Ƶ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹऺ�ƵǺǊ�Ƶ�ȐǎƵǊǤǺǛআƵǴȀȝǊ�ȚƵȓǲु�
eǡǎ� ȚΕȀ� ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴ� ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹǎǊ� Ƶ� ϲǚȚǡ� ȚƵȓǲ� ǹǎƵȓȝȐǤǺǛ� ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ� ȀǺ� Ƶ�
morphed continuum, but since the control group did not do the same task it will not be 
reported here (see Thorin et al., 2018, for details on the task and the data; note that the 
ȚΕȀ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚƵȓǲॶु
'ȀȐ� Țǡǎ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚƵȓǲऺ� Εǎ� ȝȓǎǊ� ϲΔǎ� ǹǤǺǤǹƵǴ� ȍƵǤȐȓ� ΕǤȚǡ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�

�ȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚtȀΕǎǴ�ȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚ�ॵ�t�ॶ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैैह�ǰǋȐ࣠ǰǤȐ�
Ƿǋȏ࣠ǷǤȏ� ȅǋȏ࣠ǱǤȏ�ȏǋȐ࣠ȏǤȐ� and ȣǋȐ࣠ȣǤȐ. Each word was spoken by 2 male and 2 
female native speakers of British English. Seven tokens per word were used to increase 
variability of phonemic realisations, though all tokens were duration normalised per word 
pair.  Of importance for the following analyses of the training EEG task are the respective 
vowel onsets for the respective word pairs: 139 ms, 64 ms, 111 ms, 112 ms and 90 ms 
ॵǚȀȐ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǊǎȚƵǤǴȓ�ȓǎǎ�eǡȀȐǤǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�eǡǎȓǎ�ϲΔǎ�ȍƵǤȐȓ�Ȁǚ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȝȓǎǊ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�
reading-aloud task. 
eǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ȀǺ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ΕƵȓ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�ƵǺ�ǎǴǎΔǎǺআȓȚǎȍ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�

ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�ैΔʋȚै�ƵǺǊ�ैΔǀȚै�ॵǚȀȐ�ǊǎȚƵǤǴȓ�ȓǎǎ�eǡȀȐǤǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु��ǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�
ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȓǎǴǎǄȚǎǊ�ȚȀ�ȚǎȓȚ�ǚȀȐ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�Ȁǚ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺु�
eǡǎ� ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ� ǚȀȐ� Țǡǎ� ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚƵȓǲ� ǄƵǺ�ǃǎ�ǊǤΔǤǊǎǊ� ǤǺȚȀ� ȓǤΚ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓऺ� ǎƵǄǡ�
introducing a new feature to the set of trained stimuli: (1) new starting consonant (C1): 
ȰǋȐ࣠ȰǤȐऺ�ॵॶ�ǺǎΕ�ϲǺƵǴ�ǄȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚ�ॵ�ॶह�ȏǋȩǷ࣠ȏǤȩǷ, (3) new C1&C2: Ǳǋȩ࣠ǱȳǤȩȩ, (4) length: 
ǚǋȰȰȊǤ࣠ȈǤȰȰȊǤ, (5) 2 new speakers: ȣǋȐ࣠ȣǤȐऺ�ƵǺǊ�ॵॶ�ǺƵȚȝȐƵǴǴΛআȚǤǹǎǊ�ΔǎȐȓǤȀǺȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ϲΔǎ�ΕȀȐǊ�
pairs in the training set. Stimuli used for the transfer reading task are identical to those of 
ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�আ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲु

��(�ȰǋȩȈ�ȩȰǺȏȳȊǺ
EEG stimuli were constructed for three tasks: an active perceptual training task, a pre-test 
tonal oddball, and a post-test word oddball. Stimulus words used for the training task 
ΕǎȐǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤǄƵǴ�ȚȀ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ȝȓǎǊ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ॵȓǎǎ�ƵǃȀΔǎॶु�'ȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȚȀǺƵǴ�ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ�
ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹऺ�Εǎ�ǄȐǎƵȚǎǊ�ȚΕȀ�ȍȝȐǎ�ȚȀǺǎȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�Ƶ�ǚȐǎȏȝǎǺǄΛ�Ȁǚ��/Π�ƵǺǊ��/Π�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤΔǎǴΛ�
with a duration of 100 ms and then normalised their amplitude together with the other 
stimuli used in the training.
eǡǎ�ȍȀȓȚআȚǎȓȚ�ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ�ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹ�ȝȓǎǊ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΕȀȐǊ�ȍƵǤȐ�ैȍǀǺैআैȍʋǺैऺ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�

�ȝȚǄǡ�ȍƵǤȐȓ�ैȍʆȚैআैȍʿȚै�ॵǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡह�ȍȀȚ�আ�ΕƵȚǎȐ�ΕǎǴǴॶ�ƵǺǊ�ैȍʃǺैআैȍʋǺै�ॵǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ƵǴȓȀ�
pan-pen). Stimuli were recorded by one female native speaker of Dutch with a native-
like British English accent. Three tokens per word were selected and normalised in length 
(separately per phoneme) resulting in a stimulus duration of 400 ms. 
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C. Procedure
The complete training paradigm was composed of multiple pre- and post-test behavioural 
tasks assessing both participants’ perceptual and production performance and the three 
tasks with EEG measurements (the pre-test tonal oddball paradigm, the active perceptual 
training, and the post-test passive oddball paradigm (see FIG 1 for a timeline2). All 5 
sessions per training participant took place within a period of 10 days with not more 
than 3 days between consecutive sessions. The duration of the sessions ranged from 2 to 3 
hours. Participants of the control group were tested in a single session only, in which they 
ǄȀǹȍǴǎȚǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ȍȀȓȚআȚǎȓȚ�ȍƵȓȓǤΔǎ�ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ�ȚƵȓǲऺ�Țǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲ�ǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲऺ�Țǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲ�ǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�
the morphed continuum task, and the reading task. 

All experimental tasks were conducted in a shielded room and presented on a BenQ 
ǹȀǺǤȚȀȐ�ॵȓǤΠǎु��Κ��Ǆǹे��Κ��ȍǤΚǎǴȓे�ȐǎǚȐǎȓǡ�ȐƵȚǎ�Ȁǚ��/Πॶऺ�ǤǺ�ǚȐȀǺȚ�Ȁǚ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�
participants were comfortably seated. All auditory input was played at a comfortable 
volume (~25dB) using in-ear headphones of the type Etymotic Research ER4P-T. 
Interactions between participant and experimenter were held in English. EEG was 
recorded throughout training sessions and during both the pre-test tonal oddball and the 
post-test oddball paradigm.

FIG 1. Training timeline. eǡǎ�ǚȝǴǴ�ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹ�ǄȀǺȓǤȓȚǎǊ�Ȁǚ�ϲ�Δǎ�ȓǎȍƵȐƵȚǎ�ȚǎȓȚǤǺǛ�ǊƵΛȓ�ǤǺǄǴȝǊǤǺǛ�ǚȀȝȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�
ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺȓ�ȀǺ�ǎƵǄǡ�ǃȝȚ�Țǡǎ�ǴƵȓȚ�ǊƵΛ�ƵǺǊ�ϲ�Δǎ�ǊƵΛȓ�Ȁǚ�ȚǎȓȚǤǺǛ�Ƶ�ǃƵȚȚǎȐΛ�Ȁǚ�ȓǎΔǎȐƵǴ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ƵǺǊ���(�ȚƵȓǲȓु

2  Note that an additional phoneme substitution task taking place after the completion of the post-test 
passive oddball task was part of another study and will not be discussed further here
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D. Experimental Tasks
���eǷǤ�ǋǚȰǺ͑Ǥ�ȣǤȦǚǤȣȰȳǋȊ�ȰȦǋǺȐǺȐǱ)
During the perceptual training, participants were asked to listen to sequences of English 
ΕȀȐǊȓऺ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤǚΛ�Țǡǎ�ϲǺƵǴ�ΕȀȐǊ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎǺऺ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ǡƵΔǤǺǛ�ȐǎǄǎǤΔǎǊ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲऺ�ȚȀ�ȍȐȀǺȀȝǺǄǎ�Ƶ�
single word prompted to them on the screen. The four training sessions each comprised 
5 blocks of 40 trials. 
�ƵǄǡ�ȚȐǤƵǴ�ȓȚƵȐȚǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�Ƶ�ϲΚƵȚǤȀǺ�ǄȐȀȓȓ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓǄȐǎǎǺऺ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ǴǤȓȚǎǺǎǊ�ȚȀ�

a sequence of 4-6 standard stimuli of the same word (varying speakers and tokens), followed 
ǃΛ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Ƶ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚ�ϲǺƵǴ�ΕȀȐǊ�ॵȚǡǎ�ǹǤǺǤǹƵǴ�ȍƵǤȐখȓ�ǄȀȝǺȚǎȐȍƵȐȚऺ�ȓȝǄǡ�Ƶȓ�ham following the 
standard hem; 75% of the trials) or another version of the standard word (25% of trials). 
The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) varied between trials depending on the duration 
of the minimal pair, while the interstimulus interval (ISI) was 300 ms. Another 300 ms 
ƵǚȚǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ȀϩȓǎȚ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȓǎȏȝǎǺǄǎখȓ�ϲǺƵǴ�ΕȀȐǊऺ�Țǡǎ�ϲΚƵȚǤȀǺ�ǄȐȀȓȓ�ΕƵȓ�ƵǄǄȀǹȍƵǺǤǎǊ�ǃΛ�ȚΕȀ�
choice options, the members of the trial’s minimal pair. The association between button 
orientation and word choice (for example, /æ/-words consistently on the left-button side) 
was held constant for individual participants across trials and sessions to avoid confusion, 
ǃȝȚ�ΕƵȓ�ǄȀȝǺȚǎȐǃƵǴƵǺǄǎǊ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓु��ǚȚǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤȓǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ϲǺƵǴ�
word by button press, the non-selected alternative disappeared while the selected one 
turned either green or red to serve as feedback (correct or incorrect response respectively).

The visual feedback was presented for 2 seconds and was replaced by a single word 
printed in blue in the centre of the screen, which participants were asked to read out aloud. 
Depending on the production practice condition, this English word either contained one 
of the target vowels or one of two unrelated vowels. Participants in the related production 
ǛȐȀȝȍ�ȓƵΕ�Țǡǎ�ϲǺƵǴ�ΕȀȐǊ�Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ǤǹǹǎǊǤƵȚǎǴΛ�ȍȐǎǄǎǊǤǺǛ�ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ� ȓǎȏȝǎǺǄǎ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡȝȓ�Țǡǎ�
correct answer of the categorical choice, while participants in the unrelated production 
group were presented with one of an unrelated set of minimal pairs: ȩǷȖȰ࣠ȩǷȳȰ�ǷȖȰ࣠ǷȳȰ�
ǚȖȰ࣠ǚȳȰ�ǠȖǱ࣠ǠȳǱ, or ǷȖǱ࣠ǷȳǱ At the end of each block, a prompt was displayed on the 
screen summarising the participant’s correct answers and encouraging her/him to hold a 
self-paced break.
XȐǤȀȐ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǃǴȀǄǲऺ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ΔǎȐǃƵǴǴΛ�ǤǺȓȚȐȝǄȚǎǊ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�

the task with a set of unrelated practice stimuli (i.e., ǙȖȳȰ࣠ǙȳȰ, ǷǤǋȰ࣠ǷǤǺǱǷȰ) taking about 5 
minutes. The total duration of a training session was about 50 minutes. The experimental 
software was a combination of the Matlab toolbox Brainstream (http://www.nici.ru.nl/
ǃȐƵǤǺȓȚȐǎƵǹैȚΕǤǲǤैǃǤǺैΔǤǎΕै�ȐƵǤǺ^ȚȐǎƵǹ�ȀǄȓैvǎǃ/Ȁǹǎॶ�ƵǺǊ�the Python based, open-
source software package Psychopy (Peirce, 2007).

����XȖȩȰ࣠ȰǤȩȰ�͒ȖȦǠ�ȖǠǠǙǋȊȊ�)F�ǋȐǠ�F@
�ƵǄǡ�ǃǴȀǄǲ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚǎǊ�ȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�ǹǤǺǤǹƵǴ�ȍƵǤȐȓ�ॵ�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैȍǀǺै�আ�ैȍʋǺैऺ��ȝȚǄǡ�ैȍʆȚै�
আ�ैȍʿȚै�ƵǺǊ��ȝȚǄǡ�ैȍʃǺै�আ�ैȍʋǺैॶ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤǄƵǴ�ȍƵȓȓǤΔǎ�ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ�ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹ�ॵFƹƹȚƹǺǎǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�
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2007). Each stimulus within one pair served both as standard and deviant in two separate 
blocks resulting in 6 blocks in total. The SOA (stimulus onset asynchrony) was constant 
at 700 ms with an ISI of 300 ms resulting in a total duration of 7 minutes per block. The 
deviance rate was 15% with a total of 90 deviants, which resulted in 600 trials per block. 
Participants watched a silenced nature movie called “Planet Earth” (BBC, 2006) and were 
asked to focus on the movie without engaging in any active auditory task.

���XȦǤ࣠ȰǤȩȰ�ȰȖȐǋȊ�ȖǠǠǙǋȊȊ)
eǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȍȝȐǎ�ȚȀǺǎȓ�ॵ�/Π�ƵǺǊ��/Πॶ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤǄƵǴ�ȍƵȓȓǤΔǎ�ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ�
paradigm. Stimuli were played in random order with at least 7 standards occurring before 
a deviant. The deviance rate was 15% with a total of 90 deviants, which resulted in 600 
trials per block. The SOA (stimulus onset asynchrony) was constant at 700 ms (ISI of 
600 ms) and each block therefore took 7 minutes. Each stimulus was presented both as 
deviant and standard in two separate blocks.  During the entire task, participants watched 
the same silenced nature movie as above and were again asked to concentrate on the movie 
without engaging in any active auditory task.

�ǤǷǋ͑ǺȖȳȦǋȊ�XǤȦǚǤȣȰǺȖȐ�ȰǤȩȰȩ
The two behavioural tasks assessing a participant’s perceptual ability to identify and 
ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȚƵȐǛǎȚ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ� ʋैै�ƵǺǊ�ैǀै�ǎƵǄǡ�ȚȀȀǲ�আ�ǹǤǺȝȚǎȓु�
The ǺǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ was a two-alternative forced choice task, during which participants 
listened to single English words and indicated by button press which member of a given 
minimal pair they heard. Participants similarly categorised randomly played words, here 
ȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ैΔʋȚআΔǀȚैআǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹऺ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǺǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ�ȖȐ�ȏȖȦȣǷǤǠ�
continuum task. Assessing transfer of learning to new words, speakers and acoustic features 
(see stimuli), participants also did a ȰȦǋȐȩǰǤȦ� ǺǠǤȐȰǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ� ȰǋȩȈ� ƵǚȚǎȐ� Țǡǎ� ϲǺƵǴ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�
session. For more details on all behavioural tasks, please refer to Thorin et al. (2018). 

�ǤǷǋ͑ǺȖȳȦǋȊ�XȦȖǠȳǚȰǺȖȐ�ȰǤȩȰȩ
Assessing participants’ pronunciation ability of the target vowels before the start and after 
completion of the training, participants had to read out all 10 words used in the training 
during a reading task. As noted above, the transfer reading task after the last training 
session contained an additional set of words (for more details see Thorin et al., 2018).

E. Electrophysiological measurements
EEG was measured with 64 BioSemi active electrodes (BioSemi B.V., Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands), which were placed on the head according to the 10-20 system.  The 
ȓƵǹȍǴǤǺǛ�ȐƵȚǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�আ�/Π�ƵǺǊ�ƵǴǴ�ǊƵȚƵ�ΕƵȓ�Țǡȝȓ�ȀϯǤǺǎ�ȐǎȓƵǹȍǴǎǊ�ȚȀ�
�Πु�eȀ�ǊǎȚǎǄȚ�ǎΛǎআǹȀΔǎǹǎǺȚȓऺ�Εǎ�ȝȓǎǊ/� ȚΕȀ�ǡȀȐǤΠȀǺȚƵǴ��K(ȓ�ॵǎǴǎǄȚȐȀȀǄȝǴȀǛȐƵǹȓॶ�
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placed at the outer canthi of both eyes and one vertical EOG above and below the left eye. 
Both left and right mastoids were used as references.

F. EEG data processing and analyses
KϯǤǺǎ� ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǤǺǛ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ǊƵȚƵ� ΕƵȓ� ǄƵȐȐǤǎǊ� ȀȝȚ� ȝȓǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� EƵȚǴƵǃ� ȚȀȀǴǃȀΚ� 'ǤǎǴǊȚȐǤȍ�
(Oostenveld et al., 2011). All EEG recordings were cut into epochs based on trigger values 
ǚȀȐ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚȓ�ƵǺǊ�ϲǺƵǴ�ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊȓ�ǃǎǚȀȐǎ�Ƶ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚु�vǡǤǴǎ�word onsets served as zero points 
for both pre-test tonal oddball and post-test passive oddball EEG data, all data from the 
active perceptual training was time locked to vowel onset. The reason for this was that, 
contrary to the other two EEG tasks, the stimulus set varied between sequences and thus 
ΕǤȚǡǤǺ�ǃǴȀǄǲȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ƵǄȚǤΔǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǤǺǛ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȀǺȓǎȚ�ȚǤǹǎȓु�
Initial epochs were generously chosen from 10 sec before to 11 sec after stimulus onset 
ȚȀ�ƵΔȀǤǊ�ϲǴȚǎȐ�ƵȐȚǎǚƵǄȚȓ�ǤǺ�ȐǎǴǎΔƵǺȚ�ȍƵȐȚȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǎȍȀǄǡȓु��ǤȓȚȀȐȚǤȀǺȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȓǤǛǺƵǴ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�ǎΛǎ�
movements were automatically removed based on correlations with the EOG channels 
(Gratton, 1998). Remaining motor activity caused by, for instance, speech articulation 
ΕƵȓ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǎǊ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴ�ȓȍǎǄȚȐƵǴ�ȍȐȀȍǎȐȚǤǎȓ�ॵȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ� ǴƵȐǛǎ�ȍȀΕǎȐ�ǃȝȚ�Ƶ�ΔǎȐΛ� ǴȀΕ�
ƵȝȚȀআǄȀȐȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺ�ǚȀȐ�ǹȀȚȀȐ�ƵǄȚǤΔǤȚΛॶ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȐǎǹȀΔǎǊु��ǴǴ�ǄǡƵǺǺǎǴȓऺ�ǤǺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�Țǡǎ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�
Ȁǚ��/Π�ǚȐǎȏȝǎǺǄǤǎȓ�ǊǎΔǤƵȚǎǊ�ǹȀȐǎ�ȚǡƵǺ��ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ǊǎΔǤƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�
were labelled as bad and interpolated based on neighbouring channels. Thereafter, the 
ǊƵȚƵ�ΕƵȓ�ȓǎȍƵȐƵȚǎǴΛ�ǴȀΕআȍƵȓȓ�ॵु�/Π�ǄȝȚআȀϩॶ�ƵǺǊ�ǡǤǛǡআȍƵȓȓ�ॵ�/Π�ǄȝȚআȀϩॶ�ϲǴȚǎȐǎǊऺ�ȝȓǤǺǛ�
Ƶ�ȚΕȀআȍƵȓȓ��ȝȚȚǎȐΕȀȐȚǡ�ϲǴȚǎȐ�Ȁǚ�th�ȀȐǊǎȐ�ΕǤȚǡ�Ƶ�/ƵǹǹǤǺǛ�ΕǤǺǊȀΕु��ƵȚƵ�ȍƵǊǊǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�ǎƵǄǡ�
side of the epochs was subsequently removed resulting in epoch sizes of -50 ms to 800 ms. 
�ǚȚǎȐ�ȐǎআȐǎǚǎȐǎǺǄǤǺǛ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǹƵȓȚȀǤǊȓऺ�ƵǴǴ�ȐǎǹƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵȐȚǎǚƵǄȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄƵǴǴΛ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǎǊ�
as those exceeding a threshold of 50 mV in a given trial and removed before the data was 
baseline corrected based on a 50 ms window prior to stimulus onset. 
XȐǎȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǎǊ�ǊƵȚƵ�ΕƵȓ�ϲȐȓȚ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎǊ�ƵǄȐȀȓȓ�ƵǴǴ�ȚȐǤƵǴȓ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ǛǤΔǎǺ�ǄȀǺǊǤȚǤȀǺ�ǚȀȐ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�

separately to compute event related potentials (ERPs) and then across participants’ 
ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎȓ�ॵǛȐƵǺǊ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎ��[Xȓॶु��ǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǄȝȐΔǎȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǄȀǹȍȝȚǎǊ�ǃΛ�ȓȝǃȚȐƵǄȚǤǺǛ�ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�
ERPs from respective deviant ERPs. 

Statistical testing of the EEG data was done in the non-parametric framework employing 
a cluster-based permutation test that is part of the Matlab toolbox package FieldTrip (Maris 
and Oostenveld, 2007). We set the number of randomisations to 1000 and used the default 
EȀǺȚǎ��ƵȐǴȀ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�ȚȀ�ǄƵǴǄȝǴƵȚǎ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺǄǎ�ȍȐȀǃƵǃǤǴǤȚǤǎȓु�eǡǤȓ�ǄǡȀǤǄǎ�Ȁǚ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�ǛƵΔǎ�ȝȓ�Ƶ�
straightforward solution to the multiple-comparison problem typically present in the analysis 
of multidimensional data structures (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). All reported permutation 
ȚǎȓȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǎǺȚǤȐǎ�ȓǎȚ�Ȁǚ�ǎǴǎǄȚȐȀǊǎȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚǤǹǎ�ΕǤǺǊȀΕ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǎǊ�ȍǎȐ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤΔǎ�ȚǎȓȚ�
ƵǺǊ�ǊǎȍǎǺǊǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȐǎȓǎƵȐǄǡ�ȏȝǎȓȚǤȀǺु�2Ǻ�ƵǺ�ǎϩȀȐȚ�ȚȀ�ǃƵǴƵǺǄǎ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ȓȚƵȚǤȓȚǤǄƵǴ�
power and the risk of false alarms between cluster-based permutation tests, we used Bonferroni 
ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǤȀǺȓ�ΕǡǎǺǎΔǎȐ�ȝȓǤǺǛ�ǹȝǴȚǤȍǴǎ�ȚǎȓȚȓ�ǚȀȐ�Ƶ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤȓȀǺ�ΕǤȚǡǤǺ�Ƶ�ǛǤΔǎǺ�ǊƵȚƵȓǎȚु�
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III. RESULTS
A. Behavioural results 

�ΧǤǚȰȩ�Ȗǰ�ȰȦǋǺȐǺȐǱ�ȦǤȊǋȰǤǠ�͑ǤȦȩȳȩ�ȳȐȦǤȊǋȰǤǠ�ȣȦȖǠȳǚȰǺȖȐ�ȰȦǋǺȐǺȐǱ
The behavioural outcomes concerning the learning patterns in both perception and 
production for the two training groups have been presented in detail in Thorin et al. 
ॵॶु�eǡǎ�ǹƵǤǺ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȐǎϵǎǄȚǎǊ�
ǃΛ� ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȓǄȀȐǎȓ� ॵǊ� ȍȐǤǹǎॶऺ� ΕǡǤǄǡ� ƵǴȓȀ� ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐȐǎǊ� ȚȀ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹƵǺǄǎु�eǡǎ�ǴƵȚȚǎȐ�ΕƵȓ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎǊ�Ƶȓ�ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�
two vowel categories in the F1-F2 space in terms of Mahalanobis distance, which is the 
distance between a point and a distribution in a 2-D space. Interestingly, there were no 
ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȀǺ�ƵǺΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺǊȝǄȚǎǊ�
ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ� ȚǎȓȚ� ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓह� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺऺ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȀǺ� ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ� ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹऺ�
discrimination on morphed continuum, the production task, the transfer production 
ȚƵȓǲ�ȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲु�̂ ǎǎ�e��@���ǚȀȐ�Ƶ�ȓȝǹǹƵȐΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǊǎȓǄȐǤȍȚǤΔǎ�
statistics (for pre- and post-measurements).

TABLE 2. Summary of main behavioural results comparing type of training between the related production 
ǛȐȀȝȍ� ƵǺǊ� Țǡǎ� ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ǛȐȀȝȍु�[ǎȓȝǴȚȓ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ�ǹƵǤǺ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ� ȚǎȓȚ� ॵǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚƵȓǲॶ� ƵȐǎ�
presented as d prime scores before training and after the last training session, while results of the production 
ȚǎȓȚ�ॵȐǎƵǊǤǺǛ�ȚƵȓǲॶ�ƵȐǎ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎǊ�Ƶȓ�ǴȀǛ�EƵǡƵǴƵǺȀǃǤȓ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎǚȀȐǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ǴƵȓȚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺु�
Standard deviations are presented in brackets.
Task Group Time of measurement

Pre-training Post-training
 Perception test 
(ident. as d prime) Related production 1.86 (±0.84) 3.68 (±1.24)

Unrelated production 1.84 (±0.74) 3.43 (±1.35)

 Production test 
(log Mahal. dist.) Related production 5.87 (±10.72) 52.22 (±58.12)

Unrelated production 2.79 (±6.07) 40.93 (±44.14)

Baseline perception performance
eǡǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹƵǺǄǎ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎǊ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ƵǺǊ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�
ǤǺ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�ȚƵȓǲ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�
ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ȍȐǤȀȐ� ȚȀ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु� �ȀǺǄǎȐǺǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚƵȓǲ� ǊƵȚƵऺ� Ƶ� ȀǺǎআΕƵΛ�
ANOVA with the between-subjects factor group (control, related production training, 
ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛॶ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�ǺȀ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�Ǌ�ȍȐǤǹǎ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ॵ'ॵऺॶਲ�
�ॶ�ǄȀǺϲȐǹǤǺǛ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȍȐǤȀȐ�ȚȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍ��ुऺु
ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ॵe��@��ॶु�
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'ȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�Εǎ�ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹǎǊ�Ƶ�ȓǤǛǹȀǤǊƵǴ�ǄȝȐΔǎ�
ϲȚȚǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǺȝǹǃǎȐ�Ȁǚ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ȍǎȐ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�আȓȚǎȍ�ैΔʋȚআΔǀȚैআǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�
using Matlab. Thereby we could quantify both the sharpness and the position of each 
participant’s category boundary. Resulting slope (boundary steepness) and 50% crossover 
point (boundary position) were compared between the three groups in two separate 
one-way ANOVAs with group as the between-subjects factor (TABLE 3). This revealed 
ǺȀ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ǚȀȐ� ǎǤȚǡǎȐ� ȓǴȀȍǎ� ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�� �ॶु
ǺȀȐ� ǄȐȀȓȓȀΔǎȐ�ȍȀǤǺȚ� ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲ� ��ȍ�ऺु �ॶु�FȀȚǎु ȚǡƵȚ� Țǡǎ�ǊƵȚƵ�Ȁǚ�ȀǺǎ� ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ� ǛȐȀȝȍ�
participant was excluded as the pattern of responses seemed random resulting in very low 
ǎΚȍǴƵǤǺǎǊ�ΔƵȐǤƵǺǄǎ�ǃΛ�ȓǤǛǹȀǤǊƵǴ�ǄȝȐΔǎ�ϲȚȚǤǺǛु

TABLE 3.� (ȐƵǺǊ� ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎ� ǊƵȚƵ� ǚȀȐ� Țǡǎ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ȚǎȓȚȓऺ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ƵǺǊ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȀǺ� ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�
continuum, comparing the two training groups, related production and unrelated production, prior to active 
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ȝǺȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍु�FȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ƵǹȀǺǛ�Țǡǎ�
three groups.
Task Related production Unrelated production Control
2ǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ॵǊ�ȍȐǤǹǎॶ 1.86 (± .84) 1.84 (± .74) 1.71 (± .77)
Ident. on morph. cont. (slope) 6.11 (± .70) 5.92 (± .84) 5.83 (± .79)
Ident. on morph. cont. (crossover) 3.01 (± 4.24) 1.08 (± .62) 1.87 (± 2.17)

B. EEG results 
 Active perceptual training
We compared the responses to deviant versus standard stimuli in the expected MMN 
time window (FIG 2) to evaluate whether active evaluation of the oddball sequences 
ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ΕƵȓ�ƵǄǄȀǹȍƵǺǤǎǊ�ǃΛ�EEF�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ȚȀ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚ�ϲǺƵǴ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤु�eȀ�ǲǎǎȍ�
the number of tests small and thus prevent decrease of statistical power, we restricted this 
ǤǺǤȚǤƵǴ�ȏȝǎȓȚǤȀǺ�ȚȀ�ǊƵȚƵ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ƵǺǊ�ϲǺƵǴ�ǊƵΛȓ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�eǡǎ�ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴǴΛ�ȀǃȓǎȐΔǎǊ�
latency for auditory MMN responses ranges from 150 - 250 ms after stimulus onset 
(Näätänen et al., 2007) but had to be corrected because the data was time-locked to vowel 
onset. With an approximate average of 100 ms from word onset to vowel onset across 
the 5 stimulus pairs, this resulted in an expected window of 50 - 150 ms. Cluster-based 
permutation tests on the average (per participant) responses to deviant as compared to 
ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� ॵ� ȚǎȓȚȓह��ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�Κ��ǊƵΛȓॶ� ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ǺȀ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� ǚȀȐ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�
Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȀǺ�ǊƵΛ��ȀȐ�ǊƵΛ��ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴ�EEF�ΕǤǺǊȀΕ�ॵȍ��ुऺ�
Bonferroni corrected threshold for .05/4).

Based on the distinct response pattern in the later time window (becoming apparent 
in FIG 2), we decided to run an additional, exploratory analysis directly testing for P300 
ǎϩǎǄȚȓु�eǡǎ� X� Ǥȓ� Ƶ� ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎআǛȀǤǺǛ� ȍǎƵǲ� ƵȐȀȝǺǊ� ��ǹȓ ƵǚȚǎȐ� ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ� ȀǺȓǎȚ� ȚǡƵȚ� Ǥȓ�
known to be related to an attentional switch due to decision making processes (Polich, 
2007). The active categorisation of auditory stimuli during training could thus well 
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ǎΚȍǴƵǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȀǄǄȝȐȐǎǺǄǎ�Ȁǚ�ȓȝǄǡ�Ƶ�ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴु�vǎ�ȚǎȓȚǎǊ�ǚȀȐ�X�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ǚȀȐ�ƵǺΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�
training groups at the start and end of the training, similarly to the MMN analysis above. 
Cluster-based permutation tests in the typical P300 latency of 250-500 ms (Polich, 2007), 
which was again shifted by 100 ms to correct for the time-locking to vowel onset, revealed 
ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚ�ƵǺǊ�ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ�ǚȀȐ�ǃȀȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
group (p = .003) and the unrelated production group (p = .002) on day 4 but not day 
� ॵȍ� � �ेु ȓǎǎ� '2(� �ॶु�eǡǎ ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ� ǄǴȝȓȚǎȐȓ� ȓȍȐǎƵǊ� ȀΔǎȐ� ॵǄǴȀȓǎ� ȚȀॶ� Țǡǎ� ǎǺȚǤȐǎ� ȓǎȚ�
Ȁǚ�ǄǡƵǺǺǎǴȓु�'ȀǴǴȀΕǤǺǛ�ȝȍ�ȀǺ� ȚǡȀȓǎ�X�ǎϩǎǄȚȓऺ�Εǎ� ȚǎȓȚǎǊ� ǚȀȐ�ƵǺ� ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�
ǛȐȀȝȍ�Κ�ȚǤǹǎ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍǎȐǹȝȚƵȚǤȀǺ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚΛ�ǃΛ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�'আȓȚƵȚǤȓȚǤǄȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�
ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚআȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�
��ǎϩǎǄȚȓु�FȀ�ǊƵΛȓ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�ǚȀǄȝȓȓǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�ǊƵȚƵ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴ�ȚǤǹǎ�ΕǤǺǊȀΕ�ǚȀȐ�X
ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǄǴȝȓȚǎȐȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǚȀȝǺǊऺ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǤǺǛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ƵǺΛ�ǄǡƵǺǛǎȓ�ȀΔǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǊǤǊ�
ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓु��

FIG 2. Active perceptual training paradigm results. Grand average ERP responses to standard (blue) versus 
deviant (red) stimuli time locked to vowel onset for training sessions 1-4 (left to right) and the two training 
groups: related production group (top) and unrelated production group (bottom). Responses are averages 
across a fronto-central cluster of electrodes and shaded areas indicate standard errors. Cluster based 
permutation tests comparing responses to deviant and standard responses were based on the typical P300 
windows highlighted by grey frames (250-500 ms shifted to the left by 100 ms to account for timelocking to 
ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȀǺȓǎȚ�ǤǺȓȚǎƵǊ�Ȁǚ�ΕȀȐǊ�ȀǺȓǎȚॶ�ƵǺǊ�ǚȝȐȚǡǎȐ�ǎǹȍǡƵȓǤΠǎǊ�ǃΛ�ϲǴǴǎǊ�ǛȐǎΛ�ǚȐƵǹǎȓ�ΕǡǎǺǎΔǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤȓȀǺ�ΕƵȓ�
ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ॵȍ�ਵ�ु�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǎǊॶु
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XȖȩȰ࣠ȰǤȩȰ�͒ȖȦǠ�ȖǠǠǙǋȊȊ
vǎ�ȚǎȓȚǎǊ�ǚȀȐ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤΔǎ�ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ƵǺǊ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ƵǄȐȀȓȓ�ƵǴǴ�
available electrodes in the typically observed time window for auditory MMN responses to 
assess whether all three groups showed an MMN response to the two Dutch contrasts (see 
FIG 3). This again ranged from 150 to 250 ms after stimulus onset (Näätänen et al., 2007). 
�ǴȝȓȚǎȐআǃƵȓǎǊ� ȍǎȐǹȝȚƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚǎȓȚȓ� ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� ȚȀ�
ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚȓ�ǚȀȐ�ƵǴǴ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǤǺ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ैȍʆȚै�আ�ैȍʿȚै�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु�
2Ǻ�Țǡǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ैȍʃǺै�আ�ैȍʋǺै�ǄȀǺǊǤȚǤȀǺऺ�Εǎ�ǚȀȝǺǊ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�EEF�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǃȝȚ�ƵǚȚǎȐ��ȀǺǚǎȐȐȀǺǤ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺǴΛ�Ƶ�ǹƵȐǛǤǺƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǚȀȐ�
Țǡǎ�ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ॵȓǎǎ�e��@��ॶु��ǴǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȓȍȐǎƵǊ�ȀΔǎȐ�Ƶ�
relatively wide cluster of electrodes spanning in some cases almost the entire set of electrodes.

TABLE 4. Post-test word oddball. Result summary of the cluster-based permutation test comparing event-
related responses to deviant and standard stimuli in the typical MMN window (150 - 250 ms). 

Related production group Unrelated production group Control group

ैȍǀǺै�ैȍʋǺै�ॵ�Fॶ .008* .309 .098

ैȍʆȚै��ैȍʿȚै�ॵF@ॶ .001* .011* .002*

ैȍʃǺै��ैȍʋǺै�ॵF@ॶ .003* .020 .004*

व�ǎǴȀΕ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺǄǎ�ȚǡȐǎȓǡȀǴǊ�ƵǚȚǎȐ��ȀǺǚǎȐȐȀǺǤ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǤȀǺ�ΕǤȚǡǤǺ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ȓǎȚ�ॵȍ�ਲ�ुैॶ

FIG 3. Post-test word oddball. Grand average ERP responses to standard (blue) versus deviant (red) stimuli 
ǚȀȐ� ȚǡȐǎǎ� ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ� ȓǎȚȓऺ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ैȍǀǺैআैȍʋǺै� ॵȚȀȍॶऺ� �ȝȚǄǡ� ैȍʆȚैআैȍʿȚै� ॵǹǤǊǊǴǎॶ� ƵǺǊ� �ȝȚǄǡ� ैȍʃǺैআैȍʋǺै�
(bottom), and also separated for the three groups: related production group (left), unrelated production 
group (middle) and control group (right). Responses are averaged across a fronto-central cluster of electrodes 
ΕǤȚǡ� ȓǡƵǊǎǊ�ƵȐǎƵȓ� ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǤǺǛ� ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ǎȐȐȀȐȓु��ǴǴ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴ�EEF�ȚǤǹǎ�ΕǤǺǊȀΕ�ƵȐǎ�
ǡǤǛǡǴǤǛǡȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�ϲǴǴǎǊ�ǛȐǎΛ�ॵȍ�ਵु��ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǎǊॶु
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Similar permutation tests comparing standard and deviant responses to the English 
ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ȓǎȚऺ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�Ƶ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ॵeআȓȚƵȚǤȓȚǤǄȓह�
ȍ�ਲ�ुॶ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�ȓȍȐǎƵǊ�ȀΔǎȐ�Ƶ�ΕǤǊǎ�ȐƵǺǛǎ�Ȁǚ�ǎǴǎǄȚȐȀǊǎȓऺ�ǃȝȚ�ǺȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�
ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ॵeআȓȚƵȚǤȓȚǤǄȓह�ȍ��ुॶु�
�ǺȓΕǎȐǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ȏȝǎȓȚǤȀǺ� Ȁǚ� ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ� Țǡǎ� ȚǡȐǎǎ� ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ȓǤΠǎ� Ȁǚ� ȚǡǎǤȐ�

EEF�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓऺ�Εǎ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǄȝȐΔǎȓ�ॵǊǎΔǤƵǺȚ�ǹǤǺȝȓ�ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�
response) in the same typical MMN time window of 150-250 ms between the three groups 
ॵȓǎǎ�'2(�ॶु�^ǎȍƵȐƵȚǎ�ȍǎȐǹȝȚƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚǎȓȚȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ȓǎȚȓ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ǺȀ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�
ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�ƵǺΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǊƵȚƵȓǎȚȓ�ॵ'আȓȚƵȚǤȓȚǤǄȓह�ȍ��ुॶु��ǴȚǡȀȝǛǡ�ȀǺǴΛ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�Ƶ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚ�ƵǺǊ�ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�
ȚȀ� Țǡǎ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚऺ� ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ� Țǡǎ�EEF� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ȚǡȐǎǎ�
ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ΕǎȐǎ� ȚǡǎȐǎǚȀȐǎ�ǺȀȚ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐु�'ȀǴǴȀΕǤǺǛ�ȝȍ�ȀǺ�ȚǡǤȓऺ�Εǎ�ȐƵǺ�ƵǺ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�
permutation test contrasting the two training groups only (in order to increase sensitivity 
Ȁǚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ�ǄȀǺȓǎȐΔƵȚǤΔǎ�ȚǎȓȚॶु��ȝȚ�ƵǛƵǤǺऺ�ǺȀ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ΕƵȓ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ॵȍ�ुॶु�

FIG 4.�XȀȓȚআȚǎȓȚ�ΕȀȐǊ�ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴु� ७@ǎǚȚ८��ǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǄȝȐΔǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǛȐƵǺǊ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎ��[X�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� ȚȀ� ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�
ƵǺǊ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ȚǤǹǎ�ǴȀǄǲǎǊ�ȚȀ�ΕȀȐǊ�ȀǺȓǎȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ȓǎȚȓह��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैȍǀǺैআैȍʋǺै�ॵȚȀȍॶऺ��ȝȚǄǡ�ै
ȍʆȚैআैȍʿȚै�ॵǹǤǊǊǴǎॶ�ƵǺǊ��ȝȚǄǡ�ैȍʃǺैআैȍʋǺै�ॵǃȀȚȚȀǹॶु�eǡǎ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ƵȐǎ�ǊǤȓȚǤǺǛȝǤȓǡǎǊ�ǃΛ�ǄȀǴȀȝȐु�
Responses are averaged across a fronto-central cluster of electrodes and shaded areas indicate standard errors. 
The typical time window for the MMN response, which was also used for the cluster-based permutation test, is 
highlighted by grey frame. [Right] Corresponding topographic maps averaged across the MMN time window.
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XȦǤ࣠ȰǤȩȰ�ȰȖȐǋȊ�ȖǠǠǙǋȊȊ
Comparing average responses to deviant and standard tonal tones in the expected MMN 
window (150 – 250 ms), one cluster-based permutation test per training group was 
performed (as noted above, the control group did not do the tonal  oddball task). Results 
ȓǡȀΕ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ॵȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍह�ȍ�ਲ�ु�
and unrelated production group: p = .007) spanning over a wide cluster of electrodes 
including central, frontal and parietal sites. This can be interpreted as a typical MMN 
ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǚȀȐ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ॵȓǎǎ�'2(�ॶु

FIG 5. Pre-test tonal oddball task. Grand average ERP responses to deviant (red) and standard (blue) stimuli 
ǤǺ� Ƶ� ȍƵȓȓǤΔǎ� ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ� ȓǎȏȝǎǺǄǎ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚǤǺǛ� �Π/� ƵǺǊ� �Π/� ȚȀǺǎȓ� ॵȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊॶ� ǚȀȐ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ�
groups prior to training: related production group (top) and unrelated production group (bottom). Shaded 
curve areas indicate standard errors. All responses are averages across a fronto-central cluster of electrodes. 
^ǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�EEF�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ƵȐǎ�ǡǤǛǡǴǤǛǡȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�ǛȐǎΛु

Relation between behavioural performance and MMN responses
(ǤΔǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�EEF�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȀȓȚআȚǎȓȚ�ΕȀȐǊ�ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ�ȚƵȓǲ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
production group, we further investigated a direct relationship between MMN responses 
and post-training perception and/or production performance for individuals in this 
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training group. To avoid a possible selection bias when quantifying individual MMN 
responses over an individual peak window, we divided participants into subgroups of good 
ƵǺǊ�ǃƵǊ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ॵǄȝȚȀϩ�ƵȚ�Ǌ�ਲु�ॶ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎǺ�ȓǎȍƵȐƵȚǎǴΛ�
ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹƵǺǄǎ�ॵǄȝȚȀϩ�ƵȚ�EƵǡƵǴƵǺȀǃǤȓ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ਲ�ॶु�vǎ�ȚǡǎǺ�
ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ�EEF�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǄȝȐΔǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�ǎƵǄǡ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȓȝǃǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȝȓǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȓƵǹǎ�
permutation-based statistical method as in the earlier analyses.
�� ǄǴȝȓȚǎȐআǃƵȓǎǊ� ȍǎȐǹȝȚƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚǎȓȚ� ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ� ǄȝȐΔǎȓ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴ� EEF�

window (150-250 ms) for the English stimulus contrast between good (N = 8) and bad 
(N = 11) perceivers� ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ� ǺȀ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ� ǄǴȝȓȚǎȐȓु� �� ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ� ȚǎȓȚ� ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ȓƵǹǎ�
data between good (N = 8) and bad producers�ॵF�ਲ�ॶ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�ǺȀ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǄǴȝȓȚǎȐ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�
Bonferroni correcting (p = .05/2 = .025) for the two tests within one stimulus set (p = .041).

IV. DISCUSSION

This study aimed at furthering our understanding of bilingual speech processing by 
investigating how the speech perception and production modalities interact during 
non-native speech category learning and how behavioural improvements in the course 
Ȁǚ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ƵȐǎ� ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ� ȚȀ� ȚȐƵǄǎƵǃǴǎ� ǄǡƵǺǛǎȓ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ�ǃȐƵǤǺु�EȀȐǎ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ � ǤȚ� ǎΚƵǹǤǺǎǊ�
ǺǎȝȐȀȍǡΛȓǤȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ� ǄǡƵǺǛǎȓ� ǤǺ� ǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ� Ȁǚ��ȝȚǄǡऺ�ΕǡȀ�ΕǎȐǎ� ϵȝǎǺȚ�@� ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�
of English, during and after a 4-day perceptual training protocol on the British English 
ैǀैআ ʋैै�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु��ȐǤȚǤǄƵǴǴΛऺ �Țǡǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ΕƵȓ�ǄȀǹȍǴǎǹǎǺȚǎǊ�ǃΛ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
ȀȐ� ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎऺ� ǹƵǲǤǺǛ� ǤȚ� ȍȀȓȓǤǃǴǎ� ȚȀ� ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǎ� Țǡǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǺǎȓȓ� Ȁǚ�
combined perception-production training paradigms. 
2ǺȚǎȐǎȓȚǤǺǛǴΛऺ � ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ� ǚȐȀǹ� Țǡǎ� ȍȀȓȚআȚǎȓȚ�ΕȀȐǊ� ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ� ǤǺǊǎǎǊ� ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� Ȁǚ�

ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓु� XƵȓȓǤΔǎ� ǴǤȓȚǎǺǤǺǛ� ȚȀ� Țǡǎ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ैȍǀǺैআैȍʋǺै� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ǤǺ� Ƶ� ǄǴƵȓȓǤǄƵǴ�
oddball paradigm triggered an MMN response in the related production training 
group that was not detectable in the unrelated production or untrained control groups. 
2ǹȍȀȐȚƵǺȚǴΛऺ � Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ� ǤǺ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ǎǴǎǄȚȐȀȍǡΛȓǤȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� ȚȀ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�
Dutch stimuli and pure tones. All three groups showed an MMN response to the Dutch 
ैȍʆȚै�আ�ैȍʿȚै�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ƵǺǊऺ� ǤǺ�ǄƵȓǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍऺ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȚȀ�
Țǡǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ैȍʃǺैআैȍʋǺै�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ॵȚǡǎ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ȚȝȐǺǎǊ�
ȀȝȚ�ǺȀȚ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ƵǚȚǎȐ��ȀǺǚǎȐȐȀǺǤ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǤȀǺॶु�^ǤǹǤǴƵȐǴΛऺ �ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǃƵȓǎǴǤǺǎ�ȚǎȓȚ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚǤǺǛ�
two pure tones in the pre-test tonal oddball task, the two training groups both exhibited 
a typically shaped MMN response. Also regarding their behavioural responses before 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�Țǡǎ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȓǎǎǹ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�ΕǎǴǴ�ǹƵȚǄǡǎǊु�eǡǎΛ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�
ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎǊ�Ƶȓ�Ǌ�ȍȐǤǹǎ�ȓǄȀȐǎ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲु�FȀȐ�ǊǤǊ�
ȚǡǎΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǃȀȝǺǊƵȐΛ�ȓȚǎǎȍǺǎȓȓ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤȀǺ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�
ǤǺ�Țǡǎ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�ȚƵȓǲु�eƵǲǎǺ�ȚȀǛǎȚǡǎȐऺ� Țǡǎȓǎ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�
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ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚ� ȚǡƵȚ� Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǤǺ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� ȚȀ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ� ƵȐǎ� ǤǺǊǎǎǊ�Ǌȝǎ� ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǤǺǛ�
degrees of perceptual sensitivity to the trained non-native phonemes instead of due to 
ƵǺΛ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹƵȚǤǄ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǤǺ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐƵǃǴǎ�EEF�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓु�KǺ�Țǡǎ�
group level, participants in the related production group were thus able to implicitly 
discriminate between the critical vowels, suggesting that they had established two non-
native categories after training.
^ǎΔǎȐƵǴ� ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ� ȀϩǎȐ� ȓȝȍȍȀȐȚ� ǚȀȐ� Țǡǎ� ǤǺȚǎȐȍȐǎȚƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚǡƵȚ�

the MMN is a valid indicator of enhanced perceptual ability due to training. A group 
of Finnish natives learning the voicing contrast in fricative sounds in a 3-day (4 sessions) 
ǴǤȓȚǎǺআƵǺǊআȐǎȍǎƵȚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�Ƶ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ� ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�EEF�ƵǚȚǎȐ� ȚΕȀ�ǊƵΛȓ�
of training while synchronously improving their perceptual performance (Tamminen et 
al., 2015). Similarly, native Finns trained in more native-like spectral cue weighting in the 
English /i/-/I/ contrast showed a post-training MMN response that was absent in the 
pre-test, while also successfully improving in their behavioural ability in the course of 10 
training sessions during a 3-week period (Ylinen et al., 2010). Another example comes 
from native English speakers trained on the novel /mba/-/ba/ contrast during a 10-day 
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ� ΕǡǤǄǡ� ǴǎǊ� ȚȀ� ǃȀȚǡ� ǎǺǡƵǺǄǎǊ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ƵǺǊ�EEF� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�
(Tremblay et al., 1998). Also the MEG equivalent to the electrophysiological mismatch 
ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎऺ�Țǡǎ�ǹǤȓǹƵȚǄǡ�ϲǎǴǊ�ॵEE'ॶऺ�ǡƵȓ�ǃǎǎǺ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�Ƶȓ�ΕƵȓ�
revealed by training American-English liquids in native Japanese learners. Twelve sessions 
Ȁǚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ǡǎȐǎ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚǎǊ� ǤǺ� ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ� Ƶȓ� ΕǎǴǴ� Ƶȓ� ǎǺǡƵǺǄǎǊ�EE'�
ΕǤȚǡ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ� ǄȀȐȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǺǎȝȐƵǴ� ƵǺǊ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ� ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚȓ� ॵ�ǡƵǺǛ� ǎȚ�
al., 2009). Additional to this evidence from training non-native phonemes, there are also 
several examples of increased MMN responses to non-speech, complex auditory patterns 
trained during multiple-day paradigms (Atienza et al., 2002; Näätänen et al., 1993).
KǺǎ� ǴǤǺǎ� Ȁǚ� ȐǎȓǎƵȐǄǡ� ȓǎǎǹǤǺǛǴΛ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵǊǤǄȚȓ� Țǡǎ� ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ� ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ� ǤǺ� ȓǡȀΕǤǺǛ� ȚǡƵȚ�

perceptual training can lead to smaller MMN responses after as compared to before 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ǊǎȓȍǤȚǎ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ॵ?ƵƵǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��@ȝ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�eǡȀȓǎ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓऺ�
however, focus on Mandarin tone learning (in English speakers) as opposed to phonetic 
ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ȀǺ� Țǡǎ� ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚƵǴ� ǴǎΔǎǴ� ƵǺǊ� Țǡǎ� ƵȝȚǡȀȐȓখ� ǎΚȍǴƵǺƵȚǤȀǺ� Ȁǚ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ� ȐǎǴƵȚǎȓ�
directly to the nature of the tonal contrast. Their reasoning is that before training the 
ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǹȀȐǎ�ȓǎǺȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�'�ȀǺȓǎȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǴǎΚǤǄƵǴ�ȚȀǺǎȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǡƵǊ�
then shifted their attention after training more towards F0 direction instead, which in 
ȚȝȐǺ�ǴǤǲǎǴΛ�ǴǎǊ�ȚȀ�ȐǎǊȝǄǎǊ�EEF�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�Ƶȓ�ǊǎȚǎǄȚǤǺǛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�
Țǡǎ�ǴƵȚȚǎȐ�Ǥȓ�ǎΔǤǊǎǺȚǴΛ�ǡƵȐǊǎȐ�ǚȀȐ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ȚǡƵǺ�Țǡǎ�ǚȀȐǹǎȐ�ǚǎƵȚȝȐǎ�ॵ?ƵƵǺ�ǎȚ�
ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�eǡǎ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ȚȀǺǎআǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ƵȐǎ�Țǡȝȓ�ǴǤǲǎǴΛ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�
mapping between native cue weighting with trained non-native tones and hence might 
ǺȀȚ�ǃǎ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚǴΛ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐƵǃǴǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓु�eǡǤȓ�ƵǴȓȀ�ǎΚǎǹȍǴǤϲǎȓ�Țǡǎ�ǤǹȍȀȐȚƵǺǄǎ�
Ȁǚ�ǄȀǺȓǤǊǎȐǤǺǛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ƵǴǴ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤȓǄȝȓȓǎǊ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǎΚƵǄȚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓऺ�
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types of stimuli and combinations of L1 and L2 sound spaces. These are all crucial 
ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓ�ǚȀȐ�ǊǎȚǎȐǹǤǺǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǊǎǛȐǎǎ�Ȁǚ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚΛ�ǴǤȓȚǎǺǎȐȓ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǤǺ�ǎȓȚƵǃǴǤȓǡǤǺǛ�ǺȀΔǎǴ�ǺȀǺআ
native sound categories and thus all need to be taken into account when comparing and 
interpreting results across perceptual training studies.
XȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�ȀǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�

ȓȚƵǺǊ�ǤǺ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�Ȁǚ��Ƶǎȓǎআ�ǎȐǲ�ƵǺǊ�^ƵǹȝǎǴ�ॵॶऺ�ǤǺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�
perception-production training resulted in absent discrimination gains compared to 
those obtained through perception-only training. Based on this, the authors argued that 
additional production practice during perceptual training disrupts perceptual learning. 
�ȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺ�Ȁǚ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ȓȚȝǊΛ�ΕǤȚǡ� Țǡǎ� ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ� ȀǺǎऺ� Ƶ� ǄȐȝǄǤƵǴ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ� Ǥȓ� ȚǡƵȚ�
learners in their study were asked to pronounce tokens of the trained phonemic contrast 
prior to indicating, or at least taking, a categorical decision. This could have introduced 
Ƶ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǤǺ�ǄȀǛǺǤȚǤΔǎ�ǴȀƵǊ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚƵȓǲȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǄȀǺǊǤȚǤȀǺȓ�
in the study by Baese-Berk and Samuel (2016). There is evidence showing that cognitive 
load can reduce perceptual sensitivity during speech discrimination (Mattys et al., 2014; 
Mattys and Wiget, 2011) and lead to suboptimal memory encoding (Mitterer and Mattys, 
2017). It therefore seems likely that learners in the combined training condition showed 
disrupted perceptive learning due to suboptimal encoding of the trained phonemes.
KȚǡǎȐ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�

training on the learning of non-native phonemes show – similarly to the current study’s 
ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ� ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ� ǤǺ� eǡȀȐǤǺ� ǎȚ� ƵǴु� ॵॶ� � ǺǎȝȚȐƵǴ� ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� Ȁǚ�
ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ� ॵ/ǎȐǊ� ǎȚ� ƵǴुऺ� �ȝ@�े ǎȚ� ƵǴुऺ� �ॶु��ȝȚ�ǺȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ Țǡǎǹ�
have (potentially more sensitive) electrophysiological measurements to complement their 
ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓु�eȀ�ȀȝȐ�ǲǺȀΕǴǎǊǛǎऺ� Țǡǎ�ȀǺǴΛ�ȀȚǡǎȐ� ȓȚȝǊΛ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǤǺǛ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȐǎǴƵȚǤǺǛ� ǄǡƵǺǛǎȓ�
in MMN directly comparing perception-only and combined perception-production 
training is the previously discussed study on Madnarin tone learning by Lu, Wayland, & 
?ƵƵǺऺ�ॵॶऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�Ƶȓ�Εǎ�ǡƵΔǎ�ƵǴȐǎƵǊΛ�ƵȐǛȝǎǊ�Ǥȓ�ǡƵȐǊ�ȚȀ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ȓȚȝǊΛु

The electrophysiological signature of (increased) perceptual sensitivity in the 
ƵǃȓǎǺǄǎ� Ȁǚ� ƵǺΛ� ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴǴΛ� ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǊ� ǃǎǺǎϲȚȓ� Ȁǚ� ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ� Ƶȓ� ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ� ȚȀ� ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
production practice (presented in Thorin et al., 2018) leads us to the question whether 
electrophysiological changes are indeed more sensitive in picking up subtly evolving 
ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� Ȁǚ� ȍǡȀǺǎȚǤǄ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȚǡƵǺ� ǄȀǹǹȀǺ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓु� ^ȚȝǊǤǎȓ� ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ�
Țǡǎ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓ� ǺǎǄǎȓȓƵȐΛ� ǚȀȐ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ� ƵǺǊ ȀैȐ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� Ȁǚ�
auditory contrasts which have included behavioural and electrophysiological measures 
ǡƵΔǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎǊ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǛȀ�ǤǺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚǤȀǺȓु�KǺ�Țǡǎ�ȀǺǎ�ǡƵǺǊऺ�ȓΛǺǄǡȐȀǺȀȝȓ�
changes in MMN responses and behaviour have been observed in the previously mentioned 
study by Tamminen et al. (2015), in which native Finns were trained on a voicing contrast 
in fricative sounds, and also in an MEG study revealing increasing amplitudes of MMF 
signals to a subtle frequency contrast accompanied by similar behavioural improvements 
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in the course of training (Menning et al., 2000).
KǺ� Țǡǎ� ȀȚǡǎȐ� ǡƵǺǊऺ� Ƶ� ǚǎΕ� ȀȚǡǎȐ� ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ� ǡƵΔǎ� ȀǃȓǎȐΔǎǊ� ƵǺ�EEF�ǎϩǎǄȚ� ȚȀ� ƵȝǊǤȚȀȐΛ�

contrasts in the absence of any behaviourally measured indicators of perceptual change 
detection. The auditory presentation of three ȝǺǲǺȀΕǺ� /ǤǺǊǤ� ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚȓ�
each in a passive oddball paradigm was shown to elicit MMN responses without any 
indication of behavioural discrimination ability (Rivera-Gaxiola et al., 2000). Another 
example comes from the previously mentioned perceptual training study on a non-
speech, complex auditory pattern (Atienza et al., 2002). Training here initially led to both 
behavioural gains in the form of improved discrimination ability of learners and enhanced 
MMN responses. Interestingly, however, further neural changes became apparent during 
Țǡǎ�ǊƵΛॵȓॶ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǄȀǹȍǴǎȚǤȀǺऺ�ΕǡǤǴǎ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ȓȚƵΛǎǊ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ�
stable: The P2 response was further enhanced after 24 hours and also the MMN response 
ΕƵȓ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�ƵǚȚǎȐ��ǡȀȝȐȓु�Also Tremblay et al. (1998) revealed a dissociation 
between (the learning curves of) their EEG and behavioural measurements when training 
English natives in the perception of the voice onset contrast /ba/-/mba/ during a 10-day 
paradigm including 4 training sessions. Results varied substantially across participants 
(N=10) with behavioural improvements only detectable 2-3 sessions thereafter in about 
ǡƵǴǚ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ǛȐȀȝȍऺ�ΕǡǤǴǎ� ƵǴǴ� ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ� ȓǡȀΕǎǊ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ� ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�EEF�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�
ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺु
2Ǻ�Țǡǎ�ǴǤǛǡȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓऺ�ǤȚ�Ǥȓ�ǡƵȐǊ�ȚȀ�ǊǤȓǎǺȚƵǺǛǴǎ�ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ƵȐǎ�

signs of increased sensitivity of electrophysiological measures as indicators of perceptual 
ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ȀȐऺ� ǤǺ� ǚƵǄȚऺ�ȍȀǤǺȚ� ȚȀΕƵȐǊȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵǴ� ȚǤǹǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺऺ�ȀǺ� Țǡǎ�ȀǺǎ�ǡƵǺǊऺ�
neural restructuring that provides the basis for perceptual learning and, on the other, 
the manifestation of this process in the form of behavioural improvements. Based 
ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ǊƵȚƵ�ƵǺǊ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ� ǤȚ� ȓǎǎǹȓ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺƵǃǴǎ� ȚȀ�ǎΚȍǎǄȚ� ȚǡƵȚ�Ƶ�
ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǚȀȐǹ�Ȁǚ�ǎǺǡƵǺǄǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
group going beyond the improvements made in the unrelated production group would 
ǎΔǎǺȚȝƵǴǴΛ�ǎǹǎȐǛǎु�vǎ�ȍȐǎǊǤǄȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐƵǃǴǎ�Ƶȓ�ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�
and/or discrimination performance either with more training and/or with a longer 
delay after training. With potentially more sensitive measures, such as EEG, one might 
ƵǴȓȀ� ǎΚȍǎǄȚ� ȚȀ� ȓǎǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� Ȁǚ� ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ� ȀǺ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹƵǺǄǎ�
itself. Future research could further clarify these issues by establishing and using valid 
electrophysiological indicators of improvements in distinctively producing non-native 
ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚȓऺ� Ƶȓ� ΕǎǴǴ� Ƶȓ� ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ȓǎǎǹǤǺǛǴΛ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵǴ� ȚǤǹǎআǄȀȝȐȓǎȓ� Ȁǚ�
neurophysiological changes and their behavioural counterparts. 

We were not able to track phonemic category formation neurophysiologically 
during�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛह�FǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ǺȀȐ�ǴƵȓȚ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǚȀȝȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�
ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� ȚȀ�ǊǎΔǤƵǺȚ� ƵǺǊ�ȍȐǎǄǎǊǤǺǛ� ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ� ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ� ǤǺ�
ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓु�eǡǎ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ƵǃȓǎǺȚ�EEF�ǎϩǎǄȚȓऺ�ǊǎȓȍǤȚǎ�ǎΔǤǊǎǺȚ�
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improvement in learners’ behaviourally measured perceptual ability, is likely to be found 
ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǺƵȚȝȐǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȚƵȓǲ�ǊǤϩǎȐǤǺǛ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤǄƵǴǴΛ�ȝȓǎǊ�ȍƵȓȓǤΔǎ�ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ�ȚƵȓǲȓऺ�
such as the post-test word oddball task, in several regards. Firstly, the training task involved 
active listening and decision-making in order to serve as feedback-based training task. 
Secondly, this also meant that stimulus presentation had to be discontinuous through 
the use of short sequences ending on either a standard or deviant stimulus to which 
participant could actively respond. Lastly, the stimuli during training were substantially 
ǡǤǛǡǎȐ�ǤǺ�ΔƵȐǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛऺ �ǤǺǄǴȝǊǤǺǛ�ȓǎΔǎǺ�ȚȀǲǎǺȓ�Ȁǚ�ϲΔǎ�ΕȀȐǊ�ȍƵǤȐȓ�ȐǎǄȀȐǊǎǊ�ǃΛ�ǚȀȝȐ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�
(two genders), as compared to three tokens of a single word pair with a single speaker 
ȝȓǎǊ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȀȓȚআȚǎȓȚ�ȀǊǊǃƵǴǴ�ȚƵȓǲु�eƵǲǎǺ�ȚȀǛǎȚǡǎȐऺ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǊǎআȀϩ�Εǎ�ǹƵǊǎ�ǤǺ�ȀȝȐ�ǄǡȀǤǄǎ�
of training design with increased stimulus variability, which has been shown to improve 
learning (Bradlow et al., 1999b; Wong, 2013), as well as integrating the EEG measures in 
Țǡǎ�ƵǄȚǤΔǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǤȚȓǎǴǚ�ΕƵȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ǃǎǺǎϲȚȓ�ǄƵǹǎ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚΛ�ȚȀ�ǊǎȚǎǄȚ�Ƶ�
mismatch response.
�ǎȓȍǤȚǎ�Țǡǎ�ƵǃȓǎǺǄǎ�Ȁǚ�EEF�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�Ƶ�X�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀȚ�ΛǎȚ�

ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺ�ȓΛǺǄǡȐȀǺȀȝȓǴΛ�ǊǎΔǎǴȀȍǎǊ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�
ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺȓु�X�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ƵȐǎ�ǄȀǹǹȀǺǴΛ�ȚǡȀȝǛǡȚ�ȚȀ�ȐǎϵǎǄȚ�ǤǺǚȀȐǹƵȚǤȀǺ�
processing cascades involving attentional and memory related mechanisms elicited by 
the process of active decision-making (Polich, 2007). In the context of an active oddball 
paradigm, attentional resources are thought to be allocated to incoming target stimuli, 
here the last stimulus word in a given trial sequence, in order to compare it to the model 
of the standard stimulus in working memory. Whenever this active comparison leads to a 
mismatch, a P300 response is generated. Learners of both groups were thus increasingly 
ƵǃǴǎ�ȚȀ�ǄȀǺȓǄǤȀȝȓǴΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚƵȐǛǎȚ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�Ǥȓ�ǤǺ�ǴǤǺǎ�ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ�
earlier presented behavioural data from the same training paradigm similarly showing that 
Țǡǎ�ǺȝǹǃǎȐ�Ȁǚ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺȓ�Ȁǚ�ϲǺƵǴ�ΕȀȐǊȓ� ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵeǡȀȐǤǺ�ǎȚ�
ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�^ǤǹǤǴƵȐǴΛ�ȚȀ�ȐǎȍȀȐȚǎǊ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ǺȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�
the two training groups became evident. Taken together, the current electrophysiological 
ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�X�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǡǎȐǎ�ȓǎǎǹȓ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǄǴȀȓǎǴΛ�ȚǤǎǊ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǎȓ�
underlying behavioural performance than the MMN, while the MMN (in the post-test 
word oddball) captures a sensitivity not detectable yet in behaviour. This reasoning ties in 
with the prediction made above that we would expect to see a behavioural manifestation 
of the evident neurophysiological changes after either more training or a longer delay 
without training in the related production group (though it would be crucial to compare 
ƵǺΛ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǎΚȚǎǺǊǎǊ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀȐ�ǄȀǺȓȀǴǤǊƵȚǤȀǺ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ΕǤȚǡ�
potential changes in the unrelated production group, too) 
�Ǻ�ƵȚȚǎǹȍȚ�ȚȀ�ϲǺǊ�Ƶ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚ�ǴǤǺǲ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴǴΛ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚȓऺ�

both in perception and production, with MMN amplitudes in the post-test word 
oddball by splitting up the data in terms of “good” and “bad” learners was unsuccessful 
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Ƶȓ�ǺȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȓȝǃȓǎȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǚȀȝǺǊु���ȐǎƵȓȀǺ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ�
conservative analysis approach, which comes with the drawback of reduced power, while 
in the current case avoided heavy data pre-selection.

V. CONCLUSION

2Ǻ�ȓȝǹऺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�ȍȐȀΔǤǊǎȓ�ȓȝȍȍȀȐȚ�ǚȀȐ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ॵƵȓ�ȀȍȍȀȓǎǊ�ȚȀ�
unrelated) production practice on perceptual learning in unbalanced bilinguals, even in 
the context of perceptual training. It did so by showing that training including related 
production practice led to a mismatch negativity response to the trained L2 vowel contrast 
after training that was not evident after perceptual training with unrelated production 
ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ� ȀȐ� ǤǺ� ƵǺ� ȝǺȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ� ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ� ǄȀǺǊǤȚǤȀǺु� eǡȀȓǎ� ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ� ƵǴȓȀ� ǄȀǺϲȐǹ� ȚǡƵȚ�
ǺǎȝȐȀȍǡΛȓǤȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓ�ƵȐǎ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�ȓǎǺȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ȚȀ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤǚΛ�ϲǺǎআǛȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�
in perceptual ability that might not (yet) be detectable by conventional behavioural 
methods.
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ABSTRACT

Speech perception and production have repeatedly been shown to interact during non-
native sound learning in the form of perceptual learning transferring to production 
improvements. The reverse transfer, namely from production learning to gains in 
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ� ǡƵȓ� ȐǎǄǎǤΔǎǊ� Ǵǎȓȓ� ƵȚȚǎǺȚǤȀǺु�eǡǎ� ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ� ȓȚȝǊΛ� ǡƵǊ� ȚΕȀ� ƵǤǹȓु�eǡǎ� ϲȐȓȚ�ΕƵȓ�
ȚȀ� ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǎ� Țǡǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǺǎȓȓ� Ȁǚ� Ƶ� ȚΕȀআȓǎȓȓǤȀǺ� ǄȀǹȍȝȚǎȐǤȓǎǊ� ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�
ȍȐȀȚȀǄȀǴ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀैআै�ʋै�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु��ȝȐǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�
were provided either with trial-by-trial visual feedback on their own vowel productions 
(experimental group) or with a general indication of how in terms of tongue location 
the target vowels are pronounced by a typical native speaker (control group). The study’s 
second aim was to further our understanding of the mutual relationship between the 
ȚΕȀ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓ�ǃΛ�ȚǎȓȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ�@�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�
learning. Results of two experiments showed that both groups improved their productions, 
while there was no overall evidence that the trial-by-trial feedback (further) supported 
learning. Interestingly, production learning transferred to improvements in participants’ 
perceptual ability despite the lack of direct training in this modality. Taken together with 
ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓऺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎ�ȍȀǤǺȚȓ�ȚȀΕƵȐǊȓ�Ƶ�ǃǤǊǤȐǎǄȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓǡǤȍ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�
perception and production modalities during non-native speech category learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

When expressing oneself in a second language, the most challenging sounds to pronounce 
will usually be the ones that are not present in one’s native language. This is especially 
the case whenever the second language (L2) has two similar phonemic categories where 
the native language (L1) possesses only a single one in that part of phonemic space (Best, 
1995). The major challenge then consists of learning to distinguish between the two 
phonemes. In order for the L2 learner to reach a native-like level, this learning process 
needs to succeed both in speech perception and speech production. Even though it seems 
intuitive that the two modalities are linked to some extent, the exact interactions between 
them in the course of establishing non-native sound categories are still unknown. The 
present study focusses on investigating whether targeted pronunciation training of a 
challenging L2 contrast will not only improve learners’ production performance but also 
transfer to their ability to perceptually discriminate the two categories. 

Perceptual training approaches that target non-native sound categories have been an 
ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�ȚȀ�ǎΚȍǴȀȐǎ�Țǡǎ�ǊǎǛȐǎǎ�ȚȀ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�@�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓখ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ�ȐǎȍȐǎȓǎǺȚƵȚǤȀǺȓ�
ƵȐǎ�ȓȚǤǴǴ�ȍǴƵȓȚǤǄ�ǤǺ�ƵǊȝǴȚǡȀȀǊु�̂ ȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ǴƵȓȚ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�ǊǎǄƵǊǎȓ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǄȀǺϲȐǹǎǊ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹȓ�ǄƵǺ�ǴǎƵǊ�ȚȀ�ȓȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚ�Ȁǚ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�
discrimination performance including a wide range of combinations between L1 and L2 
sound spaces (see Sakai and Moorman, 2018, for a review and meta-analysis). Among 
those studies, the most frequent example is the training of Japanese native speakers in 
ȍǎȐǄǎǤΔǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ǴǤȏȝǤǊȓ�ैʩैैǴै�ॵ�ȐƵǊǴȀΕ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ऺ�ǃे�2ΔǎȐȓȀǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��
Logan et al., 1991; Shinohara and Iverson, 2018), while other studies focused on, for 
instance, English vowels in Dutch native speakers (Thorin et al., 2018) or in Japanese 
natives (Lambacher et al., 2005a), a Basque contrast in Spanish natives (Baese-Berk and 
Samuel, 2016), Japanese vowels and consonants in native speakers of American English 
ॵ/ǤȐƵȚƵऺ�ǃॶऺ�ȀȐ�EƵǺǊƵȐǤǺ�ȚȀǺǎȓ�ǤǺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ॵvƵǺǛ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु

Those perceptual training studies have also served the purpose of investigating the 
relationship between the perception and production domain during non-native sound 
learning. A recent meta-analysis has shown that non-native perception training overall led 
not only to medium-sized improvements in perception but also transferred to gains in the 
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚΛ�ॵȚǡȀȝǛǡ�ȓǹƵǴǴ�ǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ȓǤΠǎे�^ƵǲƵǤ�ƵǺǊ�EȀȀȐǹƵǺऺ�ॶु�eǡǎ�ȐǎΔǎȐȓǎ�
relationship, however, namely if and how training to correctly pronounce challenging 
ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȀȝǺǊȓ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ƵϩǎǄȚ�Țǡǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ȓȀȝǺǊȓऺ�ǎȓȍǎǄǤƵǴǴΛ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�
production in isolation, has received less attention. 
2ȓȀǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�ǤȚȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓ�ΕƵȓ�ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǎǊऺ�

for instance, in production-only training targeting a Spanish intervocalic three-way 
contrast, which led the native English learners to improve both in their production and 
ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ॵ/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�^ȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐǴΛ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐȐǎǊ�
to speech perception when training English natives to produce a Japanese pitch and 
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ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ॵ/ǤȐƵȚƵऺ�ǃॶ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǴȓȀ�ΕǡǎǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�'ȐǎǺǄǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�ǚȀȝȐ��ƵǺǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ॵ?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�2Ǻ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓऺ�
pronunciation training of English liquids in native speakers of Japanese did not lead 
ȚȀ�ƵǺΛ� ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚȓ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚΛ�ǊǎȓȍǤȚǎ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎআǴǤǲǎ�ǄǎǤǴǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�
ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚ�ȚȀ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹƵǺǄǎ�ॵ/ƵȚȚȀȐǤऺ�ॶु�XȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺআȀǺǴΛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵǴȓȀ�
did not transfer to perceptual improvements when training Cantonese native speakers on 
an English vowel contrast (Wong, 2013).
^ǎΔǎȐƵǴ� ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ� ƵǴȓȀ� ǤǺȓȍǎǄȚǎǊ� Țǡǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� Ȁǚ� ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ� ƵǺǊ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�

training on improvements in either of the two modalities and created a pattern of mixed 
ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓु� FȀ� ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ� ƵǺǊ� Țǡȝȓ� ǺǎȝȚȐƵǴ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� Ȁǚ� ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
training as compared to perception-only training was observed, for instance, in English 
natives learning lexical tones (Lu et al., 2015), and in an additional training group of 
/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴु�ॵॶ�ǤǺ�ΕǡǤǄǡऺ�Ƶȓ�ǹǎǺȚǤȀǺǎǊ�ƵǃȀΔǎऺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ȀǺ�
a Spanish three-way contrast. In addition, training Dutch natives both in perception and 
production of an English vowel contrast did not lead to increased learning in either of 
the modalities when comparing behavioural outcomes to perceptual training combined 
with productions of unrelated tokens (Thorin et al., 2018). Additional, more sensitive 
electrophysiological measurements of the same training groups, however, revealed 
ƵǊΔƵǺȚƵǛǎȀȝȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄ�ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�
contrast in the form of a mismatch negativity response (Thorin et al., in revision). In 
ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ȚȀ� Țǡǎȓǎ� ǺǎȝȚȐƵǴ� ȀȐ� ǎΔǎǺ� ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓऺ� ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ΕƵȓ�
ǺǎǛƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ� ƵϩǎǄȚǎǊ� ǃΛ� ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� Ƶȓ� ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ� ȚȀ�
perceptual single-modality training both in Spanish natives trained in a Basque consonant 
ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ॵ�Ƶǎȓǎআ�ǎȐǲ�ƵǺǊ�^ƵǹȝǎǴऺ�ॶ�ƵǺǊ�ǤǺ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�/ǤǺǊǤ�
contrast (Baese-Berk, 2019).

The above-mentioned studies on production training vary tremendously in the type 
Ȁǚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ƵǺǊऺ�ǹȀȐǎ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ � Țǡǎ�ΕƵΛ� ȚǡǎΛ� ǊǤǊ� ॵȀȐ� ǊǤǊ� ǺȀȚॶ� ǤǹȍǴǎǹǎǺȚ� ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲु�
External feedback on verbal responses during production training is likely to play an 
important role in supporting the process of correctly pronouncing challenging non-native 
sounds. Complementing the above production training studies in this regard, a line of 
ȐǎȓǎƵȐǄǡ�ǡƵȓ�ȚǎȓȚǎǊ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓ�ǚȀȐ�ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎ�ǄȀǹȍȝȚǎȐǤȓǎǊ�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�
�ΚƵǹȍǴǎȓ�ȐƵǺǛǎ�ǚȐȀǹ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȐǎǄȀǛǺǤȚǤȀǺ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹȓ�ॵ�ȐȀȐƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��
Machovikov et al., 2002; Neri et al., 2006) to technically more extensive approaches, such 
as the use of electropalatography enabling real-life feedback on tongue movements during 
ƵȐȚǤǄȝǴƵȚǤȀǺ�ॵ/ƵǄǲǤǺǛ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��?ƵȚΠ�ƵǺǊ�EǎǡȚƵऺ�ॶु��ȓȍǎǄǤƵǴǴΛ�Țǡǎ��^[�ॵƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄ�
speech recognition) approaches, however, typically come with the drawback of giving 
Ǵǎȓȓ� ǤǺǚȀȐǹƵȚǤΔǎऺ�ȀǚȚǎǺ�ǃǤǺƵȐΛ� ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǃǎ� Ǵǎȓȓ� ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎ� ǤǺ� ȓȝȍȍȀȐȚǤǺǛ�@�
category formation and thus transferrable pronunciation skills. Similar to the approach 
ǃΛ�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ� ǎȚ� ƵǴु� ॵॶऺ� ȀȚǡǎȐ� ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ� ǡƵΔǎ� ȝȓǎǊ� ΔǤȓȝƵǴ� ȐǎȍȐǎȓǎǺȚƵȚǤȀǺȓ� Ȁǚ� ȓȍǎǄȚȐƵǴ�
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elements of a learner’s productions as basis for immediate feedback, such as a pilot study 
training Dutch natives in their pronunciation of  Spanish vowels (Lie-Lahuerta, 2011). 
But as the focus in those automatised training approaches was typically directed towards 
Țǡǎ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺǄΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤΔǎ�ǄȀǹȍȝȚǎȐǤȓǎǊ�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚȀȀǴ�ǤǺ�ȚǎȐǹȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǊǎǛȐǎǎ�ȚȀ�
ΕǡǤǄǡ� ǤȚ� ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ� ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓখ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓऺ�ǡȀΕ�ȚǡȀȓǎ� ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚȓ�ƵϩǎǄȚǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�
performance was often not measured. In other words, though there are multiple examples 
of computer-assisted pronunciation training studies, only few studies investigate the 
interaction between the speech perception and production domain during the process of 
production learning, especially transfer of learning from production to perception.

The present study therefore used a two-session computerised pronunciation training 
approach providing learners with trial-by-trial visual feedback on the distance between 
their own productions and those of a typical native speaker’s example (similar to the 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺ�ȝȓǎǊ�ǤǺ�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴऺऺ�ऺ��ƵǺǊ�ॶु�@ǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǄǡȀȓǎǺ�ȚȀ�
ǃǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎΛ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀैআ ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚऺ�Ƶȓ�
ȓȝǄǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ǡƵΔǎ�ȐǎȍǎƵȚǎǊǴΛ�ǃǎǎǺ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚǤǎȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤǺǛ�
ƵǺǊ�ǊǤȓȚǤǺǄȚǤΔǎǴΛ�ȍȐȀǺȀȝǺǄǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ǊǎȓȍǤȚǎ�ǡǤǛǡ�ǴǎΔǎǴȓ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
(Broersma, 2002; Escudero et al., 2008; Wanrooij et al., 2014). During both training 
sessions, the Dutch native learners had to read out aloud single English words each 
ǄȀǺȚƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ै ǀै�ȀȐ�ै ʋैऺ�ȓȝǄǡ�Ƶȓ�ǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ै ȍǀǺैु��ǚȚǎȐ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȚȐǤƵǴऺ�ȚǡǎΛ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ�
with a graphical representation of the F1-F2 space (1st and 2nd formant) and as part of that 
with an indication of how their own pronunciation was located relative to that of a typical 
native speaker in terms of tongue “frontness” (horizontally on the F1-axis) and openness 
of mouth (vertically on the F2-axis; see methods for more details). The performance of this 
experimental group both on pre- and post-test perception and production measurements 
was compared to a control group, in which participants pronounced the identical words 
but received no direct feedback on their own pronunciations. The current aim is to, 
ϲȐȓȚǴΛऺ �ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǎ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǺǎȓȓ�Ȁǚ�ȓȝǄǡ�Ƶ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�ॵǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�
instruction) and, secondly, to assess to which extent gains in production transfer to 
improved perception. The observation of transfer from the production to the perception 
domain would suggest the presence of a reciprocal link between the two modalities in 
the process of learning novel speech sounds and thus further our understanding of their 
underlying interactions.

II. EXPERIMENT I
1. Methods
A. Participants
Eighteen native Dutch-speaking females (mean age = 23.6 ± 2.2) who were lower-
intermediate/advanced L2 speakers of English participated (TABLE I). The reason for 
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ȀǺǴΛ�ǤǺǄǴȝǊǤǺǛ�ǚǎǹƵǴǎ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ΕƵȓ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȚȀȀǴ�ǃǎǤǺǛ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺǎǊ�
for female voices (see description below). All participants were native speakers of Dutch, 
born and raised in the Netherlands. Next to the English language, the majority of 
participants also reported some knowledge (but only rare to no active use) of German and 
French, which are both commonly taught in Dutch high school education. Some were 
also familiar with Spanish (16%) or in rare cases with Greek, Latin, Swedish, Norwegian, 
Russian, Czech, Frisian or Chinese (2-3%). All participants gave their written informed 
consent prior to participation. They reported to have normal hearing, normal or corrected-
ȚȀআǺȀȐǹƵǴ�ΔǤȓǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ǺȀ�ȐǎƵǊǤǺǛ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚǤǎȓऺ�ȓȝǄǡ�Ƶȓ�ǊΛȓǴǎΚǤƵु�eǡǎ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�ΕƵȓ�Ƶpproved by 
the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences at Radboud University Nijmegen 
and all participants were paid or received course credit for their participation.

TABLE I. General information on the experimental and control group of Experiment I: mean values followed 
by standard deviations in brackets. 
Group N Age LexTALE

Experimental 9 23.6 (± 1.9)n.s. 69.1 (± 17.0)n.s.

Control 9 23.6 (± 2.5) 74.9 (± 15.1)
n.s.�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ�ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�ȓƵǹȍǴǎ�ȚআȚǎȓȚȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓु

B. Procedure
The full training study consisted of two sessions each taking about 1.5 hours, during 
which participants completed perception and production pre- and post-tests, some 
general language tasks, and the production training itself.  The tasks were completed in the 
order given in FIG 1. During both sessions, which took place within the maximum period 
of a week, participants were comfortably seated in front of an iMac computer (27” retina 
display; 5120 x 2880 pixels) with all auditory input given via in-ear headphones (Etymotic 
262 Research ER4P-T) at a comfortable volume. All interactions with the participants 
were held in English. Participants were randomly allocated to either the control or the 
ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ȍȐǤȀȐ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺु

C. Stimuli 
The training stimuli consisted of 5 sets of ConsonantVowelConsonant (CVC) minimal 
ȍƵǤȐȓ�ǎƵǄǡ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȚƵȐǛǎȚ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैैह�ǰǋȐ࣠ǰǤȐ�Ƿǋȏ࣠ǷǤȏ�ȅǋȏ࣠
ǱǤȏ�ȏǋȐ࣠ȏǤȐ�ȣǋȐ࣠ȣǤȐ�This stimulus set further described below was identical to the 
one used in Thorin et al. (2018). 

For the perception task, these words were recorded by 2 male and 2 female native 
speakers of British English who were born and raised in Southern England. For each 
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word, 7 tokens were selected and normalised in duration to each phoneme’s average 
duration across all tokens and speakers. For the transfer perception task, the training set 
was extended by six transfer categories each introducing a single new or adapted feature: 
(1) new starting consonant (C1): ȰǋȐ࣠ȰǤȐऺ� ॵॶ� ǺǎΕ� ϲ�ǺƵǴ� ǄȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚ� ॵ�ॶह�ȏǋȩǷ࣠ȏǤȩǷ, 
(3) new C1&C2: Ǳǋȩ࣠ǱȳǤȩȩ, (4) length: ǚǋȰȰȊǤ࣠ȈǤȰȰȊǤ, (5) 2 new speakers: ȣǋȐ࣠ȣǤȐ, and (6) 
naturally-timed versions of the training set: ǰǋȐ࣠ǰǤȐ�Ƿǋȏ࣠ǷǤȏ�ȅǋȏ࣠ǱǤȏ�ȏǋȐ࣠ȏǤȐ�and 
ȣǋȐ࣠ȣǤȐ (for details see Thorin et al., 2018). Transfer categories (1)-(4) were also used for 
the transfer production task.

D. Experimental tasks
eȦǋǺȐǺȐǱ�ȰȖȖȊ
The training tool3 was a computerised task implemented in the freely available software 
Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2015), which aimed at supporting production learning 
Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ैǀैআ ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ǃΛ� ȍȐȀΔǤǊǤǺǛ� ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ� ΕǤȚǡ� ǤǹǹǎǊǤƵȚǎऺ� ȚȐǤƵǴআǃΛআ
trial visual feedback in the form of a representation of where their own productions 
were located relative to those by typical native speakers. On each trial of training, the 
tool visually presented one of the English training stimuli and recorded the participant’s 

� eǡǎ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȚȀȀǴ� Ǥȓ� ȀȍǎǺǴΛ� ƵΔƵǤǴƵǃǴǎ� ȀǺ� (ǤȚ/ȝǃह� ǡȚȚȍȓहैैǛǤȚǡȝǃुǄȀǹै(ǤȓǎǴƵ(ȀΔƵƵȐȚैΔȀΕǎǴআ
production-feedback

FIG 1. Schematic timeline of the two training sessions consisting of the production training, the perception 
and production pre- and post-tests, and the other, general language tasks. 
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subsequent pronunciation of it. The tool then automatically segmented and analysed the 
speech signal before providing immediate feedback on the quality of the response.

Segmentation: The participants’ utterances were segmented using Praat’s inbuilt 
ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚƵȚǤȀǺ� ǚȝǺǄȚǤȀǺऺ� ΕǡǤǄǡ� ǎǹȍǴȀΛȓ� Ƶ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ȓΛǺȚǡǎȓǤΠǎȐ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǎǊ� ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�
(in this case, English) creating a synthesized version of the target word (based on a text 
ȚȐƵǺȓǄȐǤȍȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚƵȐǛǎȚॶ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǄƵǺ�ȚǡǎǺ�ǃǎ�ƵǴǤǛǺǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ȓȀȝǺǊ�ϲǴǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚখȓ�
utterance. The boundaries of the segments in the recorded signal were then set based 
on this alignment. The segmentation procedure was validated prior to the experiment 
by comparing average formant values across whole vowel duration that was segmented 
ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄƵǴǴΛ�ॵȚȀȚƵǴ�Ȁǚ��ȐǎǄȀȐǊǤǺǛȓ�ǃΛ�ǚȀȝȐ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓॶ�ΕǤȚǡ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�
values based on the same but manually segmented recordings (N=400) (Govaart, 2016). 
Based on correlation values of 0.91 and 0.94 for F1 and F2 values respectively, we concluded 
ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�ΕƵȓ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�ƵǄǄȝȐƵȚǎ�ȚȀ�ȝȓǎ�ǚȀȐ�ȚǡǤȓ�ȀǺǴǤǺǎ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु

Feature extraction and native model: As the purpose of the tool was to quantify the 
quality of a given pronunciation in terms of its distance to a typical native utterance, 
Εǎ�ǺǎǎǊǎǊ�ȚȀ�ϲȐȓȚ�ǊǎȚǎȐǹǤǺǎ�Țǡǎ�ǹȀȓȚ�ȓȝǤȚƵǃǴǎ�ǚǎƵȚȝȐǎȓ�ȚȀ�ǊǤȓȚǤǺǛȝǤȓǡ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�
vowel categories and to then use those features when building a model of native speaker 
pronunciation. For both steps we used recordings of the 10 training words by 10 native 
speakers of British English (5 female and 5 male; 10-11 repetitions). To establish which 
ǚǎƵȚȝȐǎȓ�ΕǎȐǎ� Țǡǎ�ǹȀȓȚ� ǤǺǚȀȐǹƵȚǤΔǎ� ǤǺ� ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤǺǛ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ� ैǀै� ƵǺǊ� ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴȓऺ�
Εǎ�ǄƵȐȐǤǎǊ�ȀȝȚ�Ƶ�@ǤǺǎƵȐ��ǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵǺȚ��ǺƵǴΛȓǤȓ�ॵ@��ॶ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�ƵǺǊ�ǺȀǺআ
formant measures4. All formant extraction was based on Praat’s standard formant 
ǎΚȚȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�ॵΕǤȚǡ�ǛǎǺǊǎȐ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚȓ�ǄǎǤǴǤǺǛȓ�Ȁǚ��/Π�ƵǺǊ��/Π�ǚȀȐ�
male and female voices respectively), which uses Burg’s algorithm (Press et al., 1992) to 
ǄȀǹȍȝȚǎ�Țǡǎ�ǴǤǺǎƵȐ�ȍȐǎǊǤǄȚǤΔǎ�ǄȀǊǤǺǛ�ॵ@X�ॶ�ǄȀǎϬǄǤǎǺȚȓ�ॵȓǎǎ�Țǡǎ�XȐƵƵȚ�ǹƵǺȝƵǴॶु��ƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�
the outcomes of the LDA, we chose to use (1) average F1 and F2 values extracted from 
Țǡǎ�ǎǺȚǤȐǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚ�ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǎ�ƵǺǊ�ΔǤȓȝƵǴǴΛ�ȐǎȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ƵǺǊ�ॵॶ�ȚȀ�ȝȓǎ�
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ǹȀǊǎǴȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ��ΕȀȐǊ�ȍƵǤȐȓ�Ƶȓ�Țǡǎ�ǤǺǚȀȐǹƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓȚƵȐȚআǄȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚ�ȚȝȐǺǎǊ�
out to be among the most informative features as well. The latter is due to co-articulation 
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ƵǹȀǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǤǺǤȚǤƵǴ�ǄȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚȓु�hǺǎΚȍǎǄȚǎǊǴΛऺ �ƵǊǊǤǺǛ�'�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎ�Țǡǎ�

4 The LDA model included the following 7 features representing the spectral information of the 
produced vowels: F1 and F2 values based on (1) whole vowel duration, (2) midpoint, (3) 15 ms 
period centered around midpoint, (4) 50% centered portion of the segment, (5) 20%, 50% and 80% 
ǴȀǄƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚ�ॵǄǚु�/ǤǴǴǎǺǃȐƵǺǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶऺ�ॵॶ��ǴȀǄƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚ�
ȍǴȝȓ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ��ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ��ȍȀǤǺȚऺ�ǹǤǺȝȓ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ��ƵǺǊ�
the 50% measuring point, see the production undershoot model�Ȁǚ�^ȚǎΔǎǺȓ�ƵǺǊ�/Ȁȝȓǎ�ॵॶऺ�ƵǺǊ�ॵॶ�
EǎǴআ'ȐǎȏȝǎǺǄΛ��ǎȍȓȚȐƵǴ� ǄȀǎϬǄǤǎǺȚȓ� ॵE''�ॶ�� ȚȀु�� 2Ǻ� ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺऺ� ǛǎǺǊǎȐऺ� ȓȚƵȐȚআǄȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚऺ�ϲǺƵǴআ
consonant and fundamental frequency (F0) were taken into account.
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performance of the model, and it was therefore not included in our analyses.
The F1-F2 distributions of the 10 native speakers revealed a much clearer separation 

between the two vowel categories for female than for male speakers (see FIG 2) which 
Ǥȓ�ǤǺ�ǴǤǺǎ�ΕǤȚǡ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ȓǡȀΕǤǺǛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǚǎǹƵǴǎȓ�ȚǎǺǊ�ȚȀ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȓȍƵǄǎȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǹȀȐǎ�
ȓǎȍƵȐƵǃǴǎ� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ� ॵ�ȓǄȝǊǎȐȀ� ǎȚ� ƵǴुऺ� �े /ǤǴǴǎǺǃȐƵǺǊ� ǎȚ� ƵǴुऺ� �े ^ǤǹȍȓȀǺऺ�
2009). The clearer distinction between female vowel distributions was the reason for 
initially restricting the use of the tool to female learners of English and similarly basing 
the native comparison model on female recordings only. We furthermore restricted the 
native model to the F1 and F2 distributions of two female speakers with an evidently clear 
ǊǤȓȚǤǺǄȚǤȀǺ�ǤǺ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȐǎƵǴǤΠƵȚǤȀǺ�ॵȓȍǎƵǲǎȐ�v�ƵǺǊ�v�ǤǺ�'2(�ॶु�eǡǎ�ϲǺƵǴ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ǹȀǊǎǴ�
thus comprises the average F1 and F2 values (across whole vowel duration) for the two 
selected female speakers related to the 5 word pairs respectively (see above).

FIG 2.�tȀΕǎǴ�ǊǤȓȚȐǤǃȝȚǤȀǺȓ� ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�'আ'�ȓȍƵǄǎ�ȍǎȐ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐ�ǚȀȐ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȓȚƵȐȚ�ǄȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚ�ॵǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�
shapes): [left column] (W1-W5 from top to bottom), [right column] female speakers male speakers (M1-M5 
from top to bottom).
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Feedback. Participants received immediate visual feedback after each verbal response. In the 
experimental group, this feedback consisted of a representation of a trial’s pronunciation 
response in terms of its location in the F1-F2 space5 together with the location of the 
target word and its vowel counterpart produced by the native model (see FIG 3 for an 
example of the feedback screen). Whenever the participant’s utterance was too far away 
from the native model or no sensible formant values could be extracted, the text “Too far 
from the target vowels” appeared instead. The axes of the F1-F2 spaces were not shown 
ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ȓǄȐǎǎǺऺ�ǃǎǄƵȝȓǎ�ȚǡǎΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ƵǄǄȀȐǊǤǺǛ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǤǺǤȚǤƵǴ�ƵǺǊ�ϲǺƵǴ�ǄȀǺȓȀǺƵǺȚȓु�
In the control group, participants were shown the identical representation of the native 
model for a trial’s word pair in the F1-F2 vowel space, but did not see the data point 
referring to their own verbal response (blue dot in FIG 3).

Instructions and practice taskु�XȐǤȀȐ� ȚȀ� Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺऺ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ� ǤǺ�ǃȀȚǡ�
groups received identical pronunciation instructions introducing the common problem 
ǚȀȐ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΕǡǎǺ�ȍȐȀǺȀȝǺǄǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�ƵǺǊ�ǡȀΕ�Țǡǎ�
two categories can be pronounced distinctively by varying how far to the front the tongue 
is located and how open the mouth is when producing them. They also received an 
example picture of the feedback screen and how to interpret the location of the native 
model on the screen in terms of frontness and openness. Because the exact location of the 
ȚΕȀ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ǊǎȍǎǺǊǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ΕȀȐǊ�ȍƵǤȐ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ȚȐǤƵǴऺ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�
ǤǺ� ǃȀȚǡ� ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ΕǎȐǎ� ǤǺǚȀȐǹǎǊ� ȚǡƵȚ� ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ� ȚǎǺǊ� ȚȀ� ȍȐȀǺȀȝǺǄǎ� ΔȀΕǎǴȓ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǴΛ�
depending on the consonants preceding and following them. In the experimental group, 
participants additionally were instructed that they would see the location of their own 
productions and that their task consisted of coming as close as possible to the native target 
word indicated in green. The aim for participants in the control group was to practice 
their pronunciation by repeating the English words shown to them while making use 
of the information regarding ideal tongue location and mouth openness. Both groups 
could practice their task during a brief testing period and got the chance to ask additional 
ȏȝǎȓȚǤȀǺȓ�ǃǎǚȀȐǎ�ȓȚƵȐȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺु

5 For the visual feedback, the F1 and F2 values were converted into ERBs. This scale takes into account 
the working of the human cochlea. Because the distance between hair cells in the cochlea increases 
ǚȐȀǹ�ǡǤǛǡǎȐ� ȚȀ� ǴȀΕǎȐ� ǚȐǎȏȝǎǺǄΛ� ȐƵǺǛǎȓऺ� ǚȐǎȏȝǎǺǄǤǎȓ� ȚǡƵȚ� ǡƵΔǎ� Țǡǎ� ȓƵǹǎ� ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ� ǤǺ�/ǎȐȚΠ� ǄƵǺ� ǃǎ�
perceived as more similar in one frequency range than in another. In the ERB frequency scale equal 
distances correspond to perceptually equal distances.
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FIG 3. Example of the feedback screen participants  in the experimental group saw after each of their verbal 
responses. The blue dot indicates the position of the vowel pronounced by the participant in the F1-F2 space, 
while each “+” indicates the location of the word pair in the native model (the target in green and its minimal 
pair in white). While participants in the control group saw the same information about the native model, they 
did receive any information on the quality of their own verbal response. 

Calibration phaseु�eȀ�ƵǄǄȀǹǹȀǊƵȚǎ�Țǡǎ�ǚƵǄȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǊǤϩ�ǎȐǎǺȚ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǊǤϩ�ǎȐǎǺȚআȓǤΠǎǊ�
vocal tracts and therefore varying formant ranges, each training session started with a 
brief calibration phase, during which participants had to pronounce the corner vowels 
/i/, /a:/ and /u/. The researcher ensured that the three vowels of a given participant were 
ȓȝϬ��ǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ� ǊǤȓȚǤǺǄȚ� ƵǺǊ� ǚȀȐǹǎǊ� Ƶ� ǄǴǎƵȐ� ȚȐǤƵǺǛǴǎ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� �'আ' ȓȍƵǄǎ� ǃǎǚȀȐǎ� ȓȚƵȐȚǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ�
training. The information on a participant’s corner vowels enabled us to then project a 
ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚখȓ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȓȍƵǄǎ�ȀǺȚȀ�ƵǺ�ƵȐȚǤϲ�ǄǤƵǴ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȓȍƵǄǎ�ȀǺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�Țǡǎ�ǺȀȐǹƵǴǤΠǎǊ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎȓখ�
vowel spaces had also been projected (i.e., the natives’ corner vowels were also recorded 
and used to normalize the input stimuli). As a result, the participants’ vowels could be 
compared with the natives’ vowels. Technical details on the z-normalization of F1 and F2 
used in this procedure can be found in Lobanov (1971). 

XȦȖǠȳǚȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ�ǋȐǠ�ȰȦǋȐȩǰǤȦ�ȣȦȖǠȳǚȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ
This was a self-paced reading task, during which participants read out single English words 
that were presented to them on the screen. The 10 training words were repeated 3 times in 
Ƶ�ȓǡȝϯ��ǎǊ�ȀȐǊǎȐ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ȚȀȚƵǴ�ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�আ�ǹǤǺȝȚǎȓु�eǡǎ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�
was identical aside from including the additional transfer words (see above) and consisted 
thus of 24 trials. Both versions were run using Praat.
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XǤȦǚǤȣȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ�ǋȐǠ�ȰȦǋȐȩǰǤȦ�ȣǤȦǚǤȣȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ
In each trial of this two-alternative forced choice task, participants listened to a single 
English word after which they saw two choice options on the screen, representing the two 
versions of the trial’s minimal pair. They had to indicate which of the two they heard by 
pressing the corresponding button. A summary of correct responses was presented at the 
end of the total of 120 trials (10 words x 4 speakers x 3 repetitions). The task took about 
3-5 minutes to complete. It was run using the Python-based software Psychopy (Peirce, 
2007). The transfer perception task was similar and consisted of 200 trials (10 minimal 
pairs x 2 speakers x 5 repetitions/tokens) resulting in a duration of 5-7 minutes.

tǤȦǙǋȊ�ϊȳǤȐǚ͘�ȰǤȩȰ
�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ΔǎȐǃƵǴ�ϵȝǎǺǄΛ�ΕƵȓ� ƵȓȓǎȓȓǎǊ�ǃΛ� ƵȓǲǤǺǛ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ� ȚȀ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎ� Ƶȓ�ǹƵǺΛ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
words of a certain kind within one minute as possible. Both a semantic and phonemic 
version was used, in which words belonging to the category “animals” or words starting 
with the letter “S” respectively had to be produced. All valid and unique productions 
were summed up to produce a total score. 

@Ǥ͗e�@�
The LexTALE is a brief computerised task assessing English vocabulary size, in which 
participants have to evaluate whether single words appearing on the screen are either 
existing English words or nonwords, by selecting either a “yes” or “no” button. The task 
ǄȀǺȓǤȓȚȓ�Ȁǚ��ȚȐǤƵǴȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǤȚȓ�ȓǄȀȐǎ�Ǥȓ�ǲǺȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǄȀȐȐǎǴƵȚǎ�ΕǤȚǡ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ॵ@ǎǹǡȄǚǎȐ�
and Broersma, 2012).

Questionnaires
vǎ�ȝȓǎǊ�Ƶ�ȏȝǎȓȚǤȀǺǺƵǤȐǎ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ϲǴǴǎǊ�ȀȝȚ�ǃǎǚȀȐǎ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȚȀ�ǄȀǴǴǎǄȚ�ǛǎǺǎȐƵǴ�ǤǺǚȀȐǹƵȚǤȀǺ�
on participants’ language background (country of origin, L1 of father and mother, other 
languages they were familiar with and to what extent) and to rule out that they had any 
problems with their vision or hearing. It also included a Likert-like scale ranging from “No, 
not at all” to “Yes, very much”, on which participants had to indicate their motivation to 
reach a native-like accent in English. 

2. Results
�ȓ�Εǎ�ȚǎȓȚǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓऺ�Εǎ�ǊǤȓǄȀΔǎȐǎǊ�Ƶ�ȓȀǚȚΕƵȐǎআȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȐȝǺȚǤǹǎ�ǎȐȐȀȐऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�
occurred and re-occurred in the majority of the sessions. It appeared in the form of a 
pop-up window, which could easily be removed by clicking “Ok”, but it still interrupted 
Țǡǎ� ϵȀΕ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ȚƵȓǲ� ƵǺǊ� ǹǤǛǡȚ� ǡƵΔǎ� ȐǎǊȝǄǎǊ� Țǡǎ� ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓখ� ǄȀǺǄǎǺȚȐƵȚǤȀǺ� ƵǺǊ ȀैȐ�
motivation. This problem could not immediately be solved by us as it could be handled 
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by the developers of Praat only. We therefore decided to treat the experiment as a pilot 
study, continuing to test participants who had already been recruited (9 in each group).

A. Production learning
2Ǻ� ȀȐǊǎȐ� ȚȀ� ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǎ� Țǡǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǺǎȓȓ� Ȁǚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�Εǎ� ϲȐȓȚ� ȚǎȓȚǎǊ�ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ� ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓখ�
pronunciation of the two vowels came closer to the native model during the course of 
training. This analysis relied on the mean F1 and F2 values across the automatically 
segmented6 vowel portions of the produced words before and after training. To 
circumvent including trials with no or too noisy productions, values based on vowel 
durations below 20 ms were removed (0.5% of the data). Similarly, we reduced the chance 
of including errors caused by Praat’s automatic formant extraction method by excluding 
formant values deviating more than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean value of a 
given participant’s data on a given time of measurement (1.9% of the data). The formant 
ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�ॵǤǺ�/Πॶ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȚǡǎǺ�ǄȀǺΔǎȐȚǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǴȀǛ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓऺ�Ƶȓ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ƵȐǎ�ǲǺȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǃǎȚȚǎȐ�ȐǎȓǎǹǃǴǎ�Țǡǎ�
properties of the auditory system. The distance to the native model was expressed in terms 
Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�EƵǡƵǴƵǺȀǃǤȓ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ॵ?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ƵǺǊ�'ȐƵȝǎǺǚǎǴǊǎȐऺ�ॶु�eǡǤȓ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎȓ�
the distance between a point and a distribution in a 2D-space, while taking into account 
the shape of the distribution. It does so by measuring how many standard deviations the 
production is away from the mean of the native distribution along each of its principal 
ǄȀǹȍȀǺǎǺȚ�ƵΚǎȓ�ॵ?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�'ȀȐ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎǊ�ΔȀΕǎǴऺ�Εǎ�ǄȀǹȍȝȚǎǊ�Țǡǎ�
distance between its position in the F1-F2 space to the distribution of the native model. 
The average distance per participant and measurement served as dependent variable in 
a repeated measures ANOVA including the within-subject factor time (pre-test 1, post-
test 1, pre-test 2, post-test 2) and between-subject factor group (experimental, control). 
Note that throughout this paper corrected p values are reported whenever Mauchly’s 
test for sphericity was positive. Results showed that the Mahalanobis distance between 
ैǀै� ΔȀΕǎǴȓ� ȍȐȀǺȀȝǺǄǎǊ� ǃΛ� ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ� ƵǺǊ� ȚǡȀȓǎ� ǃΛ� Țǡǎ� ǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�
ǊǎǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ȀΔǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚǤǹǎह�'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵऺु��ȓǎǎ�
�ॶऺ�ΕǡǤǴǎ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ॵǛȐȀȝȍ�Κ�)2'
ȚǤǹǎ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺह�ȍ�ेु��ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǛȐȀȝȍह�ȍ�ु�ॶु���ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ƵǺƵǴΛȓǤȓ�ȀǺ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎȓ�
ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ� ʋैै�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�ǺȀ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु�

Given the fact that even native speakers’ vowel distributions in the F1-F2 space vary 

6  To reassure us that results based on automatic phoneme segmentations by the tool are valid, a subset 
of the speech recordings was manually segmented and F1 and F2 values extracted from the two 
processing versions were compared. This comparison showed that although the exact formant values 
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ� ȓǴǤǛǡȚǴΛ� ॵǊȝǎ� ȚȀ� ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎȓ�Ȁǚ� ǄȀআƵȐȚǤǄȝǴƵȚǤȀǺऺ� Țǡǎ� ǎΚƵǄȚ�ǃȀȐǊǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴ� ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚ�ΕǤǴǴ�
ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�Țǡǎ�ǹǎƵǺ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�ƵǄȐȀȓȓ�Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺॶऺ�Țǡǎ�ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ�ȍƵȚȚǎȐǺ�ΕƵȓ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ƵǺǊ�ǴǎǊ�
to the same pattern of statistical outcomes as presented below. 
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widely (as we saw in FIG 2), we complemented the above analyses by also assessing how 
distinctively the two vowels were pronounced with respect to each other (FIG 5) instead 
of how close each of them were to the respective native example. To do this, we again 
used the Mahalanobis distance. For every measurement and participant, we computed 
the distance between a vowel distribution to the centre of the respective other vowel’s 
distribution. The mean distance across those two directions per participant was then used 
as the dependent variable in a repeated measures ANOVA including the within-subject 
factor time (pre-test 1, post-test 1, pre-test 2, post-test 2) and between-subject factor 
ǛȐȀȝȍ�ॵǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴऺ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴॶु�^ǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ƵǃȀΔǎ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓऺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ȚǎȓȚ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�Ƶ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�
Ȁǚ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਲु�ॶ�ǃȝȚ�ǺǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Ƶ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǛȐȀȝȍऺ�ǺȀȐ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�Κ�ȚǤǹǎ�
ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु�eǡǎ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ȀΔǎȐ�Țǡǎ�
ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚु

FIG 4. Experiment I.� EƵǡƵǴƵǺȀǃǤȓ� ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ� ȚȀ� ǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ǹȀǊǎǴ� ǚȀȐ� ैǀै� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ७ȚȀȍ� ȐȀΕ८� ƵǺǊ� ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴ�
productions [bottom row] comparing performance of experimental group [left column] and control group 
[right column] for the four times of measurement. Each boxplot’s central mark indicates the median of a 
given measurement, while the outer lines of the box represent the 25th and 75th percentile respectively. Outliers 
are denoted by ‘+’ and the outer marks indicate the most extreme points of the data excluding any possible 
outliers.
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FIG 5. Experiment I. Mean log(F1) and log(F2) values of vowel productions by participants in the 
experimental [left column] and control group [right column] at the four times of measurement [top to 
ǃȀȚȚȀǹ� ȐȀΕȓ८� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚǤǺǛ� ैǀै�ΔȀΕǎǴ� ७ȐǎǊ८� ƵǺǊ� ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ७ΛǎǴǴȀΕ८�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓु��ȀȚȚǎǊ� ǴǤǺǎȓ� ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎ��
ǄȀǺϲǊǎǺǄǎ�ǎǴǴǤȍȓǎȓु

In order to assess the transfer of production learning to new stimulus words, the verbal 
responses from the transfer production test were similarly analysed in terms of their 
distance between the two vowel categories in the logF1-logF2 space. (Note that we did not 
have a native model for the transfer stimuli and thus did not compare the Mahalanobis 
distance between non-native and native utterances). Cleaning of the transfer data led 
ȚȀ�ǺȀ� ǎΚǄǴȝȓǤȀǺȓ�Ǌȝǎ� ȚȀ� ǎΚǄǎǎǊǤǺǛǴΛ� ǴȀΕ�ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺȓ� ॵਵ�ǹȓॶ�ǃȝȚ� �ु ȐǎǹȀΔƵǴ� Ǌȝǎ� ȚȀ�
ǊǎΔǤƵȚǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡȝȓ�ǴǤǲǎǴΛ�ǤǺΔƵǴǤǊ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�ॵु��ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ǊǎΔǤƵȚǤȀǺȓॶु���ȐǎȍǎƵȚǎǊ�
measures ANOVA comparing the pre-training and transfer level (within-subject factor 
time) Mahalanobis distance for the two groups (between-subject factor group) revealed 
Ƶ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲेु��ȍ�ਵु�ॶऺ�ǃȝȚ�ǺȀ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ȀȐ�ȚǤǹǎ�
Κ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु�eǡǎ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ΕƵȓ�
ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�Ƶȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�ȚȀ�
before the training (mean values: 2.33 and 4.94 before training and 11.55 and 11.30 at 
transfer for the experimental and control group respectively, see FIG 6).
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FIG 6. Experiment I. Production transfer. Mean log(F1) and log(F2) values of vowel productions by 
participants in the experimental [left column] and control group [right column]. Dotted lines indicate 95% 
ǄȀǺϲǊǎǺǄǎ�ǎǴǴǤȍȓǎȓु

B. Perceptual learning
A 2-way repeated measures ANOVA on d prime scores with the within-subject factor 
time (pre-test 1, post-test 2, pre-test 2, post-test 2) and the between-subject factor group 
ॵǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴऺ� ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴॶ� ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�Ƶ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ� ȚǤǹǎ� ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਲु�ॶऺ�ǃȝȚ�
ǺǎǤȚǡǎȐ� Ƶ�ǹƵǤǺ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� Ȁǚ� ǛȐȀȝȍ� ǺȀȐ� ǛȐȀȝȍ� Κ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚ� ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ� ॵȍ� � �ॶु�eǡǎु
ȓǄȀȐǎȓ� Țǡȝȓ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ� ǄǡƵǺǛǎǊ�ȀΔǎȐ� Țǡǎ� ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ǃǎǤǺǛ� ǴƵȐǛǎȐ� ǚȀȐ�ǃȀȚǡ� Țǡǎ�
experimental and control group after (2.43 and 2.87 respectively) as compared to before 
the training (1.72 and 2.24 respectively, see FIG 7). 

Transfer of perceptual learning to new stimuli and speakers was tested by means of 
a similar repeated measures ANOVA with between-subject factor group (experimental, 
ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴॶ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�Ǌ�ȍȐǤǹǎ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚ��ƵǺǊ�ƵȚ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�
ॵȓǎǎ�'2(�আ�ॶु�eǡǎ�Ǌ�ȍȐǤǹǎ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ƵȚ� ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ȚǎȓȚ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ� ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�
ॵǹǎƵǺ� ਲ� �ॶु ȚǡƵǺ� ƵȚ� ȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚ� ॵǹǎƵǺ� ਲ� ��ǹƵǤǺेु ǎϩǎǄȚ� Ȁǚ� ȚǤǹǎ� 'ॵऺॶ� ਲ� �ऺु ȍ�
ਵु�ॶऺ� ǃȝȚ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ� ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ॵǺȀ�ǹƵǤǺ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� Ȁǚ� ǛȐȀȝȍऺ�ǺȀȐ� ȚǤǹǎ� Κ�
ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺऺ�ȍ�ु�ॶु�eƵǲǎǺ�ȚȀǛǎȚǡǎȐऺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�
successfully transferred to new stimulus words for both groups. 

C. General English language measures
eȀ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤǚΛ�ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǺΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
to it, we computed a condensed self-report measure by adding the scores each participant 
had given herself/himself for the four subcategories (listening, speaking, reading, writing) 
ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�আ�@ǤǲǎȐȚআȓǄƵǴǎ�ॵਲ�ΔǎȐΛ�ȍȀȀȐऺ��ਲ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎআǴǤǲǎॶु�'ȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ΔǎȐǃƵǴ�ϵȝǎǺǄΛ�ȚǎȓȚऺ�Ƶ�ȓǄȀȐǎ�
was computed by counting all valid and unique words in each of the two categories 
(animals, start letter ‘S’). The percentage of use score is the answer participants gave to 
the question on how much they use English in their everyday live. Independent t-tests 
comparing the two groups (experimental, control) on each of those test results revealed 
ǺȀ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ȀǺ�ƵǺΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ॵȍ�ऺु��ȓǎǎ�e��@��22ॶु�eǡǎȐǎ�Ǥȓ�Țǡȝȓ�ǺȀ�
ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚ�ȚȀ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǛǎǺǎȐƵǴ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛु
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TABLE II. Experiment I. Behavioural scores (means and SDs) of participants’ English language skills 
ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǊ�ǃΛ�ΔǎȐǃƵǴ�ϵȝǎǺǄΛ�ȚǎȓȚȓऺ�ǄȀǺǊǎǺȓǎǊ�ȓǎǴǚআȐǎȍȀȐȚ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ǤǺ�ȓȍǎƵǲǤǺǛऺ� ǴǤȓȚǎǺǤǺǛऺ�
reading and writing, as well as the percentage of their use of English in every day.
Group tǎȐǃƵǴ�ϵȝǎǺǄΛ �XȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ Use of English (%)

animals ϲȐȓȚ�ǴǎȚȚǎȐ (self-reported)
Experimental 18.1 (± 2.9) n.s. 15.9 (± 3.3) n.s. 20.0 (±7.1) n.s. 18.1 (±12.5) n.s.

Control 19.1 (± 3.9) 14.4 (± 4.3) 23.1 (±3.5) 20.6 (±21.3)

n.s.�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ�ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�ȓƵǹȍǴǎ�ȚআȚǎȓȚȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु

III. EXPERIMENT II
1. Methods
�ǚȚǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ǎȐȐȀȐ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ȚȀȀǴ�ΕƵȓ�ϲΚǎǊ�ƵǺǊ�ǤȚ�ΕƵȓ�Țǡȝȓ�ȍȀȓȓǤǃǴǎ�ȚȀ�ƵΔȀǤǊ�ǊǤȓȐȝȍȚǤΔǎ�
ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǡƵΔǎ�ȀǄǄȝȐȐǎǊ�ǤǺ��ΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚ�2ऺ�Εǎ�ǊǎǄǤǊǎǊ�ȚȀ�ȐǎআȐȝǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ΕǤȚǡ�
a larger number of participants. The procedure, tasks and stimuli were identical and 
as described above. The only addition to what was given participants in Experiment I 
consisted of a post-training questionnaire, which participants were asked to indicate 
their motivation to gain a native-like accent after training and whether the training was 
helpful in reaching a native-like accent in English. As in the pre-training questionnaire, 
they could indicate both of their answers on a Likert-like scale ranging from “No, not at 
all” to “Yes, very much” (note: in Experiment I, we only measured motivation before but 
not after training).

FIG 7. Experiment I. Perceptual performance. (A) Grand average d prime scores for the two groups (red 
= experimental group, blue = control group) during the four measurements: pre-test session 1, post-test 
session 1, pre-test session 2, post-test session 2. Error bars indicate standard deviations. (B) Grand average 
Ǌ�ȍȐǤǹǎ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲु��ȐȐȀȐ�ǃƵȐȓ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎ�ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ǊǎΔǤƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ΕǤȚǡǤǺ�Ƶ�ǛǤΔǎǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ƵǺǊ�
measurement.
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A. Participants
Twenty-eight native Dutch-speaking females (mean age = 22.2 ± 3.0) who were lower-
intermediate/advanced L2 speakers of English participated (TABLE III). Participant’s 
language background was similar and general requirements were identical to the ones 
described for Experiment I (see above). 

TABLE III. General information on the experimental and control group of Experiment II (mean values 
followed by SDs). 
N Age LexTALE

14 21.3 (± 2.5)n.s. 72.1 (±13.9) n.s.

14 22.2 (± 3.0) 71.6 (± 14.1)
n.s.�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ�ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�ȓƵǹȍǴǎ�ȚআȚǎȓȚȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु

2. Results
A. Production learning
The data processing and analyses were executed as described in Experiment I. The data 
cleaning procedure led to 1.8% and 1.7% removal of the data due to exceedingly low vowel 
ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ॵਵ��ǹȓॶऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǴǤǲǎǴΛ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�ǎȐȐȀȐȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄ�ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚƵȚǤȀǺ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�
ƵǺǊ ȀैȐ�ǡǤǛǡ�ǴǎΔǎǴȓ�Ȁǚ�ǺȀǤȓǎऺ�ƵǺǊ�ǊǎΔǤƵȚǤǺǛ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�ॵु��ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ǊǎΔǤƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ǚȐȀǹ�
participant’s mean for a given vowel on a given measurement) respectively. 

We again used a repeated measures ANOVA including within-subject factor time (pre-
test 1, post-test 1, pre-test 2, post-test 2) and between-subject factor group (experimental, 
control) to evaluate changes in Mahalanobis distance to the native model per vowel 
category (FIG 7). Results for /æ/ vowel productions indicated, similar to Experiment I, 
Ƶ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਲु�ॶ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�ǺȀ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�
ǛȐȀȝȍ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶ�ǺȀȐ�ƵǺ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǚȀȐ�ȚǤǹǎ�Κ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु�2Ǻ�ȀȚǡǎȐ�ΕȀȐǊȓऺ�
Țǡǎ�EƵǡƵǴƵǺȀǃǤȓ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ǹȀǊǎǴ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǊǎǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�
similar manner for both of the groups (see FIG 8).

An analogous ANOVA on the production of /ʋै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�ǺȀ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�
Ȁǚ�ȚǤǹǎ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǤǹǎ�Κ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶऺ�ǃȝȚ�Ƶ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲ�
5.96, p = 0.022). This means that while the two groups did not change their productions 
of the /ʋै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ȀΔǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ȚǡǎΛ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�ƵǺ�ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�
pronunciation of these vowels that was likely independent of the training.
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FIG 8. Experiment II. Mahalanobis distance to native model for /æ/ vowel [top row] and /ʋै vowel 
productions [bottom row] comparing performance of experimental group [left column] and control group 
[right column] for the four times of measurement. Each boxplot’s central mark indicates the median of a given 
measurement, while the outer lines of the box represent the 25th and 75th percentile respectively. Outliers are 
denoted by ‘+’ and the outer marks indicate the most extreme points of the data excluding any possible outliers. 

vǎ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�ǄȀǹȍǴǎǹǎǺȚǎǊ�ȚǡǤȓ�ϲȐȓȚ�ƵǺƵǴΛȓǤȓ�ǃΛ�ƵǴȓȀ�ƵȓȓǎȓȓǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�
vowel productions with respect to each other instead of to the native vowel model (FIG 9). 
eȀ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǎǺǊऺ�Εǎ�ǄȀǺǊȝǄȚǎǊ�ƵǺȀȚǡǎȐ�ȐǎȍǎƵȚǎǊ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓ��FKt��ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�
of within-subject factor time (pre-test 1, post-test 1, pre-test 2, post-test 2) and between-
subject factor group (experimental, control) on the Mahalanobis distance between vowel 
ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓु�2Ț�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�ǃȀȚǡ�Ƶ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ��ਲु�ॶ�
ƵǺǊ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲु��ȍ��ਲु�ॶऺ�ȚȀǛǎȚǡǎȐ�ΕǤȚǡ�Ƶ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȚǤǹǎ�Κ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�
(F(3,78) = 5.17,  p = 0.003). Both groups develop a larger distance between categories over 
Țǡǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�/ȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ȓǡȀΕȓ�Ƶ�Ǵǎȓȓ�ǴǤǺǎƵȐ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚ�ƵǺǊ�
overall larger distance, though also with a notably larger variability in productions across 
participants (see FIG 10). 
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FIG 9. Experiment II. Mean log(F1) and log(F2) values of vowel productions by participants in the experimental 
[left column] and control group [right column] at the four times of measurement [top to bottom rows] 
ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚǤǺǛ�ैǀै�ΔȀΕǎǴ�७ȐǎǊ८�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴ�७ΛǎǴǴȀΕ८�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓु��ȀȚȚǎǊ�ǴǤǺǎȓ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎ��ǄȀǺϲǊǎǺǄǎ�ǎǴǴǤȍȓǎȓु

FIG 10. Experiment II. Average Mahalanobis distance between vowel categories for the experimental group 
[left] and the control group [right] at the four times of measurement. Each boxplot’s central mark indicates 
the median of a given measurement, while the outer lines of the box represent the 25th and 75th percentile 
respectively. Outliers are denoted by ‘+’ and the outer marks indicate the most extreme points of the data 
excluding any possible outliers.

After cleaning the transfer data similarly to the above procedures (4.1% and 8.4% 
exclusions due to low duration and deviating formant values respectively), a repeated 
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measures ANOVA including the between-factor group (experimental, control) and the 
ΕǤȚǡǤǺআǚƵǄȚȀȐ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚऺ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐআȚǎȓȚॶ�ΕƵȓ�ȝȓǎǊ�ȚȀ�Ƶȓȓǎȓȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�EƵǡƵǴƵǺȀǃǤȓ�
distance between vowel categories before training with those at transfer test. Similar to 
ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�Ȁǚ��ΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚ�2ऺ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�Ƶ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚǤǹǎ�'ॵऺॶ�ਲेु��
ȍ�ਵऺु��ǃȝȚ�ǺȀ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǛȐȀȝȍऺ�ǺȀȐ�Ƶ�ȚǤǹǎ�Κ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु�
eǡǎ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ΕƵȓ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�ƵȚ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ȚǎȓȚ�
(18.21 and 5.28 for experimental and control group respectively) as compared to pre-
ȚǎȓȚ� ॵु�ƵǺǊु��ǚȀȐ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤΔǎǴΛॶ�ƵǺǊ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�
between the groups (see FIG 11). 

FIG 11. Experiment II. Production transfer. Mean log(F1) and log(F2) values of vowel productions by 
participants in the experimental [left column] and control group [right column]. Dotted lines indicate 95% 
ǄȀǺϲǊǎǺǄǎ�ǎǴǴǤȍȓǎȓु

B. Perceptual learning
An analogous 2-way repeated measures ANOVA on d prime scores as used in Experiment 
�ॶऺु��ȍ�ਵऺु�ॶ�ਲऺ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ȓƵǹǎ�ȍƵȚȚǎȐǺ�Ȁǚ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓह�Ƶ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵ'ॵ
ǃȝȚ�ǺǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Ƶ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǺȀȐ�Ƶ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�Κ�ȚǤǹǎ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु��ΔǎȐƵǛǎ�Ǌ�
ȍȐǤǹǎ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�ǚȀȐ�ǃȀȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�
(2.29 and 2.44 respectively) as compared to before the training (1.81 and 1.74 respectively, 
see FIG 12-A).

We again also evaluated to what extent perceptual learning transferred to new stimuli 
and speakers by comparing d prime scores before training (pre-test 1) with those at the 
ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚƵȓǲु��� ȐǎȍǎƵȚǎǊ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎȓ��FKt��ΕǤȚǡ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺআȓȝǃǯǎǄȚ� ǚƵǄȚȀȐ�
group (experimental, control) and within-subject factor time (pre-test, transfer) showed a 
ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚǤǹǎ�ॵ'ॵ�ऺॶ�ਲऺु��ȍ�ਵु�ॶऺ�ǃȝȚ�ǺȀ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�
ǺȀȐ�Ƶ�ȚǤǹǎ�Κ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु�eǡǎ�Ǌ�ȍȐǤǹǎ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ƵȚ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ॵǹǎƵǺ�ਲु�ॶ�
ΕǎȐǎ� ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ� ǴƵȐǛǎȐ� ȚǡƵǺ� ƵȚ� ȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚ� ॵǹǎƵǺ� ਲ� �ॶऺु ΕǡǤǄǡ� ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ� Ƶ� ȓȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴ�
transfer in both groups (see FIG 12-B).
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FIG 12. Experiment II. Perception performance. (A) Grand average d prime scores for the two groups (red 
= experimental group, blue = control group) during the four measurements: pre-test 1, post-test 1, pre-test 2, 
ȍȀȓȚআȚǎȓȚु���ȐȐȀȐ�ǃƵȐȓ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎ�ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ǊǎΔǤƵȚǤȀǺȓु�ॵ�ॶ�(ȐƵǺǊ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎ�Ǌ�ȍȐǤǹǎ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�
task. Error bars indicate standard deviations within a given group and measurement. 

C. General English language measures and motivation 
eǡǎȐǎ�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ॵǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴऺ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴॶ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚ�
ȚȀ�ȚǡǎǤȐ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�Ƶȓ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǊ�ǃΛ�ΔǎȐǃƵǴ�ϵȝǎǺǄΛऺ �ȓǎǴǚআȐǎȍȀȐȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ƵǺǊ�
ȝȓǎ�Ȁǚ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ॵȓǎǎ�e��@��2tॶु�eǡǤȓ�ΕƵȓ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ǃΛ�ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�
ȓƵǹȍǴǎ�ȚআȚǎȓȚȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȀǺ�ǎƵǄǡ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚǎȓȚ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु��ǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴǴΛऺ �
we also compared participants’ motivation before and after training as well as perceived 
ǡǎǴȍǚȝǴǺǎȓȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ϲǺǊ�ƵǺΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ॵǺǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ǤǺ�ȚǤǹǎ�ǺȀȐ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�
Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓऺ�ȍ�ऺु��ȓǎǎ�e��@��tॶु

TABLE IV. Experiment II. Behavioural scores of participants’ English language skills measured by verbal 
ϵȝǎǺǄΛ�ȚǎȓȚȓऺ�ǄȀǺǊǎǺȓǎǊ�ȓǎǴǚআȐǎȍȀȐȚ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ǤǺ�ȓȍǎƵǲǤǺǛऺ�ǴǤȓȚǎǺǤǺǛऺ�ȐǎƵǊǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�ΕȐǤȚǤǺǛऺ�Ƶȓ�
well as the percentage of their use of English in every day (mean values followed by SDs).

Group
tǎȐǃƵǴ�ϵȝǎǺǄΛ �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�

Use of English (%)animals ϲȐȓȚ�ǴǎȚȚǎȐ (self-reported)
Experimental 20.0 (±3.0) n.s. 14.6 (± 4.6) n.s. 21.0 (±5.8) n.s. 16.4 (±15.7) n.s.

Control 18.4 (± 6.3) 14.6 (± 5.2) 22.8 (±4.4) 20.9 (±13.1)
n.s.�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ�ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�ȓƵǹȍǴǎ�ȚআȚǎȓȚȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु

TABLE V. Experiment II.��ǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ȓǄȀȐǎȓ�ॵǹǎƵǺ�ΔƵǴȝǎȓ�ǚȀǴǴȀΕǎǊ�ǃΛ�^�ȓॶ�ȐǎϵǎǄȚǤǺǛ�ǹȀȚǤΔƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚȀ�ȐǎƵǄǡ�
a native-like accent before and after the training as well as the degree to which the training was perceived as 
helpful (both: score 1 “No, not at all” to 5 “Yes, very much”). 

Group
Motivation

Perceived helpfulness of training
pre post

Experimental 4.1 (±0.7) n.s. 4.0 (±0.8) n.s. 3.6 (± 0.7) n.s.

Control 4.0 (±0.9) 3.9 (±0.9) 4.0 (± 0.7)
n.s.�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ�ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु
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IV. DISCUSSION

eǡǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǺǎȓȓ�Ȁǚ�Ƶ�ȚΕȀআȓǎȓȓǤȀǺ�ǄȀǹȍȝȚǎȐǤȓǎǊ�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�
training protocol, which provided Dutch native speakers with trial-by-trial visual 
ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ȀǺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀैআै�ʋै�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु�vǎ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǎǊ�Țǡǎ�
ȍȐȀȚȀǄȀǴখȓ� ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǺǎȓȓ�ǃΛ� ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓখ� ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ�ǃǎǚȀȐǎ� ƵǺǊ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�
training in terms of both their distance to those of a typical native speaker and in terms of 
how distinctively the two vowel categories were pronounced with respect to each other. 
A second aim of the current study was to further our understanding of the interactions 
between the speech perception and production modality during second-language sound 
ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǃΛ�ȚǎȓȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ�@�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛु�

Before discussing the result patterns in more detail, we would like to note that the 
ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚȓ�ΕǤǴǴ�ǃǎ�ǄȀǺȓǤǊǎȐǎǊ�Ƶȓ�ǎȏȝƵǴǴΛ�ΔƵǴǤǊु�eǡǎ�ȀȐǤǛǤǺƵǴ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺ�ǚȀȐ�
re-running the same experimental setup (Experiment II), were technical disturbances in 
Experiment I in the form of a reoccurring runtime error, which caused short interruptions 
(in the range of seconds) for participants in both groups. To avoid (and also directly 
ȚǎȓȚॶ�ȐǎǊȝǄǎǊ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺǄΛ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ǊǤȓȚȝȐǃƵǺǄǎȓऺ�Εǎ�ǊǎǄǤǊǎǊ�ȚȀ�
ȐǎȍǎƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚ�ΕǡǤǴǎ�ǎǹȍǴȀΛǤǺǛ�Ƶ�ϲΚǎǊ�ΔǎȐȓǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȀȀǴ�ƵǺǊ�ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�ǺȝǹǃǎȐ�Ȁǚ�
participants. Results of both experiments show improvements in production suggesting 
that the task disruption during Experiment I was not that severe as to prevent or severely 
inhibit learning. We therefore treat the two experiments as two independent but equally 
valid datasets. 

Overall, both experiments show improved vowel productions developing over the 
course of training, both in terms of closer resemblance with typical productions of a 
native speaker as well as more distinct pronunciation of the two vowels with respect to 
each other. In addition to this, production learning was also shown to transfer to new 
stimulus words. Interestingly, the results of both experiments show such production 
improvements (and transfer of it) developing not only for the experimental group but 
also for the control group. In fact, measured in terms of similarity with the native model, 
Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǺȀȚ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǚȐȀǹ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȀȚǡǎȐ�ǤǺ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚȓु�
FǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ΕƵȓ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ƵǺΛ�ǎΔǤǊǎǺǄǎ�Ȁǚ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�
categories throughout the training in Experiment I. Although in Experiment II the exact 
time course of how participants in both groups started to distinctively pronounce the two 
ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ॵȚǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǊǎΔǎǴȀȍǤǺǛ�Ƶ�ǄǴǎƵȐǎȐ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ȀǺ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎॶऺ�
also here both groups were shown to improve over the course of training. Importantly 
ǤǺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚऺ�Țǡǎ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǺȀȚ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�
ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǛǎǺǎȐƵǴ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ȀȐ�ƵǛǎ�ƵǺǊ�ΕǎȐǎ�Țǡȝȓ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�ΕǎǴǴ�ǹƵȚǄǡǎǊु�eƵǲǎǺ�
together, we could not show any advantage of external feedback on vowel productions in 
the form it was given here, while all participants improved in their ability to produce the 
ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु�eǡǤȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ�ǎΚȍǴƵǤǺǎǊ�ǤǺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ΕƵΛȓु�
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While participants in the experimental group were provided with trial-by-trial feedback 
on their own productions, participants in the control group received solely an indication of 
how the two vowels should ideally be located to each other (in terms of mouth and tongue 
ǴȀǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺॶु��ȓ�Țǡǎ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ȓǡȀΕ�ƵǺΛ�ǃǎǺǎϲȚ�Ȁǚ�
training, it seems straightforward to assume that the visual feedback was overall not helpful 
for the participants in evaluating their own vowel productions. A possible reason could be 
Țǡǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ȚΛȍǎ�Ȁǚ�ΔǤȓȝƵǴ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲु�eǡǎ�ǛȐƵȍǡǤǄƵǴ�ǹƵȍȍǤǺǛ�Ȁǚ�ȚȀǺǛȝǎ�ƵǺǊ�ǹȀȝȚǡ�ǴȀǄƵȚǤȀǺ�
ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǃǎǎǺ�ȚȀȀ�ƵǃȓȚȐƵǄȚ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡȝȓ�ǺȀȚ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�ǤǺȚȝǤȚǤΔǎ�ȚȀ�
be translated into concrete articulation adjustments (though similar types of feedback 
ǡƵΔǎ�ȓȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴǴΛ�ȓȝȍȍȀȐȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓे�ȓǎǎ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�
ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ƵǺǊ�EƵȐȚǤǺऺे��@Ǥǎআ@ƵǡȝǎȐȚƵऺ�ॶु�vǎ�ƵǴȓȀ�ǲǺȀΕ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�
ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȓǎǛǹǎǺȚƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚ�ȚȐƵǄǲǤǺǛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ȚȀȀǴ�Ǥȓ�ǺȀȚ�ϵƵΕǴǎȓȓ�
ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓǎǺȓǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ǤǺ�ȓȀǹǎ�ǚǎΕ�ȚȐǤƵǴȓ�ΕǤǴǴ�ǤǺǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǴΛ�ȐǎϵǎǄȚ�Țǡǎ�ƵǄȚȝƵǴ�ȓȍǎǄȚȐƵǴ�
information of participants’ utterances and will therefore be invalid and potentially 
misleading. Aside from that, the native speaker’s model was based on the production data 
of two English speakers only. Although we did account for variability between speakers by 
making use of vowel calibration before each training session (see methods) this might not 
ǡƵΔǎ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�ƵǄǄȀȝǺȚǎǊ�ǚȀȐ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ΔƵȐǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ॵȓǎǎ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�ǡǤǛǡ�ΔƵȐǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�Ȁǚ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�
speakers in FIG 2). A possible way to circumvent the issue of highly variable and strongly 
overlapping vowel categories across speakers as part of external feedback, would be to 
(also) provide feedback on the distinctiveness between vowel categories within a given 
participant (provided that the productions are still in reasonable distance to a general 
native model), instead of distance to a native model. 
�ȓǤǊǎ�ǚȐȀǹ�ȏȝǎȓȚǤȀǺǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȏȝƵǴǤȚΛ�Ȁǚ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ǤȚȓǎǴǚऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�Țǡǎ�ǤǺǎϬǄǤǎǺǄΛ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�

training tool in further supporting learning could also be explained by the possibility 
that external feedback might be less relevant in facilitating production improvements 
ȚǡƵǺ�ǎΚȍǎǄȚǎǊ�ƵǺǊऺ�ǹȀȐǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ �Ƶȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǤǺȚǎȐǺƵǴ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ȀȐ�ȀȚǡǎȐ�ȐǎǴǎΔƵǺȚ�
factors present in the training protocol. After all, it is interesting to note that production 
learning took place in both groups and in both experiments. Evidently, the control group 
learns well in an unsupervised way, while the experimental group might have even been 
distracted by trying to make sense of the (potentially unintuitive) visual representation. 
Especially in the control group, production learning must therefore have been supported 
by (a combination of) other factors than the external feedback, such as the phonetic 
ǤǺȓȚȐȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ� ǛǤΔǎǺ� ǃǎǚȀȐǎ� Țǡǎ� ϲȐȓȚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺऺ� ƵΕƵȐǎǺǎȓȓ� ǛƵǤǺǎǊ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�
phonemic contrast (some participants were not aware of the fact that they had habitually 
mispronounced the two English vowels), as well as extensive practice and some exposure 
to native pronunciation examples (in the form of auditory stimuli in the perception tests). 
vǡǎǺ� ǄȀǺȓǤǊǎȐǤǺǛ� ȍǡȀǺǎȚǤǄ� ǤǺȓȚȐȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ƵǺǊ� ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ� ƵΕƵȐǎǺǎȓȓ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�

contrast as potential driving forces for production learning in the present experiment, it 
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is important to consider the time course of production learning. Phonetic instructions 
ΕǎȐǎ�ǛǤΔǎǺ�ǃǎǚȀȐǎ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺ�ǃȝȚ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎআȚǎȓȚ�Ȁǚ�ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺ�2ु�ǚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐ�
had indeed strongly facilitated learning, we would expect to see the clearest improvement 
at the post-test of session 1 and not much further improvement after this. Looking at the 
relatively continuous improvement (see FIG 4 and FIG 8), however, it seems unlikely that 
those two factors (alone) could entirely account for the pattern of production learning.

In this context, it is helpful to also consider the outcomes of the motivation scores 
measured in Experiment II. Participants in both groups felt similarly motivated to reach 
a native-like accent in English and tended to reply with “yes” when asked if they felt 
motivated. The desire to acquire a native-like accent has also previously been associated 
ΕǤȚǡ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǄȀǹȍȝȚǎȐǤȓǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀȚȀǄȀǴȓ�ॵ@Ǥǎআ@ƵǡȝǎȐȚƵऺ�ॶु�
Interestingly, participants’ motivation after participation in the training was found to be 
independent of whether they had previously undergone the experimental or the control 
version of the training. Overall, a plausible explanation for the production learning present 
in both groups and thus independent of external feedback by the tool, could be that a 
combination of explicit pronunciation instructions, focused attention on the challenge 
ƵǺǊ�ǹȀȚǤΔƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚȀ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎ�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�ǴǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǤǺȚǎȐǺƵǴ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤȀǺऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�
in turn then played a key role in supporting the process of improving pronunciation while 
actively practicing the vowel contrast over the course of two training sessions. 

Returning to the second aim of the present study, concerning the interactions between 
the two speech modalities during learning, it becomes relevant that both experiments 
revealed perceptual learning over the course of production training. The two groups were 
ƵǛƵǤǺ�ǺȀȚ� ȓǡȀΕǺ� ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐ� ǤǺ� ȚǡǤȓ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� ƵǺǊ�ǛƵǤǺȓ� ǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ� ƵǴȓȀ� ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐȐǎǊ�
to new stimuli and a new speaker. In other words, production improvements in both 
groups went hand in hand with perceptual learning despite no direct training in the 
perception modality. This is in line with results from other production training studies 
ȐǎΔǎƵǴǤǺǛ�Ƶ� ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ� ǚȐȀǹ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȀ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ॵ/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��/ǤȐƵȚƵऺ�
�ॶु�Ƶे�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ 2Ț� ȓȚƵǺǊȓऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ� ǤǺ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚȓ� ȚȀ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǃΛ�/ƵȚȚȀȐǤ�
(2009) and Wong (2009), in which successful production training did not lead to any 
gains in perception. 
eǡǎȐǎ�ƵȐǎ�ΔƵȐǤȀȝȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚȓ�

ȚǡƵȚ� ǄȀȝǴǊ� ƵǄǄȀȝǺȚ� ǚȀȐ� Țǡǎ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚǤǺǛ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓऺ� ȚǡȀȝǛǡ� ǤȚ�ΕǤǴǴऺ� ƵȚ� ȚǡǤȓ� ȓȚƵǛǎऺ�ǃǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�
ȚȀ�ȍǤǺȍȀǤǺȚ�Țǡǎ�ǎΚƵǄȚ�ȝǺǊǎȐǴΛǤǺǛ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺȓु�'ǤȐȓȚ�Ȁǚ�ƵǴǴऺ�ƵǴǴ�Țǡǎ�ƵǃȀΔǎ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ȝȓǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�
combinations of L1 and L2. We know that the phonemic spaces of both L1 and L2 
ǹȝȚȝƵǴǴΛ� ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ� ǎƵǄǡ� ȀȚǡǎȐ� ǊȝȐǤǺǛ� ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺऺ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ƵǺǊ�
ƵǴȓȀ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�@�ȓȀȝǺǊ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ॵ?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ǃऺ�Ƶॶु�eǡǎ�ǊǎǛȐǎǎ� ȚȀ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐȓ�ȚȀ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�Ǥȓ�Țǡȝȓ�ǴǤǲǎǴΛ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎǊ�ǃΛ�Țǡǎ�ǎΚƵǄȚ�
contrast that is trained and in which way it relates to or gets assimilated by the native 
sound space. Another varying factor between studies is the degree to which learners are 
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ƵǴȐǎƵǊΛ�ǚƵǹǤǴǤƵȐ�ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�@�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ȍȐǤȀȐ�ȚȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�eǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵǴ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓऺ�
ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ǄƵǺǺȀȚ�ǃǎ�ȓȀǴǎǴΛ�ǎΚȍǴƵǤǺǎǊ�ǃΛ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓখ�ǚƵǹǤǴǤƵȐǤȚΛु �vǡǤǴǎ�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴु�
(2015) showed successful transfer from production to perception learning when training 
French speakers on Danish vowels, an entirely unfamiliar set of sound categories, all of the 
other discussed studies, including the present one, trained challenging but already known 
ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚȓ�ƵǺǊ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊ�ȚȀ�ǄȐȀȓȓআǹȀǊƵǴǤȚΛ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐु�
�ǺȀȚǡǎȐ� ǄȐȝǄǤƵǴ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ� ƵǹȀǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ƵǃȀΔǎআǹǎǺȚǤȀǺǎǊ� ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ� Ǥȓ� ȚǡƵȚ� ȚǡǎΛ� ΔƵȐΛ�

ȚȐǎǹǎǺǊȀȝȓǴΛ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚΛȍǎ� Ȁǚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ƵǺǊऺ�ǹȀȐǎ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ � Țǡǎ�ΕƵΛ� ȚǡǎΛ� ǊǤǊ� ॵȀȐ� ǊǤǊ�
ǺȀȚॶ� ǤǹȍǴǎǹǎǺȚ� ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲु��ȓȍǎǄǤƵǴǴΛ� ǄȀǺǄǎȐǺǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ� ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�
combined perception-production training most did not provide learners with any direct, 
external feedback on their speech productions (Baese-Berk, 2019; Baese-Berk and Samuel, 
�ॶु�2Ǻ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺআȀǺǴΛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǃΛ�/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ��eǡȀȐǤǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे�ȝ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ@�े
ƵǴु� ॵॶ� ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ΕǎȐǎ� ǎΚȍǎǄȚǎǊ� ȚȀ�ȝȓǎ� ȓǎǴǚআȐǎϵǎǄȚǤΔǎ� ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲु�eǡǎΛ�could, after each 
verbal response, compare waveforms and spectrograms of their own pronunciations to 
those of native speaker examples and were asked to match those as closely as possible. In 
Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ�ǃΛ�/ƵȚȚȀȐǤ�ॵॶऺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȓȝȍȍȀȐȚǎǊ�ǃΛ�Ƶ�phonetically 
trained Japanese-English speaker who served as personal instructor and could make use of 
real-time spectrograms in order to track a learner’s pronunciation quality. Learners in this 
study additionally listened to signal processed versions of some of their own productions 
(aimed at removing between-speaker variance) and discussed those with the personal 
ǤǺȓȚȐȝǄȚȀȐु��ǛƵǤǺ�ƵǺȀȚǡǎȐ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ƵȍȍȐȀƵǄǡ�ΕƵȓ�ȝȓǎǊ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǃΛ�/ǤȐƵȚƵ�ॵॶऺ�ǤǺ�
ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ȐǎǄǎǤΔǎǊ�ΔǤȓȝƵǴ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�ȍǤȚǄǡ�ǄȀǺȚȀȝȐȓु��ǴȓȀ�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ॵऺ�
ƵǺǊ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀȚȀǄȀǴȓ�ǎǹȍǴȀΛǎǊ�ǤǺ�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ƵǺǊ�
Martin, 2019) used visual feedback based on spectral features of the learners’ production 
ǤǺ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȚȐǤƵǴु�EȀȐǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ �ǤǺ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȚȐǤƵǴऺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓখ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǚȀǴǴȀΕǎǊ�
ǃΛ�Ƶ�ΔǤȓȝƵǴ�ȐǎȍȐǎȓǎǺȚƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤȓȚƵǺǄǎ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�'আ'�ȓȍƵǄǎ�ॵϲȐȓȚ�ƵǺǊ�ȓǎǄȀǺǊ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚॶ�
between a learner’s pronunciation and that of a typical native speaker’s production. 
eǡȀȓǎ�ǴƵȐǛǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȚΛȍǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǹƵǲǎ�ǤȚ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ȚȀ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚǴΛ�
ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǤǺǚǎȐ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓ�ǎΚƵǄȚǴΛ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�ǄȐȀȓȓআǹȀǊƵǴǤȚΛ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐु�
�ǴȚǡȀȝǛǡ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺ�ǃΛ�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴु�ॵॶ�Ǥȓ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ�

ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�ȀǺǎऺ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺǄΛ�
of visual feedback. While the experimental group in the present study did not show 
stronger production gains in the course of training than the control group, participants in 
Țǡǎ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚƵǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�ǃΛ�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴु�ǊǤǊ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǹȀȐǎ�
than those in an untrained control group (with same amount of productions but no 
external feedback), in which production performance was unchanged. In short, a similar 
ȚΛȍǎ�Ȁǚ�ΔǤȓȝƵǴ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ΕƵȓ�ǄȀǺȓȚȐȝǄȚǤΔǎ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓȚȝǊΛ�ǃΛ�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ǃȝȚ�ΕƵȓ�ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ�
ǺȀȚ�ǡǎǴȍǚȝǴ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�ȓȚȝǊΛु �eǡǎ�ǹȀȓȚ�ǄȐȝǄǤƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓऺ�
ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǎΚȍǴƵǤǺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǤǺǛ�ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǺǎȓȓ�Ȁǚ�ΔǤȓȝƵǴ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲऺ�ǄȀǺǄǎȐǺ�ॵॶ�ǚƵǹǤǴǤƵȐǤȚΛ�ΕǤȚǡ�
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the trained contrast (unknown Danish vowels as compared to already familiar vowels in 
the present study), (2) the fact that the L2 sounds were produced in isolation instead of 
ǤǺ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�Ƶȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ƵǺǊ�ॵॶ�ȍȀȓȓǤǃǴǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�@�ƵȓȓǤǹǤǴƵȚǤȀǺ�ǛǤΔǎǺ�
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺƵȚǤȀǺȓ�Ȁǚ�@�ƵǺǊ�@�ȓȀȝǺǊ�ȓȍƵǄǎȓ�ॵǤुǎु�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�'ȐǎǺǄǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǤǺ�
�ƵǺǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ǤǺ�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴु�Ƶȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
vowels here). Interestingly, however, both studies show learning both in production and 
perception despite of the absence of any direct training in the perceptual modality.

In future research, it would be recommendable to establish and widely use more 
standardised training procedures for pronunciation training. Ideally, these procedures 
should enable researchers to distinguish between (production) learning relying on external 
and internal evaluation. In other words, it is advisable to make use of paradigms that 
employ a form of immediate, trial-by-trial feedback on the quality of learners’ productions 
and contrast those with more unsupervised procedures in which learner’s evaluation is 
based on self-evaluation (i.e. untrained control groups with similar exposure to their own 
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓॶु�EȀȐǎ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴǴǎǊ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤȓȀǺȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ȚǡǎǺ�ȍȐȀΔǤǊǎ�
ǄǴǎƵȐǎȐ�ǤǺȓǤǛǡȚȓ�ǤǺȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�Ȁǚ�Ƶ�ΔƵȐǤǎȚΛ�Ȁǚ�ȐǎǴǎΔƵǺȚ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓ�Ƶȓऺ�ǚȀȐ�ǤǺȓȚƵǺǄǎऺ�ǹȝȚȝƵǴ�
interactions between L1 and L2 phonemic spaces, type of feedback, imitation versus 
reading and/or picture naming, and familiarity with trained non-native contrast. 
2Ǻ� ȓȝǹऺ� ǊǎȓȍǤȚǎ� ǺȀ� ǊǤȐǎǄȚ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ǎǹȍǴȀΛǎǊ� ΔǤȓȝƵǴ� ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ� Ƶȓ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�

training method, the present study shows production learning that likely relied on 
internal feedback supported by explicit pronunciation instructions and awareness of the 
challenging non-native contrast. Most interestingly, we also observed a cross-modality 
transfer from production learning to simultaneous improvements in the perception of 
the trained speech contrasts. In combination with the earlier established transfer in the 
reverse direction, namely perceptual learning improving production performance of 
novel sounds, these results point towards a bidirectional (though not necessarily balanced) 
relationship between the speech perception and production modality in the process of 
establishing non-native speech categories. Further investigations into the exact factors 
ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǹȝȚȝƵǴ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓǡǤȍ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓ�ƵȐǎ�ȓȚǤǴǴ�ǺǎǎǊǎǊु
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ABSTRACT

The verbal self-monitor enables language users to detect and correct their errors in 
everyday language use. The present study investigates how easily this system can adapt 
to newly-learned non-native elements and thereby support second language speech 
acquisition. Dutch natives who were previously trained on the perception and production 
Ȁǚ�Ƶ�ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǤǺǛ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚऺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓऺ�Ƶȓ�ΕǎǴǴ�Ƶȓ�ƵǺ�ȝǺȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�
control group, engaged in a phoneme substitution task. In this fast-paced verbal response 
task,  participants had to substitute the vowel of visually presented English words by 
ǤȚȓ�ǄȀȝǺȚǎȐȍƵȐȚ�ॵǀै�ȀȐ� ʋैै�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤΔǎǴΛॶ�ΕǡǎǺǎΔǎȐ� ǤȚ� ǤǺǄǴȝǊǎǊ�ȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
vowels (for example, SAND should be replaced by responding “send”).  Both groups 
made a substantial number of phoneme substitution errors (overall 26%). Results from 
ǎǴǎǄȚȐȀȍǡΛȓǤȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ� ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚȓऺ� ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ� ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ� ǺȀ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵǴ� ǺǎȝȐƵǴ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�
following erroneous and correct responses in the typically observed latency for ERN 
ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ǚȀȐ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓु��ǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǺȝǴǴ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ƵȐǎ�ǊǤȓǄȝȓȓǎǊु�
KΔǎȐƵǴǴऺ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀ�ǎΔǤǊǎǺǄǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�ΔǎȐǃƵǴ�ȓǎǴǚআǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛ�Ȁǚ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�Ƶȓ�
a function of whether they have been trained or not.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Speech errors, such as mispronunciations, shifts or substitutions at various levels of 
the articulatory process (Fromkin, 1971), are usually an unintentional by-product of 
normal speech production. While they might be inconvenient or in some contexts even 
embarrassing for the language user herself, they provide language researchers of various 
ϲǎǴǊȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�Ƶ�ΔƵǴȝƵǃǴǎ�ȚȀȀǴ�ȚȀ�ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǎ�Țǡǎ�ǺƵȚȝȐǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ΔǎȐǃƵǴ�ȓǎǴǚআǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹ�
ॵ/ƵȐȚȓȝǤǲǎȐ� ƵǺǊ� ?ȀǴǲऺ� �े @ǎΔǎǴȚऺ� ��FȀΠƵȐǤे ǎȚ� ƵǴुऺ� �ॶु 2Ț� Ǥȓ� ȚǡǤȓ� ȓΛȓȚǎǹ� ȚǡƵȚ�
enables language users to realise their mistakes quickly after they occur, but also to correct 
or, in some cases, even avoid them before they get articulated. It does so not only while 
using one’s native language (L1) but also during the use of a second language (L2). In 
fact, speakers tend to make more errors when speaking a non-native as compared to their 
native language (Poulisse, 1999, 2000). This makes it likely that the verbal self-monitor 
ȍǴƵΛȓ� Ƶ� ǄȐȝǄǤƵǴ� ȐȀǴǎ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ�Ȁǚ� ȓǎǄȀǺǊ� ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�ȝȓǎ� ƵǺǊऺ�ǹȀȐǎ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ �ΕǡǎǺ�
mastering challenging elements of it, such as the pronunciation of novel sounds. But 
how easily can the monitoring system adapt so as to be able to evaluate accurately newly-
learned L2 elements and hence support further acquisition? The current study addressed 
this question by examining verbal self-monitoring of L2 learners who were previously 
ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ� ȀǺ� Ƶ� ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǤǺǛ� ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु�EȀȐǎ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ � Εǎ� ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǎǊ�
whether those learners would show typical electrophysiological (EEG) signatures of error 
ǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛ� ƵǺǊ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ� ǄȀǺϵǤǄȚ� ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ� ȚȀ� ȓǎǴǚআȍȐȀǊȝǄǎǊ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ǎȐȐȀȐȓ� ǤǺΔȀǴΔǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ�
trained non-native sounds.

A key factor in establishing a native-like accent in an L2 acquired in adulthood is to 
ȓȝǄǄǎȓȓǚȝǴǴΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǤȚȓ�ȓȀȝǺǊ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓऺ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺु�
Developing this ability can be a major challenge for language learners, especially if the 
non-native vowel space exhibits two or more phoneme categories that get assimilated into 
a single category in their L1 (Best, 1995; Best and Tyler, 2007a). An example for such an 
ƵȓȓǤǹǤǴƵȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓ�Ǥȓ�Țǡǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ� ʋैै�ॵƵȓ�ǤǺ��ȝȚǄǡ�pen) that lies in between 
Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै� ǤǺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍǡȀǺȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹ�ॵƵȓ� ǤǺ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�pan and pen). 
Although the /æ/ category might already be weakly established in experienced Dutch 
ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ॵvǎǃǎȐ�ƵǺǊ��ȝȚǴǎȐऺ�ॶऺ�ǎΔǎǺ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
ȚǎǺǊ� ȚȀ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚΛ� ǤǺ�ǃȀȚǡ� ƵǄǄȝȐƵȚǎǴΛ�ȍǎȐǄǎǤΔǤǺǛ� ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǺȀȝǺǄǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�
(Broersma, 2005; Escudero et al., 2008; Thorin et al., 2018; Wanrooij et al., 2014). 

A natural question arising here is how learners of a second language can still establish 
Ƶ� ǺȀΔǎǴ� ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ� ǊǎȓȍǤȚǎ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚǤǎȓ� ǛǤΔǎǺ� �@ ƵȓȓǤǹǤǴƵȚǤȀǺु� �� ǃȀǊΛ� Ȁǚ�
studies with various combinations of L1 and L2 sound systems showed that targeted 
perception training of a novel speech contrast can yield positive results in the form of 
ǃȀȚǡ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ॵǎुǛु�/ǎȐǊ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��@ƵǹǃƵǄǡǎȐ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��
@ǎǎ�ƵǺǊ�@ΛȓȚǎȐऺे��@ȀȍǎΠআ^ȀȚȀ�ƵǺǊ�?ǎΕǴǎΛআXȀȐȚऺ�ॶ�ु�eǡǎȐǎ�ƵȐǎ�ƵǴȓȀ�ǎΚƵǹȍǴǎȓ�Ȁǚ�
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓǄǡǎǹǎȓ�ǤǺΔȀǴΔǤǺǛ�ΔǤȓȝƵǴ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǚȀȐǹ�Ȁǚ�ȓȍǎǄȚȐƵǴ�
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ǚǎƵȚȝȐǎȓ�Ȁǚ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓখ�ȝȚȚǎȐƵǺǄǎȓ�ॵ/ƵȚȚȀȐǤऺे��/ǤȐƵȚƵऺ�Ƶे�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��@Ǥǎআ
@ƵǡȝǎȐȚƵऺ�ॶऺ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓখ� ȚȀǺǛȝǎ�ǹȀΔǎǹǎǺȚ�ॵ?ƵȚΠ�ƵǺǊ�EǎǡȚƵऺ�ॶऺ�ȀȐ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�Ȁǚ�
automatic speech recognition (Arora et al., 2018), which were all shown to successfully 
improve production performance. In some cases, improvements in production also 
ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐȐǎǊ�ȚȀ�ƵǊΔƵǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ॵ?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶऺ�ȚǡȀȝǛǡ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�
from perceptual training to production learning tends to be larger than vice versa (Sakai 
and Moorman, 2018). Training protocols combining both perception and production 
practice, however, have resulted in mixed results ranging from disrupted improvement 
in both modalities (Baese-Berk, 2019; Baese-Berk and Samuel, 2016) to greater gains 
ǤǺ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ� ॵeǡȀȐǤǺ� ǎȚ� ƵǴुऺ� ǤǺ� ȐǎΔǤȓǤȀǺॶ� ȀȐ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹƵǺǄǎ� ॵ/ǎȐǊ� ǎȚ�
al., 2013) as compared to single-modality training, in part depending on the learner’s 
familiarity with the trained non-native contrasts (Baese-Berk, 2019).

Although the exact interaction between the perception and production modality in 
the process of non-native phoneme learning is still inconclusive, what the above studies 
have shown is that the vowel space stays adaptive in adulthood (though it is likely and has 
been shown to decrease in plasticity with age Flege et al., 1999). Substantive improvement 
towards a native-like accent can be achieved by engaging in targeted training. The present 
study focusses on the degree to which error monitoring is involved in this process. It seems 
intuitive that accurate perception is a pre-requisite for successful verbal self-monitoring 
(at least concerning the external route). But does that also mean that improvements in 
perception go hand in hand with successful error monitoring? In other words, will an L2 
ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐ�ǛǎȚ�Ƶ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ǄȀǺϵǤǄȚ�ΕǡǎǺǎΔǎȐ�ǹǤȓȍȐȀǺȀȝǺǄǤǺǛ�Ƶ�ǺǎΕǴΛ�ǎȓȚƵǃǴǤȓǡǎǊ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ�
ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛऺ � ȀȐ� Ǥȓ� ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎऺ� ȚǡȀȝǛǡ� ǡǤǛǡǴΛআȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚऺ� ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ� Ȁǚ� Ƶ� ǺȀΔǎǴ� �@ ȓȀȝǺǊ�
ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ�ǺȀȚ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ȚȀ�ǎǺƵǃǴǎ�ॵǺƵȚǤΔǎআǴǤǲǎॶ�ǎȐȐȀȐ�ǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛू

A way to investigate this question is to employ the error-related negativity (ERN), a 
widely used event-related potential (ERP) among others observed in the context of an 
erroneous response action (Falkenstein et al., 1991; Gehring et al., 1993). The potential 
is known to peak around 80-100 ms after the erroneous action and is likely produced 
by sources in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; Miltner et al., 2003), which have been 
related to action monitoring. After primarily being used in research on performance 
ǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛऺ� Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ��[F� ǤǺ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ΕƵȓ�ȀǃȓǎȐΔǎǊ� following vocal slips in 
the Stroop colour word task (Masaki et al., 2001). Since then, it has also been found 
related to word production errors during other experimental tasks as, for instance, a 
phoneme substitution task (Trewartha and Phillips, 2013) or a phoneme monitoring task 
(Ganushchak and Schiller, 2006). 

Recently, also a few studies demonstrated an ERN response in the context of erroneous 
responses in L2 speech production. German learners of Dutch engaging in a word-gender 
training paradigm with immediate trial-by-trial feedback developed an ERN response 
to their incorrect gender assignments in the course of training, while also improving 
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their behavioural performance (Bultena et al., 2017). Also Dutch-English bilinguals 
showed an ERN response whenever incorrectly switching between their L2 and L1 and 
vice versa (Zheng et al., 2018). More directly related to phonological self-monitoring 
ǤǺ�@ऺ�(ƵǺȝȓǡǄǡƵǲ� ƵǺǊ�^ǄǡǤǴǴǎȐ� ॵॶ� ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǎǊ� Țǡǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� Ȁǚ� ȚǤǹǎ�ȍȐǎȓȓȝȐǎ� ȀǺ� Țǡǎ�
performance of phoneme-monitoring in German-Dutch bilinguals. Their results showed 
that while errors both with and without time pressure triggered an ERN response, this 
ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ΕƵȓ�ǎǺǴƵȐǛǎǊ�ȝǺǊǎȐ�ȚǤǹǎ�ȍȐǎȓȓȝȐǎु�eǡǎ�ƵȝȚǡȀȐȓ�ƵȐǛȝǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ǥȓ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�
stronger interference with L1 under time pressure which leads to increased response 
ǄȀǺϵǤǄȚ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡȝȓ�Ƶ�ǴƵȐǛǎȐ�ƵǹȍǴǤȚȝǊǎ��[F�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎु��

Though the above studies have shown that the ERN can be observed in the context 
of monitoring L2 speech production, to our knowledge there is no study investigating 
error-monitoring of newly learned non-native phonemes during second language speech 
production. In order to do so, we employed a phoneme substitution task, which has 
proven to be a suitable tool in investigating verbal error monitoring in L1 (Trewartha 
& Philips, 2013). In this fast-paced task, participants were visually presented with single 
�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ǄȀǺȚƵǤǺǎǊ�ȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ॵǀै�ȀȐ� ʋैैॶ�ȀȐ�ǺȀȚु�
Whenever it did so, participants had to mentally replace the vowel by its counterpart and 
quickly respond by verbally producing the substituted word (for example, SAND should 
be replaced by “send”). In case the word in a given trial did not include one of the targeted 
vowels, the correct verbal response was to say “no”. 

All participants included in the present study were part of a training study presented 
in Thorin et al. (2018, in revision). There Dutch learners of English engaged in a 4-day 
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀȚȀǄȀǴ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ै ǀैআ ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�ΕƵȓ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�
with also producing words containing the trained vowels (related production group) or 
combined with the production of unrelated tokens (unrelated production group), while 
a group of similar but untrained participants served as control. Results showed that 
participants in both training groups successfully improved in both their perception and 
production of the challenging non-native contrast (Thorin et al., 2018), though only the 
group which had undergone combined perception-production practice had developed an 
electrophysiological signature of change detection in the form of a mismatch negativity 
(MMN) after training (Thorin et al., in revision). In the present study we evaluated verbal 
self-monitoring (in terms of ERN responses) of the related production group and a 
ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ȓȝǃȓȚǤȚȝȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ǤǺΔȀǴΔǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀैআ ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴ�
contrast. Though measuring EEG in the context of speech production is challenging 
due to extensive muscle activity during speech articulation, previous studies have shown 
that decent levels of signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved after suitable signal processing 
(Bultena et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2018).

If improvement in the perception of novel speech categories indeed goes hand in hand 
with established speech error-monitoring related to those phonemes, we would expect to 
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see ERN responses to substitution errors in the trained group (response-locked analysis). 
If L2 learners actively use their perception-based knowledge when monitoring their own 
productions this would also be further evidence for a tight interaction between perceptual 
ƵǺǊ�ǹȀȚȀȐ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǎȓु��ƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�Εǎ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ǎΚȍǎǄȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�Ǥǚ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ƵȐǎ�
ǺȀȚ�ƵǃǴǎ�ȚȀ�ȍȐȀȍǎȐǴΛ�ǡǎƵȐ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ॵƵȓ�
evident in the control group), nor distinctively produce it, they would not get a response 
ǄȀǺϵǤǄȚ�ΕǡǎǺ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤǺǛ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȀΕǺ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎȐǎǚȀȐǎ�ǺȀ��[F�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�
be detectable. As control analysis, we also compared stimulus-locked responses to check if 
both groups show an expected N1, response, typically triggered by an attended stimulus, 
ƵǺǊ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚ�ȚȀ�ǤȚु�

II. METHODS
A. Participants
Thirty-two native speakers of Dutch (16 females, 16 males; mean age = 23.1 ± 4.0) took 
part in the experiment in two groups. Participants in the trained group had participated 
ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ��ȐǤȚǤȓǡ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ैǀैআ ʋैै�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�
described in Thorin et al. (2018), while participants in the other group were untrained 
ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹƵǺǄǎ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȐǤȚǤǄƵǴ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎȓ�Ƶȓ�
the trained group prior to training (TABLE I). Note that another four participants were 
originally trained, but they had to be excluded from the current study due to technical 
problems leading to incomplete datasets. All participants were upper intermediate 
to lower advanced speakers of English (see LexTALE (Lemhöfer and Broersma, 2012) 
results in TABLE I) with normal hearing as well as normal or corrected-to-normal vision 
and without any history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. The Ethics Committee 
of The Faculty of Social Sciences, Radboud University, approved the study and all 
participants gave their written informed consent prior to participation. 

B. Design and Procedure
The experiment consisted of a single, approximately 2-hour session, during which 
participants were comfortably seated in front of a BenQ monitor (size 53.2 x 30 cm; 1920 
Κ��ȍǤΚǎǴȓे�ȐǎǚȐǎȓǡ�ȐƵȚǎ�Ȁǚ��/Π) in a shielded room. All auditory input was presented 
binaurally and at a comfortably chosen volume through in-ear headphones (Etymotic 
Research ER4P-T). All communication during the experiment, including verbal and 
written instructions, was in English. 

The session started with a battery of short behavioural tasks in the following order: 
@ǎΚe�@�ऺ� ƵǺ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚƵȓǲऺ� ƵǺ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ� ȚƵȓǲ� ƵǺǊ� Ƶ�
discrimination on morphed continuum task (see detailed descriptions below). Note 
that the discrimination task was not identical across the trained and control groups 
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ƵǺǊ�ΕǤǴǴ� ȚǡǎȐǎǚȀȐǎ� ǺȀȚ� ǃǎ� ǄȀǺȓǤǊǎȐǎǊ� ǚȝȐȚǡǎȐु� �ǚȚǎȐ� ��(� ǄƵȍ� ϲȚȚǤǺǛऺ� ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ� ϲȐȓȚ�
performed a passive word oddball task which was part of another study and will not be 
further described here, and then, most importantly for the present study, the phoneme 
substitution paradigm consisting of 10 blocks in total. Stimuli and further details of all 
ȐǎǴǎΔƵǺȚ�ȚƵȓǲȓ�ॵǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲऺ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�ƵǺǊ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�
ȓȝǃȓȚǤȚȝȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲॶ�ΕǤǴǴ�ǃǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǎǊ�ǃǎǴȀΕु

TABLE I. General information on the groups regarding number of participants, gender and age, as well as 
�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΔȀǄƵǃȝǴƵȐΛ�ǲǺȀΕǴǎǊǛǎ�Ƶȓ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤϲǎǊ�ǃΛ�Țǡǎ�@ǎΚe�@�ु
Group N Gender (f/m) Age LexTALE

Training 15 7 23.7 (± 5.0) n.s. 80.6 (± 9.6) n.s.

Control 17 9 22.6 (± 2.8) 81.1 (± 14.2)
n.s. ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�Ȁǚ�ƵǺ�ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�ȓƵǹȍǴǎ�ȚআȚǎȓȚ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓु

C. Stimuli
Behavioural tasks
eǡǎ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚƵȓǲ� ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤ� ǄȀǺȓǤȓȚǎǊ� Ȁǚ� ϲΔǎ�Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC) 
words contrasting the target ΔȀΕǎǴȓ� ैǀै� ƵǺǊ� ʋैै� ǤǺ�ǹǤǺǤǹƵǴ� pairs: ǰǋȐ࣠ǰǤȐ� Ƿǋȏ࣠ǷǤȏ�
ȅǋȏ࣠ǱǤȏ�ȏǋȐ࣠ȏǤȐ�and ȣǋȐ࣠ȣǤȐ. For each word, seven tokens recorded by four native 
speakers of British English (2 male, 2 female). All recordings were duration normalised 
within word pair.
'ȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�ȚƵȓǲऺ�ȚΕȀ�ȐǎǄȀȐǊǤǺǛȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�/væt/ 

ƵǺǊ�ैΔʋȚै�ॵǚǎǹƵǴǎ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐॶ�ΕǎȐǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ǺȀȐǹƵǴǤȓǎǊ�ǤǺ�ǊȝȐƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎǺ�ƵǊǯȝȓȚǎǊ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�
ȚǡǎǤȐ� �' ƵǺǊ� �' ΔƵǴȝǎȓ� ȝȓǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ȓȀǚȚΕƵȐǎ� e�F��E� ^e[�2(/e� ॵ?ƵΕƵǡƵȐƵ� ƵǺǊ�
EȀȐǤȓǎऺ�ॶ�ȚȀ�ǚȀȐǹ�ƵǺ�আȓȚǎȍ�ैΔǀȚैআैΔʋȚै�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹु�

Phoneme Substitution Paradigm
All stimulus words selected for the phoneme substitution task were monosyllabic 
English words or English pseudowords matched on mean word length and, in the case 
of word stimuli, also matched on frequency of occurrence as well as orthographic and 
phonological neighbours. Twelve monosyllabic minimal pair word sets contrasting the 
English ैǀैআ ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȓǎǴǎǄȚǎǊऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǡƵǊ�Țǡǎ�ƵǊΔƵǺȚƵǛǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�ƵǴǴ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ȓȝǃȓȚǤȚȝȚǤȀǺȓ�
resulted in other existing English words. Twenty four catch trial words were used as no-
substitution trials (see TABLE II for an overview). For the practice substitution task, 27 
ȍȓǎȝǊȀΕȀȐǊȓ� ǄȀǺȚƵǤǺǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ैǀैআ ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴȓऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚǎǊ� ǤǺ�ǺǎΕ�ȍȓǎȝǊȀΕȀȐǊȓ� ƵǚȚǎȐ�
vowel substitution, were used. The word list for the additional reading task consisted of 
25 unrelated monosyllabic English words not containing relevant vowels.
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D. Experimental tasks
Behavioural tasks
The LexTALE task is a brief 2-minute test assessing lexical vocabulary size in English by 
presenting single words on the screen, for which participants have to press a button for 
“yes” or “no” to indicate whether they see an existing English word or not (Lemhöfer and 
�ȐȀǎȐȓǹƵऺ�ॶु�eǡǎ�ϲǺƵǴ�ȓǄȀȐǎ�Ȁǚ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǴΛ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǎǊ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�Ǥȓ�ǊǤȓȍǴƵΛǎǊ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓǄȐǎǎǺ�ƵȚ�
Țǡǎ�ǎǺǊ�ƵǺǊ�Ǥȓ�ǲǺȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǄȀȐȐǎǴƵȚǎ�ΕǎǴǴ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǛǎǺǎȐƵǴ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛु
eǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ΕƵȓ�Ƶ�ǃȐǤǎǚ�আƵǴȚǎȐǺƵȚǤΔǎআǚȀȐǄǎǊ�ǄǡȀǤǄǎ�ॵ�'�ॶ�ȚƵȓǲ�ȚƵǲǤǺǛ�ƵǃȀȝȚ�

5 minutes to complete. In each trial, a single English word was played and participants 
subsequently had to indicate which of two words in a visually presented minimal pair 

TABLE II. Overview of all word stimuli underlying the analyses.
vȀȐǊ�ǴǤȓȚ�ैǀैআ ʋैै�ȓȝǃȓȚǤȚȝȚǤȀǺȓ Word list catch trials

fan big

ham bin

land bowl

man bring

mash brown

mass bus

pan chick

sand chin

shall cold

tan cup

than duck

vat ϵǤȍ

fen fold

hem four

lend gross

men hug

mesh inch

mess kid

pen lip

send miss

shell must

ten plug

then sold

vet two
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they heard. In total, the task consisted of 120 randomly presented trials (10 stimuli x 4 
speakers x 3 tokens each). The number of correct trials was presented to the participant as 
Ƶ�ȓǄȀȐǎ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ϲǺƵǴ�ȚȐǤƵǴु�
eǡǎ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ� ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ� ȚƵȓǲ� ȚȀȀǲ� ƵǃȀȝȚ� ��ǹǤǺȝȚǎȓ ȚȀ� ǄȀǹȍǴǎȚǎ�

per phoneme contrast and measured the boundary sharpness and position of boundary 
between the two given categories, such as English ैǀैআ ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓु�^ǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ�
task, participants were asked to carefully listen to single stimuli played to them in each 
trial, here one of the 11-step continuum, and then decide whether they heard either 
Țǡǎ�ΕȀȐǊ�ैΔǀȚै�ȀȐ�ैΔʋȚैु�eǎǺ�ȐǎȍǎȚǤȚǤȀǺȓ�ȍǎȐ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ȚȀȚƵǴ�ǺȝǹǃǎȐ�Ȁǚ��
randomly presented trials. FȀȚǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�ƵǴǴ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹǎǊ�ǃȀȚǡ�Țǡǎ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�
ȚƵȓǲ�ƵǺǊ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�ȚƵȓǲ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȀǺ�ैǃैআैȍै�ƵǺǊ� ǊैैআैȚै�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�
continua.  These data are reported elsewhere (Garcia-Cossio et al., in revision).

��(�ȰǋȩȈ�XǷȖȐǤȏǤ�ȩȳǙȩȰǺȰȳȰǺȖȐ�ȣǋȦǋǠǺǱȏ
eǡǎ� ǚȝǴǴ� ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ� ȓȝǃȓȚǤȚȝȚǤȀǺ� ȍƵȐƵǊǤǛǹ� ǄȀǹȍȐǤȓǎǊ� � ǃǴȀǄǲȓ� ǊǤϩǎȐǤǺǛ� ǤǺ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ȚƵȓǲ�
instructions and stimuli used. Each block started with the display of the instructions on 
how to perform the respective task. Once participants felt ready, they could start the block 
by pressing a button. All visually presented words were displayed in black on grey and 
in lowercase font. EEG was recorded throughout all blocks employing the customised 
MATLAB application BRAINSTREAM (http://www.brainstream.nu/) for stimulus 
presentation and data recording.

The ωȦȩȰ block was a reading-only task consisting of 50 trials (each stimulus word 
repeated twice) that had the purpose to familiarise participants with the speed of the 
(substitution) task. On each trial, a single English word appeared on the screen for 80 ms 
and was followed by an interstimulus interval (ITI) of 1 sec before the next trial started. 
XƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ǡƵǊ�ȚȀ�ȐǎƵǊ�ȀȝȚ�ƵǴȀȝǊ�Țǡǎ�ΕȀȐǊ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎǹ�ΕǡǤǴǎ�ǹƵǲǤǺǛ�ȓȝȐǎ�ȚȀ�ϲǺǤȓǡ�
before the next word appeared. They took a self-paced break after half of the trials. Both 
during the break and at the end of the block, they received feedback on the average speed 
of their vocal reactions and how this supposedly related to the performance of native 
speakers (this comparison was not real but was used to create a feeling of time pressure). 
The feedback message also included encouraging messages regarding the participants’ 
speed, such as “You are getting there, keep improving!”

The second�ǃǴȀǄǲ�ǄȀǺȓǤȓȚǎǊ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ȓȝǃȓȚǤȚȝȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǤǺǛऺ�
in each of its 27 trials, a single pseudoword containing either an ैǀैআ ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�
had to be substituted by the respective other vowel as fast as possible. For example, 
participants saw the pseudoword FENT and were supposed to verbally respond by saying 
“fant”. Stimulus presentation was again 80 ms with a constant ITI of 1sec (see FIG 1 for a 
timeline). Feedback on the speed of verbal responses was given once at the end of the block.

In the third block, participants were similarly asked to substitute any ैǀैআ ʋैै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓऺ�
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this time in existing English words, by again verbally producing the respective counterpart 
of a given stimulus. Next to those substitution trials, there were now also catch trials, 
in which a word not containing either of the target vowels was presented and to which 
participants should respond by saying “no”. For example, participants saw the word CUP 
ƵǺǊ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ǡƵΔǎ�ȚȀ�ȓƵΛ�ওǺȀঔु��ǺȀȚǡǎȐ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ�ǃǴȀǄǲ�ΕƵȓ�Țǡǎ�ǊΛǺƵǹǤǄ�
timing of trials in order to create time pressure for the individual participant. While each 
visual stimulus was presented for 80 ms as before, the ITI in each trial depended on a 
participant’s verbal response and was set to 400 ms after the automatically detected voice 
ȀϩȓǎȚ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ॵȝǺǴǎȓȓ�ǺȀ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ΕƵȓ�ǛǤΔǎǺऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǴǎǊ�ȚȀ�ƵǺ�2e2�Ȁǚ��ǹȓॶु�
Feedback on participants’ speed together with an encouraging message (see above) was 
again given both during a break after half of the trials and after the end of the block. The 
total number of trials was 96 (24 word stimuli and 24 catch trials both repeated twice).

The ǰȖȳȦȰǷ� ωǰȰǷ� ȩǺ͗ȰǷ and seventh block were, like the second and third block, a 
pseudoword substitution task for the English phoneme contrasts /d/-/t/ and /p/-/b/ 
respectively. These were part of another study focusing on consonants instead (Garcia-
Cossio et al., in revision) and will not be further discussed here.

The eighth block was a reading-only task employing the same word list used for the 
word substitution task on the ैǀैআ ʋैै�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ȓǎȐΔǎǊ�Ƶȓ a reference of participants’ 
pronunciation of the relevant phonemes without time pressure and was relevant for the 
rating of the stimuli described below. The ninth and tenth block were similar reading-only 
tasks used for the consonant study.

FIG 1. Timeline of the phoneme substitution task here presenting an example of a substitution trial with 
correct verbal response and followed by a catch trial with a correct catch response. The onset of each trial 
ǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǊ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄƵǴǴΛ�ǊǎȚǎǄȚǎǊ�ȀϩȓǎȚ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ΔǎȐǃƵǴ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ǛǤΔǎǺ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ�ॵΕǤȚǡ�Ƶ�ǹƵΚǤǹȝǹ�
of 2 sec). 
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E. Error ratings
All verbal responses given during the vowel word substitution task (Block 3) were checked 
ǚȀȐ�ǎȐȐȀȐȓ�ǃΛ�ȀϯǤǺǎ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤǚΛǤǺǛ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȚȐǤƵǴখȓ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ǤǺȚȀ�ȀǺǎ�Ȁǚ�ϲΔǎ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓु�eȀ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǎǺǊऺ�
seven native speakers of British English used a self-developed GUI running in MATLAB 
(see description below). Each dataset was evaluated by a unique combination of 3 raters 
resulting in about 5 hours of work for each rater, which was split up between multiple 
ȓǎȓȓǤȀǺȓ�ȚȀ�ǎǺȓȝȐǎ�Ƶ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǴǎΔǎǴ�Ȁǚ�ǄȀǺǄǎǺȚȐƵȚǤȀǺु

Before starting to rate, but also anytime it seemed informative, raters could listen to 
the vowel word recordings of a given participant from the respective reading-only task in 
order to familiarise themselves with a participant’s unique voice and way of pronouncing 
the stimuli, especially the ैǀै�ƵǺǊ� ʋैै�vowels. When using the rating GUI, raters could 
play (and re-play) a trial’s response and then answer the question “What did you hear?” by 
selecting on of the following categories (for the example stimulus pan):

(1) “pan” (option showed the respective a-word of a trial’s minimal pair)
(2) “pen” (option showed the respective e-word of a trial’s minimal pair)
ॵॶ�ওǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ȀȍȚǤȀǺ��ȀȐऺ��ǤȚ�Ǥȓ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ȚȀ�ǊǎȚǎȐǹǤǺǎঔ
(4) “no”
(5) “something other than the above”

F. Response onsets
To determine response latencies, the onset of the verbal response given in the vowel 
substitution task (block 3) was manually marked and extracted per trial using a self-
ǊǎΔǎǴȀȍǎǊ�(h2�ȐȝǺǺǤǺǛ�ǤǺ�E�e@��ु�eȐǤƵǴȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǎΚǄǎǎǊǤǺǛǴΛ�ǚƵȓȚ�ॵਵ��ǹȓॶ�ȀȐ�ȓǴȀΕ�ॵਵ�
1500 ms) responses were excluded from further processing (similary done by Ganushchak 
and Schiller, 2009), resulting in exclusions of 2.2% and 0.6% of the trials due to the two 
criteria respectively. Remaining response onsets were used to both compute response-
ǴȀǄǲǎǊ���(�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȀϯǤǺǎ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀǄǎǊȝȐǎ�ǊǎȓǄȐǤǃǎǊ�ǃǎǴȀΕ�ƵǺǊ�ȚȀ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎ�
reaction times (time between visual stimulus presentation and voice onset) between 
correct and error trials. 

G. Electrophysiological measurements
Electroencephalography was measured using a Biosemi Active 2 system with 64 Ag/
AgCl active electrodes placed on the scalp according to the International 10/20 System 
ॵ�ǤȀ^ǎǹǤऺ� eǡǎ�FǎȚǡǎȐǴƵǺǊȓॶु� eǡǎ� ȓƵǹȍǴǤǺǛ� ȐƵȚǎ� ΕƵȓ� �Π/� ƵǺǊ� ǤǹȍǎǊƵǺǄǎ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ�
ǎǴǎǄȚȐȀǊǎȓ�ΕƵȓ� ǲǎȍȚ�ǃǎǴȀΕ�?ۜु��ǴǎǄȚȐȀȀǄȝǴȀǛȐƵȍǡΛ� ॵ�K(ॶ� ȐǎǄȀȐǊǤǺǛȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȝȓǎǊ� ȚȀ�
measure eye movements and blinks. For detecting vertical eye movements and blinks, two 
bipolar electrodes were placed just above and below the right eye, while another pair of 
electrodes was placed to the outer sides of the left and right eye for detection of horizontal 
eye movements. 
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H. EEG Data preprocessing & ERP analysis
�ǴǴ���(�ȐǎǄȀȐǊǤǺǛȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ƵǺƵǴΛȓǎǊ�ȀϯǤǺǎ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȀȍǎǺ�ȓȀȝȐǄǎ�ȚȀȀǴǃȀΚ�'ǤǎǴǊȚȐǤȍ�ॵKȀȓȚǎǺΔǎǴǊ�
et al., 2011) running in MATLAB (R2014a, The Mathworks, Inc.). First, the continuous 
signal was segmented into stimulus-locked epochs by selecting 100 ms before and 1000 
ms after stimulus onset plus an additional period of 10,000 ms on each side, which served 
Ƶȓ�ǊƵȚƵ�ȍƵǊǊǤǺǛ�ȚȀ�ƵΔȀǤǊ�ϲǴȚǎȐ�ƵȐȚǎǚƵǄȚȓ�ǤǺ�ȐǎǴǎΔƵǺȚ�ȍƵȐȚȓ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǎȍȀǄǡȓ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ǴƵȚǎȐ�ǡǤǛǡআ�
ƵǺǊ� ǴȀΕআȍƵȓȓ�ϲǴȚǎȐǤǺǛु��ǚȚǎȐ� ȐǎǊȝǄǤǺǛ� Țǡǎ� ȓƵǹȍǴǤǺǛ� ȐƵȚǎ� ȚȀ��/Πऺ�ǃƵǊ�ǄǡƵǺǺǎǴȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�
ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǎǊ�ॵǄȐǤȚǎȐǤȀǺह�ȍȐǎȓǎǺǄǎ�Ȁǚ�ȍȀΕǎȐ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ��/Π�ǚȐǎȏȝǎǺǄǤǎȓ�ǊǎΔǤƵȚǤǺǛ�ǃΛ�ǹȀȐǎ�ȚǡƵǺ�
��ǊǎΔǤƵȚǤȀǺȓ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎॶऺ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎǺ�ǤǺȚǎȐȍȀǴƵȚǎǊ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�ǺǎǤǛǡǃȀȝȐǤǺǛ
ǄǡƵǺǺǎǴȓु�^ȝǃȓǎȏȝǎǺȚǴΛऺ �Ƶ�ǴȀΕআȍƵȓȓ�ॵु�/Π�ǄȝȚআȀϩॶ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎǺ�ǡǤǛǡআȍƵȓȓ�ϲǴȚǎȐ�ॵ�/Π�ǄȝȚআ
Ȁϩॶ�ΕƵȓ�ƵȍȍǴǤǎǊ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǊƵȚƵআȍƵǊǊǎǊ�ǎȍȀǄǡȓ�ȝȓǤǺǛ�Ƶ�ȚΕȀআȍƵȓȓ��ȝȚȚǎȐΕȀȐȚǡ�ϲǴȚǎȐ�ॵ/ƵǹǹǤǺǛ�
window) of order 2 and 4 respectively. 

Epochs were reduced to a length of -100 ms and 1000 ms relative to stimulus onset. 
eǡǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤǄƵǴ�ϲǴȚǎȐǎǊ�ǊƵȚƵ�ΕƵȓ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȝȓǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǄȐǎƵȚǎ�ƵǺ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǊƵȚƵȓǎȚ�ǤǺǄǴȝǊǤǺǛ�ǎȍȀǄǡȓ�
of the length -100 ms to 2500 ms which would be treated similarly in the following 
preprocessing steps as the stimulus-locked dataset but would eventually be time-locked to 
verbal responses instead. The epochs were thus larger and due to that more of them were 
removed from the data as there were more motor artefacts in the later parts of the epochs. In 
ǃȀȚǡ�ǊƵȚƵȓǎȚȓऺ�ƵȐȚǎǚƵǄȚȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓǤǛǺƵǴ�ǄƵȝȓǎǊ�ǃΛ�ǎΛǎ�ǹȀΔǎǹǎǺȚȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǎǊ�ƵǺǊ�ȐǎǹȀΔǎǊ�
based on correlations with the EOG channels (Gratton, 1998). Further distortions 
produced by motor activity, such as speech articulation, were automatically detected (by 
making use of the property that EMG has relatively low power in the low frequencies 
compared to its total power) and were then also removed from further processing. After 
re-referencing the signal to the mastoids, remaining artefacts were removed by excluding all 
trials, which exceeded a threshold of 50 mV. The signal was then baseline corrected using 
a 50 ms window prior to stimulus onset and, in the case of the response-locked dataset, 
it was time-locked to onset of verbal responses. In both sets, data was split into correct 
and error trials, averaged across trials within participants for each type, and then averaged 
across participants to reveal grand averages. EEG recordings from the passive word oddball 
task were processed following the same analysis pipeline as the stimulus locked data above.

All EEG data were statistically analysed using cluster-based permutation tests, a 
ǺȀǺআȍƵȐƵǹǎȚȐǤǄƵǴ� ȚǎȓȚǤǺǛ� ȍȐȀǄǎǊȝȐǎ� ƵΔƵǤǴƵǃǴǎ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� 'ǤǎǴǊȚȐǤȍ� ȚȀȀǴǃȀΚऺ� ΕǡǤǄǡ� ȀϩǎȐȓ� Ƶ�
straightforward solution to the multiple-comparison problem (Maris and Oostenveld, 
2007). All reported outcomes were based on 1000 randomisations and the default Monte 
�ƵȐǴȀ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�ȚȀ�ǄƵǴǄȝǴƵȚǎ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺǄǎ�ȍȐȀǃƵǃǤǴǤȚǤǎȓु�2Ǻ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȚǎȓȚऺ�Εǎ�ȝȓǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ǎǺȚǤȐǎ�ȓǎȚ�
of electrodes in a time window that depended on the respective research question (see 
ȓȍǎǄǤϲǎǊ�ȍǎȐ�ȚǎȓȚॶु�2Ǻ�ƵǺ�ǎϩȀȐȚ�ȚȀ�ǃƵǴƵǺǄǎ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ȓȚƵȚǤȓȚǤǄƵǴ�ȍȀΕǎȐ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ȐǤȓǲ�Ȁǚ�ǚƵǴȓǎ�
alarms between cluster-based permutation tests, we used Bonferroni corrections whenever 
ȝȓǤǺǛ�ǹȝǴȚǤȍǴǎ�ȚǎȓȚȓ�ǚȀȐ�Ƶ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤȓȀǺ�ΕǤȚǡǤǺ�Ƶ�ǛǤΔǎǺ�ǊƵȚƵȓǎȚु
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III. RESULTS
A. Behavioural results
XǤȦǚǤȣȰȳǋȊ�ǋǙǺȊǺȰ͘
Independent sample t-tests comparing the two groups (trained, control) at baseline level 
ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴ�ƵǺΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�Ǌ�ȍȐǤǹǎ�ȓǄȀȐǎ�ॵǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚƵȓǲॶऺ�ǃȀȝǺǊƵȐΛ�ȓǡƵȐȍǺǎȓȓ�
ȀȐ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�ǃȀȝǺǊƵȐΛ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ैǀैআ� ʋैै�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ�ॵǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ�
ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹे�ȓǎǎ�e��@��222ॶु�eǡǎȐǎ�Ǥȓ�Țǡȝȓ�ǺȀ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�
perceptual performance related to the target contrast before the training. The trained 
ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǊǤǊऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎ�ǃȀȚǡ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�
non-native contrast in the course of training (see d prime results in Thorin et al, 2018). 

TABLE III. XǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ȓǄȀȐǎȓ� ǚȀȐ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ॵȚȐƵǤǺǎǊऺ� ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴॶ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚǤǺǛ� ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚƵȓǲ�
ॵǊ� ȍȐǤǹǎॶ� ƵǺǊ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ȀǺ�ǹȀȐȍǡǎǊ� ǄȀǺȚǤǺȝȝǹ� ȚƵȓǲ� ॵǃȀȝǺǊƵȐΛ� ȓǡƵȐȍǺǎȓȓ� ƵǺǊ� ȍȀȓǤȚǤȀǺ� Ȁǚ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ�
boundary on the continuum).

Group
d prime boundary sharpness category boundary

pre post pre post pre post
Trained 1.99 (±0.9) 3.85 (±1.2) 2.96 (±4.4) 2.50 (±3.5) 6.22 (±0.7) 6.28 (±0.6)

Control 1.52 (±0.9) n.s. n.a. 1.8 (±2.1) n.s. n.a. 5.90 (±0.8) n.s. n.a.
n.s. ǺȀǺআȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�Ȁǚ�ƵǺ�ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�ȓƵǹȍǴǎ�ȚআȚǎȓȚ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓु

XǷȖȐǤȏǤ�ȩȳǙȩȰǺȰȳȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ�[ǋȰǺȐǱ�Ȗǰ�ȦǤȩȣȖȐȩǤȩ
Three independent ratings were used to categorise each response trial of the vowel 
substitution task (block 3). Whenever at least two raters agreed, their rating was the “rated 
response” and could have the value 1-5 referring to the respective option in the rating GUI 
ॵȓǎǎ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓॶु�2ǚ�ƵǴǴ�ȚǡȐǎǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎǹ�ȐƵȚǎǊ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǴΛऺ �Țǡǎ�ȚȐǤƵǴ�ΕƵȓ�ǴƵǃǎǴǴǎǊ�Ƶȓ�ওǺȀ�ǄȀǺȓǎǺȓȝȓঔ�
and excluded from all further analyses. 
eǡǎ�ȐƵȚǤȀ�Ȁǚ� ȚȐǤƵǴȓ�ȍǎȐ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚখȓ�ǊƵȚƵȓǎȚ� ǚȀȐ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ƵȚ� ǴǎƵȓȚ��ȐƵȚǎȐȓ�ƵǛȐǎǎǊ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�

between the groups, as a t-test comparing the percentage of  agreed responses revealed (p 
ਵु�ॶु�[ƵȚǎȐȓ�ƵǛȐǎǎǊ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǹȀȐǎ�ȀǚȚǎǺ�ΕǡǎǺ�ȐƵȚǤǺǛ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎǊ�ǃΛ�Țǡǎ�
training than by the control group. 

Across both groups, two and three raters agreed in 31.05% (954 trials) and 60.31% (1853 
trials) of the time respectively, while there was no consensus between raters in 8.63% of 
ȚȐǤƵǴȓ�ॵ�ȚȐǤƵǴȓॶु�vǎ�ȝȓǎǊ�'ǴǎǤȓȓখ�?ƵȍȍƵ�ǤǺ�ȀȐǊǎȐ�ȚȀ�ȏȝƵǺȚǤǚΛ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺআȐƵȚǎȐ�ȐǎǴǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛु �eǡǤȓ�
is a measure taking into account the chance level of agreement given the number of raters 
and number of possible rating categories (Warrens, 2010). The outcome value can range 
from -1 to 1 with 0 indicating a rater agreement at chance level and 1.0 indicating perfect 
ƵǛȐǎǎǹǎǺȚु�[ƵȚǎȐ�ƵǛȐǎǎǹǎǺȚ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤȀǺ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�'ǴǎǤȓȓখ�?ƵȍȍƵ�
of 0.61, which can be categorised as “intermediate to good” agreement above chance level. 
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TABLE IV. Types of errors that were rated and their description. The (*) marks error type 2, which did not occur 
and was thus not part of any analyses. It is listed here as theoretically possible case for the sake of completeness only.

Error type Response description
Rating example
Stimulus Rated response

Correct (type 1) Correct substitution /�E “hem”
Correct substitution /�E “ham”

Correct (type 2) Correct catch response BIG “no”
Error (type 1) Incorrect catch response /�E “no”

Incorrect catch response /�E “no”
Error (type 2)* Incorrect vowel word response BIG “ham”

Incorrect vowel word response BIG “hem”
Incorrect vowel word response BIG “Either option 1 [a-word] or 2 

७ǎআΕȀȐǊ८ऺ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ȚȀ�ǊǎȚǎȐǹǤǺǎঔ
Error (type 3) Missed substitution /�E “ham”

Missed substitution /�E “hem”
Error (type 4) Unrelated response /�E “none of the above”

Unrelated response /�E “none of the above”
Unrelated response BIG “none of the above”

Error (type 5) Ambiguous a/e vowel pronunciation /�E “Either option 1 [a-word] or 2 
७ǎআΕȀȐǊ८ऺ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ȚȀ�ǊǎȚǎȐǹǤǺǎঔ

ৼ Ambiguous a/e vowel pronunciation /�E “Either option 1 [a-word] or 2 
७ǎআΕȀȐǊ८ऺ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ȚȀ�ǊǎȚǎȐǹǤǺǎঔ

XǷȖȐǤȏǤ�ȩȳǙȩȰǺȰȳȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ�[ǤȩȣȖȐȩǤ�ǚȊǋȩȩǺωǚǋȰǺȖȐ
All responses with a consensus rating were categorised as one of two types of correct responses 
ȀȐ� ȀǺǎ� Ȁǚ� ϲΔǎ� ȚΛȍǎȓ� Ȁǚ� ǎȐȐȀȐ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� ॵȓǎǎ� e��@�� 2t� ǚȀȐ� ƵǺ� ȀΔǎȐΔǤǎΕ� ƵǺǊ� ǎΚƵǹȍǴǎȓॶु�
KȐǤǛǤǺƵǴǴΛऺ � Εǎ� ȚǡȀȝǛǡȚ� Țǡǎȓǎ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ� ΕȀȝǴǊ� ƵǴǴȀΕ� ȝȓ� ȚȀ� ǊǤȓȚǤǺǛȝǤȓǡ�
ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� ΕǡǤǄǡ� ƵȐǎ� ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ� ȝǺƵǹǃǤǛȝȀȝȓऺ� ƵǺǊ� ǄƵǺ� Țǡȝȓ� ǃǎ� ǎƵȓǤǴΛ� ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǎǊ� Ƶȓ�
erroneous or correct response (catch trials, such as, did the participant not respond “no” 
even though a stimulus word did not contain one of the target vowels?), and those that are 
ǤǺǡǎȐǎǺȚǴΛ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ȚȀ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤǚΛ�Ƶȓ�ȚǡǎΛ�ƵȐǎ�ǴƵȐǛǎǴΛ�ǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�ȀǺ�Ƶ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚখȓ�ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�
ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ȐƵȚǤǺǛ�Ȁǚ�ǤȚ�ॵǚȀȐ�ǤǺȓȚƵǺǄǎऺ�ǊǤǊ�Țǡǎ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǴΛ�ȓȝǃȓȚǤȚȝȚǎ�ƵǺ�ै ǀै�ǚȀȐ�ƵǺ�ै ʋैूॶु��2Ǻ�
ȓȍǤȚǎ�Ȁǚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ϲǺǎআǛȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀȚ�ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǊƵȚƵ�ȍǎȐ�ȚΛȍǎ�
to look at them separately (see TABLE V) and we hence decided to combine them into two 
larger categories for the behavioural and EEG analyses below: “error” versus “correct” trials. 
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TABLE V. Types of responses. Total trial count and ratio per type of error across participants within the 
trained group and control group respectively.

Groups Correct 
subst.

Correct 
catch resp.

Incorrect 
catch resp.

Incorrect 
vowel word 

resp.

Missed 
subst.

Unrel. 
resp.

Ambig. 
vowel pron.

No 
consensus

ৼ N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N %

Trained 752 52 324 23 9 0,6 0 0 127 8,8 113 7,8 50 3,5 65 4,5
Control 631 39 371 23 15 0,9 0 0 206 13 97 5,9 112 6,9 200 12

XǷȖȐǤȏǤ�ȩȳǙȩȰǺȰȳȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ��ȦȦȖȦ�ȦǤȩȣȖȐȩǤȩ
Out of all the consensus-rated trials, participants in the control and training group 
produced erroneous responses in 22.0% (±14.5) and 30.4% (±11.8) of the time. A two-
ΕƵΛ�ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�ȚআȚǎȓȚ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀȚ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ॵȍ�ਵु�ॶु

XǷȖȐǤȏǤ�ȩȳǙȩȰǺȰȳȰǺȖȐ�ȰǋȩȈ�[ǤȩȣȖȐȩǤ�ȊǋȰǤȐǚǺǤȩ 
�ΚǄǎǎǊǤǺǛǴΛ�ǡǤǛǡ�ॵਵ��ǹȓॶ�ƵǺǊ�ǴȀΕ�ॵ��ǹȓॶ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ǴƵȚǎǺǄǤǎȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǎΚǄǴȝǊǎǊ�ǚȐȀǹ�
further processing, which resulted in the removal of 2% and 0.6% of the data due to the 
two criteria respectively. A 2-factor mixed-design ANOVA on the response latencies 
with group as between-subject factor and correctness as within-subject factor revealed a 
ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǹƵǤǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǺǎȓȓ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�ਲेु��ȍ�ਲु�ॶ�ƵǺǊ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ॵ'ॵऺॶ�
ਲेु��ȍ�ਲु�ॶऺ�ǃȝȚ�ǺȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�Κ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǺǎȓȓ�ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु�tǎȐǃƵǴ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�
overall 65 ms faster in the trained than in the control group, while erroneous responses 
were overall 38 ms slower than correct responses (TABLE VI).

TABLE VI. Grand average response latencies (in ms) and standard deviations (SD) in correct and erroneous 
trials separated for the two groups: trained and control. 
Group Correct Error

ms SD ms SD
Trained 644 ±63 723 ±82
Control 620 ±79 671 ±127

B. EEG results
[ǤȩȣȖȐȩǤ࣠ȊȖǚȈǤǠ�ǠǋȰǋ��[F
In the following analyses, only datasets of participants were included, in which more than 
5 trials were available after pre-processing (incl. artefact removal as described above) for 
each of the two response types, namely correct and error responses. This threshold was 
based on recent evidence suggesting that the minimum number of trials needed for a 
stable ERN is six to eight (Pontifex et al., 2010). This procedure led to 9 and 12 datasets 
included in the analysis of the training and control groups respectively.
'ǤȐȓȚǴΛऺ �Εǎ�ǎȓȚƵǃǴǤȓǡǎǊ�ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ��[F�ǎϩǎǄȚȓु�eȀ�ȚǡǤȓ�

end, we used a cluster-based permutation test for dependent samples, one for each group, 
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to compare erroneous and correct responses within groups. All channels and a relatively 
unrestricted time window (0-600 ms after response onset) were included. Results revealed 
Ƶ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǄǴȝȓȚǎȐ�ॵ�ȀǺǚǎȐȐȀǺǤ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǤȀǺैु��ਲु�ॶ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�
(100 - 372 ms; p = 0.012) and similarly for the control group (194 – 403 ms; p = 0.025; see 
FIG 2). Both clusters span across nearly the entire coverage of channels7. 

Secondly, an additional cluster-based permutation test for independent samples 
ǡǎǴȍǎǊ�ȝȓ�ǤǺ�ǤǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ�ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ��[F�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎु�eǡǎ�
ȚǎȓȚ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǄȝȐΔǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǎȐȐȀǺǎȀȝȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�
two groups, again involving the entire set of channels and a relatively unrestricted time 
ΕǤǺǊȀΕ�ॵআ�ǹȓ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ȀǺȓǎȚॶु�2Ț�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ǺȀ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǄǴȝȓȚǎȐȓ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶु�

FIG 2. Response-locked analysis. [Left] Grand average ERP responses with zero indicating the onset of the 
verbal responses for the trained group (top) and control group (bottom) contrasting trials with correct (blue) 
and error responses (red). The signals are averages across electrodes Fz, FCz and Cz with shaded areas indicating 
ȓȚƵǺǊƵȐǊ�ǎȐȐȀȐ�ƵǄȐȀȓȓ�ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓখ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓु�̂ ǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǄǴȝȓȚǎȐȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤȓȀǺ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚ�ƵǺǊ�
error responses are highlighted in grey. [Right]�eȀȍȀǛȐƵȍǡǤǄ�ǹƵȍȓ�ƵΔǎȐƵǛǎǊ�ǤǺ�ȚǤǹǎ�ƵǄȐȀȓȓ�Țǡǎ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚ�ǄǴȝȓȚǎȐȓु

7  Trained group [50 out of 64 channels]: AF3, F1, F3, FC3, FC1, C1, C3, CP5, CP3, CP1, P1, P3, P5, 
PO3, O1, Oz, POz, Pz, CPz, Fp2, AF8, AF4, AFz, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8, FT8, FC6, FC4, FC2, FCz, Cz, 
C2, C4, C6, T8, TP8, CP6, CP4, CP2, P2, P4, P6, P8, P10, PO8, PO4, O2; Control group [54 out 
of 64 channels]: AF7, F1, F3, F5, F7, FT7, FC5, FC3, FC1, C1, C3, C5, T7, TP7, CP3, CP1, P1, P3, 
P5, PO7, PO3, O1, Iz, Oz, POz, Pz, CPz, AF8, AF4, AFz, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8, FT8, FC6, FC4, FC2, 
FCz, Cz, C2, C4, C6, T8, CP6, CP4, CP2, P2, P4, P6, P8, PO8, PO4, O2
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^ȰǺȏȳȊȳȩ࣠ȊȖǚȈǤǠ�ǠǋȰǋ�
In addition to the response-locked data, we also performed a control analysis on stimulus-
ǴȀǄǲǎǊ�ǊƵȚƵ� ǤǺ�ȀȐǊǎȐ� ȚȀ�ǄǡǎǄǲ� ǚȀȐ� Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺǄǎ�Ȁǚ� ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴ�F�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� ǤǺ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ� ȚȀ� Țǡǎ�
visual stimulus and if this was present to an equivalent extent in both groups. Again, only 
datasets of participants were included in the following analyses, in which more than 5 trials 
per correct and error type of response could be included in the average per participant. In 
the case of the stimulus-locked data this lead to 13 and 14 participant’s datasets included 
in the analyses for the trained and control groups respectively. Note that the relevant time 
window for the stimulus-locked data (0-600 ms) lies before most of the verbal responses, 
ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǹǎƵǺȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ǊƵȚƵ�ΕƵȓ�Ǵǎȓȓ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎǊ�ǃΛ�ǹȀȚȀȐ�ƵȐȚǎǚƵǄȚȓ�ȚǡƵǺ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎআǴȀǄǲǎǊ�
data and thus more trials (and thus participant’s datasets) could be included. 

Similar statistical tests as presented above for the response-locked ERPs revealed no 
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǎȐȐȀȐ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ǚȀȐ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ॵȍ�ु�ॶऺ�
ǺȀȐ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ȐǎǛƵȐǊǤǺǛ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ȍƵȚȚǎȐǺȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǄȀǺǊǤȚǤȀǺȓ�ॵȍ��
0.05, see FIG 3). Both groups, however, showed a typical N1 response-locked to stimulus 
onset (see FIG 3).

FIG 3. Stimulus-locked analysis. [Left] Grand average ERP responses with zero indicating the onset of 
stimulus presentation for the trained group (top) and control group (bottom) contrasting trials with correct 
(blue) and error responses (red). The signals are averages across electrodes Fz, FCz and Cz with shaded areas 
indicating standard error across individual participants’ responses. [Right]. Topographic maps of the typical 
N1 response (50 – 150 ms) obtained by subtracting the average correct response curve from average error 
response curve. 
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IV. DISCUSSION

The present study focusses on verbal self-monitoring in the context of second language 
speech production. Dutch natives who were previously trained on the perception 
ƵǺǊ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� Ȁǚ� Ƶ� ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǤǺǛ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚऺ� Țǡǎ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ैǀै� ƵǺǊ� ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴȓऺ�
engaged in a phoneme substitution task involving the trained categories. Results from 
electrophysiological measurements of both the trained group and an untrained control 
ǛȐȀȝȍ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ�ǺȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵǴ�ǺǎȝȐƵǴ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ǚȀǴǴȀΕǤǺǛ�ǎȐȐȀǺǎȀȝȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�
ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴǴΛ� ȀǃȓǎȐΔǎǊ� ǴƵȚǎǺǄΛ� ǚȀȐ� �[F� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� ǚȀȐ� ǎǤȚǡǎȐ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ� ǛȐȀȝȍȓु�eǡȀȓǎ�
ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǡƵΔǎ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ǄȀǺȓǤǊǎȐǎǊ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǴǤǛǡȚ�Ȁǚ�ȐǎǴǎΔƵǺȚ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚȓ�ȓǡȀΕǤǺǛ�
ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ΕƵȓ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǃǎȚȚǎȐ�ƵȚ�ȍǎȐǄǎǤΔǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ȚǡƵǺ�Țǡǎ�
untrained control group and had also evidently improved their production of the novel 
ȓȀȝǺǊȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎǄǎǊǤǺǛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ॵeǡȀȐǤǺ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�eǡǤȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ƵȐȀȓǎ�
ǊǎȓȍǤȚǎ� ΕǎǴǴআǹƵȚǄǡǎǊ� ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹƵǺǄǎ� ॵǺȀ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ� ǤǺ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ� ǺȀȐ� ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚǤȀǺ�
ability) between the trained and the control group at baseline. Taken together, relatively 
ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ�ǺȀΔǎǴ� ȓȀȝǺǊ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�
ǊǤǊ�ǡǎȐǎ�ǺȀȚ� ȓȝϬǄǎ� ǤǺ� ȚȐǤǛǛǎȐǤǺǛ� Ƶ�ǊǎȚǎǄȚƵǃǴǎ��[F�ǎϩǎǄȚ� ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ� ȚȀ� ǎȐȐȀȐȓ�ǹƵǊǎ�ΕǡǤǴǎ�
producing the challenging novel phonemes. 
�ǎȓȍǤȚǎ�Țǡǎ�ƵǃȓǎǺǄǎ�Ȁǚ�ƵǺΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚ�ƵǺǊ�ǎȐȐȀǺǎȀȝȓ�ǺǎȝȐƵǴ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�

ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� �[F� ȚǤǹǎ�ΕǤǺǊȀΕऺ� ȚǡǎȐǎ� ΕƵȓ� Ƶ� ǴƵȚǎȐ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚ� ƵȐǤȓǤǺǛ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ�
ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ȚΛȍǎȓु�eǡǤȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚǎǊ�ǚȐȀǹ�Ƶ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎআǛȀǤǺǛ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǎȐȐȀǺǎȀȝȓ�
responses, which peaked around 200-400 ms after verbal response onset and showed a 
ǄǎǺȚȐȀআȍƵȐǤǎȚƵǴ�ȚȀȍȀǛȐƵȍǡΛ�ॵȓǎǎ�'2(�ॶु�eǡǤȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ƵǴȓȀ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�
the two experimental groups. Both concerning its timing and topography, this response 
can be related to earlier observations of a “slow wave” response, which has been reported 
in the context of speech error monitoring following an ERN response (Falkenstein et 
al., 1991; Masaki et al., 2001). It was earlier interpreted as more conscious or thorough 
evaluation of a self-detected error and related to subsequent response adjustment.
^ȚǤǹȝǴȝȓআǴȀǄǲǎǊ��[X�ǊƵȚƵ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�Ƶ�ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴ�ȍȀȓȚǎȐǤȀȐ�F�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�

ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� ǛȐȀȝȍȓु��� ΔǤȓȝƵǴ�F� ǎϩǎǄȚ� Ǥȓ� ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴǴΛ� ȚȐǤǛǛǎȐǎǊ�ǃΛ� ƵǺ� ƵȚȚǎǺǊǎǊ� ȓȚǤǹȝǴȝȓ� ƵǺǊ�
has been shown to be enlarged whenever related to a discriminatory process (e.g. Vogel 
and Luck, 2000). This explanation seems valid in the context of the current phoneme 
substitution task, during which participants had to attend the centre of a screen in order 
to respond to the word stimulus appearing in this location at the beginning of each trial. 
eǡǎ�ǊǤȓǄȐǤǹǤǺƵȚȀȐΛ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓ�ǡǎȐǎ�ǄƵǺ�ǃǎ�ȚǡȀȝǛǡȚ�Ȁǚ�Ƶȓ� Țǡǎ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓখ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�
a given trial as catch or substitution trial. The nature of the task was identical for both 
ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�Ǥȓ�ǺȀ�ȀǃΔǤȀȝȓ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺ�ȚȀ�Ƶȓȓȝǹǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǤȚ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�Ƶȓ�Ƶ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚ�Ȁǚ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�
training, which is what the data indeed indicate.
�ΔƵǴȝƵȚǤȀǺ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ȐƵȚǤǺǛ� ǊƵȚƵ� ǄȀǺϲȐǹǎǊ� ȚǡƵȚ� Țǡǎ� ȚǡȐǎǎ� ǺƵȚǤΔǎ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ȐƵȚǎȐȓ� ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ�

showed an intermediate to good rating agreement, which could be used as reliable rating 
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outcome whenever at least two of them agreed (91.36% of verbal responses). Interestingly, 
ȐƵȚǎȐȓ�ƵǛȐǎǎǊ�ȓǤǛǺǤϲǄƵǺȚǴΛ�ǹȀȐǎ�ȀǚȚǎǺ�ΕǡǎǺ�ȐƵȚǤǺǛ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎǊ�ǃΛ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȚǡƵǺ�
by the control group. The explanation here seems straightforward. The trained group 
ǎΔǤǊǎǺȚǴΛ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎǊ� ǄǴǎƵȐǎȐ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ� ΔȀΕǎǴȓ� ǤǺ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ȍȐȀǺȝǺǄǤƵȚǤȀǺ�
(see above) and it can thus be expected that it is easier for raters to recognise which 
ΔȀΕǎǴ�ΕƵȓ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎǊ�ǴǎƵǊǤǺǛ�ȚȀ�ǡǤǛǡǎȐ�ǄȀǺǚȀȐǹǤȚΛ�ƵǄȐȀȓȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȐƵȚǎȐȓु�eǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�
between the rater agreements for the two groups separately does not pose an issue for the 
ǤǺȚǎȐȍȐǎȚƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ǛǤΔǎǺऺ�ϲȐȓȚǴΛऺ �ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ�ǤǺȚǎȐআȐƵȚǎȐ�ȐǎǴǤƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�Ǥȓ�
still reasonably high and, secondly, because we are focussing on percentages of erroneous 
and correct responses out of all trials that were clearly rated (at least two raters agreeing) 
ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǴƵȚǎȐ�ȓȚǎȍȓ�ǤǺȓȚǎƵǊ�Ȁǚ�ȚȀȚƵǴ�ǺȝǹǃǎȐȓु�eǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȐƵȚǤǺǛ�ƵǛȐǎǎǹǎǺȚ�ǄƵǺ�
thus be seen as additional evidence that the trained group has improved their production 
ability of the novel non-native contrast.
eǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȐƵȚǤȀ�Ȁǚ�ǎȐȐȀǺǎȀȝȓ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓु�eǡǤȓ�ȓǎǎǹȓ�ǤǺȚȝǤȚǤΔǎ�

as the nature of the phoneme substitution task primarily involved executive functioning 
by relying on a fast discrimination between catch and substitution trials followed by 
rapid verbal response execution. It did only indirectly depend on the production of the 
challenging non-native vowel contrast. Regarding the number of errors made overall, 
it can be noted, however, that generally more errors were made by L2 speech users in 
the present study (22.0% and 30.4% for the trained and control group respectively) as 
compared to participants in the previously mentioned L1 study employing the same 
phoneme substitution paradigm by Trewartha and Philips (2013), in which the error rate 
ΕƵȓ�ƵǃȀȝȚ�ु�eǡǤȓ� Ǥȓ�ƵǄǄȀȐǊƵǺǄǎ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǃΛ�XȀȝǴǤȓȓǎ�ॵऺ�ऺ�ȓǎǎ�
above) reporting more speech errors made during L2 than during L1 speech production. 

Verbal responses were found to be overall faster in the trained than in the control 
group. Although it is reasonable to expect that the preceding perceptual training would 
ǺȀȚ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�Țǡǎ�ȐƵȚǎ�Ȁǚ�ǎȐȐȀȐȓ�ǹƵǊǎ�ॵȓǎǎ�ƵǃȀΔǎॶऺ�ǤȚ�Ǥȓ�Ƶ�ǴǤǲǎǴΛ�ǎΚȍǴƵǺƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ǊǎǛȐǎǎ�Ȁǚ�
ϵȝǎǺǄΛ�ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ǊǤǊ�ƵǴȓȀ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�Țǡǎ�ϵȝǎǺǄΛ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǤǺǛ�
those target words in the present experimental task. In other words, participants who 
had repeatedly produced words containing one of the target vowels during the 4-day 
perceptual training, could more quickly respond by producing substitution words in the 
present study than control participants.

Returning to the electrophysiological data and main focus of the present study, there 
ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ǺȝǴǴ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΛȍǤǄƵǴ��[F�ΕǤǺǊȀΕु�2ǺΔǎȓȚǤǛƵȚǤǺǛ�
ΔǎȐǃƵǴ�ȓǎǴǚআǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛ�Ȁǚ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚআȚȀআȍȐȀǊȝǄǎ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ�
ǄȀǹǎȓ�ΕǤȚǡ� Țǡǎ� ǤǺǡǎȐǎǺȚ� ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚΛ� Ȁǚ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǤǺǛ� ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Ƶ� ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚখȓ� ǤǺȚǎǺȚǤȀǺ�
and their potential bad pronunciation. For example, if a given response was consistently 
rated as “mess” even though the correct substitution would have been to respond 
“mass”, is the reason for this (now rated as) erroneous response an actual error (namely 
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a missed substitution) or is the outcome of the rating due to unclear pronunciation of 
Țǡǎ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚू�/ǎ�ȀȐ�ȓǡǎ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǤǺȚǎǺǊǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǴΛ�ȓƵΛ�ওǹƵȓȓঔ�ǃȝȚ�ΕƵȓ�ȝǺƵǃǴǎ�
to produce the /æ/ phoneme correctly. With the current task design, we had hoped to 
ǃǎǤǺǛ�ƵǃǴǎ� ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� ȚǡȀȓǎ� ȚΕȀ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ� ǚȀȐ� ǎƵǄǡ� ȚΛȍǎ�Ȁǚ� ǎȐȐȀȐ� ƵǺǊ� ǚȀȐ�
ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�ॵȓǎǎ�ƵǛƵǤǺ�e��@��2tॶु��ȝȚ�ǛǤΔǎǺ�ƵǺ�ǤǺȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ƵǹȀȝǺȚ�Ȁǚ�ȚȐǤƵǴȓ�ǤǺ�ǎƵǄǡ�
category, we were not able to directly compare them and therefore had to collapse the 
ȓȝǃǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ॵȓǎǎ�[ǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ȓǎǄȚǤȀǺॶु��ǎȓȍǤȚǎ�Țǡǎ�ƵǃȀΔǎ�ǹǎǺȚǤȀǺǎǊ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚΛऺ �ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�Εǎ�
ǊǤǊ�ϲǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ওȓǴȀΕ�ΕƵΔǎঔ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ�ǄǴǎƵȐǴΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǤǺǛ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚ�ƵǺǊ�ǎȐȐȀǺǎȀȝȓ�
ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ� ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎȓ� ȚǡƵȚ� Țǡǎ�ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ� ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ� ǎȐȐȀȐ� ƵǺǊ� ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚ� ȚȐǤƵǴȓ�ΕƵȓ�
ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ�ǛȀȀǊु�
�ǺȀȚǡǎȐ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺ�ǚȀȐ�ǺȀȚ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛ�Ƶ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ƵȍȍǎƵȐ�ȚȀ�ǴǤǎ�ǤǺ�

the nature of the task. A possible argument could be that participants’ fast substitution 
of vowels and the (automatic) evaluation of erroneous responses was experienced more 
like a cognitive game rather than a natural process of verbal self-monitoring. Evidence 
against this stance, however, is that the use of the same substitution task did lead to the 
ȀǃȓǎȐΔƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ��[F�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ� ǤǺ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎ� ȚȀ� ǎȐȐȀǺǎȀȝȓ� ΔǎȐǃƵǴ� ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ȓȚȝǊΛ�ǃΛ�
Trewartha and Philips (2013). That means that if processing of this substitution task did 
ǺȀȚ�ȐǎϵǎǄȚ�ΔǎȐǃƵǴ�ǎȐȐȀȐআǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛ�Ƶȓ�ȀȍȍȀȓǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǛǎǺǎȐƵǴ�ȚƵȓǲ�ǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛऺ�Εǎ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�
still or even especially then expect to see ERN responses (for both groups). The fact that 
ƵǺ��[F�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǃǎ�ǊǎȚǎǄȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚ�
ƵǺǊ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȓǎǎǹǎǊ�Țǡȝȓ�ǤǺǊǎȍǎǺǊǎǺȚ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǎǊ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ�ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǤƵȚǎ�ॵƵǺǊ�ȓǎǴǚআ
evaluate) the to-be-substituted vowels, actually speaks in favour of the notion that the task 
relied on verbal error-monitoring processes. It is important to keep in mind, however, that 
this tentative interpretation is based on null results. Stronger conclusions could be drawn 
based on an additional comparison with a group of English native speakers engaging 
in the presently used phoneme substitution task. This comparison is currently already 
indirectly available by considering the results by Trewartha and Philips (2013), showing 
ȚǡƵȚ�ȓȝǃȓȚǤȚȝȚǤȀǺ�ǎȐȐȀȐȓ� ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓƵǹǎ�ȚƵȓǲ�ॵΕǤȚǡ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤॶ� ǴǎǊ�ȚȀ��[F�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�
during L1 processing. 
eȀǛǎȚǡǎȐ�ΕǤȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǃΛ�eȐǎΕƵȐȚǡƵ�ƵǺǊ�XǡǤǴǤȍȓ�ॵॶऺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�

ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚ� ȚǡƵȚ� ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ� ǴǎΔǎǴȓ�Ȁǚ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǺȀȚ� ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ� ȚȀ�
enhance the self-monitoring system to a degree that would produce ERN responses, 
which are typically observed in native speakers. The newly learnt categories might still 
ǃǎ� ȚȀȀ� ΕǎƵǲǴΛ� ǎȓȚƵǃǴǤȓǡǎǊ� Ƶȓ� ȚȀ� ǎǺƵǃǴǎ� ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ� ΔǎȐǃƵǴ� ȓǎǴǚআǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤȀǺु� eǡǤȓ� ǄȀȝǴǊ� ǃǎ�
explained by considering the Perceptual Loop Theory (Levelt, 1983). According to this 
central account on speech monitoring, language users rely on the same mechanisms 
for evaluating their own speech as when listening to speech of others. In other words, 
verbal error monitoring is primarily perception-based. In the present context, this would 
ǹǎƵǺ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǤǺ�ȀȐǊǎȐ�ȚȀ�ǎǺǛƵǛǎ�ǤǺ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�@�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛऺ�ƵǴǴ�ǺǎǄǎȓȓƵȐΛ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�
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phoneme categories have to be fully established. Future research could clarify if this 
cautious interpretation holds and if more extensive training of non-native phonemes and/
or more time for consolidation would be needed in order to reach native-like levels of 
verbal error monitoring. 
�ǴȚǡȀȝǛǡ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǤǺȚǎȐȍȐǎȚƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǡƵȓ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ǄȀǺȓǤǊǎȐǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǄƵȝȚǤȀǺ�

Ƶȓ� ǤȚ� Ǥȓ�ǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�ǺȝǴǴ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓऺ� ǤȚ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ� ǤǺ� ǴǤǺǎ�ΕǤȚǡ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǚȐȀǹ�@�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�
ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǤǺǛ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎȓ�ॵ^ǎǃƵȓȚǤƶǺআ(ƵǴǴǏȓ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�/ǎȐǎऺ�^ȍƵǺǤȓǡআ�ƵȚƵǴƵǺ�
early bilinguals who were dominant in Spanish did not show an ERN in response to their 
ȀΕǺ�ǹǤȓȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺȓ�Ȁǚ�ΕȀȐǊȓ� ǄȀǺȚƵǤǺǤǺǛ� Ƶ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚআȚȀআȍǎȐǄǎǤΔǎऺ��ƵȚƵǴƵǺআȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�
ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु�eǡǤȓ�ΕƵȓ�Țǡǎ�ǄƵȓǎ�ǊǎȓȍǤȚǎ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǡǤǛǡ�ǴǎΔǎǴȓ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ǤǺ��ƵȚƵǴƵǺ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǴȚǡȀȝǛǡ�
similar Spanish-Catalan bilinguals who were dominant in Catalan did show the expected 
ERN response. 
@ǎȓȓ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǎȐȐȀȐ�ǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ॵȓȀǹǎ�ƵȓȍǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚॶ�@�ȝȓǎ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ƵǴȓȀ�ǎΚȍǴƵǤǺ�ΕǡΛ�

speakers make overall more errors in L2 than in L1 (see again Poulisse, 1999, 2000). This 
might be the case while other linguistic aspects can be successfully monitored during L2 
use, such as in previously mentioned examples of an ERN in response to L2 word-gender 
violations (Bultena et al., 2017) or in response to self-produced verbal errors in a fast-
paced L2 phoneme monitoring task (Ganushchak and Schiller, 2009).

In sum, the present study investigated verbal self-monitoring of newly-learnt non-native 
phonemes. Typical electrophysiological signatures of error-monitoring, namely ERN 
ǎϩǎǄȚȓऺ�ǊǤǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǎǹǎȐǛǎ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓǴΛ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ƵǺǊ�ǺǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ǤǺ�ƵǺ�ȝǺȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǄȀǺȚȐȀǴ�
ǛȐȀȝȍु�[ǎƵȓȀǺȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ƵǃȓǎǺȚ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ�ॵॶ�ǤǺȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǺȝǹǃǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ�ǎȐȐȀȐȓ�
in the critical category, (2) inherent problems with coding this kind of L2 pronunciation 
errors. Overall, there was no evidence that verbal self-monitoring of non-native vowels 
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǊ�Ƶȓ�Ƶ�ǚȝǺǄȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ�ȚǡǎΛ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǃǎǎǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ȀȐ�ǺȀȚु�eǡǎȓǎ�ǺȝǴǴ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�
ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴǴΛ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǺǎΕǴΛআǴǎƵȐǺȚ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ƵȐǎ�ǤǺȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ȚȀ�ǄȐǎƵȚǎ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎআ
like patterns of (electrophysiological) error monitoring, but further investigations are 
needed to verify this tentative interpretation. 
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I. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The aim of this dissertation was to further our understanding of how speech perception 
and speech production interact in the course of learning novel phonemic categories. More 
concretely, it was examined how this learning process in one of the speech modalities would 
transfer to similar improvements in the other one and if second language learners could 
ǃǎǺǎϲȚ� ǚȐȀǹ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓ� ǤǺΔȀǴΔǤǺǛ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓु� 2Ț�ΕƵȓ� ƵǴȓȀ� ȚǎȓȚǎǊ�
to what extent the verbal self-monitoring system could adapt to newly-learnt non-native 
elements and thereby support second language speech acquisition. To this end, a variety 
of methods was employed including two multi-day training paradigms as well as the 
analysis of behavioural, speech and electrophysiological measurements. All experiments 
in this dissertation are based on a population of Dutch native speakers with intermediate/
ǡǤǛǡ�ǴǎΔǎǴȓ�Ȁǚ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ƵǺǊ�ȝȓǎ�Țǡǎ��ȐǤȚǤȓǡ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ै ǀै�ƵǺǊ�ै ʋै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓु�eǡǤȓ�ǺȀǺআ
native phonemic contrast is known to be challenging for the chosen population in both 
perceiving it accurately and producing it distinctively (Broersma, 2002; Wanrooij et al., 
2014; Weber and Cutler, 2004).

Chapter 2�ǚȀǄȝȓȓǎȓ�ȀǺ�ȓǡǎǊǊǤǺǛ�ǴǤǛǡȚ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�
Ȁǚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ�Ȁǚ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु�eǡǤȓ�ΕƵȓ�ǊȀǺǎ�
by investigating to what extent both non-native perceptual and production learning were 
ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎǊ�ǃΛ�Ƶ�আǊƵΛ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓǄǡǎǹǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�ΕƵȓ�ǤǺȚǎȐȚΕǤǺǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�ǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�
ȀȐ� ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ȚƵȐǛǎȚǎǊ� ैǀैআ ʋैै� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु� 2Ǻ� ǎƵǄǡ� ȚȐǤƵǴऺ�
this training scheme involved a categorisation of an auditorily presented word, which 
was followed by visual feedback and then the production of a visually-prompted, single 
English word that either included one of the target vowels, for instance the English word 
“pan” (related production group), or a word of similar length and structure not including 
any of the relevant vowels, such as “dog” (unrelated production group). Behavioural 
results in both modalities showed that learning took place over the course of training 
independently of whether the trained contrast was pronounced during training. In 
other words, perceptual learning transferred to production learning irrespective of any 
production practice of the relevant speech contrast. Interestingly, in Chapter 3, which 
was based on the same training study, these behavioural results were complemented 
ΕǤȚǡ�ǹȀȐǎ�ȓǎǺȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǎǴǎǄȚȐȀȍǡΛȓǤȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ�ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚȓ�ȐǎΔǎƵǴǤǺǛ�ƵǊΔƵǺȚƵǛǎȀȝȓ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�
related production practice. The group of participants that had engaged in the combined 
training method, the related production group, exhibited a neural signature of change 
detection in the form of a mismatch negativity (MMN) in response to the English /
ȍǀǺैআैȍʋǺै�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ƵǚȚǎȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ΕƵȓ�ƵǃȓǎǺȚ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȝǺȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǛȐȀȝȍ�
ƵǺǊ�ƵǺ�ȝǺȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǛȐȀȝȍु�XǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�Țǡȝȓ�ǃǎǺǎϲȚȚǎǊ�ǚȐȀǹ�ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
ȍȐƵǄȚǤǄǎ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǃȝȚ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ȀǺǴΛ�ǃǎǄȀǹǎ�ƵȍȍƵȐǎǺȚ�
ΕǡǎǺ� ǹǎƵȓȝȐǎǹǎǺȚȓ� ΕǎȐǎ� ȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚǴΛ� ȓǎǺȓǤȚǤΔǎ� ȚȀ� ǤǊǎǺȚǤǚΛ� ϲǺǎআǛȐƵǤǺǎǊ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǤǺ�
perceptual ability. 
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To further investigate the mutual relationship between the speech modalities, the 
reverse direction of cross-modality transfer, namely from production learning to 
perceptual improvements, was examined in Chapter 4.�/ǎȐǎ� ǤȚ�ΕƵȓ�ȚǎȓȚǎǊ�ǡȀΕ�Ƶ�ȚΕȀআ
ǊƵΛ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀȚȀǄȀǴ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ��ȐǤȚǤȓǡ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ƵϩǎǄȚǎǊ�ǃȀȚǡ�Țǡǎ�
production and perception of it. After explicit pronunciation instructions, participants 
in the experimental group received trial-by-trial visual feedback on their single word 
productions in terms of how their respective vowel pronunciation related to that of a 
typical native speaker. The feedback consisted of a visual representation of the tongue and 
ǹȀȝȚǡ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤȀǺ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ƵȐȚǤǄȝǴƵȚǤȀǺ�ॵǃƵȓǎǊ�ȀǺ�'�ƵǺǊ�'�ΔƵǴȝǎȓऺ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ȚΕȀ�ǚȀȐǹƵǺȚȓॶ�
and as part of this visualisation the location of a typical native speaker’s utterance 
together with a participant’s own vowel production of a given trial. In the control group, 
participants engaged in a similar paradigm producing the same number of critical words, but 
instead of direct feedback on their own pronunciation they were merely presented with the 
general indication of a typical native speaker’s utterance for the two vowels. Although there 
ΕƵȓ�ǺȀ�ǊǎȚǎǄȚƵǃǴǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ� ȚǡǤȓ� ȚȐǤƵǴআǃΛআȚȐǤƵǴ�ΔǤȓȝƵǴ� ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲऺ�ǃȀȚǡ�ǛȐȀȝȍȓ� ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǊ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�
pronunciation over the course of training. These gains in production could be explained 
by an interaction of various factors, including explicit pronunciation instructions, focussed 
ƵȚȚǎǺȚǤȀǺ� ƵǺǊ� ǹȀȚǤΔƵȚǤȀǺ� ȚȀ� ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎऺ� ȚǡƵȚ� ǹǤǛǡȚ� ǡƵΔǎ� ǴǎǊ� ȚȀ� ǹȀȐǎ� ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ� ǤǺȚǎȐǺƵǴ�
evaluation during active practice of the challenging vowel contrast over the course of the 
two-day training study. Interestingly, despite no direct training in the perceptual modality, 
participants of both groups also improved their perception of the non-native contrast, 
which points towards cross-modality transfer from production to perception. Results of 
Chapter 4 thereby complement those of Chapter 2 in suggesting a bi-directional (though 
not necessarily balanced) relationship between the speech modalities. 

Chapter 5 considered the role of verbal self-monitoring in the context of second 
ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�ȝȓǎ�ƵǺǊऺ�ǹȀȐǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ �ǡȀΕ�ǎƵȓǤǴΛ�Țǡǎ�ȓǎǴǚআǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛ�ȓΛȓȚǎǹ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ƵǊƵȍȚ�ȚȀ�
evaluating newly-learnt sound categories in order to support the acquisition of non-native 
phonemes. To this end, previously trained participants (those tested in Chapters 2 and 3) 
engaged in a fast-paced task, during which they had to verbally respond to visually presented 
�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΕȀȐǊȓ�ǃΛ�ȓȝǃȓȚǤȚȝȚǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ॵǎǤȚǡǎȐ�ैǀै�ȀȐ� ʋैैॶ�ǃΛ�ǤȚȓ�ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤΔǎ�ǄȀȝǺȚǎȐȍƵȐȚु�
This phoneme substitution task led to a substantial amount of verbal substitution errors 
in both the trained and an untrained control group. Despite these speech errors, however, 
electrophysiological measurements did not show typical indicators of error monitoring 
(during L1 use) in the form of an error related negativity (ERN) for either of the groups. 
eǡǎȐǎ� ΕƵȓ� Țǡȝȓ� ǺȀ� ǎΔǤǊǎǺǄǎ� ǚȀȐ� ƵǺΛ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǤǺ� ȓǎǴǚআǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛ� Ȁǚ� �@ ΔȀΕǎǴȓ� Ƶȓ� Ƶ�
function of whether they were previously trained or not. Though any interpretation of 
these null results needs to be taken with caution and further investigations are needed 
ȚȀ�ΔǎȐǤǚΛ�ǤȚऺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǤǺǊǤǄƵȚǎ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǺǎΕǴΛআǴǎƵȐǺȚ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ƵȐǎ�ǤǺȓȝϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ȚȀ�
create native-like patterns of (electrophysiological) error monitoring.
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II. THE LINK BETWEEN PERCEPTION AND PRODUCTION

The main research question of this dissertation was how speech perception and speech 
production interact in the course of learning non-native sound categories and how their 
relationship in this process could best be described. To start with, the empirical work of 
ȚǡǤȓ� ǊǤȓȓǎȐȚƵȚǤȀǺ� ǄȀȝǴǊ� ǄȀǺϲȐǹ� Țǡǎ� ƵȓȓȝǹȍȚǤȀǺ� ȚǡƵȚ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓ� ǊȀ�ǺȀȚ�
function in isolation of each other and is - in this regard - in line with outcomes of previous 
ȐǎȓǎƵȐǄǡ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȚȀ�ȚǡǤȓ�ȏȝǎȓȚǤȀǺु�EȀȐǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄƵǴǴΛऺ �Țǡǎ�ǹȝȚȝƵǴ�ΕȀȐǲǤǺǛȓ�Ȁǚ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�
production processes became evident in the form of cross-modality transfer shown in both 
possible directions. Perceptual learning resulted in production gains independently of any 
direct training in this modality in Chapter 2, whereas directed production training led 
to simultaneous improvements in the perception modality in Chapter 4. Interestingly, 
these results do not only illustrate an existing link between the speech modalities but also 
point towards a bidirectional nature of that link.  
�ǎȓȍǤȚǎ� ȚǡǤȓ� ǃǤǊǤȐǎǄȚǤȀǺƵǴ� ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐऺ� ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ� Εǎ� ǊǤǊ� ǺȀȚ� ϲǺǊ� Ƶ� ǴǤǺǎƵȐ� ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓǡǤȍ�

in the form of a correlation between learning in the two modalities. Improvements in 
perception did not predict those in production in Chapter 2 or 3. This means that 
though the modalities must be linked to some extent, they are not proportionally 
dependent on each other. In other words, changes in the one modality do not necessarily 
go hand in hand with (similar) changes in the respective other, while there are important 
ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓ� ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǤǺǛ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ǤǺȚǎȐƵǄȚǤȀǺȓु�eǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓǡǤȍ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�
production is thus multifaceted as the two processes are evidently linked but the nature of 
their link seems to involve a complex interplay marked by dynamic changes depending on 
ΔƵȐǤȀȝȓ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓु�2�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ǴǤǲǎ�ȚȀ�ǃȐǤǎϵΛ�ƵǊǊȐǎȓȓ�Țǡǎ�ǹȀȓȚ�ǄǎǺȚȐƵǴ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǤǺǛ�ȓȀȝǺǊ�
learning in the following section and then discuss consequences for the characterisation 
of perception-production interactions as well as requirements for models describing their 
mutual relationship.
eǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ǄȐǤȚǤǄƵǴ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȓǡȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ�ǄȀǺȓǤǊǎȐǎǊ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ�Ǥȓ�time. This can be 

ȚǡȀȝǛǡȚ�Ȁǚ�ȀǺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ� ȚǤǹǎȓǄƵǴǎȓु�KǺ�Ƶ� ȓǡȀȐȚআȚǎȐǹ�ȓǄƵǴǎ� ॵǤǺ� Țǡǎ�ȀȐǊǎȐ�Ȁǚ�ǹǤǴǴǤȓǎǄȀǺǊȓ�
to seconds), when training both perception and production in combination, the exact 
timing of the training protocol will be crucial in determining whether the interactions 
ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ� ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓ� ƵȐǎ� ǃǎǺǎϲǄǤƵǴ� ȀȐ� ȐƵȚǡǎȐ� ǡǤǺǊǎȐǤǺǛु� eȀ� ǛǤΔǎ� Ƶ� ȓǡȀȐȚ� ǎΚƵǹȍǴǎऺ�
perceptual training combined with related production practice turned out to support 
perceptual learning in Chapter 3, while combined perception-production training was 
earlier shown to hinder perceptual learning (Baese-Berk, 2019; Baese-Berk and Samuel, 
�ॶु�2ǺȚǎȐǎȓȚǤǺǛǴΛ�ȚǡȀȝǛǡऺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǤǺ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺƵǃǴΛ�ƵǄǄȀȝǺȚǎǊ
ǚȀȐ�ǃΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�ȚǤǹǤǺǛ�Ȁǚ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺȓ�ȝȓǎǊ�ॵȓǎǎ�ǃǎǴȀΕ�ǚȀȐ�Ƶ�
ǹȀȐǎ�ǊǎȚƵǤǴǎǊ�ǊǤȓǄȝȓȓǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǊǎȓǤǛǺॶु

On an intermediate time scale (i.e. days to months), it is likely that the mutual 
relationship between the modalities is dynamically changing over time with L2 learner’s 
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ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ƵǺǊ ȀैȐ�ǚƵǹǤǴǤƵȐǤȚΛ�ΕǤȚǡ�Ƶ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚु��ȓ�ǡƵȓ�ƵǴȓȀ�
been earlier proposed (Baese-Berk, 2019; Nagle, 2018), the relationship on that scale could 
be asymptotic or time-lagged. That would be the case, for instance, if improvements in 
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ȀǺǴΛ�ǃǎ�ƵǄǡǤǎΔǎǊ�ȀǺǄǎ�Ƶ�ǄǎȐȚƵǤǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ǡƵȓ�ǃǎǎǺ�ȐǎƵǄǡǎǊऺ�
or if perception was leading production only at later stages of category formation. The 
empirical studies of this dissertation provide insights exclusively focussing on intermediate/
ǡǤǛǡǴΛ�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�Ȁǚ�Ƶ�ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǤǺǛ�@�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ƵǺǊ�ǄƵǺ�Țǡȝȓ�ǺȀȚ�ǊǎȓǄȐǤǃǎ�Țǡǎ�ǎǺȚǤȐǎ�
ȍǤǄȚȝȐǎु��ȝȚ�ΕǡǎǺ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǄȝȐȐǎǺȚ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ΕǤȚǡ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ǄȀǹǤǺǛ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�
Ȁǚ�ǎǺȚǤȐǎǴΛ�ǺȀΔǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚȓऺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǄƵǺ�ǃǎ�ȀǃȓǎȐΔǎǊऺ�ǚȀȐ�ǤǺȓȚƵǺǄǎऺ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǄȐȀȓȓআ
ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚΛ�ȚȐƵǺȓǚǎȐ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǺǎȓȓ�Ȁǚ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎǊ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ƵȍȍȐȀƵǄǡǎȓ�ॵ�Ƶǎȓǎআ�ǎȐǲ�ƵǺǊ�
^ƵǹȝǎǴऺे��?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶु�EȀȐǎ�ȐǎȓǎƵȐǄǡऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ǺǎǎǊȓ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ǄȀǺǊȝǄȚǎǊ�
testing the factor familiarity in order to reveal any systematic patterns (Nagle, 2018). 

Finally, on a long-term scale (i.e., years), we know that ageing is accompanied by a steady 
decrease in neural plasticity and thus in the ability to learn new speech contrasts (Flege et 
al., 1996, 1999b; Piske et al., 2001). Though the dynamics between the modalities are 
least researched in older age, it is possible that also the relationship between the modalities 
changes with decreasing cognitive capacity. One could speculate that L2 learner’s (both 
active and subconscious) strategies for speech sound learning change with age. For 
instance, age-related reductions of hearing capacity could lead to a shift towards focusing 
more heavily on production learning.
�ȐȝǄǤƵǴǴΛ�ΕǡǎǺ�ȐǎϵǎǄȚǤǺǛ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȚǤǹǎȓǄƵǴǎȓऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ǤȚ�Ǥȓ�ǤǹȍȀȐȚƵǺȚ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�

ƵΕƵȐǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀǺǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺআȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǴǤǺǲ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ȐǎƵǴআ
time cognitive processing (such as during the active process of learning in an ongoing 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȚƵȓǲॶ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ΕƵΛ�Țǡǎ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚǤǎȓ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȀȚǡǎȐ�ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�ǹȀȐǎ�
long-term linguistic development (as also noted by Sakai and Moorman, 2018). More 
concretely, the fact that the two speech processes might hinder each other in learning 
under some circumstances does not mean that their relationship will be antagonistic 
ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ǄȀȝȐȓǎ�Ȁǚ�ǴȀǺǛǎȐ�ȚǎȐǹ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ�ǚȀȐǹƵȚǤȀǺ�ॵȚǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�Ǥȓ�ǡǎȐǎ�Țǡǎ�ȀǺǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�
milliseconds and days). 

Other important factors when characterising the way speech perception and 
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�ǎƵǄǡ�ȀȚǡǎȐ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓ�Ȁǚ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǺǎΕ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�ƵȐǎ�
the type of training method and, as already presented at the beginning of this chapter, the 
mapping between L1 and L2 phonological spaces. The type of training method refers to 
design decisions, such as direct or indirect engagement of both speech modalities, timing, 
ƵǺǊ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄȓ�Ȁǚ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ॵΕǡǎǺऺ�ǡȀΕ�ƵǺǊ�ȀǺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ƵȓȍǎǄȚ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐখȓ�ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹƵǺǄǎ�Ǥȓ�
ǤȚ�ǛǤΔǎǺूॶु��ǴǴ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǊǎǄǤȓǤȀǺȓ�ΕǤǴǴ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�Țǡǎ�ΕƵΛ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�
interact during L2 sound learning. Similarly, the way the to-be-learnt L2 phonemes relate 
to the existing sound categories of a learner’s native phonological space will also have 
consequences for the L2 learning process (see above). 
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Another important factor when characterising the way speech perception and 
ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ� ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ� ǎƵǄǡ� ȀȚǡǎȐ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓ� Ȁǚ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ǺǎΕ� ȍǡȀǺǎǹǤǄ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ�
is that of ǺȐǠǺ͑ǺǠȳǋȊ�ǠǺΧǤȦǤȐǚǤȩु�vǎ�ǲǺȀΕ�ƵǺǊ�ȐǎǄȀǺϲȐǹǎǊ� ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȓȚȝǊǤǎȓ�
conducted that learners vary considerably in their ability to discriminate and pronounce 
ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎȓु�^Ȁǹǎ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ǄǴǎƵȐǴΛ�ǃǎǺǎϲȚ�ǚȐȀǹ�ȚƵȐǛǎȚǎǊ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ΕǡǤǴǎ�ȓȀǹǎ�
make minor improvements only. Especially listeners’ ability to distinctively produce the 
�ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ΕƵȓ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǊǤϩǎȐ�ƵǺǊ�ȚȀ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚ�ǤǺ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚǴΛ�ȓǡƵȍǎǊ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ȍƵȚǡȓ�ǤǺ�
Chapter 4 (though this was not the focus of the conducted analyses). Language learners 
ΕǤǴǴ�ȀǃΔǤȀȝȓǴΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐ� ǤǺ�ǹƵǺΛ� ȐǎǛƵȐǊȓऺ� ƵǹȀǺǛ�ȀȚǡǎȐȓऺ� ǤǺ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ǄȀǛǺǤȚǤΔǎ� ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛ� ƵǺǊ�ƵǛǎऺ�
ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǹȀȚǤΔƵȚǤȀǺऺ� ȚǡǎǤȐ� ƵȍȚǤȚȝǊǎ� ǚȀȐ� ǴǤȓȚǎǺǤǺǛ� ƵǺǊ� ǚȀȐ� ǊǎȚǎǄȚǤǺǛ� ϲǺǎআǛȐƵǤǺǎǊ� ƵǄȀȝȓȚǤǄƵǴ�
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓऺ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǎǺǄǎ�ΕǤȚǡ�ॵȀȚǡǎȐॶ�ǚȀȐǎǤǛǺ�ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎȓऺ�ƵǺǊ�ƵǴȓȀ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȚƵǴǎǺȚ�ȚȀ�ǤǹǤȚƵȚǎ�
and produce novel sounds. This could lead to a scenario in which some L2 learners are 
“good producers” primarily focussing on production which will then support their 
perception, while others are “good perceivers” who will initially focus on achieving 
accurate perception of a non-native phoneme before they shift their focus to producing 
the sound correctly. In the second case, it seems also likely that their relatively accurate 
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�@�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ΕǤǴǴ�ǃǎ�ǃǎǺǎϲǄǤƵǴ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓȓ�Ȁǚ�ȓǎǴǚআǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�
productions (even before articulation). Though we presented an approach to investigate 
error-monitoring of newly-learnt phonemes in Chapter 5, the mechanisms underlying 
ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎ�ȓǎǴǚআǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�ǺȀΔǎǴ�ॵƵǺǊ�ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǤǺǛॶ�@�ȓȀȝǺǊȓ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǃǎǎǺ�ȓǄƵȐǄǎǴΛ�ȐǎȓǎƵȐǄǡǎǊ�
ƵǺǊ�ǡǎǺǄǎ�ƵȐǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ�ȝǺǲǺȀΕǺु�/ȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ǤȚ�ȓǎǎǹȓ�ΕȀȐȚǡ�Țǡǎ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ�ǄǡƵǴǴǎǺǛǎ�
to focus more attention on understanding this monitoring process in future research, as 
this could result in some key answers to the question if and by which modality second 
language phoneme learning is mainly driven. Can production of a novel (and challenging) 
non-native phoneme only succeed once relatively accurate perception is established as this 
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚ�Ǥȓ�Ƶ�ȍȐǎআȐǎȏȝǤȓǤȚǎ�ǚȀȐ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǹȀǺǤȚȀȐǤǺǛऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ǤǺ�ȚȝȐǺ�Ǥȓ�ǺǎǄǎȓȓƵȐΛ�ǚȀȐ�ƵǺΛ�ǲǤǺǊ�
of production learning? Successful production training of novel speech sounds speaks 
ƵǛƵǤǺȓȚ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǺȀȚǤȀǺ�ॵǎुǛु�?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺ�ॶऺ�ǃȝȚ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚ�ǎΔǤǊǎǺǄǎ�Ǥȓ�ȓȚǤǴǴ�ǺǎǎǊǎǊु�
�Ǻ� ƵǊǊǤȚǤȀǺƵǴ� ǚȀȐǹ� Ȁǚ� ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ǄȀǹǎȓ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ǚȀȐǹ� Ȁǚ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�

variability. Phoneme productions of some speakers result in more widespread distributions 
of phonemic realisations, while others have a more compact distribution and thus a 
more consistent way of pronunciation. In L1, production variability was shown to be 
correlated with perceptual acuity (Franken et al., 2017) and it seems likely that this is also 
the case in the context of L2 sound learning. It can be predicted that L2 learners with 
high perceptual acuity for a new contrast also show more compact productions of that 
contrast. Experimental approaches tailored towards a direct investigation of these links 
on the level of individual L2 learners could hence provide new insights on the perception-
production relationship.
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Taken together, relevant models describing second language phoneme acquisition need 
to be able to account for dynamic changes in the interaction between speech perception 
and production in the course of learning both during real-time neurological processing 
(i.e. during the execution of an experimental training task) and longer term linguistic 
development (i.e. category formation). In addition to this, they need to consider the critical 
ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�Ȁǚ�ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ƵǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ΕƵΛ�Ƶ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐখȓ�@�ƵǺǊ�@�ȍǡȀǺȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ�ȓȍƵǄǎȓ�
relate to each other. Previously introduced models of cross-language speech perception, 
the SLM (Speech Learning Model; Flege, 1995) and PAM (Perceptual Assimilation 
Model; Best, 1995) do so to some degree only. 

Concerning the last of these aspects, both PAM and SLM predict that novel speech 
categories are formed based on their perceived (dis)similarity with the native phonological 
system. This prediction is in line with the data of this dissertation. To illustrate this, 
ȐǎǹǎǹǃǎȐ�ȚǡƵȚऺ�ȀȝȚ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚΕȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ΔȀΕǎǴȓऺ�Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ʋैै�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎ�ǴǤǎȓ�
ǄǴȀȓǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǎΚǤȓȚǤǺǛ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ� ʋैैऺ�ΕǡǤǴǎ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�Ǥȓ�ǺȀ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚ�ǄȀȝǺȚǎȐȍƵȐȚ�ȚȀ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�
/æ/. According to PAM, the English /æ/ is thus expected to be assimilated by the Dutch 
ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ� ʋैैु�eǡǤȓ�Ǥȓ�ǤǺǊǎǎǊ�ǡȀΕ�Țǡǎ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�Chapter 2 could 
ǃǎ� ǤǺȚǎȐȍȐǎȚǎǊु�/ǎȐǎ��ȝȚǄǡ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ� ǴƵȐǛǎǴΛ�ȀΔǎȐǴƵȍȍǤǺǛ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺȓ�Ȁǚ�
Țǡǎ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ� ʋैै�ƵǺǊ�ैǀै�ΔȀΕǎǴȓ�ƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ȓȚƵȐȚ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�ΕǎȐǎ�ǴȀǄƵȚǎǊ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤΔǎǴΛ�
ǄǴȀȓǎ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ� ʋैैु��ǚȚǎȐ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ȍƵȐȚǤǄǤȍƵǺȚȓ�ȀΔǎȐƵǴǴ�ȓǡȀΕǎǊ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǊǤȓȚǤǺǄȚ�
productions of the two trained English vowels, which was due to the fact that /æ/ 
productions tended to be more native-like. In other words, participants started out with 
a single category at the beginning of the training and developed – to some degree - a novel 
one for the earlier assimilated vowel category as a consequence of phonemic training.  
��ȐǎǴǎΔƵǺȚ�ƵǺǊ�ǤǹȍȀȐȚƵǺȚ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�X�E�ƵǺǊ�^@E�ǄȀǺǄǎȐǺȓ�Țǡǎ�ΕƵΛ�ȚǡǎΛ�

characterise the relationship between the perception-production link during non-native 
language processing. Neither of the two accounts provides a comprehensive explanation 
Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ǎǹȍǤȐǤǄƵǴ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�Chapter 2-4. Flege’s Speech Learning Model sees 
a learner’s perceptual ability as central to their production performance. If perceptual 
learning was indeed driving someone’s production ability (even in experienced L2 
users), we would not expect to see any transfer of learning from production training to 
ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ� ǤǹȍȐȀΔǎǹǎǺȚु� �ȝȚ� ȚǡǤȓ� ǎϩǎǄȚ�ΕƵȓ� ǤǺǊǎǎǊ� ȐǎΔǎƵǴǎǊ� ǤǺ�Chapter 4. Contrary 
to the notion by SLM, Best’s Perceptual Assimilation Model postulates that perceptual 
assimilations of novel speech sounds is driven by their articulatory gestures. If simply put, 
speech perception would thus be dependent on production, which could be extended 
to the experimental prediction that L2 perception and thus also perceptual learning is 
driven by the accuracy of non-native production. While this account would explain the 
transfer from production to perception in Chapter 4, it cannot explain the opposite 
cross-modality transfer revealed in Chapters 2 and 3. Taken together, neither of the 
two models can account for a bidirectional relationship between speech perception and 
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production during non-native phonemic learning. 
When evaluating the predictive value of both the PAM and SLM model in the context 

of this dissertation, however, it is important to keep in mind that neither of them was 
originally designed to capture non-native phoneme learning in its entirety. In fact, an often 
ǺǎǛǴǎǄȚǎǊ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ� Țǡǎ� ȚΕȀ�ǹȀǊǎǴȓ� Ǥȓ� ȚǡƵȚ�X�E�ΕƵȓ�ȀȐǤǛǤǺƵǴǴΛ�ǊǎΔǎǴȀȍǎǊ� ȚȀ�
characterise the initial contact of naïve listeners to novel L2 sounds, while SLM describes 
production (and perception) by L2 speech learners and thus experienced listeners. Best 
and Tyler (Best and Tyler, 2007b) later on assessed the commonalities between these 
two phases and, based on this, formulated an extension of the original model, the so-
called PAM-L2 (Best and Tyler, 2007b). Despite this extension, the model still cannot be 
expected to account for the dynamically changing learning process of L2 acquisition in 
its entirety. 

A more recent attempt to consider the learning path of L2 phoneme acquisition as 
ΕǎǴǴ� Ƶȓ� Țǡǎ� ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ� Ȁǚ� ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴ� ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ� ॵƵǺǊ� ǊΛǺƵǹǤǄ� ǄǡƵǺǛǎȓॶ� Ǥȓ� �ȓǄȝǊǎȐȀখȓ�
Second Language Linguistic Perception model (L2LP model; Escudero, 2005; Mayr and 
Escudero, 2010). It can, in fact, be seen as a meaningful synthesis of both the SLM and 
PAM frameworks. It combines clear predictions on how the perception of novel phonemes 
Ǥȓ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎǊ�ǃΛ�Țǡǎ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȍǡȀǺȀǴȀǛǤǄƵǴ�ȓȍƵǄǎ�ȚǡȐȀȝǛǡ�ƵȓȓǤǹǤǴƵȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȀǺ�ǡȀΕ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ�
formation in a developmental learning process takes place (like experienced listeners in 
SLM). Interestingly, it also acknowledges (some form of) individual variation in this 
process. According to L2LP, learners’ initial encounters with the non-native sound space 
will not only be determined by their native language but also by their accent, including 
regional, social and idiosyncratic features of their L1. Though further work is still needed 
to experimentally test all of the model’s predictions, empirical support for various aspects 
of it has already become available (Escudero and Boersma, 2004; Evans and Iverson, 2004) 
and it is, to my knowledge, the most comprehensive account of L2 sound acquisition. 

Considering the above presented outcomes of the empirical work together with 
ȍȐǎΔǤȀȝȓ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓǄǤǎǺȚǤϲǄ�ϲǎǴǊऺ�ǤȚ�ǃǎǄȀǹǎȓ�ǄǴǎƵȐ�ȚǡƵȚ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺȓǡǤȍ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�Țǡǎ�
speech modalities cannot satisfactorily be described as linear or static. A linear or balanced 
relationship between the speech modalities would entail that improvements in one of 
the modalities predicted improvements in the respective other. As the above discussion 
ǡƵȓ�ȓǡȀΕǺऺ�ǡȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ƵȐǎ�ȀȚǡǎȐ�ǄȐȝǄǤƵǴ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓ�ǊΛǺƵǹǤǄƵǴǴΛ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǤǺǛ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǹȝȚȝƵǴ�
relationship in the course of learning. The most important of these factors are: cross-
mapping between L1 and L2 phonological space, the way of training L2 perceptual and/
ȀȐ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ƵǃǤǴǤȚΛऺ �ƵǺǊ� ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓऺ� ȓȝǄǡ�Ƶȓऺ�ǹȀȚǤΔƵȚǤȀǺऺ�ƵǛǎऺ�ƵȍȚǤȚȝǊǎ�ǚȀȐ�
speech perception and/or production, and production variability. 

So far I have almost exclusively discussed the relationship between the speech modalities 
during L2 sound learning. Naturally, the question on their interactions during novel 
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sound category formation can be set into a wider context, namely the debate on how the 
two speech modalities more generally relate to each other during communication. The 
scope of this dissertation, especially in the experimental parts of it, had to be restricted. 
Traditionally, the two speech modalities have been studied in isolation assuming there 
were separate systems for the two speech processes. For good reasons researchers have 
begun to consider the two processes as more interrelated and thus increasingly studied 
their interactive nature (e.g. Baese-Berk, 2019; Broos et al., 2016; Franken, 2018). The 
present investigation of non-native sound learning can be seen as part of this more general 
development in the speech sciences. Moreover, the present consideration of the processes 
ȝǺǊǎȐǴΛǤǺǛ�ǺȀΔǎǴ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ�ǚȀȐǹƵȚǤȀǺ�ǄƵǺ�ǃǎ�ȓǎǎǺ�Ƶȓ�Ƶ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ǎΚƵǹȍǴǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎ�ΕƵΛ�ǤǺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�
speech perception and production work together. 

Throughout this thesis, I have been referring to speech perception and speech 
production as two modalities. This terminology is in compliance with common use, as 
perception and production have typically been considered two separate systems. The 
implication of this terminology (two systems) has, in fact, been fundamental to the way 
the main research question of this dissertation was posed (how do speech perception and 
production interact?). As recently proposed by McQueen and Meyer, however, speech 
perception and production could instead be seen as two aspects of a single common 
system (McQueen and Meyer, 2019). In their proposal they describe language as single 
knowledge base comprising a set of processing mechanisms that are recruited depending 
ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ǴƵǺǛȝƵǛǎ�ȚƵȓǲ�ȍǎȐǚȀȐǹǎǊु�̂ ȍǎǎǄǡ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�Țǡȝȓ�ǃǎ�
a set of tasks rather than separate modalities or (sub)systems. Though this characterisation 
of speech perception and production was not contemplated in the process of describing 
the mutual relationship between perception and production in this dissertation, it could 
provide a potentially explanatory framework for describing the processes underlying 
non-native speech learning. In fact, a basic prediction following from the account by 
EǄZȝǎǎǺ�ƵǺǊ�EǎΛǎȐ�ΕƵȓ�ǄȀǺϲȐǹǎǊ�ǃΛ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ�ǤǺ�ȚǡǤȓ�ǊǤȓȓǎȐȚƵȚǤȀǺह�2ǚ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�Ǥȓ�
Ƶ�ȓǤǺǛǴǎ�ǲǺȀΕǴǎǊǛǎ�ǃƵȓǎऺ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ȓǡȀȝǴǊ�ǃǎ�ǃǤǊǤȐǎǄȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎȓ�ǃǎȚΕǎǎǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�
production to be observed (during L2 learning), which is indeed what we showed in form 
of a cross-modality transfer (see Chapters 2 and 4). The challenge for future research will 
ǃǎ�ȚȀ�ȓǎǎ�Ǥǚ�Țǡǎ�ƵǄǄȀȝǺȚ�ǄƵǺ�ǎΚȍǴƵǤǺ�Țǡǎ�ȝǺǃƵǴƵǺǄǎǊ�ǺƵȚȝȐǎ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ǃǤǊǤȐǎǄȚǤȀǺƵǴ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎȓु

II. HOW TO EFFICIENTLY TRAIN NON-NATIVE CATEGORIES?

The secondary research aim of this dissertation was concerned with how a closer 
understanding of the speech perception-production interactions during L2 sound 
ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ� ǄȀȝǴǊ� ǤǺǚȀȐǹ� Țǡǎ� ǄǡȀǤǄǎ� ƵǺǊ� ǊǎΔǎǴȀȍǹǎǺȚ� Ȁǚ� ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓ� ȚȀ�
improve such learning. When developing such a training method there are countless 
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ǎǴǎǹǎǺȚȓ� ȚȀ� ǄȀǺȓǤǊǎȐ� ƵǺǊ�ǊǎȚƵǤǴȓ� ȚȀ� ƵǊǯȝȓȚ�ΕǡǤǄǡ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ� ǤǺ� ǴǤȚǎȐƵǴǴΛ� ƵǺ� ǤǺϲǺǤȚǎ�ǺȝǹǃǎȐ�
of possible training protocols. The following discussion will not provide a complete 
overview of all possible choices but will focus on the key factors that are thought to 
ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ǹȀȓȚ�ȓȚȐȀǺǛǴΛु �

A prominent question in the recent debate on perception-production interactions 
ǊȝȐǤǺǛ�@�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ǡƵȓ�ǄȀǺǄǎȐǺǎǊ�Țǡǎ�ȏȝǎȓȚǤȀǺ�ȀǺ�ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ�ǤȚ�Ǥȓ�ǃǎǺǎϲǄǤƵǴ�ȚȀ�ȚȐƵǤǺ�ǃȀȚǡ�
speech modalities in combination or whether to focus on isolated training protocols. As 
Țǡǎ� ȐǎȓȝǴȚȓ�Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȓȚȝǊΛ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ� ǤǺ�Chapter 2 and 3 have shown, it is 
ǛȀȀǊ� ȚȀ�ǄȀǹǃǤǺǎ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ȝǺǊǎȐ� ǄǎȐȚƵǤǺ�ǄȀǺǊǤȚǤȀǺȓु�vǎ�ǡƵΔǎ� ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǎ� ǎϩǎǄȚȓ�Ȁǚ�
perceptual training combined with related production practice for a familiar contrast in 
ǤǺȚǎȐǹǎǊǤƵȚǎै�ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺȚ�@�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓु�vǡǎǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�Ƶ�ǺȀΔǎǴ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ǤȚ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǃǎ�ǃǎȚȚǎȐ�ȚȀ�
ǄȀǺǄǎǺȚȐƵȚǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǎϩȀȐȚȓ�ȀǺ�Țǡǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝƵǴ�ǹȀǊƵǴǤȚΛ�ϲȐȓȚऺ�Ƶȓ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ƵȐǎ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�ȓȝǛǛǎȓȚǤǺǛ�
ƵǺ�ƵǺȚƵǛȀǺǤȓȚǤǄ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�ȀǺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ΕǡǎǺ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�Ǥȓ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚǴΛ�ǤǺȚǎȐȚΕǤǺǎǊ�ΕǤȚǡ�
production practice under some experimental conditions (Baese-Berk, 2019; Baese-Berk 
ƵǺǊ�^ƵǹȝǎǴऺ�ॶु�/ȀΕǎΔǎȐऺ� ǤȚ� ȐǎǹƵǤǺȓ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ΔǎȐǤϲǎǊ� Ǥǚ� ȚǡǤȓ� Ǥȓ�ƵǴȓȀ�Țǡǎ�ǄƵȓǎ� ǤǺ�Ƶ�ǹȀȐǎ�
ǺƵȚȝȐƵǴ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ȓǎȚȚǤǺǛ�ƵǺǊ�ǺȀȚ�ǹȀȓȚǴΛ�Ǌȝǎ�ȚȀ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄȓ�Ȁǚ� ȚǤǹǤǺǛ� ǤǺ� ǴƵǃȀȐƵȚȀȐΛ�
training protocol (i.e. when combining speech perception with production practice in 
each trial, it was shown that a delay before the production task removed the earlier shown 
ǊǤȓȐȝȍȚǤΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ॵ�Ƶǎȓǎআ�ǎȐǲ�ƵǺǊ�^ƵǹȝǎǴऺे���Ƶǎȓǎআ�ǎȐǲ�ટ�^ƵǹȝǎǴऺ�ȓȝǃǹǤȚȚǎǊॶु

The task used during training is also important. For training the perception of novel 
sounds, (high-variability) phonetic training, typically in the form of a two-alternative 
choice task, has become a relatively standardised and widely employed method (see also 
Chapter 2). Especially the use of variable stimuli (e.g. multiple tokens of the same word 
ƵǺǊ ȀैȐ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǎǊ�ǃΛ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȓȍǎƵǲǎȐȓॶ�ǡƵȓ�ǃǎǎǺ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ƵǺ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�ǤǺ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�
novel sounds (e.g. Leong et al., 2018; Logan et al., 1991; Sadakata and McQueen, 2013). 
Concerning the targeted enhancement of L2 production, training protocols seem less 
standardised and there is a need for greater standardisation of methods in order to enable 
direct and more controlled comparisons between L2 production training approaches. 
Two key elements are how to induce the production of to-be-trained sounds (the task) 
ƵǺǊ�ǡȀΕ�ȚȀ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǎ�Țǡǎǹ�ॵȚǡǎ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲॶु�eǡǎ�ǹȀȓȚ�ǄȀǹǹȀǺ�ȀȍȚǤȀǺȓ�ǚȀȐ�Țǡǎ�ϲȐȓȚ�ƵȐǎ�Țǡǎ�
use of picture naming, imitation or a reading task. Although L2 learners were shown to 
ǃǎ�ǃǎȚȚǎȐ�ƵȚ�ǤǹǤȚƵȚǤǺǛ�ǊǤϬǄȝǴȚ�ǺȀǺআǺƵȚǤΔǎ�ȍǡȀǺǎǹǎȓ�Ƶȓ�ǄȀǹȍƵȐǎǊ�ȚȀ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄǤǺǛ�Țǡǎǹ�ǤǺ�
Ƶ�ȐǎƵǊǤǺǛ�ȚƵȓǲऺ�ǤǹǤȚƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚȝȐǺǎǊ�ȀȝȚ�ȚȀ�ǺȀȚ�ǺǎǄǎȓȓƵȐǤǴΛ�ȐǎϵǎǄȚ�ƵǺ�@�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐখȓ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤΔǎ�
usage of a non-native phoneme (Llompart and Reinisch, 2018). This makes imitation a 
less favourable task for production training, while both picture naming and word reading 
seem valid choices in this context. 

Also choosing the type of feedback in the context of production training is a crucial 
ǎǴǎǹǎǺȚ� Ȁǚ� ƵǺΛ� ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ� ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ȍȐȀȚȀǄȀǴु� 2Ǻ� ȚǡǤȓ� ǊǤȓȓǎȐȚƵȚǤȀǺऺ�Εǎ� ǡƵΔǎ� ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ� ȚΕȀ�
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓ�ǚȀȐ�ȚǡǤȓह�ǺȀ�ǎΚȚǎȐǺƵǴ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ॵChapter 2 and 3) and direct, trial-by-
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trial informative feedback (Chapter 4). Simple practice without any external feedback 
ॵȚǡȀȝǛǡ� ǴǤǲǎǴΛ� ǤǺȚǎȐǺƵǴ� ȓǎǴǚআǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤȀǺॶ� ΕƵȓ� ȓǡȀΕǺ� ȚȀ� ǃǎ� ǃǎǺǎϲǄǤƵǴ� ǤǺ� Țǡǎ� ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ� Ȁǚ�
perceptual training in Chapter 3 indicating that external evaluation is not strictly 
ǺǎǄǎȓȓƵȐΛ�ȚȀ�ȓȝȍȍȀȐȚ�ǺȀΔǎǴ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐΛ�ǚȀȐǹƵȚǤȀǺु��ȓ�ȚǡǎȐǎ�ƵȐǎ�ǹȝǴȚǤȍǴǎ�ǎΚƵǹȍǴǎȓ�Ȁǚ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�
ǎΚȚǎȐǺƵǴ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ƵȍȍȐȀƵǄǡǎȓ�ॵǎुǛु��ȐȀȐƵ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��/ƵǄǲǤǺǛ�ǎȚ�ƵǴुऺे��?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ�ǎȚ�
al., 2015; Lie-Lahuerta, 2011; Machovikov et al., 2002; Neri et al., 2006), it can still be 
assumed that (some forms of) external feedback are helpful during non-native production 
learning. In the present dissertation, we presented a production training approach, in 
which participants received trial-by-trial informative feedback on the distance between 
their own productions to those of a typical native speaker in terms of articulatory features 
(as locations in the F1-F2 space that were achieved by the tongue and mouth positions see 
Chapter 4ॶु�vǡǤǴǎ�ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ�ΕǎȐǎ�ȓǡȀΕǺ�ȚȀ�ǃǎǺǎϲȚ�ǚȐȀǹ�ȓǤǹǤǴƵȐ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ΕǡǎǺ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�
ǎǺȚǤȐǎǴΛ� ǺȀΔǎǴ� ΔȀΕǎǴ� ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎȓ� ǤǺ� Ƶ� ȓȚȝǊΛ� ǃΛ� ?ƵȐȚȝȓǡǤǺƵ� ǎȚ� ƵǴु� ॵॶऺ� ȚǡǤȓ� ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�
approach did not turn out to support production improvements in Dutch native speakers 
who were already fairly familiar with the trained English vowels (the factor familiarity/ 
ȍȐȀϲǄǤǎǺǄΛ�ǹǤǛǡȚ�ǤǺǊǎǎǊ�ǃǎ�Țǡǎ�ǄȐȝǄǤƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎ�ǎΚȍǴƵǤǺǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺȚ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓऺ�ǃȝȚ�
ȚǡǤȓ�ǡΛȍȀȚǡǎȓǤȓ�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ǡƵΔǎ�ȚȀ�ǃǎ�ȚǎȓȚǎǊ�ǎǹȍǤȐǤǄƵǴǴΛ�ϲȐȓȚॶु�

Though not used for the purpose of giving online feedback during production training 
ǃȝȚ� ǚȀȐ�ȀϯǤǺǎ� ȓȍǎǎǄǡ� ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǤȀǺ� ǤǺȓȚǎƵǊऺ� ȚǡǤȓ�ǊǤȓȓǎȐȚƵȚǤȀǺ� ƵǴȓȀ�ȍȐǎȓǎǺȚǎǊ� ƵǺ� ƵȝȚȀǹƵȚǤǄ�
speech recognition (ASR) approach that could potentially be used as an online feedback 
tool (see Chapter 2)ु�/ǎȐǎऺ�Εǎ�ȝȓǎǊ�Ƶ�/ǤǊǊǎǺ�EƵȐǲȀΔ�ǹȀǊǎǴ�ȚȐƵǤǺǎǊ�ȀǺ�ΕȀȐǊ�ȐǎǄȀȐǊǤǺǛȓ�
by native English speakers to classify the speech data produced before and after phonetic 
ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ� ǃΛ��ȝȚǄǡ� ǴǎƵȐǺǎȐȓ� Ȁǚ� �ǺǛǴǤȓǡु� �Λ�ǹǎƵǺȓ� Ȁǚ� ȚǡǤȓऺ� ǃǤǺƵȐΛ� ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǄƵȚǤȀǺȓ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ�
ǹǤǺǤǹƵǴ�ȍƵǤȐ�ȓȚǤǹȝǴǤऺ�ȓȝǄǡ�Ƶȓ��ǺǛǴǤȓǡ�ȍƵǺআȍǎǺऺ�ǄȀȝǴǊ�ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǴΛ�ǃǎ�ȝȓǎǊ�ȚȀ�ǎΔƵǴȝƵȚǎ�ΕǡǎȚǡǎȐ�
Ƶ�ǛǤΔǎǺ�ΔȀΕǎǴ�ॵǎǹǃǎǊǊǎǊ�ǤǺ�Ƶ�ΕȀȐǊॶ�ǄƵǺ�ǃǎ�ǄǴƵȓȓǤϲǎǊ�Ƶȓ�ǺƵȚǤΔǎআǴǤǲǎु�^ǤǹǤǴƵȐǴΛऺ �ȚǡǤȓ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊ�
(or a similar one based on powerful new approaches, such as, deep neural networks) could 
be used to provide learners with immediate feedback on their speech productions, though 
such approaches will be relatively uninformative as to how to improve productions. 
2Ǻ� Țǡǎ� ǴǤǛǡȚ� Ȁǚ� Țǡǎ� ǤǺǄȐǎƵȓǤǺǛ� ȝȓǎ� Ȁǚ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓ� ǚȐȀǹ� ƵȐȚǤϲǄǤƵǴ� ǤǺȚǎǴǴǤǛǎǺǄǎ� ǤǺ� ƵǺ� ǎΔǎȐআ

ǎΚȍƵǺǊǤǺǛ� ϲǎǴǊ� Ȁǚ� ƵȍȍǴǤǄƵȚǤȀǺȓ� ॵȚȀǛǎȚǡǎȐ� ΕǤȚǡ� Țǡǎ� ǎǹǎȐǛǎǺǄǎ� Ȁǚ� ǄȀǺȓȝǹǎȐআǹƵȐǲǎȚऺ�
wearable EEG hardware), it is worthwhile to also consider the use of neurofeedback in 
Țǡǎ�ȓǎƵȐǄǡ�ǚȀȐ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺȚ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛ�ǹǎȚǡȀǊȓ�ǡǎȐǎु�FǎȝȐȀǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�Ǥȓ�Ƶ�ȚΛȍǎ�Ȁǚ�ǃȐƵǤǺআǄȀǹȍȝȚǎȐ�
interface (BCI), during which a person receives feedback on his or her neural activity that 
Ǥȓ�ȐǎǴƵȚǎǊ�ȚȀ�Ƶ�ȓȍǎǄǤϲǄ�ǄȀǛǺǤȚǤΔǎ�ȀȐ�ǃǎǡƵΔǤȀȝȐƵǴ�ȓȚƵȚǎु�eǡǎ�ǃƵȓǤǄ�ǤǊǎƵ�ǃǎǡǤǺǊ�Țǡǎ�ȍȀȚǎǺȚǤƵǴ�
ǎϬǄǤǎǺǄΛ�Ȁǚ�ǺǎȝȐȀǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�Ǥȓ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ȀǺ�ǺǎȝȐƵǴ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�Ǥȓ�ǹȀȐǎ�ǊǤȐǎǄȚऺ�ΕǡǎȐǎƵȓ�
feedback on behaviour involves a more indirect loop where decision processes and other 
aspects of cognition may intervene. In principle, any language-related response could be 
used for neurofeedback provided that it can be condensed to a single measure of neural 
activity. For EEG, we showed in Chapter 3 that the MMN was a more sensitive measure 
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in detecting increased perceptual sensitivity than common behavioural methods. The 
MMN has also previously been shown to precede behaviourally measurable perceptual 
improvements (Tremblay et al., 1998) and by providing a straightforward measure of 
a learner’s ability to discriminate between a challenging non-native sound contrast, it 
could serve as an ideal measure for neurofeedback. On-line neurofeedback on frequency 
discrimination sensitivity (in the form of MMN responses) was already shown to enhance 
participants’ MMN responses relative to those of a sham feedback group (Brandmeyer, 
2014) and Chang et al. recently presented preliminary work indicating that L2 learners 
could improve their discrimination ability of a challenging L2 contrast, here English 
liquids by Japanese learners, after neurofeedback on their MMN responses (Chang et 
al., 2017). It seems promising (though technically challenging8) for future research to 
further investigate these possibilities. Closing the feedback loop during speech category 
learning in this sense would also have important implications for the understanding of 
mechanisms underlying the process of improving speech perception (and production).

III. CONCLUSION

In this dissertation, I presented empirical evidence aimed at furthering our understanding 
of the relationship between speech perception and production during second language 
speech category learning. The empirical work is built on the use of two multiple-day 
training studies investigating the conditions and outcomes for learning in both speech 
modalities that results from targeted perception and/or production training. Based on 
Țǡǎ�ǊǤȓǄȝȓȓǤȀǺ�Ȁǚ�Țǡǎȓǎ�ȀȝȚǄȀǹǎȓ�ƵǺǊ�ȚǡǎǤȐ�ȐǎǴƵȚǤȀǺ�ȚȀ�Țǡǎ�ǃȐȀƵǊǎȐ�ȓǄǤǎǺȚǤϲǄ�ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚऺ� ǤȚ�
ǃǎǄƵǹǎ�ǎΔǤǊǎǺȚ�ȚǡƵȚ�ȓȍǎǎǄǡ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤȀǺ�ƵǺǊ�ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤȀǺ�ǤǺǊǎǎǊ�ǹȝȚȝƵǴǴΛ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�ǎƵǄǡ�
other during novel sound learning. Their relationship is bidirectional as we could see in 
cross-modality transfer observed in both directions. Furthermore, L2 sound learning 
and the way perception and production interact in the process of learning is likely to be 

8  ��ȐǎǴǤƵǃǴǎ�ȓǤǛǺƵǴ�ǊǎȚǎǄȚǤȀǺ�ॵǚȐȀǹ�ΕǤȚǡǤǺ�ǺȀǤȓǎॶ�Ǥȓ�Ƶ�ȐǎȏȝǤȐǎǹǎǺȚ�ǚȀȐ�ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ǃȝȚ�ȓȚǤǴǴ�
technically challenging. For example, signal-to-noise levels can be enhanced by aggregating 
responses over time (several trials) thereby boosting the robustness of the detection. As a 
result, however, feedback presentation based on such a “sliding window” of aggregated 
ǺǎȝȐƵǴ�ȐǎȓȍȀǺȓǎȓ�Ǥȓ�ȓǴȀΕǎǊ�ǊȀΕǺऺ�ΕǡǤǄǡ�Ǥȓ�ǴǤǲǎǴΛ�ȚȀ�ȐǎǊȝǄǎ�Țǡǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛখȓ�ǎϬǄǤǎǺǄΛु �eǡȀȝǛǡ�
we feel these directions are promising, and in fact were part of our original research plan, 
we have realised how brittle current single-trial detection approaches of these signatures in 
EEG still are in practice, see e.g. Dijkstra et al. (2018) on the use of N400 in the context of 
semantic probing BCI and other applications. 
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ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎǊ�ǃΛ�Ƶ�ǺȝǹǃǎȐ�Ȁǚ�ǄȐǤȚǤǄƵǴ�ǚƵǄȚȀȐȓऺ�ǤǺǄǴȝǊǤǺǛ�ǤǺǊǤΔǤǊȝƵǴ�ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ॵȓȝǄǡ�Ƶȓऺ�ƵǛǎ�
of acquisition, motivation to reach a native-like accent, production variability, aptitude 
for listening) and cross-language phonological mapping. Importantly, the relationship 
between the two speech modalities is likely to change more dynamically over the course 
of learning than previously thought. More experimental investigations designed to shed 
light on these (long-term) temporal dynamics are needed, as well as those on individual 
ǊǤϩǎȐǎǺǄǎȓ�ǤǺ�@�ȓȀȝǺǊ�ǴǎƵȐǺǤǺǛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǹƵΛ�ǤǺϵȝǎǺǄǎ�ȚǡȀȓǎ�ǊΛǺƵǹǤǄȓु�

Let us return to the introductory example of Nienke for an illustration of the astonishing 
complexity arising between speech perception and production during the process of L2 
sound learning. Can Nienke hear what she cannot say? I suggest that the answer to this 
question is that it depends. While training to both correctly perceive and produce the 
English contrast, she might very well reach a level at which she could reasonably well 
tell apart the two sounds when listening to another speaker while not yet being able 
to properly pronounce them herself. But this state will likely only be temporary, since 
learning to perceive the sounds will also help her in producing them. The same question, 
however, could also refer to Nienke’s ability to evaluate her own productions by being able 
ȚȀ�ǎϩǎǄȚǤΔǎǴΛ�ǹȀǺǤȚȀȐ�ǡǎȐ�ȀΕǺ�ȝȚȚǎȐƵǺǄǎȓु��ƵǺ�ȓǡǎ�ȚǎǴǴ�Ǥǚ�ȓǡǎ�ǄƵǺ�ȀȐ�ǄƵǺǺȀȚ�ȓƵΛ�ǤȚ�ǄȀȐȐǎǄȚǴΛू�
That very much depends on the mechanisms underlying the verbal self-monitor (are they 
perception-based, production-based or rather depending on forward modelling…?) and 
will have to remain an open question to be addressed by future research.

Nienke is happy that she has just read a dissertation on why other Dutch speakers struggle 
ȰȖ� ȣȦȖȣǤȦȊ͘�ǷǤǋȦ�ǋȐǠ�ȣȦȖȐȖȳȐǚǤ� ȰǷǤ��ȐǱȊǺȩǷ�͒ȖȦǠȩ� ࣭ȣǋȐ࣮�ǋȐǠ� ࣭ȣǤȐ࣮� ȅȳȩȰ� ȊǺȈǤ� ǷǤȦ� 2Ȱ� ǋȊȩȖ�
ǺȐǚȊȳǠǤǠ� ǋ� ȩǤǚȰǺȖȐ� ȖȐ� ǷȖ͒� ȰǷǤ͘� ǚǋȐ� ǙǤȩȰ� ǱȖ� ǋǙȖȳȰ� ǺȏȣȦȖ͑ǺȐǱ� ȰǷǤǺȦ� ȊǋȐǱȳǋǱǤ� ȩȈǺȊȊȩ� eǷǤ�
ȩǺȏȣȊǺωǤǠ�ȏǤȩȩǋǱǤ�ȩǷǤ�ȰǋȈǤȩ�ǷȖȏǤ�ǰȦȖȏ�ǋȊȊ�ȰǷǺȩ�ȩǚǺǤȐȰǺωǚ�ȦǤȩǤǋȦǚǷ�ȖȐ�ǷǤȦ�Ǥ͑ǤȦ͘Ǡǋ͘�ȣȦȖǙȊǤȏ�
Ǻȩ� ȰǷǤ� ǰȖȊȊȖ͒ǺȐǱ�eǷǤȦǤ� Ǻȩ�ǷȖȣǤ� ǰȖȦ�ǷǤȦ� ȰȖ� ȩȰǺȊȊ� ǱǤȰ�ǙǤȰȰǤȦ�ǋȰ�ǙȖȰǷ�ǷǤǋȦǺȐǱ�ǋȐǠ�ȣȦȖȐȖȳȐǚǺȐǱ�
ȰǷǤ�ǠǺϋǚȳȊȰ��ȐǱȊǺȩǷ�ȩȖȳȐǠȩ�[ǤǱǋȦǠǺȐǱ�ǷȖ͒�ȰȖ�Ȗ͑ǤȦǚȖȏǤ�ǷǤȦ�ǠǺϋǚȳȊȰǺǤȩ�ȩǷǤ�ȊǤǋȦȐȰ�ȰǷǋȰ�ǷǤȦ�
awareness of the challenging contrast and the motivation to get better already gives her a 
ǷǤǋǠ࣠ȩȰǋȦȰ�vǷǋȰ�ǚȖȳȊǠ�ǰȳȦȰǷǤȦ�ǷǤȊȣ�ǷǤȦ�Ǻȩ�ȰȖ�ǋȩȈ�ǷǤȦ��ȐǱȊǺȩǷ�ǚȊǋȩȩȏǋȰǤȩ�ȰȖ�Ǥ͗ȣȊǋǺȐ�ȰȖ�ǷǤȦ�͒ ǷǋȰ�
ǺȰ�Ǻȩ�ȰǷǤ͘�ǋȦǤ�ǠȖǺȐǱ�͒ ǺȰǷ�ȰǷǤǺȦ�ȏȖȳȰǷ�ǋȐǠ�ȰȖȐǱȳǤ�͒ ǷǺȊǤ�ȣȦȖȐȖȳȐǚǺȐǱ�ȰǷǤ�Ȱ͒Ȗ�ȩȖȳȐǠȩ�eǷǤȐ�ǺȰ�Ǻȩ�
all about practicing, though both for speaking and for listening it holds that practice is even 
ȏȖȦǤ�ǤϋǚǺǤȐȰ�͒ǷǤȐ�ǚȖȏǙǺȐǤǠ�͒ǺȰǷ�ǚȖȐȩȰȦȳǚȰǺ͑Ǥ�ǰǤǤǠǙǋǚȈ�vǷ͘�ȐȖȰ�ǋȊȩȖ�ǋȩȈǺȐǱ�ǷǤȦ��ȐǱȊǺȩǷ�
ǚȊǋȩȩȏǋȰǤȩ�ȰȖ�ȰǤȊȊ�ǷǤȦ�Ǻǰ�ǋȐǠ�ǺȐ�͒ǷǋȰ�͒ǋ͘�ǷǤȦ�ȣȦȖȐȳȐǚǺǋȰǺȖȐ�Ǻȩ�ȖΧ��ȐǠ�͒Ƿ͘�ȐȖȰ�ȳȩǺȐǱ�ȰǷǤ�
subtitles when watching her favourite British series that can tell her right away if it was right 
ȰǷǋȰ�ȩǷǤ�ǷǤǋȦǠ�ȰǷǤ�͒ȖȦǠ�࣭ǙǋǠ࣮
@ǤǋȦȐǺȐǱ�ȰȖ�ǷǤǋȦ�ǋȐǠ�ȰȖ�ȣȦȖȐȖȳȐǚǤ�ǋ�ǠǺϋǚȳȊȰ�ǰȖȦǤǺǱȐ�ȩȖȳȐǠ�ȰȳȦȐȩ�ȖȳȰ�ȰȖ�ǙǤ�ȏȳǚǷ�ȏȖȦǤ�

ǚȊȖȩǤȊ͘� ǚȖȐȐǤǚȰǤǠ� ȰȖ� ǤǋǚǷ� ȖȰǷǤȦ� ȰǷǋȐ� ȦǤȩǤǋȦǚǷǤȦȩ� ǺȐǺȰǺǋȊȊ͘� ȰǷȖȳǱǷȰ� eǷǤ� ǱȖȖǠ� ȐǤ͒ȩ� ǰȖȦ� ǷǤȦ�
ǋǙȖȳȰ� ȰǷǺȩ� Ǻȩ� ȰǷǋȰ� ȦǤǱǋȦǠȊǤȩȩ� Ȗǰ� ͒ǷǤȰǷǤȦ� ȩǷǤ� ǰȖǚȳȩȩǤȩ� ȖȐ� ωȦȩȰ� ǱǤȰȰǺȐǱ� ǙǤȰȰǤȦ� ǋȰ� ǷǤǋȦǺȐǱ� ȰǷǤ�
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ǠǺΧǤȦǤȐǚǤ�ǙǤȰ͒ǤǤȐ�ȰǷǤ�ǠǺϋǚȳȊȰ��ȐǱȊǺȩǷ�ȩȖȳȐǠȩ�ȖȦ�ȦǋȰǷǤȦ�ǋȰ�ȣȦȖȐȖȳȐǚǺȐǱ�ȰǷǤȏ�ǤǺȰǷǤȦ�͒ǋ͘�
ȰǷǺȩ�͒ǺȊȊ�ȣȦȖǙǋǙȊ͘�ȏǤǋȐ�ȰǷǋȰ�ȩǷǤ�ǱǤȰȩ�ǙǤȰȰǤȦ�ǋȰ�ȰǷǤ�ȦǤȩȣǤǚȰǺ͑Ǥ�ȖȰǷǤȦ�ȰǋȩȈ�ȰȖȖ�^Ȗ�ȰǷǋȰࣰȩ�ǋ�͒ǺȐ࣠
͒ǺȐ�ȩǺȰȳǋȰǺȖȐ��ȐǠ�ȩȣǤǋȈǺȐǱ�Ȗǰ�͒ǺȐȐǺȐǱ͒�ǷǋȰ�ȰǷǤ�ȦǤȩǤǋȦǚǷǤȦȩ�Ƿǋ͑Ǥ�ǱǋǺȐǤǠ�ȖȦ�͒ȖȐ�ǋȦǤ�ȐǤ͒�
ωȐǠǺȐǱȩ�ǋȐǠ�ȏǋȐ͘�ȏȖȦǤ�ȥȳǤȩȰǺȖȐȩ�ǙǋȩǤǠ�ȖȐ�ȰǷǤȏ�FǺǤȐȈǤ�ǋǚȰȳǋȊȊ͘�ǱȖȰ�ǺȐȰȦǺǱȳǤǠ�ȰȖ�ȊǤǋȦȐ�
ȏȖȦǤ�eǷǤȦǤ�Ǻȩ�ȩȰǺȊȊ�ȩȖ�ȏȳǚǷ�ȏȖȦǤ�ȰȖ�ωȐǠ�ȖȳȰ�ǋǙȖȳȰ�ȣǤȦǚǤǺ͑ǺȐǱ�ǋȐǠ�ȣȦȖǠȳǚǺȐǱ�ȩȣǤǤǚǷ�ȰǷǋȰ�ȩǷǤ�
started to consider whether to become a language researcher herself.
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Tijdens het leren van een tweede taal (L2) stuiten veel mensen op moeilijkheden met 
het correct uitspreken en onderscheiden van bepaalde klanken in hun gekozen L2. 
Neem bijvoorbeeld Nederlanders die Engels leren. Zij hebben er vaak moeite mee om 
het verschil te horen tussen de klinkers in de Engelse woorden pan en pen. De reden 
ǡǤǎȐΔȀȀȐ� Ǥȓ� ǊƵȚ� Ǌǎ� FǎǊǎȐǴƵǺǊȓǎ� ȚƵƵǴ� ǹƵƵȐ� ǏǏǺ� ǲǴǤǺǲǎȐ� ǡǎǎǚȚऺ� ǺƵǹǎǴǤǯǲ� ʋैै� ΠȀƵǴȓ� ǤǺ� ǡǎȚ�
Nederlandse woord penऺ� ΕƵƵȐ� ǡǎȚ� �ǺǛǎǴȓ� ǎȐ� ȚΕǎǎ� ǡǎǎǚȚऺ� ʋैै� ǎǺ� ैǀै� ΠȀƵǴȓ� ǤǺ� ǡǎȚ� ǎǎȐǊǎȐ�
voorbeeld. Dit leidt ertoe dat zowel spraakperceptie als spraakproductie van dit soort 
klanken uitdagend is voor veel Nederlanders. Eerder onderzoek heeft laten zien dat het 
leren van nieuwe klankcategorieën op volwassen leeftijd nog wel (gedeeltelijk) mogelijk 
Ǥȓऺ�ǹƵƵȐ�ǡȀǎ�ǡǎȚ�ȍȐȀǄǎȓ�ΔƵǺ� ǴǎȐǎǺ�ȍȐǎǄǤǎȓ�ΔǎȐǴȀȀȍȚ� Ǥȓ�ǺȀǛ�ȀǺǊȝǤǊǎǴǤǯǲु�/ǎȚ�ǊȀǎǴ�ΔƵǺ�ǊǤȚ�
proefschrift was om beter te begrijpen hoe spraakperceptie en spraakproductie op elkaar 
inwerken gedurende het leren van nieuwe fonemische categorieën. Er is onderzocht in 
hoeverre dit leerproces in één van de spraakmodaliteiten zou overgaan op vergelijkbare 
ΔǎȐǃǎȚǎȐǤǺǛǎǺ�ǤǺ�Ǌǎ�ƵǺǊǎȐǎऺ�ǎǺ�Ȁǚ�ǴǎȐǎǺǊǎǺ�ΔƵǺ�ǎǎǺ�ȚΕǎǎǊǎ�ȚƵƵǴ�ΠȀȝǊǎǺ�ǲȝǺǺǎǺ�ȍȐȀϲȚǎȐǎǺ�
van gecombineerde trainingsmethoden die beide modaliteiten omvatten. Er is ook getest 
in hoeverre het verbale zelfbewakingssysteem (͑ǤȦǙǋȊ�ȩǤȊǰ࣠ȏȖȐǺȰȖȦ) zich kon aanpassen aan 
nieuw aangeleerde ȐǺǤȰ࣠ȐǋȰǺ͑Ǥ elementen en daarmee de spraakverwerving in de tweede 
ȚƵƵǴ� ǲȀǺ� ȀǺǊǎȐȓȚǎȝǺǎǺु� /ǤǎȐȚȀǎ� ΕǎȐǊ� ǎǎǺ� ΔǎȐȓǄǡǎǤǊǎǺǡǎǤǊ� ƵƵǺ� ǹǎȚǡȀǊǎǺ� ǛǎǃȐȝǤǲȚऺ�
waaronder twee meerdaagse trainingsparadigma’s en de analyse van gedrags-, spraak- en 
elektrofysiologische metingen. Alle experimenten in dit proefschrift zijn gebaseerd op een 
populatie van Nederlanders met een gemiddeld/hoog niveau van het Engels en het Brits-
�ǺǛǎǴȓǎ�ǲǴǤǺǲǎȐ�ǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ�ैǀैআ ʋैै�ॵΠǤǎ�ΔȀȀȐǃǎǎǴǊ�ǃȀΔǎǺॶु

In hoofdstuk 2 en 3 staat de vraag centraal welke gevolgen doelgericht trainen van 
perceptie (wel of niet gecombineerd met het uitspreken van de nieuwe klanken) heeft 
voor het waarnemen en produceren van de uitdagende Engelse klinkers. De resultaten 
toonden succesvol leren aan in allebei de modaliteiten als gevolg van perceptietraining, 
onafhankelijk of taalproductie deel uitmaakte van de training. Er was dus sprake van een 
transfer van perceptie naar productie. Deze gedragsresultaten werden aangevuld door 
ǹǎǎȐ�ǛǎΔȀǎǴǤǛǎ�ǎǴǎǲȚȐȀǚΛȓǤȀǴȀǛǤȓǄǡǎ�ǹǎȚǤǺǛǎǺ�ǊǤǎ�ǛȝǺȓȚǤǛǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚǎǺ�ȀǺȚǡȝǴǊǎ�ΔƵǺ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚǤǎ�
training die gecombineerd werd met productie (hoofdstuk 3). Proefpersonen die tijdens 
de training niet alleen maar naar de Engelse klinkers moesten luisteren maar deze ook 
uitspraken (in plaats van ongerelateerde woorden) toonden na de vier training sessies een 
zogenaamd ȏǺȩȏǋȰǚǷ� ȐǤǱǋȰǺ͑ǺȰ͘� ǤΧǤǚȰ (MMN), een elektrofysiologische signatuur die 
aanduidt dat ze het verschil tussen de twee Engelse klinkers op een automatisch manier 
konden waarnemen. In de groep die tijdens de training ongerelateerde woorden moest 
ȝǤȚȓȍȐǎǲǎǺ�ΕƵȓ�ǊǤȚ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ƵǄǡȚǎȐƵǚ�ǺǤǎȚ�ƵƵǺΕǎΠǤǛ�ॵǡȀǎΕǎǴ�ȀȀǲ�ǊǎΠǎ�ǛȐȀǎȍ�ǎǎǺ�ǴǎǎȐǎϩǎǄȚ�ǤǺ�Ǌǎ�
ǛǎǊȐƵǛȓȚƵǲǎǺ�ǴǤǎȚ�ΠǤǎǺॶु�XǎȐǄǎȍȚȝǎǎǴ�ǴǎȐǎǺ�ȍȐȀϲȚǎǎȐǊǎ�Ǌȝȓ�ΔƵǺ�ǛǎȐǎǴƵȚǎǎȐǊǎ�ȓȍȐƵƵǲȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤǎ�
ȚǤǯǊǎǺȓ�Ǌǎ�ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝǎǴǎ�ȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛऺ�ǹƵƵȐ�ǊǎΠǎ�ȍȀȓǤȚǤǎΔǎ�ǎϩǎǄȚǎǺ�ǲȀǺǊǎǺ�ƵǴǴǎǎǺ�ǛǎǄȀǺȓȚƵȚǎǎȐǊ�
ΕȀȐǊǎǺ� ΕƵǺǺǎǎȐ� ǹǎȚǤǺǛǎǺ� ΔȀǴǊȀǎǺǊǎ� ǛǎΔȀǎǴǤǛ� ΕƵȐǎǺ� Ȁǹ� ϲǯǺǲȀȐȐǎǴǤǛǎ� ΔǎȐȓǄǡǤǴǴǎǺ� ǤǺ�
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ȍǎȐǄǎȍȚȝǎǎǴ�ΔǎȐǹȀǛǎǺ�Țǎ�ǤǊǎǺȚǤϲǄǎȐǎǺु
Om de wederzijdse relatie tussen de spraakmodaliteiten verder te onderzoeken, werd 

in hoofdstuk 4 de omgekeerde richting van transmodaliteitsoverdracht (ǚȦȖȩȩ࣠ȏȖǠǋȊǺȰ͘�
transfer) onderzocht, namelijk van productieleren naar perceptuele verbeteringen. 
/ǤǎȐ� ΕǎȐǊ� ǛǎȚǎȓȚ� ǡȀǎ� ǎǎǺ� ȚΕǎǎǊƵƵǛȓ� ȍȐȀǊȝǄȚǤǎআȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛȓȍȐȀȚȀǄȀǴ� Ȁȍ� ǡǎȚ� �ȐǤȚȓআ�ǺǛǎǴȓ�
klinkercontrast zowel de productie als de perceptie ervan beïnvloedde. Na expliciete 
uitspraakinstructies ontvingen deelnemers in de experimentele groep ȰȦǺǋȊ࣠Ǚ࣠͘ȰȦǺǋȊ visuele 
feedback op hun woord producties. De feedback bestond uit een visuele weergave van 
de tong- en mondpositie tijdens articulatie (gebaseerd op F1- en F2-waarden, de eerste 
twee formanten) en als onderdeel van deze visualisatie de locatie van de uitspraak van 
een typische native speaker samen met de klinkerproductie van het proefpersoon zelf. In 
de controlegroep waren proefpersonen met een soortgelijk taak bezig. Ze produceerden 
hetzelfde aantal kritische woorden, maar in plaats van directe feedback op hun eigen 
uitspraak, ontvingen ze alleen de algemene visuele indicatie van hoe uitspraak van een 
ȚΛȍǤȓǄǡǎ�ǹȀǎǊǎȐȚƵƵǴȓȍȐǎǲǎȐ�ǎȐȝǤȚ�ΠȀȝ�ΠǤǎǺ�ॵȀȀǲ�ǛǎǃƵȓǎǎȐǊ�Ȁȍ�'আ�ǎǺ�'আΕƵƵȐǊǎǺॶु�/ȀǎΕǎǴ�
ǎȐ�ǛǎǎǺ�ǎϩǎǄȚ�ΔƵǺ�Ǌǎ�ΔǤȓȝǎǴǎ�ǚǎǎǊǃƵǄǲ�ǤǺ�Ǌǎ�ǎΚȍǎȐǤǹǎǺȚǎǴǎ�ǛȐȀǎȍ�ƵƵǺǛǎȚȀȀǺǊ�ǲȀǺ�ΕȀȐǊǎǺऺ�
verbeterden beide groepen hun uitspraak tijdens de training. Deze productiewinst kan 
worden verklaard door een interactie van verschillende factoren, waaronder de expliciete 
uitspraakinstructies, gerichte aandacht en motivatie, die tijdens de actieve oefening van 
ǡǎȚ� ȝǤȚǊƵǛǎǺǊǎ� ǲǴǤǺǲǎȐǄȀǺȚȐƵȓȚ� ǤǺ� Ǌǎ� ǴȀȀȍ� ΔƵǺ� Ǌǎ� ȚΕǎǎ� ȓǎȓȓǤǎȓ� ȚȀȚ� ǎϬǄǤǓǺȚǎȐǎ� ǤǺȚǎȐǺǎ�
evaluatie zou kunnen hebben geleid. Interessant is dat, ondanks er geen directe training 
was in de perceptuele modaliteit, proefpersonen van beide groepen ook hun perceptie van 
het Engelse contrast verbeterden. Dit wijst op transmodaliteitsoverdracht van productie 
naar perceptie. De resultaten van hoofdstuk 4 vullen daarmee die van hoofdstuk 2 aan 
door een bi-directionele (hoewel niet noodzakelijkerwijs gebalanceerde) relatie tussen de 
spraakmodaliteiten te suggereren.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschouwde de rol van verbale zelfbewaking (self-monitoring) in de 
ǄȀǺȚǎΚȚ� ΔƵǺ� ǡǎȚ� ǛǎǃȐȝǤǲ� ΔƵǺ� ǎǎǺ� ȚΕǎǎǊǎ� ȚƵƵǴ� ǎǺऺ� ǹǎǎȐ� ȓȍǎǄǤϲǎǲऺ� ǡȀǎ� ǛǎǹƵǲǲǎǴǤǯǲ� ǡǎȚ�
verbale zelfbewakingssysteem zich kan aanpassen aan de evaluatie van nieuw aangeleerde 
geluidscategorieën om de verwerving van ȐǺǤȰ࣠ȐǋȰǺ͑Ǥ fonemen te ondersteunen. Daartoe 
namen eerder getrainde deelnemers (in hoofdstuk 2 en 3 getest) deel aan een experiment 
met een foneemvervangingstaak (phoneme substitution task). Dit is een snelle taak, waarbij 
proefpersonen mondeling moesten reageren op visueel gepresenteerde Engelse woorden 
ǊȀȀȐ�Ǌǎ�ǲǴǤǺǲǎȐ� Țǎ�ΔǎȐΔƵǺǛǎǺ�ॵȀǚΕǎǴ�ैǀै�Ȁǚ� ʋैैॶ�ǹǎȚ�ΠǤǯǺ� ȐǎȓȍǎǄȚǤǎΔǎ� ȚǎǛǎǺǡƵǺǛǎȐु��ǎΠǎ�
taak leidde tot een aanzienlijk aantal verbale substitutiefouten in zowel de getrainde als de 
ongetrainde controlegroep. Ondanks deze spraakfouten vertoonden elektrofysiologische 
metingen echter geen typische indicatoren van foutmonitoring (aanwezig tijdens 
L1-gebruik) in de vorm van een ǤȦȦȖȦ࣠ȦǤȊǋȰǤǠ� ȐǤǱǋȰǺ͑ǺȰ͘ (ERN), voor geen van beide 
groepen. Er was dus geen bewijs voor verschillen in zelf-monitoring van L2-klinkers als 
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ǚȝǺǄȚǤǎ� ΔƵǺ� ǎǎȐǊǎȐǎ� ǚȀǺǎǎǹȚȐƵǤǺǤǺǛु� /ȀǎΕǎǴ� ǎǴǲǎ� ǤǺȚǎȐȍȐǎȚƵȚǤǎ� ΔƵǺ� ǊǎΠǎ� ǺȝǴȐǎȓȝǴȚƵȚǎǺ�
met voorzichtigheid moet worden beschouwd en verder onderzoek nodig is om deze te 
ΔǎȐǤϲǓȐǎǺऺ�ǲƵǺ�ǊǤȚ�ǎȐȀȍ�ΕǤǯΠǎǺ�ǊƵȚ�ǺǤǎȝΕ�ƵƵǺǛǎǴǎǎȐǊǎ�ǚȀǺǎǹǤȓǄǡǎ�ǄƵȚǎǛȀȐǤǎǓǺ�ȀǺΔȀǴǊȀǎǺǊǎ�
zijn om native-achtige patronen van (elektrofysiologische) foutmonitoring te creëren.

In hoofdstuk 6, de algemene discussie, werden de consequenties van deze resultaten 
besproken voor een kenschetsing van de link tussen spraakperceptie en spraakproductie 
tijdens het verwerven van nieuwe foneem categorieën en welke factoren moeten worden 
benaderd tijdens het ontwikkelen van geschikte trainingsmethoden. Bovendien komen 
verschillende theoretische modellen aan bod die relevante voorspellingen doen in 
deze context. Bij elkaar genomen moeten deze modellen rekening kunnen houden 
met dynamische veranderingen in de interactie tussen spraakperceptie en productie 
tijdens het leren, zowel tijdens real-time neurologische verwerking (i.e., tijdens de 
uitvoering van een experimentele trainingstaak) en taalontwikkeling op langere termijn 
(i.e., categorievorming). Daarnaast moeten ze de kritische invloed kunnen overwegen 
van individuele verschillen (zoals motivatie, leeftijd, aanleg voor spraakperceptie en/
of productie en productievariabiliteit) en de manier waarop de native en ȐǺǤȰ࣠ȐǋȰǺ͑Ǥ 
fonologische ruimtes van een leerling zich tot elkaar verhouden. 
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It’s been countless times during my PhD journey, especially in those last months close to 
Țǡǎ�ϲǺǤȓǡ�ǴǤǺǎऺ�ȚǡƵȚ�2�ǄƵȝǛǡȚ�ǹΛȓǎǴǚ�ǤǹƵǛǤǺǤǺǛ�ȚǡǤȓ�ΔǎȐΛ�ǹȀǹǎǺȚु�Eǎ�ȓǤȚȚǤǺǛ�ǊȀΕǺ�ǃǎǡǤǺǊ�
my computer screen, taking a deep breath (ideally sitting outside) and commencing to 
ΕȐǤȚǎ�ȚǡǤȓ�ȓǎǄȚǤȀǺह�Țǡǎ�ƵǄǲǺȀΕǴǎǊǛǹǎǺȚȓ�Ȁǚ�ǹΛ�ȀȚǡǎȐΕǤȓǎ�ϲǺǤȓǡǎǊ�ǊǤȓȓǎȐȚƵȚǤȀǺु�How was 
that going to feel?

The answer is: relieved, somewhat proud, and, most of all, grateful. Going through the 
ȝȍȓ�ƵǺǊ�ǊȀΕǺȓ�Ȁǚ�ȐȝǺǺǤǺǛ�Ƶ�আΛǎƵȐ�Xǡ��ȍȐȀǯǎǄȚ�ƵǺǊ�ȚȝȐǺǤǺǛ�Țǡǎ�ȐǎȓȝǴȚǤǺǛ�ॵǺȝǴǴॶ�ϲǺǊǤǺǛȓ�
ǤǺȚȀ�Ƶ�ǄȀǡǎȓǤΔǎ�ȓǄǤǎǺȚǤϲǄ�ȓȚȀȐΛ�ΕƵȓ�ǺȀȚ�ƵǴΕƵΛȓ�ǎƵȓΛ�ॵȚȀ�ȝǺǊǎȐȓȚƵȚǎ�ǤȚॶु�eǡǎ�ȐǎƵȓȀǺ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǤȚ�
turned out to be a mostly rewarding, instructive and positive experience is due to the great 
support I am lucky to have received throughout it - and for that I want to say, thank you, 
both loudly and quietly. 

James, Peter and Makiko, I feel lucky to have had the wonderful combination of the 
ȚǡȐǎǎ�Ȁǚ�ΛȀȝ�Ƶȓ�ǹΛ�ȓȝȍǎȐΔǤȓǤȀǺ�ȚǎƵǹ�ǃǎǺǎϲȚǤǺǛ�ǚȐȀǹ�Țǡǎ�ΕƵΛ�ΛȀȝ�ƵȐǎ�ǄȀǹȍǴǤǹǎǺȚǤǺǛ�ǎƵǄǡ�
other seamlessly. Makiko, you seem to carry an endless source of positivity inside of you. 
��ȍȀȓǤȚǤΔǤȚΛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ϵȀƵȚȓ�ȀȝȚ�Ȁǚ�ΛȀȝ�ȓȀ�ǺƵȚȝȐƵǴǴΛ�ƵǺǊ�ǎϩȀȐȚǴǎȓȓǴΛ�ȚǡƵȚ�ǹƵǲǎȓ�ǤȚ�ȝǺƵΔȀǤǊƵǃǴΛ�
contagious. You have been a personal and professional inspiration for me. At work it was 
a pleasure to experience you both as my daily supervisor and in the role of supervising 
students together with you. Thank you for your openness, warmth and laughter, for your 
cleverness, passion and your friendship.

Peter, you’re a fountain of ideas! It is hard to imagine a meeting with you not involving 
a novel perspective, an alternative view or entirely new research idea. But besides your 
creativity and the healthy push to make me think further than what lies directly in front 
of me, I have also appreciated your honesty and genuine interest in me as a person. 

James, you have been the stable and reliable anchor for me throughout this project and I 
Ƶǹ�ǺȀȚ�ǎΔǎǺ�ȓȝȐǎ�2�ΕȀȝǴǊ�ǡƵΔǎ�ǹƵǺƵǛǎǊ�ȚȀ�ϲǺǤȓǡ�ǤȚ�ΕǤȚǡȀȝȚ�ΛȀȝȐ�ȓȝȍȍȀȐȚु�|Ȁȝ�ǡƵΔǎ�Țǡǎ�ǛȐǎƵȚ�
ability to see the bigger picture of a project without ever becoming too distanced from it. 
Thank you for being there for me whenever I needed your input, advice or encouragement, 
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ǄȀǴǴǎƵǛȝǎȓ़�2Ț�ΕƵȓ�Ƶ�ȍǴǎƵȓȝȐǎ�ȚȀ�ȓǡƵȐǎ�ȀϬǄǎ�ȓȍƵǄǎॵȓॶ�ƵǺǊ�ǹƵǺΛ�ǛȀȀǊ�ǡȀȝȐȓ�Ȁǚ�ǊǤȓǄȝȓȓǤǺǛऺ�
laughing, concentrating, chatting and eating, learning, teaching and even crying with you 
guys. I am extremely grateful for having had you guys on my side during (parts of) my 
project and for having learnt a lot from each of you inspiring beings. Karen – thank 
you for transforming my little mantra “Failure is the mother of success” into a beautiful 
calligraphic artwork I could put onto my wall ready to regularly remind me of believing 
in the fruits that would eventually come out of any struggle. You have a razor-sharp mind 
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that has helped me get to the other side of many questions, a kind and loyal spirit and I 
am grateful for being able to call you my friend. Ceci, thank you for your warmth and 
authenticity, for your smile in the morning, your delicious, baked goods and for always 
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kann. Ihr habt mir beigebracht auf mein Gewissen und meinen Verstand zu hören, 
andere Menschen zu respektieren und von ihnen zu lernen, ihnen aber nicht gedankenlos 
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dankbar. Danke auch dir, Rike, dafür dass du mich früh und stetig in meinen Interessen 
ǛǎǚȄȐǊǎȐȚ�ǡƵȓȚऺ�ǹǤǄǡ�ǹǤȚ�@ǎȓǎȓȚȀϩ�ȝǺǊ� ǤǹǹǎȐ�ǹƵǴ�ΕǤǎǊǎȐ�ǹǤȚ� ǎǤǺǎȐ�ǺǎȝǎǺ�XǎȐȓȍǎǲȚǤΔǎ�
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Thomas, du hast von Anfang bis Ende dieser Doktorarbeitsjahre an meiner Seite gestanden 
ȝǺǊ� ǤǄǡ�ǹȄǄǡȚǎ� ǊǤȐ� ΔȀǺ�/ǎȐΠǎǺ� ǚȡȐ� ǊǎǤǺǎ� (ǎǊȝǴǊऺ� ǊǎǤǺǎǺ� �ȝȓȍȐȝǄǡऺ� ǊǎǤǺǎ� ǲȐǤȚǤȓǄǡǎ�
�ȝȘǎǺȍǎȐȓȍǎǲȚǤΔǎ�ȝǺǊ�ȓȚǎȚǤǛǎǺ�/ƵǴȚ�ǊƵǺǲǎǺु�EǤȚ�ǊǤȐ�ǃǤǺ�ǤǄǡ�ǊȀȐȚऺ�ΕȀ�ǤǄǡ�ΕƵǄǡȓǎǺ�ǲƵǺǺु�
Frida, du wundervoller kleiner Mensch, auch wenn du dies noch nicht selbst lesen kannst, 
so möchte ich dir dafür danken, dass du mir in Zeiten des akademischen Stresses gezeigt 
hast, dass sich das Leben um weit mehr dreht als statistische Resultate oder erfolgreiche 
Publikationen. Ein Blick in deine dunklen, vor Wunder und Lebenskraft lachenden 
�ȝǛǎǺ�ǛǎǺȡǛȚ�ȝǹ�ΔȄǴǴǤǛ�Ǥǹ�/ǤǎȐ�ȝǺǊ�=ǎȚΠȚ�ƵǺΠȝǲȀǹǹǎǺु�
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